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Chapter 12

AND DIVI3IBILITY

12 irao-to

In his 14_1_ = farmer left 11 cows to his The will

Erovided that j of the '1 cows should go to son Phil.

of the 11 cows to son Dave, arid -16 of the cows to Bill.
e sons argued about this, be ca .-e none of them wanted just

a piece of a cow, as the will seemsd to require. As they were
arguing, a stranger came along, leading a cow to market. The

stranger heard the boys' -slight and said, "That's simple.
Inciud, my cow with yours and try again." The boys were
delighted, for they now had 12 cows instead of 11. Phil took

one-half of these, or 6 cows. Dave took one-fourth of them;
that is, 7, col.f.N. Bill took one-sixth of them, or 2 cows.

The 11 cows which the farmer had willed were now happily
divided. The stranger took hies own COW and went on his way.

The outcome of :toy may cause you to think that each spy did not get

re-2eveH more thsffl trTe will nrovided

since
11

Even so, there must be Lome " about the story.

Add:

[A] less than

[Ti] equal to 1.

[ C] greater than

11
If. [A] is correct. Thus, the farmer's ii

ihuting his property still left A to,be distri d.

tone

Begardde 8 of the Sarmer's arithmetic, this anecdote illuo ates

point. In this problem the number 12 was easier A deal with the

number 11. The reason is that when w divide 12 by 2, or by 4, or by

6, we obtain, in each case, a result which is an integer. The same does not

occur when, for example, we divide 11 by at 4, or 6.

In the discussion that follows in this section we shall confine our

attention to the domain of positive integers. We are going, to be particularly

interested in products of positive integers. 12 is the product of 6 and a

positive integer, since 6 x 2 , 12. We shall say, therefore, that 6 is a

factor Of 12; likewise, 2 is a factor of 12. Similarly, 4 is a factor

of 12, since 4 x 12.
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26

27

cr of CO au

s: o f00000 of n. oncr.

a fa000c of s-.

a :a.:ton of c.

---- on -

_1=L_

:c: no

lo (hao

71:7 a

a factor

ic a factor of n, th,o a is

arnohoi T'actcr

express the fact that ti is a factor of 15, we

ownetimes say that divides 13.

to ind'oatc that 5 is a factor of 24, we

riay :;ay that 24.

In reneral: if a and r. are pos.: ve interers and

a in a fa.Acr of a, we say-that a divides

That's, we say that 8 40.

-hre a. ==.:

40, 20 divides 40.

mere other namtero which divide 40

Alternatively, when m divides n, we sometimes n

that n is divisible by m.

s, we say that 24 6.

Similarly, 40 8.

12-1

ye

yea

24
77

4o
77

divides'

divides

divides

20 2

is divisible by

is divisible by



12=1 .

If m and n are positive integers and if m is a factor of n, we

sny that in divides n, or n is divisible by m.

We have been limiting our discussion to positive integers. However it

is sometimes cor.venient to use the vocabulary of "factors" and "divisibility"

in speaking of 0 as well as the positive integers.

29

30

31

32

If a is any positive integer, 0.

Since a(0) m 0, for all positive integers a, we

shall say that "a a factor of 0".
(is,is not)

Thus, every positive integer is a factor of

8(0) = , hence

is a factor of 0.

3i nee 8 is a factor of 0, we shall s_ that

divides

mince every positive integer, a, is a factor of

we shall say that a 0.

:A(n)

des

In durraftary, we shall say that 0 14 divisible by every positive integer,

but 0 does not divide any number. Division by 0 is not defined.

5

36

37

38

39

41

Is 2 a factor of 24 ?

(2) . 24.
TUT,TIST

Is ajactor of 24 ?

Is 4 a factor of 24 ?

Is 5 a factor, of 24 7

since

) is not a factor of 24 . since there is no positive

_Integer q such that ( ) (1 = 24.

The set of all factors of 24 is (
1 )

42 Divide

.43 Is 13 a factor of 89 7

44 goes 13 divide 89 ?

45 Divide 91 by 13. 13 X = 91.

46 13 a factor of 91.

89 by 13. Is the result an integer?

(is,is not)

404

Yes if

) (l2) ;z 24

(5)(q) - 24

no

no



47 91 by 13.

48 13 91.

Taivides,does not dividef,

49 Is 2 a factor of_ 86 ?

50 Is 3 a factor of 2,179 ?

51 Is 4 a factor of, 10,136 ?

52 Is 5 a factor of 8,965 ?

53 Is 6 a factor of 133,704 ?

. is

54

12.2

yes

yes

a

integer has proper factors, veshall call it factorable. Thus,

able. 11 has no proper factors, 11 is not factorable.

Which of the folio lists consists entirely of ntegers which are

not factorable?

[A] :85, 29, 93, 94 [C] 51, 29, 61

[B] 51, 29, 94, 61 [D] 29, 37, 61

17);

d [ 0I contain ix

flier hand, there are AO prop

e rreet,

94 u,.2(47),

torn$11e. On the

37, or 61, Tinw,

12-2. ,Tests for Divisibility

There are many occasions when we wish to determine whether a given positiv4

integer iz or not factorable. unfortunately, ,qt is not always easy to do

so. For example 74,329 is factjrable, since it is divisible by 311, but

we cannot quickli,see that '74,329 = 311 x 239. On the other hand, our exper-

ience with erithihetic enables us to'tell at a glance that 10 is a factor

of 319,440..

You probably already know tests for divisibility by 2 and by 5, as

well as by 10. We shall state these tests, and we shall develop tests for

divisibility by 3, by 4, by 6, and by 9.

All of these tests depend on the fact that we ordinarily write a positive

integer in decimal notation. That is, 3286 means 3(1000)+2(100) +8(10) +6.

We refer to 6 as the last pLigit (or the units digit) of 3286: Nbreover,

4C
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every positive integer n may also be written in the form

n= 10a b

where a and b are integers and: 0 < a, 0 < b < 9.

For example:

3286 = 10)(328) 6,

and 765 = 0)(76) 4- 5.

In what follows in this section, we shall think of all

discussion as written in decimal notation. We shall thus be

phrases as "the last digit of the integer", meaning the last

number is written in4ecimal notation.

You have already learned, from experience, that an

1 integer is divisible by 2 (has 2 as a

if the last digit of the integer is 0, 2, 4,

2 or

Otherwise the integer is not divisible by

For example, the only element of the set

00, 1215, 1492, 1776) that does not have 2 as a

or is

numbers under

able to-use such

digit if the

Although we are familiar with this "test" for divisibility by 2,

interesting to prove that the test is correct. Our proof offers a pat

developing other "tests".

with a given integer n, we may write

n= 10a +b (0 < a, 0 b <

We have seen in Section 12-1 that in order to determine

whether 2 is a factor of n we need to dete -ne

whether .2 is an integer.
2

We see that
n 10a +b
2 2

7 n is divisible by 2 if is an

is an integer if 2 is an integer:

406

15

b 9

n for

a



There are ten possible values of b.

these possibilities into two cases.

Case 1.

b
then 7

and thus

If

is

b is 0. '3 4 or

©L orL =

is an integer.

is an integer, a

integer.

1 separate

Hence, 5a an into sr, because of the closure

property of the set of integers under addition.

b n
from Item 6, n + -t. Hence, is

It follows from the fact that 4 is an= integer that

10 2 is a of n.

11

If b is 1, 3

not an

12 In fact, is

Since

, or

then _ is

b
is ian integer and 7 s not an inte e-

e see that ,
which equals 5a +

'

13 an integer.
is no

In conclusion, since

14 not a of n.

Therefor

7 s not an into is

Integer

factor

12-2

is not

re have proved that. our test for city ;lliilty
by 2 is correct.

We shall not attempt such a detailed proof for

ibility as we discover them. We shall merely I Jisnte 1cr QatA. :-

might be carried out.

__ tests for divis-

---

You know how to re so ether an integer has 5 as'

a factor.

15 An integer divisible by has either 0 or

as its last digit.

Thus, 25, 6070, 415, and 2:10 are all dividivisible

16 byby

407
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17

18

*19

*20

*21

To determine whether n is divisible by 5, we

examine the

or

Otherwise,

last digit of n. If this ddgit is

we know that 5 is a factor.

5 is not a

To prove thiS test for divisibi

follow the pattern of the proof

divisibility by 2.

10a * b, a and

b <

ty by 5, we can

or the test for

b integers, 0 < a,

Whether 5 is a factor of n depends upon whether
b .

is an

You s

n 10a + b

5 5

= 2a *ii

uld be able to co lete the proof. What value

b have in order to make
5

an integer?

visible by 10, then

0, 5

factor

b < 9

eger

2a +

0, 5

an -

is an intsier namely, 5q) n divis' le

2q is an inte

e have found.: If a number is divisible by 10, then

divisible by 2 and

It happens to be true also that if a number is divisible by 2 and by 5

it is divisible by 10. We shall see why in Section 12-3.

Let us take this fact for granted for the moment. Then, since we have

tests by

divisibility by =10. For

both

2 ..end. by 5, we have a nr rnade" test for

n to be divisible by 10

17

403

st be divisible by

hal



27

29

30

31

32

consider n = 10a 4- b, a and b integers, 0 < b < 9.

For n to be divisible by 2, b must' be an element of

P = 0,2/ t

For n to be divisible by 5, b must be an element of

Q=

For n to be divisible by 10, b must be an element

both of set P and of set Q. Thts, b must be an

element of F()Q. F(1Q

Therefore, n is divisible by 10 if and only if the

last digit of n is

Let us try to discover a test for divisibility by 4.

Divide each of: 28, 128, 528, 1028, and 234,528 by 4.

Each of these divisible by 4.

(is,is not)

Consider: 16, 216, 916, 3816, and 10,016.

Each of these divisible by 4.

lis,is notY

4 a factor of: 13, 118, 518, 2818, or
fis,is not

10,018.

Examine the numbers above, some of which were divisible

by '4 and some which were not divisible by 4. Try to

state a rule for divisibility by 4.

It appears that divisibility by 4 is connected with

the divisibility by 4 'Of the number formed by the

last two digits.

(o,R,,k,6s83

(01

is

12 -2

A positive integer n is divisible by 4 if and only if the number

represented by the last two digits of the integer is itself divisible by 4.

For a proof of this rule, see Items *35-*38.

409
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34

*35

*36

*37

*38

Rich of the following e nets connistr7 entirely of integers which

divisible by 4?

(A] (8, 316, 412, 538)

[B] (4, 606, 320, 1000)

[C] (12, 324, 692, 1016

538 and_,606 are both divisible by 2, but not by 4. (We knc

this since neither 3'8 nor 6 is divisible by 4.) [0] le the

correct choice.

We have written

100, (100)(32),

is less than 100.

286 = 3200

=_ (100)(3 ) +86

as the sum of a multiple of

a positive integer, 86, which

In fact, any integer n may be written as

n = 100a b, where a acid b are integers

and 0 < a, 0 < b <

To decide whether n is divisible by 4 we must

decide whether is an

100a b

4

25a

b
in an integer provided b is one of the numbers

0, 4, 8, 12, 16, ..., 96. You might complete the proof

by yourself.

0 < b < 99 ,

it is possible to develop d simple rule (test) for divisibility by 3.

careful examination of the following example, you can discover this rule.

The test makes use of the fact that 10 = 9 1, 100 . 99 1, 1000 = 999 1,

etc. , and that each of the numbers 9, 99, 999, etc., is divisible by ,3.

410

12



39

40

41

42

43

414

46

47 .

48

50

T
. 5(100) +

5(99 1)

5(99) 5(1

7

+7

11)(9 ) + 3(9) + 5 + 3 + 7

11)(9) + 3(9

11 + 3) 9

Clearly, 11 + is divisible by

is divisible by 3.

To determine whether 537 is divisible by 3,. we need

to decide whether 5 3 7 is divisible by

+ 9 + 3 + 7

since 9

integer

7 /looks familiar. We started with the

7 is the ztp of the digits of the original

integer.

5 7-.15

5 7 divisible by Hence,
is,is not)

537 divisible by
TTS,is not)

1237 = 1(1000) + 2(100) 3(10) +

1(999 1) +

1(111 9 + 1)

(1 in 9 2

( 1 111 + 2

1 + 2 + 3 + 7 13 is not divisible by

(99 +1)

+ 2(11

.11 9 4- 3

11 + 3)9

+3( +7

1)

+7

+ )

+71) 3(9

. 9) + + 2 +3

+ (1+ 2 +

hence, 1 + 2 7 have 3 as

771;;7;_- -0-
a factor.

Therefore, 1237 divisible by 3.
no

411

12-2

537

is not
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The general rule is:

An integer n is divisible by 3 if the sum of the digits of

n, written in decimal notAtion, is divisible by 3.

Do you recognize (from studying the examples) that we also have a rule

for divisibility by 9 ?

An integer n is divisible by 9 if the sum of the digits of n,

written in decimal notation, is divisible by 9. 3867 is not divisible by

9 since 6 4- 7 . 24 and 24 is not divisible by 9.

52

53

54

Which of following are divisible by by 9

Divisible by 3 Divisible by 9

105 Yes No

342

1419

42737
-a

We shall see later, in Section 12-3, that if a number is divisible by 2

and 3, then it is also divisible by 6. Thus, having a rule for divisibility

by 2 and another rule for divisibility by 3, we may state the following

rule for divisibility by 6.

56

57'

58

59

n ic divisible by 6 if the last digit of n is 0, 2, 4,

or 8 and if the sum of the digits of n is divisible by 3.

Which of the followin

by 6

re diVisible by 2 by

Divisible Divisible
by

2
by 3 by 6

729 no yes no

14'32

4004

3111

5111

123,1'56

412

Yok, Yes, Yes

yes, nO, /10-

1,i6, yea, no

no



60

61

62

Apply the -

answer the following questions without actually per-

forming the division.

3 a factor of 101,001 ?

3 a factor of 1:,7,1)) ?

6 a factor of 151,821 ?

12-2

We have presented tests (or rules) for divisibility by 2, 3,

and 9. Why not similar tests for 7 and for 8

Actually, to design a test for divisibility by 8 is not too difficult.

If you study the proof for the test for 4 in Items *35-*38, you may get the

hint for a proof for divisibility by 3. Briefly, en integer is divisible by

8 if the number represented by the last three digits of the integer is

divisible by 8. Note that it is not sufficient for a number to be divisible

by 2 and by 4 to be divisible by 3. 1124 is divisible by 2 and 4;

yet it is not divisible by 8.
For divisibility by 7 the problem is different- -there are tests, but

there are no simple tests. If you find the work of this chapter especially

interesting, and would like to investigate some of the-topics more thoroughly,

you will find it worthwhile to do some reading in Number Theory.

On page 29 of the SKS° Study Guides in Mathematics is a bibliography

which names several bodics on this topic, some of which may be in your school

library. ,Also,,.there is a reference to divisibility in the SUGGESTED REFERENCES

at the front of this book.

We conclude this section by developing one further result which is useful

later.

63

61+

65

66

From your multiplication facts you know hat,

the product of two even integers is , and

the product of two odd integers is

In particular,

the square of an integer is even, and

the square of an integer is odd.

even'

odd

The question we ask is: If we know that the square of a certain integer

is even, may we conclude that the integer is even? That is, if we assert that

x
2

is even, does At follow that x is even?

The, answer to the question is "yes". Let us examine the reasoning we

might use to justify this answer.

43_3
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67

68

69

70

71

7

Either x is even or x is

We wish to prove that x is

Let us "assume" that x is odd and see where the

assumption leads.

xIf x i. odd, then is,

But this contradicts our original assertion that x
2

therefore, x

x

isils not
odd and, hence,

x
2

even

The method of reasoning used in Items 67-72 is of great importance in

mathematics. This type of argument is called an indirect argument or proof

by contradiction. To prove that a certain statement is true, we "assume"

that it is false and then show that this assumption leads to a contradiction.

We will see other indirect Proofs throughout the remainder of the course.

Prime Numbers and Prime Factorization

We- have been talking about i'actors of positive integers which are them-

selves positiVe integers. That is, when we write mg = n we have been

restricting m, q, and. n to the domain of positive integers.

1

4

If we start with the positive integer 15, we refer

to 3 and 5 as proper of 15.

The factors 3 and 5 are both positive

and 5 are the only positive integers which are

proper factors of

When we write 15 = 3 5 we say we have factored: 15

into proper factors over the set of positive

Factor 77 into proper factors over the'positive

integers.

77--

4 Li

factors

Integers*

integers

11



6

7

We could, of course, find other factors of a positive

integer if we allowed negat integers as factors.

Thus, 15 (-3)( )
3, and -) are all integers which

are proper factors of 15 if we allow negative

integers as factors.

If m is a positive integer and if m is a far'

the positive integer n, then -m is also a

of n.

of

12-3

Suppose we are asked to list all the integers which are factor- of a

given positive integer. Our list would contain the positive factors and their

Opposites. Thus, if we permit negative integers as factors, we really don't

discover any essentially "new" factors.

9 The set of integers which are factors of 6 is

This set consists of the positive factors of

10 namely,

11 and the these.

2, 3, 6

opposites

- 2 ,

-6)

When we limit ourselves to positive integer factors we say we are factor-

ing over the set of positive integers.

What if we allow the set of rational numbers as the domain in which we

lookjor factors of a given positive Integer? In other words, what if we

factor over the rational numbers? Let'us try an example: What rational

numbers would be factors of 15?

hen we tYin1 about factoring 15 over the rational'

_umbers (using rational numbers as factors) see MB y

possibilities.

12 In this sense 4 is a 15, since

13
1

14

15

16

41553
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The set of rational factors of 15 would be

17 a(an) set.

finite, infinite

In fact, over the rational numbers every rational

number except 0 would be a factor of 15..

for example, would also be a, factor of 15,

18 since 73(11 15.
73

73,

infinite

73

In the same way, every rational number except 0 would be a factor of

every positive integer. Thus, factoring over.the rational numbers will not

be considered further. Usually, factoring over the positive integers gives

us the most interesting results, and o when we speak of ':.factoring" a positive

integer, we shall always mean factoring over the positive integers.

19 Which of the following lists contains oily numbers which have no proper

tors?

[A] 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13

[13] 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13

[C] 2, 3, ,
7, 10, 11,

There are no number' z in

List (I0 containr_: 9.

9, 10, a and 15 have .proper

The set

20 have

5,7,11,13,19 contains no numbers which

factors.

Are there integers between 1 and 20 which have

proper factors and which are not in tLc

21 set (2,3,5,7,11,13,19)?

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 do not belong since

each of these numbers is divisible by 2 and thus

22 contain a proper factor of

23

24

9 and 15 do not belong since each contains a factor

ctors.

proper

yes

belons.in the set since it has no proper, 17

416



) is the set of all positive integers

greater than 1 and less than 20 which, contain

no proper factors.

Numbers greater than 1 which-have no proper fac

are called prime number.

2 and 3 are prime _=

26 are not numbers.

27 17 a pri_

(18,1s notl.

28 (2,3,7,11,13,17,1

A prime number is a po,1;itiv-

There are

30 The prime number less

31 The next prime number after

A prime number In a posi_.,v

32 than 1, and which ha:_

All even numb

33 factor of

'34 than 2 can be a

36

the.

The number 2 is a prt

prime number.

All positive odd numbers

(A) true

[B] 'false

9 a prime numbr7 L

included as a -prime number.

When there is no posbibilit:;

number simply as a "prime".

Rules of divisibility will be of

s or is not prime.

12=3

(2 ,7,11

1'?,191



46

47

1,8

12, therefore, ).'t is divizible ty

prime.
1C, i2 n

tnte whether each of the followiur is prime or

1(

orime,not prime

a.t.d

is a prime factor of

)

4, mice 7 is a prime

is also a prime 14.

14 has prime factor:?
TE617JrTITIEYT

Every proper factor of 14 is also a faCtQr.

49 On the other hand, 30 has proper factor:.
-Chow manyY

50 are the proper factor: of O. 2,3,56,10,15

2$3,5

)

is not

not prime

prime

not prime

prime

prime

not prime

factor

prime

51 Of thece, the factor are orime.

54

If you were asked to write 30 as an indicated product

of proper factors, you mi,7ht write ae rocoible answers

and.

Each of these may be caned a factorization of 30.

The 'act of these, (2)N(5); is c.' -riaxticular

interest, since each factor in this pcoduct is a

- factor. prime

(2)(1)

(3)(-'=o)

(5)(6)

44i8
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66

67

66

69

70

)

c cg-:),2:-_ of =t f
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Lot us find the prime factorization of 3276 making full use of our

tests for divisibility.

71

72

74

76

if

73

79

80

31

81.

We know that 2 divides 3276, since the last digit,

6, is divisible by

Divide 3276 by 2. The quotient

is also a factor of 1633. Divide 1633 by 2.

The quotient is

2in0 2 is not a fnetov of 617, we apply our test

for divisibility by 3:

9 which is divisible by 3.

Hence, 319 is divisible by the prime number 3.

Dividinv 812 by 3 gives the quotient

TTOT, does notT

Divide 273 by 3. The quotient is

divide 273.

91 is not divisible by 3, since 9 1

which is not divisible by 3.

91 is not divisible by 5, since it does not end

in 0 or

TryinE the next largest_ AJ40 after 5, we see that

does divide 91.

In fast, 91 divided by ,7

which ic a prime nuMber.

Summarizing, 3276 . (2)(

gives the quotient

(2 )(2)(819)

= (2)(23)(273))

(2)(2)(3)(3)1( )(13)1

(2)(2)(3)(3)(7)(13)

This last product is the prime factorization o 276.

420
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1638

819

18

273

doe

91

10

5

7

2(1638)

(2)(2)(30)04
(2)(2)(3)7)(14



Hee the =allE:t. t-ie at

and the suc.:ezE1,:-e 3uotientE- are Eho-w7. ":7e:eat h 7'e

continued until a luotient o I 1:7 ol;tained. Then tl.e

can be read off frorn the factors 1r the o-lt:_n on the rii:ht.

85 Suppose that the troceos has beer -arriel out 'or 25::

-86

87

88

89

90

91

The prime factorization at 250 4E

CA] 2 3 . 43 [C] 2 I.

43 theEe

It is true that 2 - 3 . 4;:;, 3 2 I and 2 3 4 43

sal name 28. We mx.st remegater, llowe,:er, that 1 is not a

prime. Hence, [C] is not correct. The o7der of the factor::

makes no difference. Hence, either or LEk] Is

And the zmalleEt factor of of each of the followi-

.111:Xers. -Incofar as possible, use the rule of'dIvIE-

ibility which you have learned,

115

135

321

484

'39

143

421

7
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100

J011

one In item

orJe, is

1-:;a1-:',e result

taVe

0

2 a one;

is -.1:-.;ed as a factor

is used as a factor

factozati

2.2.7

5 ' 5 * 5 ' 5

149[19 2 pritae;

3. 5 5 . 11

once

Fundamental Thorem of Ari hmetic is illustrated by this example.

Two dLfferent ways of finding the prime. factOrization always lead to the same

factorization, fathough possibly the order of the factors is different.

422

31-



Find the prime factorization of 1764.

lace the number represented by the last two digits of

102 1764 is divisible by

103 1764 = ( )(441) 4(441)

104 (2 )(2)(( )(49)) . Since 11 4 + 1 9, (9)(49)
9 divides 441.

105 (2)M3 7

106

107

108

Find the prime fac

convenient method.

4840.

109 11455

110 11096

111

ration of each,

2 and divide 436.

12-3

"7

(2)(137)(2)(2)

uppose we know that x, y, are positive integers such that

y z 66 and that

x 11. y = 2; then we can conclude that

z has which of the following values?

[A] [B] 11 [C] either 11

The prime a

x, y,

is uni

z must be 11 because

Since x / 11 and y

[B) is the correct choice.

the prime factorization of 300 we might

300 =.

or we might think:

300

The prime factorizations we find will be the same in

either case (eccept for the order of the factors, which

doenIt matter).

423



1

Item 112 we can conclude that the prime factoriza-

nciuiec the e number 2 ac a factor at

OT:C2E26

Item we conclude that the or

appear: in the prime factorization

we ;snow at 2 are both factors

we :oncl e that the urine factorization

00 ha thic Eeneral form:

:

Hence, i= we know only that 2 and 3 are factors of

10, we'can conclude: (2)(3),

factor of 300.

or is also a

In fact, precisely tie sane reasoninE shows that if any

integer n is divisible by and 3, then it is

115 divisible

116

117

118

ikewise, we can conclude that if 2 and 5 are both

ctors of a number, then so is or 10.

Moreover, if 14 is a _`actor of a muster, then can

conclude that, in the prime factorization of the number,

appears as a factor at -east
low many tir:777

us, if 4 and 3 are both factors of a number

n the prime factorization of n has the form

Hence, such

I. = )(3)(
:--e primes

number n must have 12 as a factor.

If a number n is divisible by

divisible by 18?

and 3, can we conclude that it is

[A] yes [B] n

If a number n is divisible by 6, 1t2 prime faltorim,

(3) Knowing that the number r. is dIvi$itleby, 3 n

additional infoYnation. Hence, 1,-z correct. 21,

contain:

divion1,1 b c and

424
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119

120

121

e

15

12

18

a factor of

a factor of

a factor of

91,215

137,326,640

187,326,648

7

estfo

et Zor 3 41:

yeatteet for 2; 9]

*122

*123

*124

*125

*126

*127

*12a

*129

*130

*131

*132

*133

-re is a interesting observation

Alt factorization of nitive inte,7er.

snail restrict

Tro,J.,1Tst .73f

-sarily crimes.)

as a tro--,A two factnr,1:

: 1 x

The sum of 1 and 6 is

The sum of 2 and 3 is

There are three distinct way: of

product of two factors: 1

a-e

The sum of 1 and

The sum of 2 and 6

The sum of 3 and 4

100 has five distinct

of two factors.

factorizations into a product

The sum of 1 and 100 is

The su.a of 2 and 50 is

The sup-: of 4 and 25 is

The sum of 5 and 20 is

The sum of 10 and 10 is

--ice that, ii our examplec, the largest for each

g for the factorization 1 X n. Do you think

this is true for every positive inte6er?

shall learn more about the_

ection 12-4.

of factors in

j



l'110'4t 7"

in i eor flre dscover .*Pme interestini-, relstionships

tetween factor- of nnrters factors of -7= '7**1.e1-17. Y'e

make :or onectreL ar,i then try to prove

id_r-*t del at a

not)

Of 32.

a fa,-2tor ot a tor

a factor of o,

no)

Is 2 a fasIor of 30?

A conjectdre which we ma:, make is:

a factor

If 2 is a of two tilen 2 is a

factor of their

I: this conjecture true? Let'

is,

is, is

ye LI

factor

CUM

!-=ocall that "a is a factor of ss meahp "there is

some inter*or q sIdch that

aq.

Thti%-:, if 2 is a factor of c, then

o = 2q

2 r an intet7er, and if p = 2r, then

2 is a of s.

LI, an numi*er Pine it hap a factor of 2. even

We are roinc to prove: For positie integers b and c, if 2 is a

. factor co loth L and c, then 2 is a factor of b c.'

Since this statilt expresses a relationship involving factor (a multi-

plicative idea) and the sm of two nurra, we should expect to use the ci1J7-

tributive propert:i in the proof.

426



Proof:

Thorc effLrt: a. irtQrer
P rucn t:ral F.

Moro frxft r a: fntecer 1 ir e factor of c

that

a LT :TA Hit1oa eorbrt: of

1,n a factor of U.

orolortV.

7i-ro ret fff Intei:erc Lb

:loned

Tofimit!or_ of fart::.

g)

We nave proved that

LA] o: two nntr:rb:r fn bveh.

Bj tne :mfc c: an em: 1r2rier 01.1 or even number ir odd.

(C1 the mac of two even nur:rorr ir even.

i'.thcagn LA] a.ad (Bj ,f.xe true, Lhi o is :.:1ot.-1,414-1:-

CJ in ocrrect.

We conjectuf:e-] and tro7od tact 1f 2 ir a factor of two numbers, then

iL7 a factor of t::eir rum,. We now ank ournelveo, would it be true for

other foer.-:-?

=t;

17

33

20

a facto-c

7777777 not)

Is =L, a fa---or of C-

noT_

a f'aftor of 7

T777,i,, not

faotor of

1i-factor of

ir a factor of :otr

end

in a factor of nince 13

::actor

_

it-, Is

( , :
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At this point you may suspect what the general statement will be.

Theorem 12-4a. For positive integers a, b, and c, if a

is a factor of both b and c, then a is a factor

of b + c.

Try to Drove Theorem 12-4a on a separate ,.11,.2et o paper. HInt: 77_±!

proof is similar to the previous one. Do your lest. Use Items 21-24 with

which to compare your proof.

22

23

Theorem 12-4a. For poitive inter,,ers a, '

if a is a factor of both b and

is a factor of b + c.

Froof:

and

then a

There exist integers p and q It is given that a
such that b = ap and c = aq. is a factor of b

and also of

c = ap aq Addition property
of

b c = a(p q)

(p + q) is are integer.

property.

The set of intege
is under
addition.

Therefore, a is a factor of Definition of factor.
b + c.

equality

Distributive

closed

Two other useful theorems will be considered. The following items suggest

one of them.

a factor of
77,771.76T1

ctor of (6 + 5),

6

js,is not)
, is not

a factor of 52 nO

27 5 a factor of 10, and 5

,is not)

_ of (10 + 13).

28 Is 5 a factor of 1

29

30

is not)

or of (24 + 31).

a factor of 24,

73;177,3TT
a factor of

428

lis,is not

is no

a is, is not

is not



La 1:1-::: factor of the vivo-T.

a factor ,or toe' Li' cum,

ill not

1:0 LVLD c LI a

:c a ra.tc.. dri a a fa,ct,_,f or b c

12-4

proof. becall from the

12',1:FO,A proof. In an indirect proof

if wo ti.at 1 1 nc21:::o1 ic falbo, o we arc l- to a contra-

32

35

Eeottltia- Qtr.. 1.1obrcm: Forpocttive intemere a, b,

and ,..,

a fon.tor of

Prop::

lc a rannr r, and a ii: not

inc.n a le not a factor Of c

There ire two uomoidilitiom: Either a icy a factor

of c or a a factor or c.

WL to ',nat a a factor of c.

Cio,ie 0

im a factor a: c.

tn._ theorem 1 tat,7, that n. 12 a factor of b

and we 'nave amc.umod a Le a factor of c, we can cay

I 0. 1 ;'

Henco, n le a factor of (Oee Thoorem 12-40.

But wu wure civen toot a le not a factor of c).

We hay: 'eon led to a contrad'otion.

Our amo-dmrtlor that a te a factor or o muot -be

TrZinc,true

Therefore, a J2c not a factor of c.

L29

Ic not

1:-J not

b, c

C

se

A
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37

38

39

40

Complete he next five items and see if they lead you

to another conclusion.

3
issis notl

a factor of (9 + 12).

a factor of 9, annd

3 a factor of 12?

is

a factor of 21, and 7

is,is notj TIT,ITTaT

factor of (21 28).

7 a factor of
is not)

Our suspicion is If a number is a factor of the first

of two numbers and if it is a factor of their sum, then

41 it a factor of the second.
is,i 7c7t

Items 37-41 sugges

yes

is

Theorem 12-4c. For positive integers a, b, and c, if a

a factor of b, and a is a factor of (b + then a

is a factor of c.

*42. If you wish, to prove Theorem 12-4c and then turn to page i

to see one method of proving it.

Although these theorems will be used in a later chapter, an application of

them will be seen in the following problem.

The area of a rectangular field is 288 square feet.
One -half of its perimeter is 34 feet. Find the length
and width of the field. (Recall that the area-of a rectangle
is equal to the product of the length and width,and one-half
the perimeter is equal to the sum of the length and width.)

Undoubtedly, you can find the solution by trying pairs of numbers until

you find a pair whose sum is 34 and whose product is 288. We shall, how-

ever; use some of the theorems we have proved to guide our reasoning.



43

44

)4-6

47

14-8

We wish te,) find two integers

whose uum is 34.

The prime factorization of

253 contains, 2 as a factor

a factor

Between them the two integers must contain in

five factors of 2 and factors of 3.

times.

se product is 258 and

times and 3 as

If one integer contained the factor (2)(2)

other integer must contain the factors

al

then the

Although the product of 1 and (2)(2)(2

is 285, (2)(2) and (2)(2)(2)(3)(3) is not the

solution to our problem since the sum of 4 and 72

is not as required.

12-4

2

2

Since the product of the two-integers contains factors of 2, we

that at least one of the integers must ,ontalA a factor of 2 which we

represent by this diagram:

49

50

51

52

one integer

(2)( )

other integer

+ 34

34 is an number and thus contains
eVen,odd)-

as a factor.

By Theorem 12-4c, since 2

Of the integers and 2

the two integers, 2

integer.

is a factor of at least one

is a factor of 34, the sum of

0:factor of the other
Iis,is not)

We represent our asoning to this point as

one integer

2( )

other integer

2( ) - 34.

288 has factors of 2, consequently, we have

more factors of 2 for which to account.
(how may

Let's answer next the question whether each of

integers may contain another factor, of 2.

431

the

is



eah of the integers contained another factor of 2

WO -,, sw contain at least two factors of -2 and

would to divisible by

C_ 2)(2) is a factor of each of the two

t_,[1 be a factor of
T.T6.777Z.7171T=LT117

Theorem 12-4a.

fa,

would

n-t a factor of 34. Therefore, one

of contain more than one factor

other integer contains the rema4n-

2 lists bution of the factors of as follows:

one

( ) ( )

other integer

+ (2)(2)(2 )(2)( )

lecide whet the two factors of 3 must be split between

both factore_: of must be contained in one or

letor of both _ nt.e

1._ '-4a, 3 be a factor of would
(wouici,wouid not)

a factor of 34, 3 is -0- is not
T.T717-17

:er, by alicorev i2-4b.

the factor% s of must be kept together.

in4 two Amices:

other_ integer

(2)(2)(2)(2)(3)(3)

integer

(=)(2)(2)(2) 34

144 and 2 + 144

432

+



At last, We see that the rectangle which has an area

Of 288 sq. ft. and which has 34- feet as half of

59 its perimeter, must have a length of feet and

60 a width of feet.

61 18 x 16

62 18 4- 16

12-4

Although the reasoning which we have outlined is lengthy, it is not

difficult.

In the following exercises try to apply the theorems presented in this

sec ion or to recognize when they are applied.

63

64.

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

The prime factorizatiu cf 36 is

In order to find two numors whose product is 36 and

whose sum is divisible 3 but not by 2, we should

split the betwo, two numbers, but keep

the together.

Therefore, the number:: arc

Two numbers whose product is 36 and whose sum is

divisible by ,2 but not by 3, are

There are two pairs of numbers whose product is 36 and

whose sum is divisible by neither 2 nor 3. They are

1 and 36, and. and

The prime factorization of 150 is-

Can you find two integers whose product is

whose sum even?
ye s,

whose sum is divisible by 5?

whose sum divisible by 3?

yes, no

(Yes,n01

and

433

2 -x 2 x 3.

2ta

(2)02x3) end 3,
Or 12 and 3

2 and
2 and

3x3 and 2X3,
9 Etna

3 x 3 x 5

No [2 occurs
only once In the
tactoritatIon.]

is (ye eat
split the 3'0.3

No 0 occurs
only once in the
fectorIzation.L
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73 How many pairs of integers have

whichlis not divisible by 5?

[A] one pair

[B] two pairs

[C] more than two

*74

150 as their product and have

p

keep the ''s together, bac

divisible by We could. have:

2.3.5.5 and. 1

3'5.5 and 2

2.5.5 and 3

5.5 and 6

be eu ls not

e are 4. pairs of pUmbers whose product is

e is not divisible by 5. The correct answer -is [C].

Write the prime factorization of the first number in each of the

f0110Wing. Use At to find two numbers whose product and whose sum are

as indicated. One of these is impossible. Which one is it?

[A] Product is 216 and sum is 217.

[9] Product is 330 and sum is 37.

[C] Product is 500 d. sum is 62

choice is COT. 500 2*2 62 is an cv

not divisible. by . therefore,

and 2w, But 2 + 250 / 62.

Factorizations for [_ 11] and

16 = 1 X 216, 1 +16 . 217

330 a.15 x 2, 15 22 = 37

uld have to be 2

434



*75

It 76

*77

*78

*79

12-4

If 4 boys shovel snow from sidewalks and charge 50 cents for a store

and 1.50 for a house, how many store walks and how many house walks

should they shovel in order to split the money evenly?

[A] An even number oe store jobs and an even number of house jobs.

[Bj An odd number of store jobs and an odd number of house jobs.

[P] Either [Al or

ber of store 4obs and i is the nuttier o house

.Jobs, then 50x 4 1505r is,the number of cents earned..

l'oy w 50(k 30

nCe 2 divides 50 and stare 4 must divide the, egpression

0(x 3r -vcii201,34:se1ect even vlausle of rf x is

tgen 3y must be even, 3y is even when= y iS even*

odd, then 3y rust be odd) since if a sum of two in

-en, the integers must be either both even or both add. 3y

when y is odd.

if the boys accept an even number of store jobs, they must

accept an even number of house jobs; if they accept an odd number .

store jobs, they must accept an odd number of houseA0bsi

[C ] is the correct Choiee..,:

For what positive integer x is 3 a fac

6 A- 4x ?

Theorem 12-4a states: For positive integers a, b,

and c, if a is a factor of both b and e, then

a is a factor of b c.

6 + 4x corresponds to in the theorem.

3 is a factor of

Hence, 3 will be a factor of 6 4x if it IS O

a factor of

Therefore, 3. is a factor 6 4x if x

;multiple of

y

435
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12-4

ao

81

82

83

84

85

8(

-87

8

89

90

92

nd factoring to be useful in finding simpler name

18 (9)(2)be written as
112r(

where

is a factor common to both 18 end 24.

9(2) 9 2 9 9
712 7 `l2 2 12 12

1 (6)( ) 6

13
may also be written as

( -KP

is a common of bcith 18 and 24.

You have probably recognized that although 2 and 3

are factors of 18 and 24, neither is the

greatezt conmon factor.

d 24 is

common factor of

r experience from arithmetic enabled us to easily

e that 6 is the

d 24.

of 18

some one.

9) (2)

(6

common

greatest

greatest common
factor '

Had we not recognized the greatest common factor from earlier experience

could. have found it as follows.

e the set of all factors of 1

) is the set of all factory of 24.

The set of ctors common to both 18 and. 24 is the

inters ion of (1,2,3,6,9,18) and (1,2,3,4,6,8'12,24)

'1,2 ,3,6,9,18)11(1,2,3,4,6,8,12,24)

hat (1 is the intersection symbol.)

Look at (1,2,3,6). It is the set of al

factors of 18 and. 24.

is the greatest common factor.
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94

95

96

97

9

99

100

101

102

the set of all factors of 45,

the set of all factors of 60.

The intersection of the set of factors of 45 and

the set of factors of 60 is (

(1,3y5,15) is the set of all common to 45

d 60.

is the greatest common factor of 45 60.

F nil:the greatest common factor of the following:

32 and 56

9 and 15

21 and 70

16, 24,

12-5. Summary

12-5

(1,3,5p9A5, I

12,1520,30,60)

We considered factorization in the set of positive integers.

The positive integer m is a factor of the positive integer n if

mq = n, where q is a positive integer. If m does not equal 1 or

we say that m is a proper factor of n.

A prime number is a positive integer greater than 1 which has no proper

factors.

If in is a positive integer greater than 1, then either:

is a prime number; or

can be written ac a product of primes (prime factorizatio

The Fundamental_ Theorem of Arithmetic states that'there is only one prime

factorization for a Oven positive integer. The order in which we write the

prime factors makes no difference.
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Tests for divisibility of a number:

A number is divisible

by 2 if the last digit of the number is even.

by 3 if the sum of the digits is divisible by 3.,

by 4 if the number represented by the last two digits is

divisible by 4.

by 5 if the last digit is 0 or 5.

by 6 if' the number is 'divisible by both 2 and 3.

by 8 if the number represented by the last three digits

is divisible by B.

by 9 if the sum of the digits s divisible by 9.

There is no easy test t'nr divisibility by 7.

The following theorems were proved:

For positive integers a, b, and _ c

b and c, then a is a fee

if a

(b c).

a factor of both

For positive integers a, b, and c, if a is a factor of b,

and a is not a factor of b c), then a is not a factor of.

For positive integers a, b, and c, if a is a factor of b,

and a is a factor of b-4- c), then a is a factor of c.

The greatest common factor of two numbers the greatest factor

common to both numbers.
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13 -1

Chapter 13

FRACTIONS

13 -1. Multiplication of Fractions

From previous work in-arithmetic, we are already amiliar with the

prOcess of multiplying fractions when these are numbers of arithmetic. For

example, we know that%

In Chapter 8, multiplicaLlon was defined for the

real numbers. By the definition, we have, for

example,

and

So each of the products involving real numbers is expressible

of non-negative numbers and possible taking of opposites. FUrthermore,

3examples such as g suggest a theorem which we can now prove for all

real numbers.

Theorem 13-1. For any real numbers 6, b, c, d, if b / 0 and

d / 0, then
a
b

ac
bd

To prove the theorem, notice first that and

are real numbers, since b 0 and

a ._

ac

bd

1

d

by the definition of

using both the commutative
and associative properties

. of multiplication.

since the product of the
reciprocals equals the
of the product..

by the of division

.439
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10

11

12

Use the theorem
a c ac
13 bd

following fractions:

iply

-7

Notice that the second factor in Item 9 is and that the second

factor in Item 10 is

number. In fact, if a and b are re imbers (b / o), we can show
-a a athat 7 , - To= all name the same numb

can show that both of these name the same

a

15

To show that ±" a , note that

0
0

ty the definition

since (-x )y = -xy.

by the of division.

_larly 'we can show that b = - Try to construct the proof for

youroelf and compare your results with those on page 1.

Thus we see,that Items 9 and 10 ask for the same product as Item 1.
-a a a

'Of the three forms T, - 17, we shall agree that - is the

simple ,t name for the number.

mmon name is, in a sense, the simplest name for

a
2

number. For example ,
2

, 7''2, 7 all name

the same number; the common name of this number is

440
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13-1

Recall that,on previous occasions we referred to some sPecial names

numbers which we called "common

that
2
y,

if k 0,

ak a
bk b

'in.agreement

4 2 # 2

3 . /
, all name the same number, and that

k_ _yTy. This illustrates the general statement that if k / 0,

We noticed before, for example,

whenever a and b are real numbers and b / 0. This statement is

let c k and d e k.

17

18

with Theorem
a c ac

13-1, 17,

c k and d = k, we have

,-.0k a k

k b k

# 1, since for any

by the proper4 of 1.

Making use,of the fact that we can simplify fractions. For
6 2 .3 b 6 2

example, Since -2
1

77-;p the fractions -§T can be simplified to 7.

'However, when we are asked to simplify a givgn expression, it is important

that wi understand exactly what is meant. "Simplify" means "find the common

name for ". We recall three important ideas, or conventions, regarding common

names.

1. A common name contains no indicated division if cap be avoided.

For example / -7 should be "simplified" to '5

If a common name must contain an indicated division, then the

resulting expression should be written in "lowest terms". For
6 2

example, g Should be changed to 3 if we want the.comMen name.

a
3. We prefer writing -

a
to either of the forms -1-; or 7,7.

We have Wined a "fraction" as a symbol which indicates the quotient of

two numbers. Thus, a fraction involves two numerals, a numerator and a

denominator., When there is no possibility of confusion, we shall use the

word "fraction" to refer also to the number which is, represented by the

fraction. When there is a possibility of conf4sion, we must go back to our

strict meanir of fraction as a numeral.
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21

22

26

27

28

29

We- shall 7-t_n4

variablc. a

which make

Aiment that the domains of

ex21ade those values

equal to 0.

If y = 0, which means x(1), is not

a number sin has no re2tprocal.

In
'

+-- he domain of to the set of all real
y -

numbers except

y x
and y: /

Simplify

2

3

- 1)
oy tne

ak
bk

prop Y

We can find a "simpler name" for

Similarly
2a
b

4
6'

cannot be simplified.

but not for
2
T.

Find the common name for each of the following=

7;5 * 7

7

denminato

2 (Netiee that
0 is 'in the

domain.]

distributive

ak

x + 1

-1,

We notice that when there is a common factor k in the numerator and

the denominator, then 17
4 ak

it a simpler name for FUrther, if a and b
bk

have no common factor other than 1, then the fraction is the simplest

name for thei number.
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'30

31

32

34

35

36

39

SimplifY:

5aby

3a 'b 3aiab
,aby ,y(ab

b / 0,

by associative and
properties of mu wt li ion.

=E if k 0b b r -1

13-1

plify:

21
10

b) 2

For Item 40, notice that the frac tf on

2)(3' 7) which in turn.can be
7(2 '5J-

443

-2

I
10

3 6
2:71

10
9

4 ! 21

.7 10
can be reyTttten as

2.'3(2.* 7)as
5C2* 7)
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41

42

Simplify:

14)

I

78

1 3

By displaying the numbers in the numeratertand

denominator in factored fort's, it is edsier to see

%'hether the fraction we will get is in "lowest terms

24'

23'3

44.

Simplify each of the following where possible. Indicate the

-restrictions on the domains of the variables. The answers are

on page ii.

sc_< - 2)

77:777

45. xY_ILY
x +

4.

47

4 1117_1
2 n + 3

50. 3(4a4)()
a

51.
(4t s)

3

52. 1LL2 4

2 . x 3

+._Y_ xY
x - 1 x + 1

5

Did you get the correct esponse for Item 54? Recall that

-(a - 5) -a + 5 . 5 - a. Let's try a few more exaMples involving th

situation.

5

56

57

Simplify:

2x - 4

2a - a
2

-2

x

5)(_
10x + 10

r 444:



In certain applications of Mathematics, the number represented by

fraction is called the ratio of a to b. We shall sometimes speak of

the ratio when we mean the symbol which indicates the quotient, provided

there is no confusion in the meaning.

58

59

6o

62

63

64

65

67

\ 68

-y be read "the ratio o to
Y

If the ratio of so77.1omores to freshmen is then, then

there are sophomores to every 7 freshmen.

If the ratio of girls to boys is

to every 4

then there are 3

In a certain college the
2

is
19'

_orevery
(how many)

students?

o of faculty to studen

faculty members there are

(how maTTTY

If tier° are "f" faculty members and 1197 students

then the ratio of faculty to students is

;Since the faculty-student ratio iS
H,2

19
and

1

we know that

1197 both name the same number.

Hence
2

1197 0

And f =

There are 126 faculty members.

The profits from a student assembly are to be given

to the

ratio of
3

larger amount, which is $387.

society and the mathematics club in the

with the mathematics club receiving the

If h is the amount the honor society will receiv-

then an open sentence for the problem is

DI 2

1:r 7
The honor society will receive $

1445

XtJy

boys

1197

t
1197



13-2

13-2. Division of Fractions

For simplifying an indicated prOdUCt of two or more fractions, a key

property was the theorem which may be stated;

For any real nuivbers a, b, c, d, if b 0 and

then
c ac

d bd

In this section we shall see that an indicated quotient of two or more

fractions may also be simplified into a phrase which will contain at most

one indicated quotient.

2

4

7

To illustrate, let us consider
7

This an indicated of two fractions.

It is also a fraction whose n

whose denominator is

s I and

The least common multiple of the denominators 2 and

3 is

a
Since = .17;

k
if b / 0 and k / 0,

2=-27.0 2

10
21

7

Since

have

means

2.2
3 7'

and
3 2'

see that

from Items 4 and 6 we

2

1
2

2
3_

1
2

446

VOttent

4

e

3



Item 7 suggests that an indicated quotient of two fractions may be

expressed quite readily as an indicated product of two fractions. Moreover,

the above procedure suggests a method for proving

9

10

11

Theorem For any real numbers a, b, c, and d, if

b / 0, e / 0, and d / 0, then

aced'dbc
To prove this theorem, we note that if k

®
Y Y

/ 0.

a c

b d

a k
n

a

If it is bd, we have

ra
a

ad()k r bci adk)
0 D J

cb()1. k bd

ad ad=
cb be

a
b

a c a
d b

_

a d
b c

Notice that in the step before Item 11 we have the theorem in the
a c ad

handy form b = be'
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Use the theorem to simplify each 01' the followinf::

_
7 4

a

a

a+1

- ab

Use the least common muitipie of the denominators

to simplify each of the fo/lowinr,:

. _

0,

3 4 3
b 1 2

14

2a,

-2, a b

Lxpressine an indicated quotient of to fractions as an indicated

T,roduct of two fractions was very useful to us 1_,QCUUU we have already

learned how to find the rxedut of two fractions. fecal that we did some-

thine of this nature before in our definition 01 division of two real

numbers=
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20

24

25

27

28

29

For real numbers a and b, / 0), a b

means a multiplied by the of b.

This suGgests another way of lokinr at the

indicated quotient

first, let t2 that the r-citrciL of

L.;

The reciproal of is

By the definition of dicm,
a

a1 l a
_ , --ad

to

Thus we see that this aorec-s with the statement of

Theorem

Another method of simplifyinr an indicated quotient of

two fractions makes use of the meiprocal and the

speQial case of division, for a real nt.meor x.

x

-Is consider the indicated quotient.

i7The reciprocal nt' is

7 2because

5

LO

449

reciprocal

) Jr

if c/O, a

dbe

1



Sirnrlify each of the following using the method

shown in Items `J.2, and 2,7).

d

of 0, du

- a

ad
1,c

x

The foLlowinr exercises v,11 provide you with further practice in

simplifying products or quotients oV fractions. State the

r6striCtions on the domains of the varia6los whenever it is

necessary. The answer are on pa6e

x+ 3 xJ
x

2x-f2x
7x 2 7x

2x - 7 6

7x - 2 21 - 6x 34jyz

45 0

a
I



13-i. Addition and ,-IuLtaction of Fractions

We havo o-h, in ,nrados which involve the product or severa . fractions,

that WQ =an a-ways Cr !I the rhrase to one which invo,veJ :bot one

fraction. Lihu;.-ise we can _.;1mi1fy ihrases wnicn invceve bn, suutIent

two _fractions to one which invodven not one fraction.

consider the addition frnctIens. LfInoc suLtnicti,311 nas Loon defined in

tQl47 iudtrattich at bhu dams time. ITte

dhradc - t id ,t.cltdd an inicated csm two fru-cf.-li dle

td-_- ttribton ( id s d nn ino1aibed

fracticns.

1

4

I I

The phrase

quotients.

contains

is divided ly and

Let

ihdi iated

is divided ty

1'3 not considered to be simpified nince it

contains more than indicated.

on consider an examflc from arithmetic.

to an inlitatei

-we fractions.

0We a:roady knew that 4 4 , and we can show
t t

that this arees with -fte definitions of varicun

operations and with various T-rodertieo, unler these

:iii- nn in thu fo1lowint: manner.

,L
7 and

,

LO the definition

to

3

5

one, quotient

sum

division-

(L '4)(t) d: the property. distrihutive

6()'

by the definition of diviion.



13-3

10

In a similar manner, we may show that for real

numbers a, b, e, with c / 0,

a b
=

C C C

Try to construct the proof by yourself and compare

your rroof with the one on vare

+
b a b

a b * b
The statement

a
= agrees with the method we use to add two

C C

fractions in arithmetic when the denominators are alike. You will recall

that when the denominators are_ifferenti we first rewrite each fraction so

that the denominators are alike.

lLk

For example, simplify
'

we note that
5 7

i
21322_

since
a ak

n 17; m if b / 0 and

larly,
2

7 7

3 2 21 10

5 7 0 0

We notice that each fraction is rewritten as a fraction

whose denominator is 35, and that 35 is the

least and 7.

5

:= 10--
7 7 * 35

21 10
35 +d5

common multiple

3 2
For examples such as

7
it is easy to find a denominator in terms

of Which we can express each of the fractions. In this usage, we refer to
3

.the number 35 as .the least common denominator of
5

and In Chapter 4,

we also referred to such a number a.,; the least common multiple of the

denominators; that is, 35 is the least common multiple of 5 and 7.

Since 35 == 5 7,, we can see that 35 is a multiple of 5. and 35 is a

multiple of 7. Moreover, it is the smallest positive number that is a

multiple both of 5 and of 7.

Definition. The least common multiple of two or more given integers

is the smallest positive integer which is divisible by all of

the, given integers.

It is not hard to find the least common multiple of certain integers

For example, with very little experimenting, we can quickly find that 20

152



is the least dommon multiple of L and 10. Findin:- the 1ea.:-

multiple of tl,1 and 65 is not ac easily done ly

1717--:)e, we shall find that zrime factorizatin will tsme 1n

1r,

17

b

20

24

2E)

27

0

The :rime factorization of 5-1

The zrime factorization of is

If h- iz an Intecer, tnhn

Since 51k. is a multi-. is

multitle of 51.

. he a rvcltille of L anintecor mdst nace at leat

the factors : and

f r is an intecer then "55r is a

Ey the :rime factorization of 01, the numLer

0Jr =

To be a muitihle of an inteer must have at

:east the factors

A common mu1tiple of 51 and Ot nod A hate at

least the factors , and

The least s!Dmmon multiple of 51 and 8r_j,

7
3 t7

El=
5 1_7

We can find the least cannon multiple of more than two

integers in much the same way as 1,7e do for two intc:ain;.

To find the Least common multiple of 0 0, and 70, 'WQ

can first get the prime factorization of each.

- , I = 2-2-2, and 70

453

17

17

17

17r

and

5, 17

-5 .17

5'17

:Y175 5'17'3

laLfa 2)
-5-17 i517

2-5.7



7:=

7 -3 11 7

See ans e

2801_
2.2}2.3.5.7

946

7 .1

1
21

z k8 La
(2.5)2 ( 2.2)5

4-16)4.(5x-_29).
20

-U
20

p -
can tt written

454



42 4 can be re ,

7x 0 0
e the ::raotions in this l_ast, phrase have the

we can make use of the
TTTIMerator,denomina c.

equality,

44

45 From this
14 3

x 7x 7x 7x

7x

13-3

tor

a b a+ b
c c

see that the same technique we used when the denominators are

integers can be used when the denominators involve variables. (Of course

we must be careful of the restrictions on the domain of the variables.)

We rewrite the fractions with a common denominator; the denominators of

the original fractions are factors of the common denominator.

46'
47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

For example, if the denominators are x and 7x, a

common denominator is because x is a

of 7x, and 7x is also a factor of

To simplify # we note that the
3ab 2a 12

denominators are 3ab, 2a2, and 12.

These can be written as products:

3ab, 2aa, and

The common denominator must have at least 3

a factor

factor

once, 2 as a factor a as a

and as a factor once.

A common denominator is 2'2'3* ;

4c 4c 5b 0 0
3ab 2a2 12 3a, (4a) D 0_

4c(Aa) 5b(6bj

3ab( 4a) 2a2(6b) 12

=

0 a /

455

7x

ix

2.2-3

e

twine b

2f2.-3 .9. -a-b

pee answer

2

2b

b.



13-3

55

56

6o

bl

62

rl+2 3+ a.

300-27, x -2

2T

3x-19

002)(2x- )

-2,

can use the is of this section to find the truth

sets of the following. (Solution of other open

sentences involving fractions will be discussed in

further detail in Section 1J)-2.)

2x
olve - 5, we mi._ simplify the expression

P left:

12
5

6 11x 11
0 nee we have

12

6D Lt as x
11

£c am of on
12

side(s) of the e9a __n. b
TiTT7ft,the righ-07TITT

6J

11 = 5
12
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66

67

1
If is true for some x) then

12 11
= 0.5 is true for the same X.

is, x =
6t?,

and the truth set of

Notice that we could have solved this in another

68 way. Since is the least common multiple of

3 and 4, we can first multiply both sides by 12.

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

= 12 5

8x = 60

= 60

x

5

13-3

12
11

Solve:

ix - 3x 8 Solution

47-31 3
Solution set:

= 6, x a Solution set:-
x

Find the solution set of

31w1 8 I A-

,1 22
ix

If y04 missed either of these see the complete solution

on page

457

t of 311 real
Macro between

5



13-3

Solve each of the following by first writing the appropriate open

sentence and then finding its truth set. In many caco the open

sentences you write will involve fractions. When you have solved

all of these problems check your work with that shown on page

77. The suit of two numbers is 240, and one number in times the

other. What arc the two numbers?

The numerator of the fraction _d t.:y an amount The

-f the resoltinE fraction

numerator increased?

79. Joe is as old as his father. In 12 years he be as

old as his father then is. How old is Joe? How old is his father?

80. The sum of two positive integers is 7, and their difference is 3.

What are the integers? What number is the result if the reciprocal

of the mailer is decreased by the reciprocal of the larger?

81. In a shipment of 800 radios,
20

iof the radios were defective.

What is the-ratio of defective to non-defective radios in the

shipment?

82

If it takes Joe 7 days

Of the job will he do in

days?

to painthi.s house, what part

one day? What part in d

If it takes Bob 8 days to paint Joe's house, what

part of the job would he do in one day? What part in

d days?

If Bob and Joe work together, what portion of the job

would they do in one day?

What portion in d days?

d
7'. 7

The following items refer to the questions asked in Items 82-85.

The answers are discussed on page iv.

The open sentence suggested by the problem is
7-

d86. Solve the equation 7 = 1. What does d represent?

87. What portion of the painting will Joe and Bob, working together,

do in one day?

1
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58

The following exercises i

further nractice in simpl

provide yo with

ifyin quotients and sums of

fractions. State the domains the variables whenever

it ip ner.esoary.

:

f

3

13-4. y and Review

The 13-1: For any real numb

and d / 0, then
a c ac

b d bd

13-4

7

c, d, if b / 0

Theorem 13-2: For any real numbers b d, if

c / 0, and U / 0, then
a ad.
b "db c bC

459



134,

For any real numbers a, b, a, if c 0, then

b t b
c c

For any reel numbers a, b, c, d, if b / 0 and d / 0, then

a be ad + be
17) a bd bd bd

For any real numbers a, b, if b ( 0,

-a a a
ir :g g

The least common multiple of two or more given integers is the smallest

possible integer which is divisible by all of the given integers.

When we find the common name of lify) an expression, we try to

keep tothe following conventions:

1. A common name contains no indicated division if it can be

avoided.

2. If a common name must contain an indicated division, then the

resulting expression should be written in "lowest terms".
a -a aWe prefer writing - to either of the forms 7- or :13.

Review

The answers to the following review problems are on page iv.

1. Simplify each of the following expressions; be sure to state the

domain of the variable whenever necessary.

(a) + (f)

(b)
35 21

(e)

1

2

33 22

(g)

15 # 12

5 - a

3a -

(h)
2a 5 21 + 3a

(i) 7577777 32x +5

2. Find the truth set of 2 + 12 +
3 12 4-*

[Hnt: if x is a number that makes the above sentence true, then
1x is a number that makes - . 12 -

12
true.]

460



3. Kevin has five hours at his disposal'. How far can he ride his

bicycle into the surrounding hills at the rate of 12 miles per

hour and return by retracing his route at the rate of ,E1 miles

per hour?

4 61



Chapter 14

Eli-PO/WM

14.1. Introduction to EXponent!

For the prime factorization of the positive integer 288 we have written

288 . (2)(2)(2)(2)(2)(3 )(3

This notation is inconvenient and clumsy because it is so lengthy. We

could avoid this form if there were a more compact way to express the product

of a number of repeated factors.

4

5

6

You already know that (3)(3) may be written as 32.

Similarly,

(2)(2) 3 2C3_

7 7 - L

2
)

is read as "3 squared".

"17 squared" means (17)(_1

In the numeral 52, the "2" indicates that we are

using the number 5 times as a factor.
many

If the la- h of the side of a square is s units,

then the area of the square, in aware units, is 0
2

,

which is read, "s ".

If the length of the edge of a cube is e units, then

10 the volume of the cube, in cubic units, is (e)(-1( ),

or "e cubed".

An appropriate symbol for (e)(e)(e) is the "3"

ll indicating that e is used as a factor ti

(how Many)

463
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14-1

12

13

14

15

7)(7)(7) - 7E3

(10)(10)(10)

It is natural to extend the idea used in writing 22 to such
products as '2 * 2 2 * 2 2. In this expression, 2 is used as a factor
five times. We agree o write

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

2. 2 2* 2 2

7
means the product formed by using 2

tames as a factor.

Find the common name:

Tow many
seven

C.

343

1

288 2 * 2 * 2 2 * 2 * 3 . 3

4 -0 0
- (2 1(3 )

The prime factorization of 1000 is 2 2* 2 5* 5

Using the more compact notation, 1000 =6(2 )( ).

Find the prime factorization of each of the following,

using exponents whenever appropriate.

26 64 =

27 60

28 8o

29

262

(2)(3

(24)(5)

464
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In genare2,

-Thu

a is to be used n times as a factor, we she.

a = (a)(a)(a)...(a)

n factors

t
e a

un
.

We need some language to use in describing the numbers involved in the

expression an. The "a", which indicated, the number to be used as a factor,

is called the base. The "n", which indicates how many times the factor is to

be used, is called the exponmt. We sometimes refer to a
n

as "a to the
th nth.,;
n- power", or simply as "a to the n

36

27

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

46

1+7

48

_6
theIn the expression 7', the base is

and the exponent is

We read 7
6

as " to the

In the expression ym, y is the

to is the

ym indicates that

factor times.

and

should be used as a

7
6

base

exponent

465

(-4)(.4)(-4)(.4)

256

(1127)(4)

2
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49

51

52

53

54

Find a common name for each of the following:
r,.

i

3.6

9

We have not yet mentioned a1. We shall define a
1

a. Since a As a

simpler numeral than a
1

, we-shall usually write a in place of a
1

.

55

56

57

58

59
60

61

Examine the next items carefully. Can you find a general pattern?

a is the product formed by using a as a factor m times,

is the product formed by Using a as a factor n

am an, a is used as a factor m # n times in all.

466

a

In the product



62

63

64

6,

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

7,

76

77

78

79

factors

(a)(a)(a).. (a)(a)(a)(a)...(a)

m factors and n factors

am+n

rite

xample: (9

311

names for the following:

x4)
6

= 27x-

(x .)(

(3x)(x) =

(3x2)(3x)2 = (3X

= (3)(3)(3)(x2)(x)(x)

= 3C3x or x4

(2x)(2x

(2x)(23x3) xO

(16a2)(32a ) = 2:3

(x2a)

4 2
3 3-

-3
. 2

- 32.5.22.33

(3a2b3)(32ab2

3 (2x3y4

(5c4d5)(4c3x2

(4am7) (a3m)

1 _-
[remember x = x ]

or

[Hint: 2a a m

[Leave in exponent

Careful!'

(2522)(32*33)(552

(3.32)(a2a)(0.0)

30.0b0

.2)(xx3.x)(

= 6x1Dy

20cEicipx°

term]

467

14

x
12

2
3x-

3x

27*4

4x4

4
2 X j 16x

4

-91 0a

x34
6

Pah,
27a3b5

(T-33r
6x5y8

2007d6

4 a
114

141



At a glance

unless we distingu_

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

2
look alike and often cause difficulty'

1

efully between the two.

Frequently we wish to rewrite certain expressions using the distributive

property:

91

92

93

94

x 2x) = 2x x

24x4 22x3

16x
4

4x3

2x)

For each of the following -write another name which

does pot contain parentheses.

2
y 2)

x + x)
x2 4x )

?a3)(a - 2) + 2a3(a

468

X4

22x5 '234 or
4x5 8x6

34e, or

-27al 81a



*96

*97

If we restrict a to the set of positiVe integers, then a defines

a binary operation in this set. Is the operation commuta'iv

does a
n

equal n2 ?

[A] yes [B] no

That is,

A single exemPle shay the operation is not commutative.

3 t 3 - 9. Thus, the n reet choice is tEd.

Again referring to the set of positive integer

associative operation in the sense that

same number?

[A] yes [B] no

a
n

define an

and name the

e 3 2
2 2 . 'Thegefore,

the-operation is not associative and tie correct choice is [B].

might like to reread Section 4.3, rtes *68-*75. In those items we

asked these same questions,t using different notation.

14,. Positive Integers as orients

Let us examine the fraction

we find a Gimp r name_

s

Similarly,
3a

a. -.a.a

-a

Hence,

a5

3'a
where



14-2

10

Find a simpler' name each of the following, where

none of the variables has the value 0.

3

4L amber y = y1

In each of the above items, the exponent in the

numerator is than the exponent in the
i7aia75117denominator.

In the example, the exponents

and 3.

m7
m , the exponents are

In
1.y3

the exponents are and- 3.

7, end 2

d3

Dii you observe abasic pattern which could be used in each of these

examples withOut tediously writing each factor?

1 m7 0- 0 2 ,,,m = m where

where y 0.

It appears that for any real number a, different

from 0, and for any positive integers m and n

with in greater than n.

a
m

n a=i
JL___

470



16

17

The proof follows.

n

ra-n

(Hint: a7 a3 a753)

If a ( 0 and then -
a am

14-2

In the previous items the exponent in the numerator was greater than or

equal to the exponent in the denominator. What if the exponent in the denom=

inator lc the greater?

471



14-2

where

where

wi

On a -_-ate sheet of paper, try to prove

a
m

a
n

a
n-m

m,

When you finish, compare your proof with the following.

a
m

a
m

a
n in n-m

a a

1
in
a a

o4m

a
n-m

1
=

a
n-m

in + n

a

am
To cummarize what have shown aoout :

a
n

If a / 0, if m and. n are positive integer;, and. if

65
m
a m-n

a
in n, then - a

n
63

(e)

m
a
n M

a
lthen . = 1 (Ex e: - - 1)

_2
a a D

then -
1 e 1

a
n

a 67 6'
= )

tnen ie:p

472-



27

29

32

33

34

35

:36

37

38

39

40

In each of the following write a simpler name for the

fraction.

x9

x3-
2a3

a3
0)

10

3
y 0)

2a3

-ELT

216

2
12

212 1

0)

24

2

- 4- = x :0)

12x-

14-2

Simplify each of the fol1owing, applying the properties

of exponents which you have learned. Assume that no

variable has the value 0. 4

2x
6

x
6.2

2-3 x-
2

2

32b6 = 2-16-43 =

3h

5b
4

5b

24 a z
4a

5x)(5x 72x2

53x3

(5L(2K
5X

x
4

xor



2

Can the fraction Y

41 Not hat

)

42 The Dover:: x 14ve_

43

44

So youyou pro-bat

In 2 implifyinc ,/=7:

Therefore,

1,7

X7-

lid each fraction.

the va,!_z 0.

- x3

1_

4
42x3y (7)(2) x'y

R

14xy3 ( )

In the lazt we

the greatezt common

have writte:_:

42x3y ( )(
49

14xy3 14x



50

51

)3

5

When possible take advantage of Greatest common factors

in multiplying the following: (assume no variable 0)

36a-b-

5647'b

x
2a

x

W(9)a2b3
(4)(2)S%1

el

it56 x 7

11004
8y2

3a

a

14-2

2

Decide whether each sentence is true or false.

that lists all the true

3

63
N.

3-

sentences.

[A] M, 0, and. F

[B] M, F, and Q

P.

Then choose the response

-b=3

333

[C] N, 0,

[D] 0, F, and

1

Since M and B are eo
correct choice.

n enoet, 11:1] is the

If you did not see why [cii] was the correct choice for Item 55, corn

your work with the following:

M. - 9 and,
E

N.

2'

63

3
3

4

(3.2)5

-3
3-

4

_

33

3 3.3133 3.3.3,3
2.2*2.2 2 2 2 22

475

63

333 3

3 ,3.s3

3343
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We have been very cexcful to say: Assume that _o

variable has the value zero. Do you know the reason?

In
'

which variable cannot be zero?

then r,

,is not)

Ta7b-r

a number.

In the rost cC chapter we shall expect you to assume that no variable

value ',Luso, and shall not continue to say it each time.

14-3 Hon - Positive Integers a nents

Eo far we have defined. powers of the a
n

, where n is a positive

interer. To simplify the fraction

a
,

a-

we neodad. to consider three eases.

a
5.

n

Can we extend the notion of exponents so that the three statements listed

above can be replaced by a single statements

4

know tha

a7
a7-4

a

a7
a7-5

for every non-zero a

476



wOiJ r,1,17TP2 !-. if we applied

a-n
a

in 2a:,-Q-2 not Greater than h?
/

If a = a, taea 8±,s, = am-r we have:

a"

a7

a

7
de 1-:now however, that 4

a

_7a
t

a

a a-a
a

fr
deo.: it !.Let dce readonable to

:ortal-d:; 0%e, arid since =7 - a
0,

1efine a at I ?

0

10 Then, fzr exaarile,

a

TTLIL is conoietent with th fapt that 1 if

0.

Lot t:o adopt the definition:

If then

What wo'd-ot nappeh if we used

f
a k a t 0)

a:1

when a < n ?

11 We would have, for example, a

7

12 We know, however, that
a9

477

C

a

m- it
a

a

1

4-4
a ,

0

a

2a



14-3

13

Since
a7 1

is certainly true, and since
a7

= a
-2

e use am-n, again, does i not seem reason-
a
n

2 1
able to define a

-
as n-

a

0

.......

adopt the definition:

If a 1 0, and if n is a positive integer,

-n
a .

a

Now the symbols a0, a
-2

=4, are meaningful. WpreoVer, in our

examples the use of the property

without the restriction

earlier knowle

16

17

18

19

20

a
m

a

gives results which are consistent with our

6
a

a
Also, = a

EL5

=a0

478



21

22

23

24

_

According to the definitions of a-
0

and a
-n

1 0

7"

x5

(3x)----6 -11_

For non-zero a, we have defined:

0
a w 1;

if n is a positive integer,

-n 1
a =

a

1U -3

Our definitions were sugges_ed by our wish have it true that, for all

positive integers m and n,

a n
a

a
where a

Based on the definitions for and we now

prove:

if 7 0 and if m

integers, ben

a

a

suppose m 7 n.

n ar. any positive

Then we have already shown, in Section 14-2 that

an

Second, suppose m = n.

When since for any real number x, except 0,

we have

a
m-m

a

__, from the definition of

479
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30

Hence, w1.1,,,! m . n

a
m

a
m

-- ---= a
m-n

since- = am-h

a
n

a

:3upyose m < n.

We i Id . in Seetion 14-2 that

a 1
where h - m i.

a
n n-m

a kposItive,nei7ative

1.

Thus, if m < n, we have:

a

iS

11- El
a

-(n-m ) by our definition
of negative
ex-ponntz, since
n-m is positive.

Hence, we have proved: for m < n

a
m

m-n
. a .

Ti

a.

Thus, we see that the generalization

a
m

m-na

a

positive

holds if m and n are any positive integers and a 0. As a matter of

fact, we shall see shortly that it holds for all integers.

32

33

34

Lim-Dlify each of the following, using the property

a
m

m-n
- - a . ress the -esult in terms of positive
a
exponents only.

35 El 1
-= 3

4

77-7

b7

10

10

480

1,2

3b = --
3

b'



3e

37

39

40

41

42

43

46

simplifying, you often need to remember that

a a
n

a 6

Write each of the following in simplest form using

non-negative exponents.

10
__2

10E3lo
C3

1_s lo

10 lu-
o

10

t3
3t5

a
4
b

3
1 b3-1

1 b2
0

you should see that it is easy to go directly to the
-inal step.

36x2Y4 4 .9 * y4-1

8x5y 4 2 4

vw3z777
w

24x3yc
_

16xy c

7

39a3b3
.39130

481

14-3

1C7 -1
10 =

10

1
2

3t-

2

a3

2x3:

2
3X
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We have said: If n i a poitive an] if 0, then

1a

an

You might wonder: What if n is an integer which is not positive, it

-n 1still true that a = 71 7 Let us sec.
a

47

48

49

50

51

LT-t; coe

-O
Sinoo =0 = 0, then a == a

0
.

0 -o
so a

-0
Hence, a

a

Suppose n is negative. Let us take -3 as an

example.

-n 1
If a -- is truc for negative values of n, then

it must be true that a that is

Is it true that a3 = 4e, ? Yes.
0 a-

1 1
since a = --

-3
an

an

aD

us see why.

the reciprocal of the reciprocal of
X is x where x 0.

1
Thus, a3 --- and since

a
-3

-3 we may write

this as .a --- which is what expected.

1

-(-3)a

Items !9=51 suggest the generalization: If a is any integer and

1

a

aSince and a are reciprocals, it also follows that, for any integer

n
a (a/

a-n

L82



:)(

C,

to 7)1'

11017Q g%Oti,.C2' hwic won.iere4 abol4t. (

14-2) that ItE anj h a eo:itive intecrL: a 0), ti,en

But o'4ppo:::e C%o

In qtor wor4:7, 1:: the etatement trut for any inteer rah). n

It lz truo. Let :col-. at _on:e

58

)9

60 .

Jet,ee, a £

C1rJLariy, a3 . a

4

a

-483
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63 And, moreover,

Thus, a
-6

= a
-3-6

By now it should seem likely to you that if m and n

are any integers, am a
n a a0

In fact, we can prove: if

for all integers m and n.
If you would like to prove this statement coi lete Item *65.

*65

*66

We already know that if m and n are positive

integers, then
n m +n
a = a

To show that the statement holds for all .integers

and n, we would need to consider several oases:

One of the num

other negative.

m and n positive and the

Both m and n negative.

One or both zero.

Let's do the case where m is positive and n is

negative.

Then am an
1

a

a
-n
a

= aEj

-n

since -n is positive)

The other cases are just as easy.

One final question you might ask: is it also true ta

a
m

rn -n
a

a
n

for all integers m and n ? By now you have had enough experience inth

section 'with this kind of question that you can guess the answer. 7 is "Yesn.
,

4814



67

68

For exam we see tha

---7- x
-0 -o

x x

X X

we see that

Meaning of division

1 6SinQe x x-_-n

n m+n
x x - x

rar%

d L1 W.
a

X r7]which also equals x .

Were we to ta,w the time to prove

a
m

for all integers,
a
n

this example woul rive us an idea for the pxoof.

In simplifying exprezcion involving exponents we can use the following
'generalitione for all Intor7ers in and n: If a / 0,

n
a am+n

a
m

m-n

an

1

na

Oftei you will see more than one way of proceeding, but your result will
be the same whatever your choice.

70

71

Recall, too, that

1 1In particular,

In many problems, alternate- approaches to simplifying extessions are

possible, and Sometimes one approach may lead, to less work than another.

Recognizing the alternatives comes with practice and experience, so at times
we shall try to show more than a single approach.

485
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73

75

7(

77

7n

So

Simplify and write with positive exponents, assuming

no viable to have a value of 0. (Note that more

than one approach is shown for simplifying each of

following three expressions.)

-5 c
x x x0

2

In the last items you may have seen that it was not

necessary to write down all the steps shown.

we could have written

M-)

-4
a

Ba

a

a 41 -4 -0

In fact,

--3
us zimplify

x y
(x o,

A possible way of doing this is

-2 -3xY x. Y

--r-=f -77 -2
x y

1

XD yD

x y

486
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m2

m2

8
a

J 4
a

a



81'

82

83

84

5

86

88

89

90

Find the simplest name for

__3
0 10010 10

10-5 10r4

10E3

Simplify each following to a form with only

positive exponents. If yc have difficulty with any

of them, look at the corresponding item among

Items 92 to 99, where you will find help.

4
10 X 10-'

103 X 102
0

10

.007 x 10 x 10
=

12a1 b

37_s. b-

2x27-2
42x2y2

3-2 x 2.33
3 =2x 3

l3 _.4x io x
2' -310---x 10

2 =3x-
-2 2 -12 -x y

92

93

Fornte-
_

1010 X 10
4

10

10-

For Item 85.

2
x 1 0

0-

103

10-

102
10-

10----=1IL

102

487
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.007

107
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.96 
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Th

1

4

)

i1

12

.m.:TOILer4t2

x

Similaxly,

aaa)(

(xyP = x[71]

(

In r:enral,

xaa*Y.

,3 3
X

r_ n

"t(11)
a

L' b" 2

Uning the definition of exponent, we n write:

0 4
(a- ) '

ER13 3

a--

) (
_

0 Q,,a a A

= a bE]

By thin time you amulet begin to nee a goner pattern

emerging.

f

489 'Y
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7 7

Let 1..;:7 look at one more example=

In foriz4-. we use ct., a :actor timez- three
how man2:7

wo use m factor

we must use m a-'7 a factor

12, times.

= r, rri M) (7, r,

Hence,

L Lifciawia,c, we .2arl

Ci:r x1:C ien-Dre.trate that.,

21

23

items EIZ" (:

aEL

(' / °)

0=1

'se these properties in the foljourit itcras:

9=

(aj)

27

28

3

29 =
, (y / 0)

190

four

)4 x3

( am) =

an(
bn

al,

6
y
4

7
y

6

3
2

a

Y20

a
or

83



Lo:=;L-; ht-LITIer-.737

A] F:

;21 av,a. T

[C] all excerA S

75 g10

3-11,1:5

8 12x y

3a9b15

q

U.

T.

9

a

-9a
= -a

3 -2740U. -7- - _33a

9a:
a2=

the oorreet resvonse i.s [13].

0
491



Whh of the folloving are true if x i$ any non-zero real nunber and

a is any integer?

2e
--;a , a0

o.x x

[A] P and

B P

[C] 1 three are true

a
a

En
x or (x

the corrcct

R2a ua
= X

37

38

39

40

41

impiify the °ollowiag. Your responses should contain

oitive exponents snly. If you nave difficulty witil

any item, or if you et an incorrect answer, look at

the correspondinc, item amonc Ite=, 48 to 9, where you

will find hints. (Assume that no variable has the

value O.)

5x x

15,, 3Y

N2

2
72-215xy 31

30

2

2
3Y

1

7-z-
2 15

- 1

or 16

1549z

492
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V

58

For Ilom 41.

0

'0 15

For I=.-em 42.

I-, 1 1r)-7)5
19z

For Item 43.

-2

15

For Item 44
2

2y-( 2 )

(2y 0,

For Its 45.

t5 1 (

-_,

n ,3

1

-32-y *2y

D

2y0-
Y

For Item 46.

63cd 4crxd4 9.7#2002cd x

(
)

20d2x 7e3 7*20edx

494

1

15

z
is

2

2a
5

180



63

64

14-4

chapter we applied our knowledge stout factoring integers to

subtracting fractions. We can use the ideas developed there in

ractions in which exponents appear.

tz see how we can write

4x3

as a single fraction.

lc- r-inr_it,-?n=

2.2*x*x*x

3.x.x

arrears an a factor no more than time

in any denominator.

appears as a factor no more than once in any

denominator.

however, appears a factor three times in 4x3,

,
two times in 3,c and times in ux

4
.

Hence, the least common denominator is 2Dx[:

2
_5 2 1 5.3x 2 * 4x-

t7.2
4x3 3x 7x 4x3 . 3x 3x 4x' 6x = 2

12x
2

5
simplify --

11
- --f . Write your work neatly and

3x 6xy 9y

carefully on your own paper. You should obtain as a

result:
11-
6xy

Y 1 O.

If you were not-correct complete Items 65 to 71.

Otherwise, omit these items, and go on to Item 72.

49

0

302.X=X*X=X

four

3

2 6
3cry-i-a3 xy-ox

18x- y`
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77

73

,e as an iniicate5

. r-1
J - LJ

=

X

7,-/rite each of the a= ir iai snobs:

2a

2d-

_ 7
- 2o )

4_L

2

-'

.. 2

2,

If c is d iz determine the value of

each of the followinn. You will find it euzier if you oh'ex:he fractions

to lowect when. no-re before ou'cotitntinr humor-;_cal vr,--luez;

- b-
CD]-2a-l-c-

Of the values for ]_.41, :El, C1, LL,

i731of the ,et (-738, 7, 0, 77, :7)701 ?

ar,d F vhich voilue a member

497 i)
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By

10

a and

(Kb
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a
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14-5

Write the indicated -nrodlac , as indicated sums.

(c) (2x

d) ( -nn)( n)

n is a positive

(e) ' 112)(a b)

2
x xj)

ger, which of the folloving are even number-

whi:h are odd, and whiLh be either?

(a) n'

n

(d) 2n I

(e

Which of I-110 follewi

(a) n2

(b) (-n

10
3

-10

re non-negative for = real number n ?

(g)

(k) -n31

10. Two squares differ in area by 27 square units. A side of the larger

is one unit longer than a side of the smaller. "Write and solve an

equation to find the length of the side of the smaller square.

11. For 27 days Bill has been saving nickels and dimes for summer

expenses. He finds he has 41 coins, the value of which is p3.35.

If he has more dimes than nickels, how many nickels does he have?

12. A 100 gallon container is tested and found to contain 1,31 salt.

much of the 100 gallons shOuld be withdrawn and replacedLbT pure

to make a 10% solution?

108



14-5

13. A jet travels 10 times as fast as a passenger train. In one hour the

-41_j travel 120 miles further than the passenger train will go in

What is the rate of the jet? the train?

trains' 320 miles apart travel towards each other. One is traveling

7 fat as the other. What is the rate of each if they meet in 3

-=: find 12 minutes?

:4ar!,7=lz candy store made a 40 lb. mixture of creams selling at 1.00 per

and nut center4 selling at 4.40 per pound. If the mixture is to

1.10 per pound, how many pounds of each kind of canr_y should.

09
5 01



Chapter 15

RADICALS

15-1. Boots

Let us consider the truth set of x2 49. We recognize that 7' . 49.

Since it is also true that (-7)2 . 49, we see that -7, is also an element

of the truth set of x2 m 49.

1

3

6

h set of x . 31

If x . 11, then x

whose square is 121 is

(-15)
2

A different number

, so -15 is a number whose squar

-225. The truth set of x2 = 225 is

It is true that if a is any real number, then

2 , a
( -a) . Thus, if b is the square of some number

then b is also the of -a.

-9)

squ

If b is a non-negative number, then we shall denote by IS the non-_

negative number whose square is b. Thus, In . 9. The symbol r is

called the radical sign. Note that -9 . -1710 For any non-negative .Pal

number t, the symbol /G thus names exactly one real number, the non-negative

number whose square is b.

7

8

9

10

11

-1147

. 10

= -12____---

If m > 0, V; is a number.

12 e truth set of

13

is , since there

a real number whose square is -4.

is,is njT7

14 We conclude: Ig has meaning for us only if b

We can summarize: If b is a positive real number, the positive number

whose square is b is denoted by °I17. The negative number whose square is

is '-1/17. We define: V6 = 0.
6

503
1.0



We often say, "The square roots of 81 are 9 and -9", meaning that

the truth set of x2 81 is (9,-9). When we read 1'97 aloud. we sayj

"the sluare root of 81", meaning, of course, only the number 9. When we

uue the words, "square root of 81", the context helps indicate whether you

a7.m :pmaLkin:, bo11 the sincle positive number Ii or the two munbeTT., 9

and -9, which Mire 81 as their square. However, the symbol !FT refers

only to the positive number 9.

20

al.

Classify such as true or false:

-15 = -0 . 0

(,/7)(lO)--

true

'true

rue,false

16 = 0 false

false

5 '.'oe.; not name a number
0

false

vx- is never a number.

..uppe2e we try some numbers for x and see what

;,'!.t1A;1 we c,et for I.x
If x . 3,

If &. -L. 3

Li:14

C,

-x i S

TdA:.., when x 0,

and also

is true when x = 3,

when x -3.

-0.

is

is true.

Ile may ceneralize as follows:

For any real number x,

11:7 = X, if X > 0

/7 - -x, if x < 0.

1 1 1 704

negative

3

x

tru'

x

-x



In Chapter 6 we made a similar pair of statements about

Ixi = x, if x > 0

IX' = -x, if x < 0.

Thus, we can state:

If x is any real number,

lx1

)17 = lx1 is true if x is -3, since

= 3 and 1-31

m IX' is true if x is 3, since

1/7 . 3 and 131 .

15-1

30

31

32

35

6

37

38

39

40

e must be sure to recall that 167 to e., sense only

0.

negative

0

6

not a real
number

6

If b is negative, we can find number(s)

a such that (a)(a) = b.
n,ne,man

2
remember, for all real values of x we have x- ---='

Hence, the symbol x stands for a real number for

all real values of x.

If a < 3, then a - 3 is

-(positive,negative

The symbol la=I is the name of a real number only

if a >

The symbol is the name of a real number only if

ember: If x and y are real numbers and 47 y

then it must be true that x and also that

y 0.

For each symbol that names a real number Mate a

simpler name for that number.

v=7 .

,47.7 1 3 6

11



15 -1

47 if n < 0,

48 If n io any real number,

50

32

51

e

What you learned in a previous chapter about faCtoring Ay he put to use

here in finding the square root of a given number.

57

441 )

= (3)(3)(7 )(7

3)(7))

[Note that 441 is divisible by 9,

since 4 4 + 1 a -)

Hence, 1+7 (3)(7

113

90.1-9)



59 193 . 4( ) [Note that 4 divides 1936,
4 divides 36.1

60 . (4)(4)(121) = (4)(4)( )( )

61 =

62 Hence, 1/:1936 s (4)(11)

6

63 VZ5V

64

65

66 11 T3-67

67 '0.0256

If Items 63-67 g

Item 86.

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

ve you trouble

2304 = 4(576) == (4)(9)

(2)(2)(3)(3)(8) (8)

)( ))2

Hence, ZbEv- = (2)(3)

676 . 4( )

2)(13)(_

2

1225 . )(245

26

15_1

48

26

-3,

3.4

0.16

lc Items 68-85; otherwise, skip to

11.56 . (1156)(0.01) . 4( (0.1 )(0.1)

(2 )(2)(17)( )(0.1) (0.1)

'11.56 - 34)(0.1

(
)2

0.0256 . (256)(0.0001) = 4( )(0. (

= (2)(2)(8)(8)(0.01)(0.01 -==

0.0256 = ( )(0.0) = 0.16

2

(3

48

,4(169)

13)(13)
2

1

4

3.4

114

4(64)(0.01)(0.0

(2)(8)(0.01))2

(16)(0.01)



86 = 1 true for some

_mbar that [xi for all real nUWbers, The

is always non-negative. Any non-negative number addea to 2 'le

greater than 1. [B] is correct.

So far, we have been talking about squares and square roots. Nov-let us

look at some cubes of numbers.

87

83

89

90

91

93

94

95

If x . 2, then x =

If x . -4, then x3

If x 30.3, then x
3

x-

If x n1
,-

If x = 5n2,

Now we examine some equations about

The truth-'set of

The truth set of

8 is (

-64 is

The truth -set of = -0.027

_ _

8
The t

27

The t set x3 . -105 is

f
1-

-0.027

(-5

When we find the truth set of xJ = 8, we are finding a number whose

cube is 8. There is only one such real number, 2, and we say that 2 is

the cube root of 8.

In general, if a and b are real numbers such that a3 = b, then a

is the cube root of b.

97

98

99

3
Thus, 3 is the cube root of 07 because -=

-5 is the cube root of because ( -5)3
is the cube root of 64 because 43P-.

115 5°8

27



100

101

102

103

104

105

107

110

111

112

If a3 = b, we write a

I

15-1

re- "a is the cube root of b".

47 . 4/C4)3

3/4-13)3 --.

=

1000

3Y)3 =

The square of any non-zero number is
(positive,negative)

regardless of whether the number is positive or negative.

Therefore, it is not possible to :find the square root

of a number.

However, while the cube of a positive number is

positive, the cube of a negative number is

Therefore, it is possible to take the cube

of a negative number.

The cube root of a negative number is
1positiVe,negative

prededing observations are certainly correct within the framework of

the real numbers. Sometime in your study of mathematics you will find that if

we extend still further the kinds of numbers we use, we can insure that nega-

tive numbers will have square roots too, and that every non-zero number will

have three cube roots.



15 -2. Irrational Numbers

Thus far you have found simpler names for squar outs of rational numbers

for which either the square root is obvious or for which the square root

may be found by using prime factorization. Not all numbers have this property,

J, for example, certainly has no obvious simpler name.

Following are some examples of the types of square

roots we have found.

irf6

If we --e given an expression such as + 1, we usually would not

since we can write a simpler name for it.leave it in this form

4

5

6

7

9

2
3

rational

7 +

Our entire discussion thus far teas been based on an underlying assumptiOn:

For any non-negativAeal number a there is exactly one non - negative number

whose square is a. In other words, if a > 0, then 1 is a unique real

number.

This assumption cannot be proved on the basis of the properties of the

real numbers listed in Chapter 10. It is a consequence of the further prope

noted there but not discussed.

Let us consider the square root of the number 2. We showed earlier hour

,Vf can be located on the number line. In order to discuss more preciaely

where it is located, we need to show first that if a and b are non-negat

,,numbers such that a < b, then V; < VS.

117 510
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10

12

13

14

16

18

We have proved that if a, b, and d are positive

numbers and if a < t and c < d then ac

Thus, if I; <

then 4 ..4 < 4 VE,

or a

Also, if > ,

then a

From the property of _equality,

if . IF

then a

On the basis of all of this,

15-2

easy to show by an indirect proof that:

If a and b are non-negative real numbers such that a < b,

then I; <

Proof:

From the comparison property it must be true that

either 4 < 4, 4 = V, or

Suppose I = 4, then a . b. This contradicts the

assumption that a < b, so it cannot be true that

1/1

Suppose I; > 4. Then a > b. This contradicts the

assumption that a < b, so it cannot be true that

We conclude: If a and b are non-negative real

numbers such that a < b, then I;

reason

We can use this argument to help locate onthe n

as follows:

_2 2
19 1 <2 < 2-, hence 1 < 17 <

20 1.4)2 < 2 < (1.5)2, hence,

(1.41)2 < 2 < (1.42)2, hence,

_er line. We can

Since 1.41 < 1/7 and V < 1.42, we see that 12 lies between the

nal nUMbers 1.41 and 1:42 on the number line.



15-2

20

23

24

27

every mint on the nu rber line corresponds to a

number.

A national number is a real number which can be riapetl

by a fraction in which the numerator is a

number and the denominator a whole number different

film 0.

1:-. a
3

number, a j o

4 is also a rational number, since 4 0
1.42 is a rational number since 1.42

A real number which is not a rational number is

called an number.

real

whole

We have seen how to locate 1/7 approximately on the number line. We

have assumed that 17 is not a rational number, and now we shall proceed

to prove that 47 is irrational. This we shall state as

Theorem 15-2. 17 is irrational.

Before we begin the actual pr __ let us review some ideas which

u:eful in this proof.-

29

3o

31

If an integer p is even, we can find an integer n

such that k=!__

For any integer if a
2

is even, then a

Thus, if = 2n, where n is a positive integer,

then a is

s, there is an o such that a .

32 To shbw that
i.is not)

33 that the reverse is true; that is, is

rational, we shall assi

a shall then shoW that this assumption leads to a

conclusion.
(true,false)

An assumption which leads to a false conclusion

itself be

5 12

p 2n

even

even

inteaer



38

If the assumption that VT is rational leads to a

false conelusi-,then it is false that V is

If it is falsc

be

is rational, then 4/ must

Now we prove

Theorem

as follows:

irrationa]

use the indirect method of proof, assumin that

s a number.

Then there are positive integers a' b, with

b 0, such that

a rs

b '-
and such that a and b have no factor in common.

39 (If tIlere had been a common , we could. have

40

42

removed it.) In part:ular, a and b are not both

even.

ratle

a

rations

factor

15-2

2b
2

, by the property multiplication
of equaii

Thu", a
2

is even. Consequently, a t.lso even.

Since a is even, there is an integer c surir that

4

Since

then

2c

nee 2c b
2

is even.

45 consequently, b in also even



15-2

In Items 42 and 4; we have showh that the assumption

1/7 is rational leads to the conclusion that a

Y are both even.

e asserted earlier that a and b are not both

Hence, the conclusion that a are both even

47 is
Ttrue,false

Thus, the assumption that . 2 for some integers

) a and b is because it leads to a falseei7
conclusion.

=e7

We have shown: I cannot be expressed as an indicated

49 of two integers.

50 Therefore, is

Notice an interesting difference between a proof by contradicIion, such

as we have just done, and other types of proof which you have peen~during

this course. In the direct proof, there is a specific fact which you are

trying to establish, and You proceed to work with whatever facts you am

given and with the properties of the real numbers until the fact you are

seeking is before you. You concentrate on creating the statement you desire

from statements which you have assumed to be true.

In a proof by contradiction (indirect proof), on the other hand, you add

what you wantto list of things with which you work the d. la/ of what you want to.22'___

prove, and th en keep deriVing results until a contradiction appears. This

contradiction proves that you made a mistake in'dent'ing what you wanted to

chow, and thus that what you wanted to show must have been true all along.

54

Us prove that /7 3 is irrational.

Proof:

Is a number.

Then 2 (3 - or rational, since the

set of rational numbers is closed: under-the operation

of

But
.

is not rational. Thus, we have a

our d.ssunption that +3 is rational is

Hence, is irrational.



15-3

We have proved that the real lumbers 4 and 47 + 3 are not rational
raimLen;. T111;, nut every rea.1 number ,is a rational number. As a, --
matter of fact, there are many numbers which can be proved. to be irrational

by proofs similar to those which we have shown.

Try to prove for yourself that I2 - 1 .18 irrational.

Ar th firt step ilo preer, we u that =42 - 1

raticinal

'57

SI

!WOW' on cne x. Trn to

prwe only afLer yuu have written your own proof.

Try to'prove for yourself tlat lj is irrational.

Ac a first step we assume that there are two integers

a, b such that and that a and b

have no factor in L.ormon.

'The complete proof in on page x. Turn to this

pager:alter you have written your own proof.

5-3: Silifloatiorn el Rod;Lc.mic

..The fact that a positive number n has exactly one positive sqVaro root

mist be kppt in mind now, as we investigate some techniques which help u:=3 to

simplify expressions involving radicalx.

Suppose that wc-flonsi,ler the product of two square

rocls, say ,./77 and 07.

re " and

On the dither hand,

This enables uc to

2.

1/25.' 4 IT146 -=

see that ,/Z

4.

515
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4

7

10

11

Now, let us turn to the product of J and I and see

if we can write this as a simpler expression.

We suspect that 2 3

To verify that 0 f , -6 is true, notice

is a positive number whose square is

VET , 6.

But 13).-

o,ItAaxe it

that is,

are both positive numbers whose

We know, however, that there is only one positive number

whose :rduarre iu

Henee,

These examples suggest that we eam,prOve:

Theorem 17 =3. For any positive nuMJe s a and

IE gib.

2
12 Proof: (5

,

14

15

16

17

Henee, is a number whose is ab.

ig is a positive number, since both and

VE are

By definition, ,dab is also a positive num-der whose

square is

But the positive number ab has only positive

square root.

Hence, 5 . = /EU.

1



W1i1._7h of the followinc are true rentehoer?

[A] a:1

B] ail ex)cht

M. 17 . 17 -±,0

N. 17 . V7 17
0. . 10 0

F. Vu i :ITT 1

and N

ICI all. 2.

DI at

Too,,: at Q:

J77, ,177-7-7Y

45
Henoe, Q is not a 'hale r.ehtehoe. The nore ;lort or rene.orting

will ..how that earl 1 the other tlentenoer1:-; true. )7enoo, tC]

is the correct choice.

Write, ewh ihdi "ated prodwt an a rational nurder it

Otneii::,e =tn it af a oinle radioa1.

y

We have "'eon that for al non-nor,ative nurn ero a an r

Vri VT _

We can o"'ten line this lout to separate a oin.:le cquare root into the pro-nit

Vtt

of two are root r.

-)

26 17

27 We could also write 17 17

However, V7' . j has the advantage that 17 is a

28 number. We will often find simpler to raV.onel

use than

517



1:

. I-
AJ)117

'27 3/L'i (2If /3)(3I-- . y-7)

6)7(1/

37 - 6(3) 2 @

A.

1275 '

571

V9

Write each of the following in simpler form, if possible,

makinc thQ number under the rad1EL1 th(,- smallest

whole number possible:

7V2o

:Ton wero arkod to find the eimplect form of

in hotie that

177

6

1 you na6 not noticed this, you might have oeen that

vT= V7 V-- -

_

125 - 518

613-



49

kain, you might have uted the Prime factorization of

108 to write

,C77

2 . 3r

Notize that in the lazt tho:_-: we mroup the hirhet,

even powere of 'ne factro.

15-

50.

Simplify. Arlower

iiT

are pr. page xi.

5-6. /7-777:7

51. 17 V77 37.

52. (6-2)(317). T7,

53. (17)(211T) 59. /TT .

54. 317 21277) 60. v?

¶55. ITT7

519 17



* = 17 1,73)(P7

= v7,) 1'3(

(17

17)2

ZiQ

,(0

In each o the arove item:, recall thrt since

is non- for all values of t).en

on the otner hand, is nerative if x is

Hehce, tid-= donai of the variable in is the set

(_ e real numbers.

for ar:,- num:er in the domain of Ix. we see

-that [Note that since

is non-nerative we co ,ot need. to write lx 1/7.]

/

where x is ahy real number.

/

wnere is non-negative.

where x is any real number.

foine,e Is non-negative)

where x is non-negative.

920

V3)

16 let +

5 -4- 2I6

8 + 2/175

7-211ö

non-negatiVe
2

= 'xi

negative

riOn-negative

x

4x

0

LT 1g;

71763.



In the preceding examples we have been careful to state the set of values

of the variable for which the radical has meaning. Where the domain is the set

i/r7of ail real numbers, -x , which is alwa::c non-nerative, ie Ix'. If the

domain is the set of non-negative real nuzber4, x is nonrieraive and

we can sit V as x.

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

l0

105

106

107

108

109

ben we write I we know tat t Cc.

be re,atricted to non-nerativo

Consider 1'3x - 1.

In 0 in the domain of x

va.lue of 3x -

1
in the domain of x

1
Is in the domain of x

3

Is -1 in the domain of x ?

The

(Hint: find the

of x is the net of real numbers which

IX IX

are greater than or equal to

+ 1
I

we see readily that

In x x2, the domain of x is the set of all

numbers, since x- and x are always

non-negative.

In VTF y-, the domain is the set of

real numbers.

Hence, ); ) 1TE.y- y

non-negative.

In 172(x -

Hence, -7g

, where y is

the domain i the net of

real numbers.

. 1) 2 . 0

521

no

yes

1.-oz

no

domain
1

real



15-

simplify, indicating the domain of the variable in each problem in which

it is not the set of all real numbers. Answers on page xi.

110. =

111. 17

112.

113. (217)(

114. ty7

115.

116. 1 6

117.

118.

119. 600x 155(

5qu

root.

We have stated that any positive real number has exactly one positive

oot. It can.be shown that,..4ny real number has exactly one real cube

Using this fact, we can also prove: Ic. b for all real numbers

a and b. Try to complete the proof for yourself. When use Items 120 to 124

as a help or as a check.

*120

*121

*122

*123

*124

* 120

*127

* 129

*130

ab

Hence, is a number whose cube is

is by definition, a number whose cube is

But the real number ab has only

Hence, b =
-Flow many

cube root.

Since for

0
24xc-

4124x-) ,

real number then:

one

ab



15-4. simplification of Radicals Involving Frnbtions

We have :implified certain radicals which contained integers and

15-4

powers

of variables under the radical sign. Now we shall look at radical expressions

involving fractions.

1

3

4

6

7

8

9

11

Examine

On the other hand, ,4,71 7, 177

7

3

This example suggests a generalization, which we state as a theor

Theorem 15-4. If a > 0 and b then

1/a
.1 us, is a

By definition,

square is

0

a.

number' whcAse square is

is also a positive nwnher whose

But the positive number

square root.

Hence,

has only positive

mplifyt

poit1ve

one

5



15-4

i6

We can use Theorem 15-4 to simplify an expression such

as
19

(x / 0).
5x

2

5x- _x

, by Theorem 15-4

Simplify:

2

2

Which of the following statements are tr

the variable?

P.
75 5

ixL

e for all allowable values of

[A] all are true

[B] all but F are true

[C] Q and. S are true, but P and H are false

x is any real number, is non - negative.

In , the domain of x is the set of all

17 numbers.

18 Hence,

In

r-1

LYI

e domain of a is the set of

19 all numbers.

I 524



I If
a is any positive number, then

I

statement.

Hence, we may- write:

= a is a true

21 However, if a is positive, lel

also correct to say:

I al
3

a

a

, and it is

e absolute value symbol is not incorrect here, but

necess

15-4

2

214.

lif

check yo

9y

_

indica ng the domain o he variable when

:swers with those on page xi.

112_

27. /1F7;

9

ed.

30

31

32

Perform the indicated multiplications and simplify:

10 p-7-15

1:711. 44

In the last sentence, the domain of m was the set of

all num):7ers. V
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33

34

35

36

37

39

40

41

is an indicated of two square roots of

integers.

To find a fraction equivalent to but with no

radical in the numerator, we can u qp the

property of 1 to write:

0
A/75

On th, ogler hand, to obtain a fraction equivalent

to 7,= but with no radical in the denominator,
v5 '

we write:

13 11 (15)
75 7 by the multiplication property of

V15

(6)2

to into = Is called ration -izing the
5 /1

numerator.

the numerator when we obtained the

etion 3 _
, in which the numerator is rational,

an equivalent fraction for
115

Likewise, chiming

the denominator.

into
/15

lc., called

To rationalize the numerator of , we write:

15 . 0 5
/35

To rationalize the denominator we proceed as follows:

136



15-4

We now have two ways to simplify a fraction such as . We may rationalize
it7

the numerator, yielding We may' rationalize the denominator, yielding

Which of the simplifications do we prefer? Actually, the answer to

estion is dependent on the use we are to make of the simplified farm.

44

46

47

48

49

50

51

Suppose that we wish to find a decimal ap

ofof 5 , and that we know that? is

approximately 3.873.

iT5

5 5 5_

Of the two ineicated quotients,

the easier to compute is

ximation

For this reason, we often prefer to rationalize

the

Rationalize t} deno.

2-

U
;a

-51x1

0
Zix -Cri_

each he folio-

ional ze the denominators of each of the following,

ssuming all variables to be positive.



15-

56

57

60

61

52

63

64

6

65

Perform thQ indiated oporutonz ani rationalizO the

U'nominator:

a ionalize the numerators of the following:

It x 0, -1

If >

317

X

21

7b

a3/5
, a > 0

1/6(1+21,

315

We can often apply the dfrtributive property inimplifying phrasez

involvinFj radicals.

67

65

69

70

417 + 317 n 41:

(4 + 6

thus, the simple form of 41 S" V17 is

since there is no further indicated operation which

can be performed.

I is aaready in simplest

52

form



71 17 phi:. cannot he further

sir lifieb
Vd

73

(94

79

.1'

a
a

ii

So. 1".

17 4/717

-en:- ate on page

8.

84.

7=

To summarize, if we have a sum of different square roots no one of which

conta[m: a perfellt square factor, then the sum is in smplest form.

85

86

87

assuming a and b are positive numbers.

/711.

4/3a ' 2 47

v; Jib
b

549

WS; ate. 07
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15.5

88

89

90

91

92

93

r94+

95

96

97

98

In order to find the truth set of

_
2x2 = 32

We can a chain of equivalent equations:

2x2 32

The truth set is

x-
2

= 16

x . 4 or x3

1
The truth set of y

2
= 16 is

e equation (n 1)2 . 9 is equivalent to

1 = 3 or n =

Hence, the truth set of

2 2
3 = 9 and (-3 ) -

11
_ 1)2

Hence, the truth set of x2 is

The truth set of x2

The truth,set of IR . 5

The truth set of 1x2 = 5 is

The truth set of lx1 = 5 is

X

n - I
fkr-g)

9

(-3 )3)

1251 ((-2$)
not In the
!tb &et.)

(-5$5i

Approximate Sivare Roots of PHiunbers between 1 and 100

We have seen that I is a real number. Therefore, it can be associated
2" 2with some point on the number line. Since we know that 1- . 1, and 2- = 4,

the point 13 must lie somewhere between 1 and 2.

530



15-5

Often we would like to locate the point 13 -more accurately. In this section

we shall learn a method fOr estimating, or approximating, I if 1 < a < 100.

might we estimate 1/ 7

1

4

since 1
2

= 1 and
2
= 3 ana

22

is between

Each Of the rational numbers 1 and 2 is called a

rational approximation to VI

In fact, 1 and. 2 are the nearest integer approx

mations to

To get a closer approximation to

squares:

(1.1) = 1.21

(1.2)2 = 1.44

(1.3)2 = 1.69

(1.4)2 = 1.96

consider the

(1.5)2 = 2.25

(1.6)2 = 2.56

(1.7)2

(1.8)2

(1.9)2 .

If we look at the squares of 1.1, 1.2, etc., we see

that:

(1M2 3 and (1.8)2 3.

Closer approximations to v than the integers 1 as

2 are 1.7 and

2.89
3.24

1.8

2 >3

This should make it clear that the point associated with I lies between,

the points associated with 1.7 and 1.8.

531 13Li
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9

:0

We can indicate that 1.7 and 1.8 are rational

approximations (to tenths) of the square root of 3

by using the symbol "<" as follows:

1.7

We can read this in two ways:

We can say that 1.7 is less than ;5

is less than

e can ay that is between 1.7 and 1.8.

ting the squares of the numbers 1.71, 1.72, etc.,

which are between 1.7 and 1.8, we find that:

(1.71)2 . 2.9241 (1.75)2 . 3.0625

(1.72)2 = 2.9584 etc.

11

12

((11:77412

3.006

4./ 4 4 148

1,8

If we look at the squares of 1.71, 1.72, etc., we

13 see that (1.73) 3 and (1.74)2 > 3;

ik Thus, we can write: < <

To'the-nearest hundredth, the rational approxt- ons

15 to 1/ are and
rz,

16 lies 1.73 and 1.74.

-I

VT 124
1.73

l I- -I it

1.7 1.8 2

Using the process we have just completed, let us find,

to -the nearest hundredth, rational approximations

.

2
Since 2- = 4

2

2
3- = 9,

are the integers which are the

closest approximations to

1

532

(1.73)2 <

1.73, 14

1.73, 1,74

between



l We may write 2 15_ 1; .e3

_Compute the following squares. r-

20 (2.1)2 a 4,41

21 (2.2)2

22 (2.3)2

17 -5

23 and are rational approximations to 2.2, 2.3

24 v.5 to the nearest tenth

27 (2.23)2 = 4.9729-

2 (2.24)2 . 5.0176

approximations to

2.23 and 2.24.

26

29

30.

' 31

to the nearest hundredth

To find an approximat, on to iT we can locate

between the integers

Find the approximations to 17 to the nearest

tenth.

The fact that ,r7 is between

written:

17c

d 2.7.. can he

2,3

2.6, .7

2.6 .< 17::< 2.7

We shall use the symbol ' to mean "is approximately equal to".

Since '7 is closer to 9 than it is to we

can say

17 is approximately equal to

g the symbol "al", we can write

17

is nearer to 2.2 than to so we can write

-/5 4 2.2

The process which we have been using to find rational approximations to

lit could be continuedhousandths,-ten-thousandths, etc. Each time we

would succeed in finding rational approximations, closer and closer together,

with lying between them. But this process is very slow and laborious.

In the remainder of this section, we shall learn a more efficient method for

finding an approximation to the square root of a number.

533
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34-

36

37

38

39

4401':

41

42

fix' method for finding _ approximation to the square

root of,a number will involve Using the reasoning

developed in the following items.

If pq = 16 and if p = q, where

positive, then p = 4 and q =

476

In general, if pq = k, and, if p = q, then

p= k and q

If pq and if p < 4, then q must be

than 4.

TiFeTater,leTiT

This must be true in order that pq = 16.

For example, if pq = 16 and p is 2, then

q
711

q is greater than 116.

In general, if pq a k and if 0 < p < 1, then

Let us now consider approximations too.

The successive integers between which 10 lies

are

<

9 and 4

'10 is closer to 9 than to 16.

and

We conclude' that is the integer which is the

best appfoximatipn to 10_

We may indicate that )15 is approximately equal to

by writing 10

I 534

4

4

3, 4

A-6 <:4
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45

47

48

49

For a second approximation to Itio, consider the
Se

product pq = 10. (See Items 33-38.)

Let p = 3 (3 is a first approximation to 1/715).

Then, for pq = 10 we may write: 3q

Since 3 < 116, .

Since 3g = 10, then q

10
is approximately

between and

Hence, VT5 lien

We take as a second approximation to la the point

halfway between '3 and 3.33,

This is the average of 3 and 3.33, c

3i+ 0
2

The second approximation to

(Round to 3 digits.)

2

You can check to see just how close to 115 the

second approximation is by squaring 3.17.

3.17)

Thus, 3.17 is a good

d it was found with 1

ional approximation

le effort.

15-5

10

6.33

3.17



l5.5

Refer o the following table as you complete Items 52-62.

AoproximatiOn to

Approximate Divide Average

P q
22
17

P + q
2

q 22-- = 4.40
5 + 4.40

- 4.70
2

4.7 q =
22

m 4.681
4,7 4.681

D4 4.691

-/ a 4.691

In finding an approximation to see that
2

4' d

The integer which is the best approximation to IN

, since 7 is closer to 22 than is 4
2

.

0

54 If pq - 22 and if p 5, then q
22

= T =

5'5 We are using as our first approximation.
twhat integer)

t the second approximation to 1/713 by averaging

the first approximation, p, which is 5, and q,

56 which is

p q 5 4.40
our second approximation.

57 (4.7o)

4.4o

To get a third and still closer approximation to,

we round off the second approximation, 4.70, to two

digits. We use this number, 4.7, as p.

60

hen find the corresponding q, where pq

22
k.7q 22. (to th nearest x.6$1 .

22.0900

ousandth).

q +4.681

Hence, 4.691 is the third approximation to v/T

61 (4.691)2 -

62 -M

536

4;7

4.691

22.0x5181

4.691



65

66

67

69

7o

71

72

73

74-

376

77

78

79

80

Find the third, ipprOximation to 6g.

'422Ce 72 m and' 82 then a first

approximation for -65 is

9
7'3°

To find the second approximation to 5 find

the of 8 and 7.38.

8 4- 7.38

2

To get the third approximation, we first round off

7.69 to two digits (that is, to and find, to

the nearest thousandth

_59

7.7

The average of 7.7 arid. 7.662 is
7.7 7.662

2

Hence, 7.681 is the third approximation to ,59.

(7.6W2

Fired the third approximation to ;Z.

A first approximation to vig ,is

19
(to 3 digits

4.375.

The second approximation to 1 is

1947 a ((to 4 digits)

4.4 4:318
2

The third- approximation to iig is 4.359.

(4.359)2

:57§; z 4. 359

Find the third approximation for each of the following:

If you had trouble with any of theses turn to page xii.

and check your work.
'

537 4

15-

werme

7.69

7.7

7.661

'8.997761

7.681

4

4,75

4.38

4.518

4.359

19.000881

6.48

8.602

9X44



Approximate Squ re Roots of Positive Numbers

In Section 15-5 we have seen how to find.an approximation to If; where

a is a number between 1 and 100. To recognize the first approximation,

we needed only to recall the squares of the positive numbers less than or

equal to 10.

1

3

7

Since

-d

64 = 81, r71 is between

e o-numberL! 64 and 81, 71 is nearer

to

Hence, a first approxima

1/7,15 is between

A first. approximation to -,/b is

8 is between

A first approximation

If we wish closer approximations to /71, and VT;73, we can

"divide and average we did in Section 15.5.

Suppose we,wish to find approximations to square roots of positive number

which are not between 1 and 100.

Although we could use exactly the same process as,beforc, the work of

finding p1 will Often be easier if we write x as the product of twO

numbers of which one is between

of 10.

10

11

12

id 100, and the other is an even power

356 3.56 x 100

.56x 100

. "3.56 x 10"

{3.5( /102

1- (10

If the third approximation to 13.56 is 1.8

then IT6 = 1.887(10)

or

(18.

538
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Notice that we have made Ire of Theorem 15-3

a and b, la iE = aE" to show that 1356

The general method used could be summarized as

13

15

3.6

17

For au positive numbers

10-2 .

To find an approximation to for x
_2n

1) rename x as a(10 where 1 < a 4 100 and n is

OWS:

positive number,

an integer.

2) When

3)

Z775 . va(ion)

Use the divide and average method of Section 15-5 t o p c, an

approximation for

4) Multiply this result-by lOn to have an approximation for

Let us look at some even powers of 10.

10- = 100

10
4

10-2 . -41
10LJ

= 0.01

0:0001 =
1r = 1004

104

10,000

10-

New we might try writing some positive numbers in the form a(10--

where 1 < a < 100 and, n is an integer.

19 392 x 10

20 Hence, 392 = 3.92(1

21

22 Hence, 0.3. =

0.392 x 10 =

9,- 1_
2

23 8752 X 100 = 87.52

24 Hence, 8752 =

25 0.08 x 10
2-

26 Hence, 0.08 = 8(

27 0.8 x 102 .-

28 Hence, 0.8 = (10'2)

539

14(3

.92

.92

39.2

2)

-
10

2

87.52(102)

8

2)

80

Bo( 0-2
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29

30

31

32

0.009956 x 104

Hence, 0.009956 (10 )

93,000,000 x 100 . 93

riz,nce, 93,000,000 . 93(

33 35,000 5,1013 = 3.5

34 Hence,

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

e each of the following numbers in the fOni

a(102n), where 1 < a < 100 and n is an integer.

0.0294 =

0.7691

173

600

8168

128.67

0.00392

Cr
3046)

40'14

5(10/4)

2.94,(102)

76.91(1°-

1.73(102)

6.00(102)

61.68(102)

1.2867002>

:J-9.2(10-4)

Notice that in 1 cane, the number could cave been renamed in another

way, which would 'also be a product of two numbers such that one is a-number

between 1 and 100 and the other is some power of 10.

42.

43

44

45

46

48

For 8168, we wrote 81.68(

we could also write 8168 = 8 16_ (10EJ

For 0.0294, we wrote 2.94( );

we could also write 0.0294 = 29.4(10

For 173, we wrote 1.73

we could also write 173 = 17.3(

Note that in each case our first choice was that in

which the power of 10 is

evenflod

147 540
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Which of the following are rational numbers?

[Al

7

ACT

, 10,

0 10, and 10 is.rationa

100. Both -1-100
unci

1
and136.- IT6

ters are irrational, since AT

the correct choice.

= 1001. both of these

rratlonal. 4ence, [0] is

As illustrated above; the square root of a power of 10 is a rational

number only if the exponent is even. tiis is why, when we wish to find an
2nIRapproximation to' , we first rename x by a numeral of the form a(10- 1

where 1 < a < 100 and n is an integer; that is, where 10
2n

is an =Fa
power of 10.

51

52

Eiince 2730 = 27.

12730 , q77:7

r----(lo

we have

Since ,/7.3 -is between 5 and 6, but is closer

to 5, we see that &T,;(7) is between

and and is closer to 50.

27.3(10'

(10)

0 and. 60

a first approximation to I"77-3b 50

ewe wish to find a closer approximation to 1/775, we czan approximate

41:1 by the "divide and average" process, and then multiply the resulting

approximation by 10.

51 +1
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54

55

56

57

58

59

60

62

65

66

67

69

70

A first a roximation to 3, as we saw above,

is

vide.

Average:-
+5.46
2

The second approximation to 4773 is 5.23.

Average;

27.3
54

2+ 5.250
2

The third approxiMation to 4773 is 5.225.

Thus, the third approxiMation to 4175 is

5.225)(10), or

(52.25)2'

Find the second approximation to 1354,000.

4
.J e .354,000 = 10 ),

1354,000 m /77.0
= 177(10E1)

is very close to 36, so a good first approx.

imation to / 377 is

Divide:
.4

- 6 + 5.90Average: g

The second approximation to

second approximation to 15547555 is (595)(102

135.4 5.95, so he

Find the third approximation to /67n35.

0.2138 = 21.38(100)

Since 21.38 is between 16 and 25, but is

closer to , a good first approximation to

/21.3g isA

0

52. ,

273o.

35 4 0

/07 02)

5.90.

95

95

354,025

21.38(1072)



-vide:

72 Average:

21.38

5

5 4. 4.28

2

The second approximation to i'ZI77 is

21.-73 Divide:

4.6 4- 4.648
74 Average:

2
=

The third approximation to V21.36 is 4.624,

7, 'third approximation to 0 is 4,04101j).

76 4.624(1031

77 (0.4624)2

78

79

$0

Find the third approximation to each of the .

vpm1470 s,

.Vo.0147o

v7ofto

If you had trouble with any of the2e, eheck

with hat shown on'-page xiii.

Find the third approximation to

Bi.

82. .16715.

84

ink your work wi on p xiv.

Find the second approximations to the elements o

truth Set of

The truth

The approximations are

is

1.24.

The usefulness of a printed table of deeima]

roots of numbers is increased if we use what we have 1_

a number ip a farm which involve an even power o: 10.

543



For ,example: A taLle of nquare root: clue

V720,000 V * ji

or

A:.0012.

V j

o0

i0,000

P;00

then

Floei the informal ion that

find 117)

3 help you to

(yen,noY

In /7 , and /T6 in not rat I onal

/77) Joen not t.linal the prodwt or 1 7 and nh

interral power oi'

-7. Summary and lievibw

U in a ponLtive et=el! null n,

numLer whore ninare is L. We dt'rin-:

If U in a poL;Itive rbal i. T in the poL:ii Lye

ntunber ',- 111:0'Y

848.5
! 5

0.08185

, 0.8485

4.85

0.2828

282.8

28.28

0.02828

no

10

In exwtly one pun it iveIf

The neflutive numbUr who:' n'Inaxe

We alo'defined.: J5 0.

Ii x in any mat number,

5 4 4



That is:

g= x if x > 0

g= -x if x 0.

also defined: If b is a real number. = b, the

We have proved:

Theorem 15-6 is irrational.

Theorem 15-3.

Theorem 15-4.

for non-negative numbers a and b.

If a > 0 and b > 0, then
IS

To approximate I, where x is positive, we have used followi-_-

method.

First, write x in the form 1(102n ) where 1 < a < 100 and n is

an integer. Hence,

'I/102n

Second, find an integer p between 1 and 10 inclusive which is the

first approximation to IS. To find the second approximation, divide a by

p to find: q, (q

Paverage,
2 '

to I.
Then

a
=

P
)- and determine the average of p and q. This

rounded off to two digits, is the second approximation

j7 2-±-2 1011
2

If more aceuracy is desired, use the second approximation of IS as thr
a

new value of p an
P

d. carry out the division to four digt2. Use these new

values of p Pand q to find the average 4-

0

Review Problems

Answers to the review problems are on page xv.

1. Simplify, indicating the domain of the variable when it i reAric

(rat
j the denumthator)

(e) *18x a'bc)(ab-c

yp /34- (i) + 7,7)

545
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lify, indicating the domain of the variable when it is restricted.

/73 IT7

(c)

Rationalize the deno -to Indicate the domain he variable in

each cae where It 1J reLtrIcteJ.

)

(e) 9V
12- 15

cx/9

(c)

4. Simplify, indicating the domain of the iable when it is restricted,

and -Ltionalizing denominators.

( ) 2/12a 1 A4 7 (f)31a1

Solve the fol owir

= 2

*(b) 417 , 4

(c) 2

-(g) a

1

(d) < 16

546

3

16a-

3



,6. In each or the following 11.50 one of the symbols <,

given phrase 30 Et to make

(a) --1
for x =

a true ,=;entenoe.

(b) x

7= Evaluate -,P:000 (to thy third approximeti

B. )-

l-',xprer. a: bewbrr

(j)

(r)

pOnsjble.

10. Exprero cc powers of 10. (n ir an interer.

(a)

(r)

20 X 10'

_

x 10_i

01

(i.) 10- x 10'

10-

17-7

between the two

for x > 0

(e) i0- i0 103

Cr) (1O)

11. Simplify: (11,00.u= no variable tekoc on the value zero.
1 1

17 4 T
(a) (A)

(b)

(c)

2

12. 2olve:

2ng

(a) t

- X
(b)

x

(f) 1.
r

54(
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13. A remarkable expression which produces many primes is

n2- n +41.

If n is any number of the set (1,2,3, ..., 40) the value of the

expression is a prime number, but for n m 41 the expression falls to

give a prime number. Tell why it fails. If an algebraic sentence is

true for the first 400 values of the variable, is it then necessarily

true for the 401st?

14. A procedure sometimes used to save time in averaging large numbers is to

guess at an average, average the differences, and add that average to your

guess. Thus, if the numbers to be averaged--say your test scores - -are

78, 80, 76, 72, 85, 70, 90, a reasonable guess for your average might fieAL

80. We find how far each of our numbers is from 80.

78 - 80 = -2

80 - 80 m 0 The sum of the differences is -9.

76 - 80 . _4 The average of the differences is

72 - 80 . -8 Adding this to 80 gives

80 . 5 787 the desired average. Can

70 - 80 . -10
7

you explain why this works?

90 - 80 = 10

The weights of a university football team were posted as 195, 2 212,

201, 198, 232, 189, 178, 196, 204, 182. Find the average weight for the

team by the above method.

15. A rat which weighs x grams is f-0 ich diet and gains 25,E in weigh

He is then put on a poor diet s 2 s 25 of his weight. Find the

number of grams difference in the weight of the rat from the beginning

the experiment to the end.
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Chapter 16

FOLYNOMIALC ADD FACTORING

1i-omialto

In Chapter we studied extensiAzely the interers and he faetoriti.1,in

of lute em were narti2ulariy intere.ited in exi:reosinc Izoitive inteQrs

in terms of their prize faters. We saw also that zac-torlzo hO Ii en in

werkin,* with fraction$ arid radlea

Since the factored form for integers has turned out to le so usefuli, it

is natural to ask whether we ,!an write aLcetraic !I.raocs in fLwtored for;,

ti-at iz. a$ 11 1 I imiiLer phra$co.

1

2

We have often written suh sentences as

x(3x ).

We recoellise that this sentence, which is true for

all values of x, illustrates the property.

have written r'x" 2x as a nrodut of two

Wc alio know that there are many otnor ways of
,

writinG 4 2x as a product. For example,

2
2x3x- +. 2x

This in not, however, a oimpier form.

The expression Ix involves only the operati

of addition and multiplication, but the factor

X

involves addition, multiplication, and

2)

distributive ,

factors

x' 1

division

We begin to suspect that in fe.=.torinr algaraic expressions we should

res 'et Ourselves to certain kinds of factors.



-

Examine the phrases:

. _

_ +
- I

5x:=' + 3x - 17

X +

rLa. n=lers an the sincle variable x.

If we wore asked Lo. Q and R were different from the others, we

wstd say that neither phrase involves the operation of:

[A] addition (C] subtraction

[F] muitii:tication division

clearly involves addition and Ti clearly involves

htra3tIon. Since x2 - x*x and 3x ,-, 'sox, each phrase

also involves multiptiation. [17)1,-1, the correct calcace-.

.

The phrases x- + and 5x'
o
+ 3x - 17 are examples of polynomials.

These phrases do not Involve any indicated division by a phrase containing

vari al_

It wil! turn out, as you wilt see, that polynomials play, in connection

with ah7ebraie expressions, a role simiiar to that of the integers in the

set of real numbers.

Cossidler a set cnnslstinf of the real numbers and one or more variables.

Any phrase formed from members of this set by using no indicated operations

other than addition, subtraction, or multiplicaoion is called a polynomial.

Asordinr to our definition, 5 is a t,,Lynomial. In the same way

W7, t., x, y, 0, 14 are polynomials.

Dthcs exami,les of polynomials are:

4
x .5, 5N, , (a-)10, - 2x - 3, and X.

Aich of the Vollowinc are polynomials?

[A] P, 4, R, S

IP] all

[C] P, R,

[I)] P. R, S,

R. x(x + 3)

S. (a + 1) + (2x + 5

T. - .06
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10

12

14

15

lb

Q involves division, and P involves the extraction of

square root of a variable. E, and. 6 are polynomials.

[C] is the correct Choice.

For each of the following phrases, indicate wheth

is or rs not a Polynomial:

1 x 1
+ 1

(s 5)

- 4)

x +

x - 1

1 )fir

7777.177

If only one variable appea

is

is

is not
( involves

is

is no
(Inv°

16-1

s div

in a polynomial, we have a polynomial in

that variable. For example, if the variable is x, we have a polynomial

17

'18

19

3x - 1 is a polynomial in

2
Likewise 4y- - y is a polynomial in

is a polynomial in and

_

5x 6 is a polynomial.

5x 6 may be thought of as the sum of three'

terns: x2n , -5x, and 6.

Each of these terms is also a polyn

An expression such as -5x has only one term. We call such an

expression a monomial. In general, a polynomial which involves at most

indicated products is called a monomial.
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22

a omial.
TITTr7/777

a olyn-mia_.
TE77.717.77

77i77777
a 1 ...J_ia1.

temor For examT1._e,

24

25

26

27 y =

x 3) -

x

)

We can use ±sty ti ve prove 0 e:

is ot

31(_

These examtles, together wi,h our previous exPerience, tell us that we

can write anz,' :polynomial as a sum of monomials. F1irthermore, the -process of

collecting terms can le altstied to every sum of monomials until further

simplification ty tP:is process is impossible.

When a polynomial has been written as a m of monomials and the process

of collecting terms has teen completed we say that the polynomial has teen

written in common L2LLTITILt.) form. When writing polynomials in one variatle

in common polynomial form it is

the rowers of the

convenient to arranFe the -erms so that

If 1,4P

is in common ',olynomial form.

write this poiynomiaL with descendinv powers

we have
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By the degree of a polynomial in one variable, we mean the highest power

of the variable that occurs when the polynomial is written in common poly-

nomial form. (This is one reason it is convenient to arrange the terms so

that the powers of the variable are in descending order.)

34

36

37

38

4 in a polynomial of 3-

2
x- - 5x is a polynomial of degree-

ate the degrees of the following polynomials:

17

2
x = x

x(a

[careful!]

7 = 7'1 7x01

[First write in common
polynomial form.

degree 2

1.7

Notice that polynomials such as 8, etc., have degree 0 (see

Item 38). However, for technical reasons which you will learn about in

later courses we do not define the degree of the polynomial 0. Thus every

polynomial' except 0 has a degree. (By now yoti should be familiar with the

fact that a situation involving 0 often presents exceptional features.)

We shall often be rz)n:,erned with polynomials of degree 2. Such

polynomials are called quadratiz' polynomials.

x' quadrati polynomial

40 polynomial-

41 a polynomial. quadratic

IQt uild(21. oducts, and differ . of iclynmin:z.
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43

44

45

2
and x- x - 5 are polynomials in

on polynomial form.

that

and

e also Is.

i_e each of the 'olynomiaLs listed in coll,non

Lolynomial form:

x 5) =

(x + 2)(x- + x -5 +x - 5

By the instruction, "add two polynomials", we shall mean,

indicated sum in common polynomial form", as in Item 41 above.

the instructions for Item 44 might be: "subtract the polynomial

-x - 2

2x - 3

2
-x 7

x3 +3x2 -3x -10

e the

Similarly,

x 5

from the polynomial x = 2." In Item 45 we might say, "multirAy the

polynomials."

46 -y
2

4y - 11_-

2
t
4

t - 6

x3-x2-4x+11

In organizing your work in Item 48 you have perhaps discovered another

advantage of arranging the terms of a polynomial in order of descending

)wers of the variable. The work might be done as follows:

50

51

subtract

The opposite of the polynomial 5 x is

2
Add x - 2 and 2 - 2x2.

0 a polynomial.
ot)
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e 2an observe from t'he examples above that the set of polynomials is

osed nor aiditn, sultraion, and multirli2ation. This observation

.arty betwc-in the set of bolynomia arni the set of

irl'-,e;:ers. The Oct --2f inter:. is :71osed unler the same c:teratim.s.

tha = 20 -1:.tere1'= =r the Z.-7 of 1 is

the "2ontant" is 44

and

we :my ca',--4 of the set of occffiit i - 2x j- 4

at JO; L00 efements are :,

Given 2x ii== ),

the _eff-iient of x it

10

sot of 2ocffi:::ient's is

the
= of 4,

,71.1to 4x: - ox

2,-_.nstant is and

::ceffielent of the term of hlhhest decree is

of 17x - 4x, in lest powers

arc , and 4

-1

2

5

0

4

thc i'l.owinc is a quadratic .1c__,1-.!homial that hat 0 for Ito
con,Itant?

[Al
2 1

[C] x 7

[D] x
2

- 1
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61

63

64

65

66

67

not a polynomial

the only correct choice

In the polynomial 4x - 3 the set of

coefficients is

The numbers 4 -8, 2, are all integers.

We may call 4x - Ox + 2x - 3 a polynomial over the

integers.

x 6 is also a polynomial over the

and 6 are integers.

n 7x' 3-
4

5
, the coefficient

nteger. Hence le. 5

over the integers.

, since

is not an

8,1s nOET
a polynomial

The constant in x an integer, and
4 377757ET

hence x
4 is not a polynomial over the

x - 1 a polynomial over the in g s

is,Is notT

(4,, 2,-

integers

not

is not

integers

is not

Now we are ready to consider factoring polynomials. At the beginning
2of this section we considered the phrase 3x 2x. It is a polynomial over

the integers.

It is easy to write 3x2 + 2x as an indicated product.

6

69

70

71

Of the four factorizations in Items 68 to 71, that of 68--namely,

x (3x + 2)--is the simplest. What can we say of the others?
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71L

75

In Iten c .:u-:: :x :S.-, = x:

this less sirotrle ;..rodast, the faator

a

In iten 70

uth

are,ards n777

Likewise in 1-7-,c 7, the fatsr

20l-.-nmial 3:sr the

the nte:ers.

is nat a

-t3

1: not

Integer5

7"
trolt.st the 7:actors x are loth Iol:.nomials over the intecors.

When s.c arc warM.n.- ..71th olz..!.:=LaTz. over the intecers,'we are ofteh

interested in nhast facterisan,ions in AioE aid_ the factors are 1_,:s1:7-

flomials over the ihtec.ers.

76

77

7_.

we restri2t ._-_.17se:-ses no. !(:).1:syia.s over the

intecers, l.s:n the fa:7-_,risatie: ii 1sx -"x

Of th_ exiressien: n

:x)

)

we Lrofer ' :). Thts tr:e

tesause nither f.e7Tsra -.!ahtainini: a varialle

1='-J tore. fe,rther.

In f-a:t:rin we

with .2(XL 4 :x), 1riiv :0

fa.-store.i fsrther.
(

-pite :) as the final,

55
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80 It is true that x 3

However, just as in Chapter 12, we do not use

as a factor in the final form.

Factors such as x and x + 3 cannot be factored further. We will say

that we have factored a polynomial completely when no factor containing a

variable can be factored further. POlynomials which cannot be factored

further play, in this chapter, a role similar to that of prime numbers in

factoring integers.

We shall be working in much of this chapter with the problem of writing

polynomials over the integers as products of polynomials over the integers.

We shall speak of doing this as factoring polynomials over the integers.

81

84

8)

As you already know, the property can be

used to write indicated sums as indicated products.

Factor each of the following polynomials completely

over the integers.

- 6

ac

ax - aY

X

Factor i4E Ix the Distributive Property

In the preceding section we saw a few examples in which the distributive

property was used to change an indicated sum to an indicated product. By

now you should be very familiar with the distributive property. However, you

will find that it takes practice to apply it in complicated situations.
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1

2

3

6

10

11

12

The pattern is easy to see in:

3x + 3y

3Y =

+ 3y is the indicated sum of x and

h 3x and 3y have as a factor.

As in gbapter 12, we call 3 a common

3x and

5xy is the product of 5, x,

5yz is the product of 15 __, and z

The common factors of 5xy and 5yz are 1, 5, y,

and 5y. As in Chapter 12, we call 5y the

greatest of 5xy and 5yz.

16-2

Recognizing that is the greatest common factor

5xy and 5yz makes it easy to apply the

distributive property to 5xy 5yz.

5n, t 5Yz =

in factoring 5xy -1-15yz we might instead have used

the following steps

5rs 5yz = (i_ )

-(5 is a common\factor of 5xy and 5yz.)

a second step we observe that

)e

(y

So that

is a of xy and yz

51w. 53m 3/2,

5y(x
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Comparing; the results in Items 8 and 12, we observe that we obtain the

same complete factorization, whether we use one step or two. This may

remind you of the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic. You will observe as

we go along that therd are a number of similarities between the properties of

integers and those of uolynomials.

The precedinr example suggests that when we wish to use the distributive

property to factor an indi :Led sum it in heipfnl to think about the

common factors of the term=' of the sum. In fact, the moGt helpful thing

to do is to think about the greatest co

14-

15

16

17

19

20

greatest common factor of 4L- a

We can thus apply the dlotrautivepr =flerty to write:

= 4

If you had trouble with Item

t8. em 1

complete Items l5 to

onside

e note that

4-t' and

and

eatest common factor of 4 and

is a factor of

Also, since t
4

to a factor of

Hence the greatest common factor of t' acid t
4

15

Thus is the greatest common factor of and
4

liemember that x(1)

Consider La -'t

-

The greatest common factor Of bath` and 3a _

2 3

2

C-

x(y

je:`-1)

3d1o2( 2o.



23

24

16-2

Of the following) which factorizat

[A] 6s2t - 3stu,= 3st(2s -

'[13] 6s 2t - 3stu = 3s(2st tu)

[C] 6s-t - 3stu

n is complete?

chit'

t] aro all true aenter12,e6, but only

,111pIcte: You should have ChOseti

completely.

2 _

6x -z - 3xyz

2
4x-y

2
3xy x

Although in Item 26 uL .-ou could have written either

or -

2

xy
2 -xy

the second form is usually preferred.

+ 2x +

A

Which 'polynomial. is factored correctly?

= 2b(x 2)

[B] oa' = 3a(2a2 3b)

[C] kx'y = 4x(xy

[A]

2b (x x + kb and 2bx 41)

x(xy 4x2y 4x2 and 4x 2y X

We flee, therefore, that [A] and (0 are not exam')

correctly factored polynomials. DI illustrates

example of a correctly factored polynomial. Since

3a.2a- 3b) = 6a3 9ab.

In general, you will find it worthwhile to verify your factoring in

the response for Item 27:
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Let us consider some more complicated examples of

factoring.

Consider the polynomial - 1 (x = 1)3. This

polynomial is the indicated sum of _ terms.
Thow ITZTTY

Each term has as a factor.

We recognize that we can apply the distributive

property.

That

ab + ac

Note: Copy and complete the boxed material.

Thus - ( x - 1

Similarly, the terms of
(how many)

(u v)x (u v)y

have the common factor

v v)y

x(x ¢ 2) ¢ 3(x + 2)

(If you had trouble, complete Item 36. If not

on to Item 37.)

562
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37

38

39

42

43

44 .

45

46

47

48

49

actor each of the following:

3x 3)

a - b)a + (a - b)b =

4k - y) y (4x - y)

16-2

b)

Y) 5Y(x + Y) +(x +y

+ v) (u + v)s

+ b + c _ (a + b +

Look carefully at this one:

z(x y)

-(77Y

However, x

Thus we can write:

z(x y) + z

Y

In the same way, factor completely:

a b(3 - x) =

2y) + 3b( x) =

We have seen that\in applying the distributive property, as in the

foregoing examples, we begin by looking for common factors of the terms.

This means, of course, that we must look at the factors : each term.

50

51

52

For example, corgi

Note that z
2

-

Thus 5(z - 3

ider

5(z - 3) =0.

= 5(z 3) +

563
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5

54

55

56

57

58

59

The common factor of (x

Factor completely:

y)(u = v) 4 (X y)v

(a b 'C)(X y) - + c

144x2 - 216s + 180y =

Use the same method to write a simpler name for

a # 2) (s r)(a ¢ 2) =

t b +
g

36,4k -- + 5'54

We have had so much practice in factoring that you may be thinking that

With skill and practice all I,olynomiels can be factored. This is not the

case.

61 Of the following, which cannot be factored over the integers?

(A)

[B)

(0) M and N

[D)

M. xy yz xz

N. 12x fly

M, N, and Q

P, and

and

F. 12x 15y

x(x - 2) (x

x 15Y,7 31,4 5y)

- 2) (X - 2) . (x 1)x - 2

x (1)(x - 2)2

and not be feztored, He

171
6
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Just as we found many uses for the factored form of an integer, so we

shall find many applications for the factored form of a polynomial. One of

the more important uses is in solving equations.

62

63

64

65

Suppose we were asked to solve the equation

5(z - 3) (z2

We have seen that the factored form of

5(z - 3) (z2 7 3z) is (Look at Items 50

to 52 if you have trouble

Let us examine, then, the equation

(5 )(z 3) - 0

The left side of this equation is a product, and the

right side is

We know that the product of two real numbers is 0

if and only if one factor is O.

Hence the open sentence "(5 + z)(z 3) -==- 0" is

equivalent to the compound open sentence

"5 z = 0 or

The truth set of "5 + z 0 or z 3 ==- 0" is

Therefore, (-5,3) is also the truth set of

5(z - 3) (Z2 - 30= 0.

We shall examine further examples of using the factored

form of pblynomials to solve polynomial equations as

we proceed.

0

You have now seen many examples in which it is possible to find a

common factor for the terms of an indicated sum. In such examples, factoring

is easy. Consequently, if you wish to factor a polynomial it is wise to

begin by looking for a common factor. If you find one, you can proceed at

once to apply the distributive property.

Suppose you don't? You cannot conclude at once that the polynomial

cannot be factored over the integers.
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66

67

68

69

70

Let us consider, for example, the polynomial

2
a + ac + bc + ab.

This an indicated sum of terms.

These terms
(do, do nofj

have a common factor.

However, we can group these terms'
.

a-
2

+ ac + be + ab = (a2 + ac) + (be + ab).

Then we see

a
2

+ ac

bc + ab =

a2 (a2+ ac + be + ab = ac) + ab)

= a(a + c)

4

do not

gi( et C)

b(ei. C)

The preceding example illustrates the method called factoring by grouping

terms. Sometimes this method is easy to use. Sometimes, however, it takes

skill and ingenuity to see how the terms should be arranged and grouped.

You may find that a polynomial which can be factored by grouping terms can

also be factored by other* methods which will be discussed in later sections

of this chapter.

71

72

73

Let us factor x- 4x + 3x + 12 by grouping the

terms.

2
x + 4x + 12_ (x2-4-410+(

*004) 4' 3(04)

Ex 0 3)(x 4)

Suppose that in the preceding problem we had used the c- -e property

and grouped as follows.

2 2
x + 4x + 3x + 12 = (x- 12) + (4x + 3x

In this form there is no common factor in the two terms. Thus we see the

importance of choosing the proper grouping.

If,you would like to try your-hand at some more examples of factoring b

grouping, complete Items *74 to *88.
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*74

*75

*76

*77

*78

*79

*80

*81

*82

*83

*84

*85

Consider the true sentence

2st + 6 - 3s - 4t = 2(st + +Lit).

Although this sentence is true, it does not help us in

factoring.

Using the cone U ve property let us write

2st + 6 - 4t - 2st - 3s + 6 - 4t

_)(

Factor completely.

ax 2a 4- 3x + 6

3rs - 35 5 -

+ 8xy - 3y - 5

p
2

mq pq mp

ux + vx + uy + vy

tab a2 + 2b

- 8x + x 1 8 -

5(2t-3)-2 (2t-3)

3)

Suppose we re asked to factor x2 7x + 12. As it

stands we cannot apply our grouping technique to this

polynomial.

However, 7x - 4x

so x
2

4- 7x + 12

Factor comple

4. 4x 3x 12

x ( ) 3

567

1 7,

4)

) x 2)
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10- Difference of Squares

We have seen already that for any two real

numbers .a and b,

+ b)(a - a L+

- ab +

The sentence

(a + b)(a - b) =
2

- b
2

-04-144-b)

ba -b2, or ab-be

a
2

- b
2

is thus a simple consequence of the distributive property. it can be stated

in words: The product of the sum and the difference of any two real numbers

equal to the difference of their squares.

a + b is the

a - b is the

' is the of the squares of a and b.

Since (a - b)(a - b) I'M' any real numbers

a and b, we may say that the product of the

and the difference of any two real numbers is equal

of a and b.

of a and b.

to the of their

cu: of 2x and 3y As written

e- d fference of 2x and 3y is written

The *oduct of the sum and difference of 2x and 3y

itten ( )( ) .

lyihE the same pattern we may e

lrs t item you needed to write
2

and (3y

difference

difference

a2

au_

Te
squares

(2x* Y)(2x-

in simple form.

I ;Ff ncec1 review in using exponents in this way, do Items 14 to 19.'

cot -o to Item 20.

7 ria-)5613



14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

7

a

84x2

6e.

2

Using the same technique as in Item 13, write the

following indicated products as indicated SUM:

(a 2)(a 2)

(2x - y)(2): )

(low+ 1)(mn - 1) =

(a2 102)(a2
- b2)

(x a)(x + a) -

In Items 20-24 we have used the statement

a
_2 b2

(a + b)(a b)

- 1)4

16-3

to change a product of two numbers into a certain related difference of

squares.

Often we use the same statement to write a difference of two squares as

roduct.

Which form is preferable, difference or product, depends on the use we

have in mind. 'In this chapter we are primarily concerned with factoring,

so we wish to express polynowials as products whenever we can.

26

In Item 13 we found:

(2x + 3y)(2x - 3y) - 4x

If we are asked, on the other hand, to factor the

polynomial 4x
2 2

- 9y we simply write:

We are applying the fact that

W2- (3y)2 ='(2x 3y

-569

176
I



'37

28

2)

31

3:2

'-'

_owing that a
2

- + b)(a b), we can always

factor a polynomial if we can first write it as a

difference of squares.

Thus to factor 16n, we recognize:

)m - 16n-
2

Similarly, 4x" - 25 =

(3m)2 a/(4n)2

(3m44n)(3m-4n)

(2)0=5)(2x-5)

Using the sentence a
2

- b-_

sdel, factor the following:

- i6 )1-)(

)(a -

- 4 - ( )( )

Y

+ b)(a - b) as a

(x 4)(x - 4)

(a +3)(a - 3)

(t 2)(t - 2).

(+1)(2x-1)

1.4m 2)(m - 2)

)(3 Y)

ru diffun2nL. 11Wt,urii4L; - y2 over the

inte,Nrs. Trocedure is siMniet?

[Al - 4(4x" - y2)

4-(2x y)(2x y)

[E] 4y2 (4): + 2y)(4x - 2y)

+ y)'.2(2Y. - y)

+ y (2x - 37)

S If you noti ed that one method takes only two steps, while the

other takes three, you probably chose [AL. By recognizing

first the coMMon factor 4, we can factor -completely in just

two steps. Inm general, 21t is wise to look first for a factor

which in common to every term.



n a similar Manner we can factor such expressions

16-3

38

39

40

4i

42

43

44

Factor the:following expressions:

y
+.11

49x
4

- 1

(5y+3)(Y-3)

(5a4bc)(5aAe)

5(2e+1)(2e 1)

(7c

Consider

he square of an integer not
id no

46

2

Con

is not, in fact, factorable over the integers.

now,

*4 is a
EiZariference

of two squares.

is not factorable over the integers.

r the following over the integers,if

If the polynomial cannot be factored over the integers,

write "not factorable over the 'integers ".0
47 x44

2 0 -
48 16

49

50 - 16 .

(Hint: -err are factors in the
complete factorization.

571

not factorable
over the
integers-

(x244)(x
+2)(x-



51

52

ftx ,x (2x - I)- 1 )

or
our moth,cd of fatorir, the difference

two squares to such nolyhomials as

.o
(a - 1)- - 1.

- - =

(a 1)2 12

((a - 1) 1)((a - 1)

rn + 1) - (m - 11)-

n)2

x- - Cx y)

As we saw in the preceding section, factoring may be

ai,plied in solving certain polynomial equations.
2

Lot us solve the equation x- 9 = O.

We can reason:

If
then (x

x z/)(x - 3

for some x,

for the same x.

0 if and only if either x 3 . 0

2 2

3(x 1)(x - 1)

(4x2 1)

a(a - 2)

((a 3) - 4)

(a 1)( 7)

0

(x+ y 11)(xw

01 or K - j 0

02 If x + -/ 0, then x = .

If x , then x =

We note that "x2 L 1) 0" and "x 3 or x

are equivalent open sentences. .

64 Thus, the truth set of x2 0 is (3,-3)

_311

-3

3

572

)-o
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68

70

71

73

know another way of oolvinc the equation

We need onl:) vote that

0" an,i

are equivaient eluations.

hither method leaja to the :9-MQ truth

ertainl:,. what would L6

ea.h eluathon. TT:: in at tea t :W'MQ the6 33..3

use hoth methodsthat illustrated in items 60 to 64
ant that ml Items nT to 6. The two method:3 lead, o_f

oourse, to the same result.

- 4

t = U

Cm ti

). _z 0

16-3

minoe x'-+4>0
for all real
numbers x)

Item 7 is interesting. Noti2e that our atatenTrft that we sannet

factor the sum of x and 4 is consistent with the fai.t that thero i3 no
real number x for which

In this section we have used in factoring the fact that if a and 1

are any real. numbers

a - If * t)(a b).

This fact has many other apiicationm, one of which will be noted in

Items =-714 to *100.

5731u-
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*78

A79

480

*81

Consider the product of the sum and difference of

the two numbers 1/2 and 3.

(1t7 3)(7 - 3)

17 is an irrational umber Hence,

are both

The product, -

number.

Consider

numbers=

3)

is a(

- 2 -

and

A ional,i rational

The product, -2, is a number.

ratiOnernratiollna

irrational

2-

3-
-2

From the exercises which you have done; it should be evident that, given

an indicated product of the form (a b)(a - b), the product aly be rational

even when either a or b is irrational, or even if both are irrational.

In fact, the product of the sum and difference of two real numbers a

and b which are either rational or at most square roots of rational numbers

is itself a rational =alter.

We shall use this property to rationalize the

denominator in
5

1 1 5_*_ )q
F= -- by the multiplication property

v3 5 - 13 5 of 1.

1 2 t_

Thus, 5-77T 22

*84 We have completed "rationalizing the " of the

a- n.
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As you will recall from Chapter 15, we sometimes find rationalizing the

denominator very convenient. You can find in tables, for example, that i7

is approximately
1

dIf you want to approximate by a ecimalj

it saves arithmetic to notice that

1 5

Test it for yourself if you don' see why.

*86

*87

*88

*89

Rationalize the denominator in each of the following:

2

9

3-

7

[(3 9+ 05 +1

= 14 6V5

3))

We find it easy to factor a
2

- b' which is the difference of two
2 /

squares. In fact a - b' (a h) b). But there is no way to factor

the sum a
2

15'- over the integers.

It is natural to ask: What about

- and a-
3

+ b

The answers are easy to find.

Find the product:

b)(a2 4ab4 = a(a ab b' (a2

we see a neat factorization:

3 3 t
a b = b)( ab

575



*100

idse thin rest,

+ (a + )(a' - al to -,b..:2trjr t-

We need let t a a-o a =

1..-rom a

+ 1-

L- t;(4- 01

4 4 4 4 4 4

12 2, 2.2i:1C

it a and I -

Find tloo produf_t:

We have shod- that a - d 2 (a - 11(a- * ad L=

To Vactor a - o we Writ e a-

-
Thuo, a' - 8 - (a - a

-

=

(t,L)(t2-t+i)

(2)3

(a=2)(a2+2a+l)

(2x-1)(14-x2+ex+I)

7hoc we see: It i;3 ro:T_;silr_lo to fater both the oum and the dif-ercnce

of two cubes.



Perfect Squares

If a polynomial is the product of two identical p,:lyn5,

to be a rerfect qare.

1

2

4

6

Since (31=

2 z
we see that is a L,J2..fet

__re is a more-Interesting example.

(a ,t)(a

a(a b

a

at ba

at
2

Similarly (a b)2 (a - b)(a

= a(a - t)

Since

(a =~

(a - b)2 a4 - 2a2 L-

the polynomials a" aa Ls:- and a- -

Each is the product of two identical poLl'ncciths.

In this section we will learn to USQ the .;c ;-,Itterns re00nize 1:erfest

squares.

2
a

.

i. - ',Lab b'

arc Lsth uroccO

7 lob of the calowing is not a

4

effect square?

[C] x2 -4- 2xy

[2] x2 - 2xy ± y2

577



10

11

12

13

14

17

16

17

20

21

We know that x *x y (x y) x 2xy + yam, and

x2 - 2xy y
2

. Thus, the polynomiala in [Al,,

[C], and [DI may be written as the product of two identical

polynomials and are therefore perfect squares. 25x'y4 is not

a perfect square since it cannot be written as a product of two

identical polynomials. 13] is the correct choice.

e have noted that

(a

resul essed in words:

11 squar_ of the sum of two numbers is the square of

first s',_.mLer _

of the second numb, ."

a_- the followinG, usin this pattern.

(10 ;)2 102 2(10)(3)

their Lroduet 1:luzi the

(20

Squ are the following:

(x
04)- =

Now see if you can write the g without writing

down the mickfle

Y)2

(3a

7a +

2b)

5)2 '

778

cc, or two

square

or 9

0)(5)

b+

+20um+ 25

2 e
1t9a



*22

Here is an exancle

(

Y a w w nore

Now

We have used Y Vor

Is a perfect square.

23

24

34

!:or L. Wc

l6-4

+ 2xy

4y 4

conclude that x + 6x q

s the polynomial * 12xy a perfect nquare?

procedure, of course, i to compare it with the

lynomial

x' 12 y may 1© "rl ten

e: my and complete toxed mater al

polynomial

i-dare, and we a -4-r'

12xy

36x
2

12xy y
2

Zis,is hOTT
a pe et

579

+ 2at b
2

answer below.

(6x +
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27

28

29

3©

31

Find the perfect squares among the following

polynomials, and express them as squares.

For any that are not perfect squares, write "not a

perfect square".

x
2

2,4 + y-
2

=

4x2 + 4x - 1

2 e 2
x oxy + 9y =

4x' + 4x + 1

4x
2

+ 12xy 4- 9y
2

=

We also noted that (a - b)2

(x +302

not a perfect
square

(x 304

a2 2
a2

2
tab b . That is, a - tab b

is a perfect square since it may be written as the product of two identical

polynomials. It is Often convenient to compare: polynomials with this

pattern to test whether or not they are perfect squares.

32

34

35

36

For example: 9x
2

12xy + 4y
2

can be written:

and compared wi th:

)2 2(3x)(2y

2
2a - 2 a

e may conclude from this test that the polynomial
2

12xy 4y
2

D.s,is not)
a perfect square.

Comparing 9x2 12xy + 4y2 with a
2

-2ab + b2, we

identified a with

and b with

9x-
2
- 12xy + 4y2 =

nd the yerfect squares among the following poly-

nomials, and express them as squaes.

For any that are not perfect squares, write "net a

perfect square".

37 x2 - + y2 =

38 - 4x + y2 .

58©

15'

14-



JO,

0

are civen a :uadrati elynomial ever the

intecers of the form x 4 px + A.

)to that in A Lhe .-2oeffi:::ient of

Is

What mu.;t: le an,: .1 if tile

polynJmial x - A is a perfeet square?

If x-

have ene

In either

+ + A

a2b

:_ase,

is a verfect square, then we

ef these latterus:

x
2

pxA

or

t- tat

we have x2 as a
2

and q

must

+

as

Hen.-2e, the integer q must le the

integer

of some

In 2-at or -2ab, if the a is Identified with x,

14X 4 1

L
2ab + r-

lieno.e, either 2

or

or

PN + 4

- 2ab

58i

11A a Rerfedt
square

(x 102

d)2

xv

4v)-

((x -F-Y

(or, simply.

quare

- p



62

63

wo .an 000 that x =Xs= is a perfect .L74.are.

ai= 1=15 Leeause =.= and o =

m- 'm t a serfe.s!t since

and a' -

at 50= more exam Les.

1Tre, sino

ass 1 10

CO. is a perfect square in 100 ==

and to - 2 X to).

aul

* tt ic a perfect square since i6

Ts zummariz.e we may Gay:

A quadratic polynomial x px + q, where- p and

are Lntegers, is a perfect square if and only if

q 1.1; the square of an integer U.

t) either p = 2t or p -a.

If we caw "x' + 12x " we might ask what

numter we could put in the parentheses to make the

resulting polynomial a perfect square.

r discussion suggests that we put in the number-

de see that x- + 1J1x 36 is a perfect square, since

anti 12 -

Fill the blank with a number which will

resulting polynomial a perfect square.

+

0
2x +

a
2

+ + 11,2o

582

2(3)

(4)2

2(4)

f.10)2

-(2 x 4)

36

(6)2 or 62a 2(6)

1

114-a



64

65

66

'cmplet6 the following to make true sentences

=

= )-

16-4

kX Yi

(c 2)

_I

We arc wimarily interested just now in factoring polynomials over the

interers. However, we :31101=id to aware that the ideas we are usinc have

wide aroli-2atility.

The statements aT )(a t )

Et 2at b' (a b

2at, b2 (a - t

are true, of course, if a and b are !,AL real numbers. Our use of these

statements is not always restricted to the integers.

67

68

70

71

We observe, for example, that

(x

This illustrates 6r1-6 again the pattern

2

a b"

x L__12

(Copy and domplete.)

Fill in the blanks to make the following

perfect squares.

0
5x

x
2

- 3x ( )2

x
2

x
)2

(Hint: The coefficient of x is 1.1

polynomials

553

See answer be1OW..

2
Y.

(4)2
2

(i)2.
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72

73

74

7t

the missing term to make each of the following

a rort square, and climlete the sentence.

1 ,

cierat of N: is - 7.

We call the process illustrated in Items 64 to 66 and Items 69

comletinE the scluare. This nrocess will ray an important part in

discussion of quadratic polynomials.

We will conclude this section by showing how reco6nizing perfect squares

helps us in solving certain equations.

to 7u
our

77

76

7

8o

Si

For example, let us solve 4z
2

+ 4z + 1 0.

Neti, that the right side of this equation is

Morver, we recognize that 4z
2
+ 4z +1 is a

perfect

We thus see that

- 0

are equivalent equations'

sc
(2z + ir is a product of two identical factors.

This product is 0 if and only if 2x + 1 is 0.

Thus we have the chain of equivalent sentences:

0
4z + 1 = C

z + 1)2 = 0

0

The truth set for each is

584

0

square

(2z + 1)
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82

83

Solve

2
0

+ 4 = 0

Truth set:

Truth set:

16-5. 'pi completing the LjauLE

By now you should be able to factor a polynomial wh: h is the difference

of two squares. You should also be able to construct polynomials wt-ih are

perfect squares.

These techniques can be combined to factor certain polynomials which

are not perfect squares.

1

3

onsider, for example, the polynomial

The polynomial a perfect square.
(is,is not)

However, we know that x
2

6x A-

square..

is a perfect

zero

Moreover, x
2

6x 5 m x
2

-I- 6x 9 -
2 ,

+_ox 9)

4

N2
We observe that (x 3) - 4 is the

squares. Hence, continuing:-

x2

(x 3 + 2)(_

(x 5

In Item 3 we added and subtracted This

step in the; :ocess of completing the square.

585

not

9

-4

?,x

difference



itj

21

=

fol_Lc,wing dcrra,2atinp- thQ o.41_:,ar

add and 3-til,:tra2t

-

lOx +

1

not

IX-

- 10

(x - 7)(x - 1)



it

:4 9

--r

+4

(y 4 3)(y - 7)

:=.)(51

r: 1H:,T0rlia.o which

Ii o3,2h ca:io wc found

',I is E;

ar,J nc,t alwayomay

aT, :urt
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o

If we attemrt to factor - 2 i- tcompl_etIng

the ovare we ottaih:

iLtained a roolt wh12L i2 the
hav,c,have not

1Iffer. cl- tw, ,Aoares,

Mcleod, (x

We cannot factor this roLyncial.

Now let on lonsider x 4- 2x 2.

In this case (23711,1eting the square =earls to

This is a

aria

(L:c71,:iin'erer;:c'e)

of two terms, .)-

Is there an integer whose square is i?

Hence we factor _x t 1)- - over the
(can, cannot)

Lave not

stilt.

x

difference

cannot

You might like to see how this reLates to some of the things we will do

later. Items '40 to '42J which are optional, deal with this.

*41

1

Is there a real number whose square ia D?

e note that

I -3
7 6b
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In order to solve x= 4x - 4 y first wrjte

the equivalent sentence

=1 x 1-4,x +

This equatiOn has 0 on one side; hence we may

apply the property stated in Its 10.

12 x - 4x + 4 .

4x - 4

13 . 0

x . 0

14 are all sentences.

2
Hence the trith set of x-

e valent

Solve. Answers are on pag, xi»
0

16. x 0

17. x =0

18. (y 1)2 - 16 . 0

2
y + oy + 12 0

2
20.

590



Chapter 17

QUADFATIC FOLYIT0MLAT7

17-1. Factoring i.snection

We have already leari.ed that we can use the method of comt:le

square in factoring quadratic polynomials of the form x px n Some-

times we are a-le to factor such polynomials over the integers, but some-

times we cannot do this.

Now we are going to study a second approach to the problem of factoring

such polynomials over the integers. It requires ingenuity, but it is often

quicker than completing the square.

We have found that examining carefully the process for wrft' g an

sated product as a sum helps us recognize patterns useful fa factoring.

Let us begin, then, by considering as an example the product (2x + 5){_Ix

5)(3x + i) = ax(3x -4- 7)

6x2 x 15x 4- 35

6x2 35

In Items 1 and 2 we have applied the prope

14x

distributive

We can show the work of Items 1, 2, 3 in a diagram as follow3

Step 1

x 7)

6x2 14x 15x

29x

Look carefully at this diagram as you complete Items 5 to 10.

In Item 2 we saw that

(2x + 5)(3x 7) = 6x2 14x 15x 35.

Each of these terms is the product of one term in

(2x + 5) and one term in (3x # 7).

Thus 6x2 is the product of the 2x in + 5) and

the in (3x 7).

We indicate this in the diagram in Step 1.

and the 3x, which are multiplied to give

are connected by a curve.

591

7).
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atle Ic ,:hro'_Igh the s7.es shown in

the tiaram

7

iG

17

1)

20

21

22

17-1

L:f 7he

-,- as the middle term?

[A: (3x 2)CLEx ± 3

[E] (3x - :)(2x + 3)

Ed: (3x 2)(2='= 3)

When our pattern is applied to the polynomial in (C), we

note that the middle term is obtained as follows:

-5x

Since -9x 4 4x (C] is the correct choice.

curs.

(:x

3)(4x -

(3x .0(5x 4 1)

(6x - 1)-

(x 4)(x 5

(2x 3)(2x 3)

(x 6)(x 6)

4r,14,a*prl

BX2 4 22x 15

8x2
- 15

15x2
7x r 2

- 16x 5

x2 + 9x + 20

2
4x - 9

x
2

+ 12x + 36

Did you notice that Items 21 and 22 each could have been done in

another way? Item 21 involves the product of the sum and tho difference of
n

2x and In item 22 you have (x W.

Write (-x + 2)(-x 3) as an indicated sum.

23 (- x 2)(-x

593

1

6



n-th iun:

If fin,1 In-- z, n

n:-)(3i ± n)

cin,t toth murt

Our e..incrienco in items to 2( thai

'I. ottain rCLrc a(i',ori3an_in

factorat trrvint r -

-1

a4S if :151= to iaior tn.e inteci:rz, n00,

Lcoil ant n than:

4 T)(:".



=

m ani n are -Tnters.

Wha= have the rdJt l2 and 7.he

11_,est:cns ir Chai-tr 1:.)

'oe can checl'! (y + 2)

How Vd you find the answer in iten1 .2"? Oro way is

to liot sysrematicaiiy ail the tairs of :inte,der

factors of

1, r = X LC

- 2 X 2 x 6
3 x 4

the rair$ of factors listed, the rair whose sun

2, 6

and

The tai idea is simly to te rail-s of factors until you find the

right nair. This nethod of factoring is sometimes called factoring by

inshection.

If we wish to factor x= * 5x 4- 6 by inspection,

we oan notice that the coefficient of x is



17-1

Thus, rroceeding as in the last example, we 1

integers m and n such that_

(X 4 MAX X- 5x 6.

inning of our cattern, we thus need to find n and

such that

We find that the pair of Integer
has the nroduct t and the sum

45

48

4)

50

51

52

(x 2 (x 3) ,

1tctor t' 17't

Lice that

if *feu had trc

o to Item 49.

the coefficient 1.)

-:gym etc It m.

are:

For .:nick of those pairs is the sum 12?

If not.

Factor over the integers:

21t 20

da * 15

To factor x-
2

- 15, nOt4ng that the co ent

of is you might consider

We know

( X* m )(x n)
0

our pattern that rn

Hence one of the integers a, n

the other positive.

596

:Be and

(t )(t 4-.10)

2,'10

2, 10

(t + 2) (t + 10)

+20)(

+...2)(t

'Ha

negative



iC

(.4

67

68

irder to faster m ooser the ihteoers,

we heed ts find twc imtei-ers hrcis: le

(::the that we must consider -i,

tifferent Lcssiiiiities. LihewLoe we ncie Loth -=

these lairs, the snm

-

and loo

The pair i: :,=1,!t2rs whose oanct is -_2 ah! whose

-: 15

The --1actesrization of a - 1-4 is

If you were correct, skit. to Item h7. if yen had

troutle, go ahead with the nent items.

s
To -Factor a- - 3a - 18 we notice that we need. two

and whose own 12 r.numiers whose troduct is

The tairs of integers with product -12 ire:

.e pair whose sum is is

Thus, a- - ja id =

Consider x m)(x n) - 8x

,Since m*n 15, in and n are either Loth positive

or el,se 'Loth

Which pair of factors of 15 has the sum -8?

591
13

-15

5; 3, -5

5, -3

x 3)

3 and -6

(a 3)(a - 6)

-i8

-18

2, -9

-3, 6; -6, 3

-6, 3

(a 4 3)(a - 6)

negative

-3, -5



69

(4 wo f(cund:

x -5_ 5 1)

i_t _rs whose product is -5 and whose sum is We were

insection.

that in Cection 16-5 we used another method for factoring a

as * 4x - 5. This metho depends on the idea of

`lie L-3(viare.

- 5 by the method`f completing the

if cri complete Item 75.

- can he written as the difference of

and + 2), 3

to with Item 75, look back at

5ec.16-5

have our

of the form

disposal two methods for factoring over the integers

px q. (Needless to say, both lead to the

MIL, trial and error method is quick, particularly where q has few

s of factors. Later we will discuss some shortcuts that are helpful

4

forwar,"

has many factors.

he other hand, the method of completing the square is straight-

d direct, so you may prefer it in some cases. (This method is

a:s't imsortant because it has other uses.)

'98

u
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Of course you must remember that no' alL polynomials over the integers

can be factored over the integers. If one method fails to lead to a

factorization, so will the other one.

76

77

78

79

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

0
Let us determine whether

over the integers.

+ 14x + 36 is factorable

List all of the nairs of factors of

different pairs.
(how many)

e are

Did you find a pair of factors whose sum is 147

Since we are unable to f
o

conclude that + 14x

over the integers.

a -pair of factors,

factorable
is,is not)

In attempting to factor Lx we might

instead have used the method of completing the square.

x2 14x is a perfect -uare.

+ 14x + 36 + 14x + - 4) +

)

13 the square:of an integer.
is,is not

We cannot use the idea of difference of Squares to

factor 7)2 - 13 over the integers.

Factor over .je integers if possible, using any

you prefer. i:rIte "not facteralle 4f the n

cannot be factored over the integers.

t
2

+ 9t 4. 20

20

64

64

x2 ,+ 8x + 64

2
9x + 8

metb.:d

599

'five

7)2 - 13

is not

(t '

' actora

(x +8)(x +8)
.

or 4 8)2-

not factorable

8)
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88

01

)0

lac

3x +

3x + 1 over the integers.

If you had trouble with Item 88, complete Items 8)

to 2 . If not, go to Item 93.

+ jK 1 the coefficient of is

We wont to find integers r, s, m, n such that

(rx + m)(sx + n) 2x2 + 3x + 1.

If this is to be true,

must to

(2x + 1)(x 1)

must be and mn

Hence Item 88, when completed, should read:
2

+ 1 (2x + 1)(x 1

x +1

Some of the ideas about prime factorizations of integers, which were

developed in Chapter 12, can help us find shortcuts in factoring polynomials=

over the inteGers.

Fc,r example, suppose we wished to factor

x + 22x + 72.

The 1:rime factorization of 72 is
' _2

e want to have:

(x + x2+ 22x + 72.

That is: n)x

x 22 x + 72

Since 72 2 see that the only prime

factors of m and n are 2 and

±t least one of the numbers m and n is

00 0

odd, even

odd,even)
'yen

since one of the numbers m and n is even, and since their sum, 22,

is even, it is evident that both the required factors must be even. On the

600



other hand, since 3 is net a factor of 22, we cannot have

factor of both m and n.

96

97

98

*99

Thus we have excluded, from the list of pairs of

factors of 72, all those except

and

You can then conclude easily:

x
2 + 22x -I- 72 iI( ).

If you had trouble with Item 96, write a complete list

Of pairs of factors of 72. Then review how each

pair may be excluded by the argument above except

those in Item 96.

Example: The pair 9, 8 is excluded because 9 is

and hence 9 8 j.0 odd.

even, odd

us demonstrate this line of reasoning again by

considering,

4 ,
x- 55x 600.

We could begin by listing all the pairs of integers

whose is 600.

17-1

an a

36, 2 and 4,

odd

This list, however, would be quite long. It us

instead begin by considering the prime factorization

of 600.

*100 600 .

Thus, if (x # m)(x n) x2 55x 600, m and n

*101 will contain only 2's, 3's and 's as factors.

The fact that m n, which equals 55, is odd

4*102 means that m and n both be even or

both be odd.
tcan,cannot)

Therefore, the three 2's must all be in the same

factor.

601
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X1-03

further, since 55 is divisible by 5, and since we

have 5's to split between m and n, it

TiTo many

is evident that 5 must be a factor of both m and

We have decided that either m or n must have

a factor. Moreover, m and n each have 5 as a factor

-is leaves a factor of for either m or

' is gives us only two possibilities for m and

either m 2 .5 and n 5

or 5 and n=-

as

In either case mn

m + n must equal 5 e chose the pair

55x + 600 =

Factor:

*108 a-
2

- 21a + 108

17-

1

600

Factoring la Inspection, Continued

As we have observed:

x +

If we wish to factor a quadratic polynomial over the

inpegers we may work with this pattern.

In the last section, we factored such polynomials as
2

X + 21x + 2C, x - 5x - 7x + 12. These

polynomials have the general form x-
2

+ px + q.

.,_

1 coefficient or x-
2

in each of these cases is

602

20J

600

4C4

Cx + 40 x + 15

1

1)(

+40)(

2



A quadratic polynomial havinc -1 as the coefficient of 12 ,

no difficulty.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Consider - x

If we wish to factor this poLynomial, it is helpful

- a + 12 =

x

In Item Li, you'. may have noticed that

n
ot + 4 = 2itL+

17-2

12)

- 1)

not °rabic

-3Yx- 14-)

2(t 2)(t 4- 1)

rt you did, then you saw that the complete factor-

ization could Le found torinr

which-you did in Item 10. Thus

6t - t"

3t 2,

If you aid not roceed this way, you could have found

by trial and d-efror that

In completing Item 14 you used the fact that the

16 terms in 2 have the comer ,n factor

603
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18

19

20

po
ht also have found the complete

t 4 in these steps:

6t 4 m (t 1)(2t 4)

2(

and 17; we see ( ©f coursei)Comparing Items 13

factorization o

oamo complete factorization. We also see--this

is the important point--that in factoring

ot 4 the simplest method is to recognize

irst mmon factor 2.

The preceding example illustrates two important ideas:

1) In factoring an indicated sum, it is wise to begin by seeing

whether then, is a common factor in each of the terms.

If bx c sx # n), and if the terms in

rx m have a common factor, then so do the terms in

ax bx c.

Factor completely: 7x2 14x 7.

7x 4- 14x + 7

this one: +,7x °I- 3.

In this case

factor.

have a common
70-7.37717730-

By trying; various possibilities; we find:

2x
2

-I- 7x ( )_( ) .

do trot

you completed the last item correctly; you

observed that it was necessary to find integers' r, s,

such that

(rx m )( n) = 7x 3.

You may have observed that when you write

+'71)(sx n) -as a sum the first term is

604



22 Thus you could conclude: rs m . The factors 2

you are seeking have the form:

(2x + )(x n).

23 Also you could have noted: mn must be

24

25

2b

You thus may have simply tried out

(2x + 1)(x + 3)

+ 3)(x + 1)

ince these are the only possibilities.

From which of these iproduts. lo you obtain + 7x + j 7

17-2

1 +3)

Which of the flowing-, sentences is correct2

[A)

[B]

[C] 2x2

5x +

x + 3 3)(x -

5x - ((2x + 1)(x

The correct respOnse is (A).

If possible fac

7

7

2-3a - 4a 7

9x +3

If not, write ' :ot factorable".

47)

7)(a

+7)(a- 1)

not factorabie

Note that in the polyno:' al 2x' + 9x + 3, the maximum sum of the

inside and outside'products that can be obtained is 7, which is less

than 9.

Let us try another example. Su=ppose we wish to factor 6x2 + 19x + 10.

We want, then, to find integers n such that

2
(rx + m)(sx + n) x- 19x + 10.

6c
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32

We can compare our polynomial with the pattern:

(rx + m)( t n) = rsx2+ (rn ms mn

19 x + 10

We note that rs = and mn

The factorizations of 6 are 6 and

The factorizations of 10 are and

We can list all the pOssibi

6x + 10)

(x + 2)(6x + 5)

3) (x + 5)(6x + 2)

4) (x 10)(6x + 1)

5) (2x + 1)(3x + 10)

6) (2x + 2)(3x + 5)

7) (2x + 5)(3x + 2)

8) (2x + 10)(3x + 1)

ties we need to test:

Note that in each case rs = 6 and mn = 10. Therefore, we need only

select the pair' of factors which gives us (rn + ms = 19. We determine

that this is true only for case (7).

Trying out each se is tedious. we eliminate any cases without

actually testing

In 8), we observe that the first factor, 2x + 10),

can be written as Thus 8) is not a

possibility, because if it were, 2 would be a factor

of each term of the original polynomial.

Likewise in 6) ve-4mo that the first factor,

34. 2x + 2, can be written as . Using the same

reasoning we can eliminate this case as a possibility.

Using the same reasoning,-we can also eliminate t

5 others; Aamely and .

Having ruled out some entries in

the rest.

606
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we can test



IWe find: 6x
2

19x 10

17-2

iaci° )(Ix

Factoring by inspection is really only a matter of trial and error.

You do not need to list or try out all the possibilities. Stop when you

have found a product which does yield the given sum.

try another: Factor 2x - 21.

37 The terms have a common factor.
(do,do notY

e must find integers r, s, m, n such that

(rx + m)(s- n) = 3x2 - 2x - 21.

38 The constant in our polynomial is . Hence one o

he nuMbers m and n must be positive and the

ther39

40 We can factor 3- in only one way: 3

41 We can factor 21 in two ways: and

Recall that we do not need to test .(3x 3)(x 7),

because the terms in 3x - 3 have a common factor;

42 namely

13 3x2_ =21

45

46

do not

iNte

or 1.3

and 7-3

*7)

(lc + 8)(x -.!1.)

(ha -1)(2a 4- 3)

__re-ls-smrtoptio:-1) example In which the prime factorizations of the

coefficients are helpful. You may wish to try completing Item *54 at once,

or you may prefer to go directly through Items *47 to *54. (If you wish

to omit the starred items, go to Item 560'

14
60i
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*47

*48

*49

*50

*51

*53

*54

*55

*56

Factor 25x - 45x - 36.

We have as prime factorizations:

and 36

The sum of the inside and outside products is

Since 45 is a multiple of 5, .and since we have

two 5's to put somewhere, both the inside and the

Outside products will contain 4$ a factor.

ThiS suggests trying:

25x
2

- 45x - 36 = x + something) (__x + something).

Since 45 is also a multiple of 3, we also expect

to find that 3, which Occurs twice as a factor of

36, is a factor of both the inside and the outside

products.

45 is

odd,even)

be in both inside and outside products.
rcan,cannot)

which tellls us that he 2's

We have thus eliminat all possibilities except.

5x 12)(5r

12)(5x + 3)

We find: 25x2 45x - 36

Factor:

6x2 + 7x = 24

32

odd

cannot

- 12)(5x+3

Can the quadratic polynomial 2x- ax + b be factored if a Is

even and b is odd?

[A] yes [Di no

S

There is only one factor in the coefficient of

none in the constant term. .Iherefore, either the inside product

or the side product will have-a factor. of 2 but not both.

Thus sum oftha inside and outside products will be odd.,,

The answer Is [B]..

608
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Although this section has _

17-2

phasized factoring by inspection, you should

not forget that some polynomial- an be recognized as perfect squares and

others as the difference of two ._wares. In the following list of examples

you will find occasions to use all the methods we have studied.

5't

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

,66

67

68

69

70

71

72,

9x
2

I2x 4- 4

9a
2

3a - 2

9a2 3a

9a
2

9 m

12x-
2

- 51x # 45

2
10x + 43x + 45

10x
2

-'69x - 45

6 - 23a - 4a2 =

6 - 3x2 + 17x =

19x - 6 + 7x2

2 2p + apq + q .

25x
2

- 70xy + 49y- .,.

4 23 00
2

2a 4- 35a 25

-16-

-

(Caution

+.2)2

(3a+2)(3a-1)

3a+1)

9

(7x-2)(x:
136).

4)2

(5x rY)2

2a2(a 5)2

(2a+5)(a+5)

- 4 )( w +4)

-1)(x +7)

In much of this section we have considered quadratic polynomials. How-

.ever, the ideas we have developed can be'app,lied in certain other cases.

z6
_ 3

z 52 - 14 is not a quadratic polynomial. However,

if we write

6 =5z3z - 5z - 14=

we are able to "fact-or the expression.

73 Thus, z
6

5z
3

- 14 = (

609
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75

Factor completely:

4 2 ,
a - 13a- + 3o

_4 __
b llb' 28

4 0

76 ol

We

[Hint: Your final result
should c :our factors.

(Y249)6/ +3KY-3)

have been factoring polynomials over the integers. now let us

consider the polynomial
0

3
2

This is not a polynomial over the integers. However, we can factor this

polynomial, using familiar ideas.

78

So.

di

82

1
We may write Tx-

of a rational number and a-polynomial over the

Integers. Thus,

2 1,2 6
t74 4 2 4-

4 3- as the Indicated product
4

_ _ _ _

1,
4-

The advantage of this in that we know how to factor
.2

Therefore

5x = )

1 I 2
4%-Q

Here is another eXample:

12 2
12

12Q )(

Notice in Item ,f,(: .nat 12 is the Icast common

denominator of the of the polynomial'.

610

21/

x

3)

(2X4'2,
12'



Here; as before, we first wrote the polynomial as the product of a

rational number and a polynomial, over the integers; then we factored the

polynomial over the integers.

84

xamine one more exanlIc. (:onide

Unfortunately,

over the integers. (can,cannot)
be factored

3x

cannot.

17-2

When you try to factor (x2 + 3x 1 over the integers you find that

them are no 112LestilE m and n such that

4 10(X o) x2 + jx + 1.

Notice that if the were such integers m and n, then mn woufa

Hence the only possibilities you need to test are (x + 1) (x + 1) and

). From neither product do you obtain 3x for the middle(x f)(x

You 'might wonder whether you can find rational numbers m and n

' Which

(x m)(x + n) + 3x + I.

-1,/This might lead you
_out such products x + 7)kx and

4,

'

(x
3

+)(x + .=--) and the like. That is, you might expect more chance of

factoring when you have more numbers to choose from. urns out that you

cannot find rational values for m and n. FOlynomials which cannot be

factored over the integers will br di=scussed_ in more detail in the next

section.

4 .

85

87

Factor.'

1

a 3t + 4t

1 2 4 4x
3- 3- # 3

61.3.
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-la

88

2 2
89 % - 4 =

4

1_2 1 1
90 =

91

C92.

93

94

b.(3x - 4)

Do not forget hal factoring is useful in solving equations.

Solve:

6y2 y - 1 = 0

If you had trouble with Item 91, complete Items 92

to 94. If not, go to Item 95.

6y
2

-1-'y - 1 )( )

Hence the open sentence

6 2 y 1 = 0

is equivalent to the sentence

3y - 1 0 or

The solution set of this compound sentence is

by- 1)(2Y

,.612
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E7-2. Fa!t.Jrir- over tLe Real. Numterz

TLu for in .our work on ia2torin3 we Lave etTILawi:zed f-aitorinc

In the

The t!..?

in a L:,u1,:J0 u:

In 1%-n :., n e,ur Y' - := ovr
That 116, =you f.--nrid a faoterization

a Iroa-t of two i.nlrynemials, eaoh haviry decree

i;

interero

1

?-otnc to restrit onrzeive5 to pol:;r1o:Ualo

over the intorere, int ment of our ,ilocunoien will atilT relate to

quadrati.,

are Iuadrati L0 l:,d1rn1ain7

I.

V7'

E. ®

E and T

[Li ,, F.6 3, and T

[C] and T

[D] L) Q, 3, and T

3x - 5 in a polynomial, but its degree is I so it iu not

a quadrati o1ynomial k2 lx1 1 1.s :1St ft polynomiial,

sines it involves lxi. You :should havt..chOsen (CI.

613
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We are going to be interested in factoring quadratic polynomial-, but

we will not restrict ourselves to factorizations over the integers. To

eml,,,cc ,-,or present point of view, we will sometimes speak of factoring

3':er the ?ea numbers.

1.0

n
_

Wo -an write 2x- 2x ac a Product of i 'nomials

in many ways.

2x( J

In each of Items 7 to 10 we have written the quadratic
=

PoLynomial "ex -;x as a product of two polynomials.

We will be most interested in writing a quadratic polynomial as the

redut of Iwo polynomials of degree 1. Items 7, 9, and 10 illustrate

J,1J_!h factorizations. In Item 8 one factor is of degree 2. We would not

re=-ari it as a comolete factorization of 3x. Item 7 is the simplest

but we will find that at times we have special reasons for

using facorizations like that in Item 9.

In factoring quadratic polynomials we will make use of what we have

earned abcut perfect squares and about factoring the difference of two

Pc a a,--ain that the sentences

- b'

a ± 2a1 + b-

0
a - 2ab

are true for all real values uf a and b---

(a + b)(a -

(a + 02

(a b)2

In factoring polynomials over the real numbers we can apply these

patterns.



Cyr the rooynomial x - 2. This is the

of x Sr d 2.

TS=,(lifferenCe)

Y- is tbe :Iguare of . However, 2

(iS,iS
r.o sgt.iro of an

41. a-,2 :'a2to1inr over the iatei=1=2 VO m:.5t

regard F22.- - 2 as not raotorable.

Ob tho :her band, 2

the ET:aro d red'

(isis not7

If we are factoring over the real numbers, we can

regard x
2

- 2 so the of two squares.

That is,

We may thus write: - 2 )(

We notice that x V7 and x - VT are bolynomials

of first degree.

17-3

difference

x, is not

6/7)2

is

'Which of the following is not the square of a real number?

LA;

[B] 1_1_

(1)2
2

(17) = 11

IT is a non-negative real number, approximately 1,7324

ACT is consequently a non-negative real number, appro4mately

1.32.

-4 is negative and hence-is not the square of a real -nuMber....

shou1d have chosen to].

Any non-negative real number is the square of a real number. On the

other hand, no negative real number is the square of a real number.

615
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cf the f :-:r1 l5 not 'arable over the real r.,_s7:sers?

[Aj - 5 [CJ x

[

X2 - 5 ( 17);

5x2 - 7 = t-05x - ri);
7 Cr

x 5 1.2 not factora'cle over the real nVelbers, so (Si is
.

the correct chcice. N-t4ce
2

' 5 15 the num of

and (13) .

It is clear how we may factor a solynomial su2h as x - c

over the real ricers:

23

24

25

26

27

219

29

= )(x

laoter ea.7h

if Itossill

=

- ,

4X ± 1

'-l7winc ever the real

Examine:

n

This shrase is a _polynomial.

+ 2 +
0

3x 3 x 47: +

2
Compare x2 - (v)2 with 2ab + b

2a b +

Since e + 2ab + b
2

=

we have x2 + 21/7x 3 =

Similarly:

616

2

> 0)

(y-F47])(y-V2.)

=

(15,02)(1&-2)

not factorable



2
Suppose we wish to factor the polynomial x- 4x - 2. If we were

asked to factor this polynomial over the integers we might look for

integers m, n such that

31

x
2

+ 4x - + n

It turns out that we find such integers.

That is, + 4x -

the integers.

can,cannot

(is, is not.)

factorabic over

17-3

In trying to factor x 4- 4x - 2 over the integers, we might have

preferred to try completing the square. Do this. Then complete Item 33.

32

34

5

36

37

4x - 2 m ix

There is no integer whose square is 6. Hence again

we would conclude: x
2

+ 4x - 2 is not factorable

over the

Suppose, however, that we wish to factor- x - 2

over the real numbers.

Since
)2

2
x + 4x -

We have factored x2

we see that

(x

ig)

4x - 2 over the

Suppose you are asked to factor x _x + 8 over

th6 real numbers.

You might still wish to check first whether you can
2

factor x- - ex 8 over the integers.

It is easy to see that x2 - ex 8

tt'e have factored x
2

6x + 8 over the integers, bait

of course when we are factoring over the integers we

are also factoring over the real numbers.

Integers

+ 2 -

real number*

If you are asked, then, to factor a quadratic polynomial over the real

numbers you may belin, if you like, by trying to factor it by inspection.
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However, if you fail in doing this then you will need to apply the method

of comuleLing the square.

44

us try this method on :-:- -

x2

6x * 6.

iactor ever th reaL nambem by coml-Aeting the square:

)(
L

- 10

_ ) (

9, 9

(x-3)2

(x-34T1)(x-3-1R

(x-24-.5) (x-2-15)

(y414.63)6,471- 414

(z_102 (Did ve
1'001 you7]

(a-34E)(a-3-191

You must not be led to believe that this technique of completing the

square will enable us to factor every polynomial over the real numbers.

45

46

47

4')

Consider x - 4x 6 = - 4x 4 - If 6

x

This last is not the difference of two

In fact, x
2

- 4x 6 is not factorable over the

real numbers.

,2
Recalling that (a b) a- 4- +

comulete the following to form a true sentence=

c

Fator

y-i-

ty comp:let-LI-1g the square. Answers are on pace xix.

50. a 4. la 1

51. - 3

52. x 5x



54

5e.

59

Consider the polynomial 2

In this polynomial the coeVficie%*-

If we wish to fator this Polynomial by eompleting the

-square, it i h0.;_r,..1! o Lt.:Itn

We roc lc bat

We ali3 ro,+al!, that 2.

we hav:

In Item t) you should have noticed that adding 4

inside the parentheses is the same as adding 8

to the polynomial.

a

-8

+4x)

'Let us summarize the steps in factorint7 3 by completing

the square.

+ 4x) 3

. 2 + 4x 4) - 8 3

2)2 - 5

1/5)(1E(X 4 2) -

217 - -17

Once ap.ain, we find that our knowledge about factoring can be applied

when we wish to solve equations.

60

61

62'

63

Consider the equation a - 4a 0.

Completing the square, we write the equivalent equation

Thus we have: (a ri)(.a =

The equivalent compound sentence,

a - 2 - 0 o

This sentence, and hence the original equation, has

0

the solution set

519 22

17-3
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65

Solve:

_2 L
x 4X -2 = 0

[Hint: If you have trouble, refer to

Items 33 to 35.]

- 4a . 0

Notice that in completing Item 65 you find the equivalent equation

2)2 11 m 0. Since 11 is positive and (a - 2)2 is non-negative for

all real values of a, their sum is greater than '0 for all real values of a.

In the course of this section we have found:

X
2

4x - 2 = (x 2)2' (Item 32)

x
2

- 6x 6 = ( (Item 39)

- 4x 6 . (- (Item 45)

2 = (x )2 (Item 52)

8x 3 = 2(x - 5 (Item 59)

Notice that in each of these instances we began with a polynomial of the

forM ax
2

bx c. We were able to write this polynomial in the form

66

67

h)2

us we observe the pattern:

2
8x + 3 . 2(x

4 4 4
ax

2
bx c a(

+2

We observe that k corresponds to

h corresponds to

k

and that

By now you should realize that every quadratic polynomial can be written

in the form

a(x

is sometimes called the standard form of a'quadratic polynomial.

Notice that writing a quadratic polynomial in standard form is really

Only an application of completing the square.

620
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Write each quadratic. =.ci_yno...- al in standard form.

od c

0

2
70

If you had trout c item 71, comt:_to Items

If 2I1 on 4.

74

75

7t

Write in in 'standard form:

IT you had 1-xeutle with Iten 74, comulete Items 75

and 16.

- !x 5

0 11-
3

÷ 5

621
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-(x2 + 2x - 3)

4

3

2 4.x

3

-3-x
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17-4. dratic Equations

An equation of the form ax
2

+ bx + c

a quadratic equation.

1

2

6

j

Solve the following quadratic equations.

2 6

[Hint= Complete the square.]

2
a - 6a . 0

2
w

where

Hint: Rewrite in the form ax
2

bx c O.]

x - 12x + 40 - 0

5x - 14 = 0

1$ called

Notice that the equations in Items 2, 3, 4, 5 involve polynomials

which cannot be factored over the integers. In these equations completing

the square is indicated. In Item 6, you might have used completing the

square, or you might have factored the polynomial by inspection.

Consider the quadratic equation

2
2x + 3x 1 0.

The nolynomial 2x
2

over the integers.

However,

square. In order to do so, we begin by recognizing

that

3x - 1 be factored
can, cannot?

can solve this equation by completing the

3x - 1 = 0_

x-
2

+ - o

are equivalent equations.

(We obtain the second equation by multi-91V.-- both

9. sides of the first by

622
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We ve:

2 3
x -x - 0

2

=

2

U
o

From-this chain of equivalent equations we can

conclude: the truth set of 2x-
2

-I- 3x - 1

o

17-4

you had

So to

able with Items 10 to 15 do Items 16 to 24. If not,

Suppose 1 to complete the following:

x
2

(

2-

16 We must add to the left side the squar of

the coefficient of x.

17 ) , and ()2

19

2
x-

You should verify for yourself that

x2

We h-
2 1
x

2
0 (Item 8) .

Using the method of completing the squar

20 Since _e added we also

.623
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1?

21

24

25

26

27

To c.crnplete Item 12, you had o notice that

To complete Item b, you I tor.otic-c 3t

vT

77 o

Item 13, when comoleted, reads (x 0.

This is the of two square-s.

Hence it can be factored. e factor is th

x arid 41. The other factor is the of

arid

Now go through Items 10 to 17 again. Be sure you

understand each step.

Consider the quadratic equation 2x2 + 3 0.

W apply the method of the preceding xanip1e.

ain the fiit step is to s ltiply both sides of the

equation by . We obtiq

y to complete the sohion ior yourself. The tith

setis

If you had troub1e do Items 28 to 37. If not, go to

Item 38.

17

4

difference

I

:2x_j 0

2'

iii.-

:

I



30

31

32

34

,35

ce

7
0

Thus ( x + 1 r -

may be itten

W then have: (x + 1

=0

0

This last se tee e is equivalent to

x + 1
if10

0

(an ,or

which is equivalent to

36 Likewise,

10

-1

2

0

-10
x + 1 =`0

37 The truth set of 2x- + 4x - 0 is

39

174

or

40,114 _

(x-3)2+1 -0



174

40

a41

In this section we have solved several quadratic equations, including:
. .

. .

Equation

x '6 - 0

2
x - 12x + 40 = 0

x- + 5x - 14 = 0

3x - 1 ='0

+ 6x - 1 = 0

Truth set

'11,

0

4-7,2)

(=321, 3 7)

(L7211
3 3

Each of thespat'quations has the general form

.ax
2

+ bx + c = 0.
e

_
For example, we recognize that 2x-

2
+ 3x - 1 = 0

i
has this form, and hat a = , b = , c

Notice that in eac of the equations the coefficent.

of x2 is different from 0.

We have called an -equation of the form ax
2
+bx + c =0,

where a 0, a equation.
=-

(Item 1)

(Item 5)

(Item 6)

(Item 15'7'

(Itct' 38)

(Item 39)

2, 3)

quadratic

4

Suppose someone asks you to solve an equation of the farm ax
2

bx +c =O.

You artxt find that you can factor the polyhomisl ax
2
+ bx + c. by inspection.

On the other hand, this may not be possible. However, you can ali.1a apply

the method of completing the square.

us apply the method of completing_ the square to

solving ax2 + bx + c = O.

mber,- a, b, c are real numbers and

e may write the chain of equivalent equations:

2
ax + bx + c =0

2 b
x + ax + = 0

b
x
2

+ -x + = 0
a

626
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.i

b2
--; 0

a

(2a.4 Note that we have used the fact that =

(If you had trouble with any of these items look back

at Items 8 to 24, where the steps for solving

x2 - 1 o 0 are shown in detail.)

17-4

b)2

In Item 44 we obtained the equation

2 b2 c

2a 4a- a

We know that the difference

like to write

-0 squares can be factored. Thus we would

b 2 b2
2

2a 4a- a

as the difference of squares.

In order to do this, we first write

as a single fraction.

46

14.7

b2 c

1+a2

4a2
c _b

a 4e 4a2

- 2 4ac

4a2

2
b- 4ac

Thus we can rewrite the equation in Item 44:

627,
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We can factor

2
bT - 4ac

4a2

as the difference of two squares if and only if

is the square of a real number. We recall that every non- negative real

number is the square of a real number. We recall also that no negative real

number is the square of a real number. Thus whether or not we can factor

x + -1
- 4ac

2a 4a2

b2 - 4acdepends on whether or not is non-negative.2
4a-

4a2 > 0 for all real values of a except 0. (Zr a = 0, the

original equation is not a quadratic equation.) Thus we see: b2 - 4ac

4a2r2 '
non-negative if and only if b 4ac > 0.

If b

In this case,

then so is

b 4ac
is the square of a non-:

- 4ac,

4a
2

4a

negative real number, an

49 as

50

us if b- - 4ac > 0, we may write

2-
4b - ac 0

4a2

12_)2
- 0

2a

We see th we have the difference of two squares.

Hence we have:

628
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An equivalent sentence iS:'

b * 4- - 4ac b ac
x 4- -2a or 2a

The truth set of this sentence is:

We have seen that

and

4ac

17-4

ax bx c = 0

b)2 b
2
-4ac

2
2a 4a

0
are equivalent equations. If b2 - 4ac > 0 they bo

-b -b - ig-=-74;;
2a

52

54

have the truth set

What is the situation if b2 4ac < 0?

a / 0, and hence 4a2 > 0.

0

In this case,
bac

is nega _-- "and hence
4a

2

b - 4ac

4a2

otice that for every real value of

(x s )2
a true sentence.

Hence for every real value

and a positive number is
57,iitive,negativeY

We may conclude: If b2 - 4ac c 0, then there is

'no real value Of x for which

b, 2 b2 4ac
(x - 0

2a ' 4a-

_ a true sentence.

When
2

b- - bac <0, the truth set of

b%2
of x the sum of (x 77)

nd hence of the equivalent sentence

+
2a

ax2

b
2

4ue
0,

bx +c - 0,

2 .3

poS hive
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Although the work ia:Items 42 to 5 may have seemed difficult_ to you)

you should recognize easily that it is simply a generalization of our

method of solving quadratics.

gay summarize:

1 An equation of the form ax2 + bx + c = 0,

55 when a j 0, is a equation. quagifttlt

By completing the square, we-can find:

If b2 - kac > 0, then the solutions of

the equation are:

-b 42
2a

-b 4acand
2a

If b2 Imo < Op then the solution set of the

56 equation is

In 2), we have expressions for the solutions of the quadratic equation

ax
2

bx + c = 0 in terms of the coefficients, in the case where b
2
- 4ac 00

These expressions for the solutions are often referred to as the quadratic

formula.

_ order'to show an application of the quadratic o

use it to solve the equation 2x2 + 3x 1 = 0.

its equation was solved by another method in Items 7

o 15.)

The equation 2x
2
+ 3x - 1 = 0 is of the form

.,
-.Jr ax

2
b+ x 4-c = 0, where a = _, b = , c

58 b2 - 4ac =
2

___L - 4( 2(_ = 17

59 Since b
2
- 4ac > :j

60

the equation has solutions of the form:

2

e solutions are

and

63o

2 2



6-

3

That is, they are: --=.1--11-7' And I

You shoUld verify that this is the solution we found

in item 35.

Consider the quadratic equation 6x + 10 0.

It is of the form ax
2

bx c, with

a = b = c

2
FOr'thiS equation, b- - 4ac = -

may conclude that the truth set of this equation

since b2 0 4ac < 0.

Note that this is the result obtained in Item 40._

17-4

- 6,::10

(-6)2 . 4(1)(10)

-4

If you wish, you may practice applying the quadratic formula by using

o solve the equations in Items 5, 6, 38 39.

Let us conclude this section with some problems welch lead

is equations.

The square-of a number Is 7 greater than time

the number. What is the number?

Let n represent the number.

An open sentence is

We see that

=7 +6n

66 - 6n - 7 .

,n - 6n - 7 =-0 is a quadratic equation, In order

to solve it, you could try to,factor the polynomial

n
2

- 6n - 7 by inspection.

67 7

68 Hence the truth set of n2 - 6n - 7 = 0

Recall that as a final step yell should check in the

original prOlem.

631
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70

Do both the numbers 7, fit the Original problem?

(yes,no)

Note that this problem has solutions.
OW

yea

In this example, we were able to solve the quadratic eqUation n
2-

6n- T

by factoring n2 6n - 7 by inspection. You might have preferred to use

the method of completing the square in solving this equation. If-you had

wished to familiarize yourself with the quadratic formula you would have

chosen to solve the quadratic equation by this method.

71

13

The length of a rectangle is inches more than

,Jidth. Its area is 84 square inches. Find the

width.

Solve this problem. Then use your work to complete

the items below.

If w represents the width in inches of the rec

an appropriate open sentence is 84.

Since w represents the width in inches of a

rectangle, we should consider as domain of this open

sentence the set of positive real numbers.

An equivalent open pentence is . 0.
2

The truth set of the equation w- 5w 84 .

Only one of the numbers 7, -12 is positive. Hence

only one value for the width -- namely, inches--

satisfies the conditions of the problem.

632
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.17- _Summary and Review

17-5

In this chapter we have been particularly concerned with qUadratic

polynomials- -that is, polynomials of the form ax
2

+ bx + c, where a

If a, b, c are integert,:then ax2 + bx + c is a polynomial over

the integers_, and it is often useful to ask whether the polynomial can be

factored over the integers.

We recall that a first step iniaetoring a polynomial is to see

whether each term has a ccmmon factor. If so, we can apply the distributive

property directly.

In order to factor ax
2

+ bx + c over the integers by inspection, we

-:look for integers r, s, m, n such that

(rx + m)(sx + n) a axe +bx +c.

If a need only find integers m and n such that

2
(x + m)(x + ) = x- + bx + 0.

We recall that,the method o2 completing the square may also be used i

finding a factorization over the integers of a polynomial of the form

X
2

+ + c.

We have observed that in factoriri a quadratic polynomial over the'real

'numberA the method of completing the .square also applies.

Tie have seen that every quadratic polynomial ax
2

* bx + c can be

en in the form

- h)2 + k.

We have also seen that we can find the volution bet for every

quadratic equation

ex
2
+ bx c - 0 (e / 0)

by 'completing the square. (We may find that the solution set is the null

ax

) If we apply the method of completing the square to the eqUation

+ bx + c = 0, we can obtain a general formula, the quadratic formula,

Which gives complete information about the solution set of the quadratic

equation in terms of a, b, c.

Use the distributive property to factor (if possible

each of the following polynomials over the integers.

15a2% 30b 15

633
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12q 4

31--

Which of the following is not a correct factorization?

A] JY2 4 = (dY + 2)(3Y -

[B]
3 2

(3x - 2y)x'y'-

[C] a(c + d) = b(c + d) = (a - b)(c

[Dl
0

- 15x + 25 =

o

Since X

[Di is the choice.

Write he
on pace xx.

3)2

2)'

of performing the icatirns. Answers are

1. x e 1)

(100 + 1)2

11. (2x - 3Y)2

Factor each of the_ following over the

are on par:;e

4-2 + 12t

). -4z2 - 20z ± 25

65t +

21. tam 4 20at-+ 5b-

int ern if possible. Answers

22. r. + 25t + art

. - 4x 1- bx

+ db + Gab + L2m

25.

2C. z' + 64

50ab2

634
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Factor over the real numbers. Answers are on page xx.

.27. n-
2

- On + 24

2
28. z- - 2z + 18

29. + 7x -'12

2
30. -x- - 4x 12

,

-x- x 12

32. 16a + 64

_2
a + 8a 64

34. a - 20a + 64

2
35. a - 16a - 64

36. d2 -

2
37. h 169

38. 10e. J9 a

39. 5a
3

- 15a
2

+ 30a

40. 7x2 - 63

41

42

4_

=c144

45

*46

*47

*48

*49

50

51

52

Factor over the real numbers.

l44x - 150

6x2 + 60x 150 =

.6x-
2

25x + 150

6x2 - 87x + 150 =

6x2 + 63x - 150

Sometimes we find that our knowledge of prime factor-

izations of the integers helps us factor a polynomial

by inspection over the integers. be following

polynomials can be factored over the integers. Find

the factorization.

6x2 61x + 150 =

6x2 + 65x 4- 150 =

6x lix - 150 -

6x2 + 7x 24 -

Write in the form a(x -

x2 + 2x - 2 - ( )2, -

635
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53

-54

55

56

57

59

60

Find the truth set of:

a-
2 -5a#6 0

x
2

4- 6x = 0

x
2

= 2x 1

[Hint: Complete-the square.]

2
+ 6x - 72 - 0

x2
7x

[Hint: . Rewrite in form ax- # hx c 0.]

2)(x 1) = 4

[Be cautious!]

x 5 _C.

3x2'+ 6x - ; 0

lel 3)

(0,4)
14.

In each of-the following you are to translate the given situation

into an open sentence, find the truth set, and answer.the qUestions

asked. Remember, you should check by determining that the solution

obtained satisfies all the conditions of the original problem.

Answers are shown on page xxi.

The square of a number is 9 less than 10 times the number.

What is the number?

62. A rectangular bin is 2 feet deep and the perimeter of its base

s 24 feet. If the volume of the bin is 70: cubic feet, what are

the length and the width of the bin?

Two plywood panels, each of which cost 30 cents per square foot,

were found to have the same area, although one of them was a square

and the,.other a rectangle 6 inches longer than the square but

only 3' inches wide. What were the dimensions of the ,two panels?

64. If the length of a -:octangle is 7 inches longer than its width

and if its diagonal is 13 inches, how wide is the rectangle?

The altitude of a triangle is 3 inches shorter than its base, and

itt area is 14 square inches; how long is the base of the triangle?

66. If the perimeter of a rectangle is 28 feet ldng and its area is

24 square feet, how long is the rectangle?



-Starting frOm the same point Rosemary Walked north at a certain

constant rate, while Lorraine walked west at a constant rate which

was 1 m.p.h. greater than that'of Rosemary. If they were 5

miles apart at the end of 1 hour, what was the walking rate of

each

The sum of two numbers is 15 end the sum their squares is 137;

find the numbers.

69. One number is 8 less than another, and their product is 84.

Find the numbers.

.70. The Product of two consecutive odd numbers is 15 more than 4

times the smaller nmber. What are the numbers?

yl. The sum of 14 times d number and the square of the number is

11. Find. the number.

17-5

72. Find the truth set. (Answer is on page xxv.)

= 0 (Hint: Complete the square.]

73. Prove: The square of an odd integer is odd.

-R74. Prove: If m is an odd integ_l_ - 1 is a multiple of 8.

The comple cl proofs are on page xxv.
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er 18

RATIONAL _ IONS

1 1. Division of Polynomials

In Ohapter 16 we pbserNedthat every polynomial could be written in

common polynomial form. 'Ybu have had a great deal opractice in writing

products of polynomials in common polynomial form.

As you already Ithow, division and ?multiplication ara close* related.

It is natural to ask what we can say about dividing pqayndmials.

2

We can easily-verify that x
2
- 6x4 8 =7( )(

The fact that (x 2 )(x a 4) = x
2

- 6 8 can be

verified by using the distributive property and other

properties that are true for all real values of x.

Thus! in Item 1 you completed a sentehee that is true
-

for all values of, x.

We k _OV net If n, d, q are real numbers and d 0, then n d q

means n a qd. This leads us to compare the statements

2
x - 6x +8 (x - 2)(x - 4)

6x 8 (x - 4)

x has the value of 7, then

2
3 x - 6x 8 has the value

7

8

9

x - 4 haz the valPe

x - 2 has the value__

_5 . 3, apd 15 3 =

If x is 0, then

x2 - 6x 8 is

639
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10 -2)(7-4) = and also

e have verified that the statement

(x
2

- 6x + 3) 4- (x -

11 is true if x is 7 and, if

12 Is the statement

x

true for all real vai_ues or

[A] PS

rftil
iember that division by 0 is moa,7-,-

x by in the statement, the r1v

went is not true if x Is )4. Yr,1

You should now understand that

2
(x- - ux

Is true for all real values of x (2e1Y,

simply states that

We cannot write a eorrespondiw state!-]e:.1

13

14 Hence, for all real values of

15 - 9) + (x -
6

16 Likewise, for all real values or

17 (x2 -

We have found:

x.+
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In each of these statements we have written the quotient of two poly-

nomials as a polynomial. Pause a moment to consider the question: If we are

given any two polynomials, can their quotient be expressed as a Polynomial?

The answer, as you should have decided is "No".

18

19

20

21

22

24

26

Is there a polynomial such th

po7ynomial and a is x ± 1 ?

There is no polynomial Q such that

(a =-= Q)

for all values of x except 0.

Notice that x(2x 5) m

- L.

ct or nin

If Q is any polynomial, the product of a and Q is

a polynomial in which each term has the factor

Since x is not a factor of 1, we see that

not the product of a polynomiod and

is

- 7x + 6

[Hint: Factor

x2 5x- 6 (

2

Consider

s,is riot)

7x 6

( - 1).

a factor of

1I

We cannot find a polynomial which In e,Auoi to
n

(x t 1) -.1) for all values Or exrn

ain we are reminded of familiar facts about intecors.

cannot)

Consequently, we cannot as un inteT-

find. an integer q such that

641
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10=1

2-3 We often write t as

the fraction

T

fr the livliehdi and d the divisor

yoh L17 t:ir, dc written cc the elixed nulrler

32 the

171 io the

!end Vi co

Tiv1dend441v1sor

is the ihdicated quotieht,

the dividen is

and x 3 is-

171
If you were riven 7=, Trirht write it as the

yeJ El
1,16:2An.

-

thio course we have had. Iittlo u.4casioh
171

most purposes 777 io easier to Were with thrin

-10
fon:: is roe17-

city i (Jena

clinic-or

divisor

770

÷ 9

to u2e mix: -d_er For

:7. Ho,Jever, at tcsac, the

:_711

177

In Iten T-ie we have wri:d. 277 a. en et an

integer (7), times the divisor 27,), --c Iteser (OK!)

which is less the:, the divisor.

We so:::etid.,es j 172 lo the

quotit=ht io 7 and L- es1

7 x 23 + 10

10

In ceneral, If we are ached to 1 hvi4e a: 4,4- Ihierer .n 1.,,y eositive

leteren 1, we find soh-heoative ihterero 4 ic r :;soh that

l',

wdere the the



2 IL

42

45

46

47

48

49

50

e write:

This 1:- of the for'-.:

where

that the re:nah(jer.

-1L,_=, 1.

-

le:: than the

An olterhr,tive ctater:(-,-,nt fey

Since 2)53 227 x 4- 2, we 00 hnt

onciderin now 10: 0 7

cy-

Here the re rainier

WC 1:.t

0 i5 a non-nerative ihtecer the the divieor,

17
i an indiated quotient.

xi, E]

Here q is

The remainder.

Euld r Ic

is leso than the divisor, 17.

643
) A

j

C

227 'x

q +

13 x 7

0

7

0 x 17 8

,8

13-1
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51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

We nov turn to a simple case of division of polynomials.

Consider x --,x 1 (x
x

Obviously, x
2

5x + 1 = (x

Let us use

N to represent x - 2x

D to represent x.

Then we observe that

has the form

where Q is

and R is

- 5x 1

We could also write

which has the form

N= QD + R

x 5+

Q

In this example, notice that N is of degree

and D is of degree

The degree of R is 9, which is less than the

degree of D.

Of course, that example was easy. Try

x2- 6x +g

Surely,_

Here Q' is

- 6x 9 - 2X (x 3) -1-

R is

The degree of R is

In alternate form:

2x2 - 6x 9
2x +

644
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63

Notice that

We nee that thin

where

- 6x =

the form

N . D B,

You should recall that the degree of the polynom_al 0

not defined.
--=

a

18-1

These examples show the similarity between the division of polynomia1,1

and the division of integers. In each case we wanted to divide a polynomiaLl

N by a pol7no-lial L. We were able to find polynomials and that

N QD + B,

and either R waz a polynomial with degree less than that of B or S war

In the section you will learn a procedure which may be toec, if you

B, with B not CJ, toare given polynomial= in one variable N

Q

where

ii ouch that

N QIi +ii
i= 0 or iJ of degree less than a of D. This prOce-L, you will

find, is anaiap:ous to "long division" for integers.

The division process requires repeated subtraction. Hence, we will co

elude this section by practicing some subtraction of polynomials. You will

recall that in Section 16-1 we noted briefly that it is sometimes useful to

write subtraction problems in vertical form.

645
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66

67

Here Is a slightly harder one:

2x3 - x 1) - (3x4

From

subtract 3x
4 2

- x + x + 2

Notice how we placed like powers of x In the same

column.

From -3x
4

subtract

- 7x

2x2-7x+8

-1

set up the following in vertical form on your response sheet and perform

the indicated operation. Check your work with the work shown on page 1.

Subtract 3a
2
- 6a 9 from 3a

2
7a - 11.

From llx sub
3

12 x- 6x + 9.

70. Add 1!y2 - 16 and -12y2 3y.

71. From -6x + S subtract -6x - 1.
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18-2. Division of Polynomials, Concluded

Let N and D be polynomials in one variable. We are interested in

finding polynomials Q and R such that

N = +R

and either R is 0 or R has degree less than that of D.

We have already noted that this problem is similar to a familiar one

involving integers. For example,

= 227 X 13-+ 2

If we are given 2953 and 13 we can find the appropriate numbers, 227

2, by long division.

Examine carefully the long division process displayed below. Be sure you

understand how each step is written.

1

Thus:

Lj2953 227
= 200 x 13

33

2

1 7 13

26O - 2 ©x 13

93

2953 - 200 x 13) + (20 x 13) (7 x 13) + 2

(200 + 20 + 7)13 + 2

227 x 13 2

The display shows that when we divide 295 3 by 13

we obtain the quotient and the

remaihJer

Notice that 227 = 2 X 10' x 10

In A:vi r 2)53 by 13, what we really do is to

:1ThtraL't multiples of from 2953.

f:r=t 200 x 13, or 2600. We then sub-

tr:J.t , 0 x 1 , or 260, and finally

7 3< or

647
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Now let us look at a procedure for dividing the polynomial 2x2 x 5

by the polynomial x 3.

7

10

11

x 2x +x 5

Thus:

- 6x 2x(x - 3)

7-45
- 21 m 7(x - 3)

16 . 16

x - 5 = 2x(x - 3) 7(x 3) 16

= (2x 4- 7)(x - 3) 16

162x
x

x
3

- 5
- 2x

x 3

In this example, we are dividing 2x-
2

x 5 by

This division problem is written

+x -5

r first step is to since x

we should write

x -3
22x- + x 5

Now multiply x - 3 by 2x; and write

3

Now we subtract, and write

(subtr

x 5 I x

2x

2

We now repeat the steps of MUltiplying x - 3 by a

suitable expression, and then

Since the result of the last subtraction was 7x

we think:

68
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12

13

Multiply the divisor x 3 by 7 and write

7x - 21 since 7( 7x - 21.

Finally, we obtain 16 when we subtract

from

When we have nished, our work looks like this:

x

6x

x - 5

7x 21

16

The quotient Q is seen to he

The remainder R is

2x
2

+ x 5

x 3

Lx + 7

Here is a brief summary of what we have done. To dlv

16

de 2x-

x - 3 we:

A. Subtract a multiple of x 3 to eliminate the x' term.

B. Subtract another multiple of x - 3 tc eliminate the x term.

18-2

by

The result of this last subtraction, 16, is of degree 0, which is lower

than the degree of the divisor. Thus we have finished the division.

1_

On the response sheet try dividing x3 + 3x

by x - 5. Your first step looks like this:

x 5
3

3x
_2

x- + - 38x 0

3ex - 10

e select x` since when we subtract this multiple of

- 5, we eliminate the term x3.

Complete the problem on your response sheet and then

compare your work with that on page i.

The result of the preceding example shows that x - 5 is a factor of

3x
2

- 38x - 10. This is so because the remainder afte_ division by

x = 5 is 0.

a9



19

21

let us try another one. On your response ,sheet divide

the polynomial 5x2 + 3x - 3 by x - 2. Compare your

work with that on pare i.

Your result shows that

k also cee that

Perform the Indivated divisions on scratch paper using

the form we have dtuL7,,:ed.

2x- 5x + 3
x- 2

-3 + -)x X 2

x+ 1

5x + 13 +
x 2

(55x+13 ) (x-2 +23

2r +2x +5
ide . (Hint: Write the dividend as 2x- +

Cheek with the work on page 1.

26

27

3o.

31

let's try another problem of division.

15

The remainder is

Thus, x'') - 2x - 15 )(x

We could Liay that x 2x - 15 is' a multiple of x-5,

or that x - 5 is a of x
2

- 2x - 15.

Notice that we could also have found the quotient

x + by factoring ; - 2x - 15.

3x + 1 a Vactor of 3x= - + 14x + D.
Tie,is not)

You should not have guessed for the response above. You

should have divided to obtain:

_ 2
3x 2x + 14, x +

3x + 1

(3x + I) and x + )) are

3x3 - ax 14x + 5.

650
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3,3

40

41

42

*44

*46-

D'vide - 3x- F 7X - 1 by x 3.

18-.2

-9-1r1is X'

Perforrl the ,_H iviior

Write X4 - an

Perforpl the indicated di-:Inionn:

lb perform the indicated divinion

beE1P by wTitinr.

+ 1

pip .(r. x 2x) -P

X + X -

Cor-nlet1lic the problem we see:

w

651

-122x + 1 +
2x - 3

2x1

x3 + x
2

+ x +

3' 2 2x x +x-1 + x+1

4 3 2
. x x + x x+1

92x + 2 .

,L

x - 3

2x - 5 +

x2 - 4x 1 2 +
2X+3

=12
x+2
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*48

*49

51

52

'453

Perform the indicated divisions:

2
3x- 2x

2x -I- 1

'Tx2 5x 4
3x -

Perform the indicated divisions:

3x

x' 4- 7x 7 1

x-
2

3

®stain the second factor in each of the following:

4 _

9x - 25 3x 5 . (3x 5)(

x- 1 x3 1)(
9

2x
4
-5x =x *1 = -x-1

x

1

8x -
1-

x2 - 2x = 1

2x
2

+ 2x

15-3. Products and Quotients Involving Polynomdals

We have already had occasions to observe certain similarities between fur

conclusions aboUt polynomials and the properties of integers. It is reasonable

to expect that our knowledge about factoring polynomials will help us handle

fractions involving polynomials, just as our knowledge about factoring integers

helps When we work with rational numbers.

We must he sure we understand the meaning of a fraction in which-the

numerator and denominator are polynomials.

1

3x A- 2For example, let us co ider
- 1

If x is 3, then
x

is

652
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li - *, then
X

Lots name a real number for all real
x- 1
7f x?

domain of

e du In of the vriable .71ust exclude values for

ch the denominator has the value 0.

ta.. foIlowin.c

comrlete the item.: to inti,.ate that .,!citta1n

of the variable are exclzste..!.

3

+

1 - x
3

Ox

1:411..e in Item 19 that your ability to factor

X' - 3 was.uceful.

18-3

x /

y 3 and y

Y / 0 ix 0 is
permitted.]

x / 3 ana -1
9

-31

Which of the foillowin jasc ret.al numi:er for all values of the

Indicatedvariables?

[A]

LBJ

[C]

J
X - y
X 4- y

X +y

x

[A] is not a real number if x is 0. [B] is not a real number it

xy. Forexenple, tB] is not a real number if x U 1 and

y s 1. Neither (C] nor (131 is a real number if x y, [E] is

the correct choice, since x
2

+ 16 is positive for all values of x,

and hence is- not 0 for any real value of x.
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12

13

15

16

We have observed (CAapter 13) that in order to write

the common nane for a-rational number expressed as a

fraction it is often helpful to factor the numerator

and denominator.

For example, to write the simplest name for
30 ?

can proceed as follows:

12 22 .

30 2 0
2 2 3

common name

(You may not need to write each step.)

We were able to observe, by factoring 1 and 30,

that the greatest common

30 is

of 12 and

We used this observation in completing Item 13.

Similarly, to simplify the fraction
4x
2xy'

we co

4x 2 2x
2xy y 2x

2

d think:

We followed the same pattern in this example. The expression 2x is the

greatest common factor of 4x and

17

19

Notice that if x has the value 3 and y the

value 5, then

4x
the value of

12

2xy

the value of is
y

Indeed,

numbers.

4x 2

2xy
x and y are any non-zero real

2
The fact that

2

Y
for all non-zero real

Y
Umbers follows from the property of 1.

6,4
2; u



x-
2

- 4
Applying exactly the same reasoning, we can simplify. .(Note

mkt be excluded as a value of x.)

( )(

X

3

(actor the numerator and
denominator.)

see For all real values of x except

x' - 4 x +
- 6- 3

1

2
x- - 4

3x -
quotient of polynomials of as low degree as possible.

1

2

which is an indicated quotient of two polynomials,

- 6

provided

provided

may be considered as the indicated

provided .

provided

If A, B, C, D are polynomials,

A C
T s

This tatement is true, subject to the restriction that

we must exclude from the domain those values of the

variable for which B is 0 and those for which

D is O.

655
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x 1

x +2, x -1
and lc i

x2 - 1
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29

30

32

33

34

37

SiMplify;.that is, write in lowest terms. Assume that

the domain of x is properly restricted.

2
x - 1 2x

_
(x + 1)(x - 1)-__

x (x + 1)2 x 1)(x + 1)
/

+ 1)(x - 1)2x
x 1) (X + 1)

x + 1
1)

TT

2(x -
x + 1

Simplify each/of the following. Assume that the domain

of the variables is properly restricted. If you have

difficulty, refer to Items 36-39, where the steps are

shown.

x +y.x- y
X + yx y

_ x - 2
x - 3x + 2

ab? +_ab-
2

1 - b

ab2 1 1 + b

bx a
2

2ab + b
2

x
2

b2

The follomi restrictions on the va.rfables in Item 34

are neees- , a , and

06

-1



For Item 2:
1 - x

2
.

x - 2 (1 - x) 1 x - 2)

2
1 + x x - 3x + 2 (1 + x)(x - 1)(x - 2)

-1)(x -1 1+x ) x- 2)
1)-(1 + x)(x - 21

For Item 33:

ab + ab
2

1 - b ab( ) (1 - b)
_

a - ab2 1 + b a( )( (1 + b)

For Item 34:

b

1 + b

bx a
2

+ 2ab + b-
2

x

39 2 2 ,2
x- a -

a+ b
x

15-3

10(4,15 b)
1.b

bgri,
(a b)(a

We should have no difficulty in simplifying expressions of the form

A
B

where A, B, C, D are polynomials.

No difficulty, that is, if we properly restrict the variables iftvolved. Notice

that it is necessary to exclude all values of the variable for which any one

of the polynomials B, C, D is 0.

e can use the following property of real/numbers:

a

LO a d

7- y provided b / 0,

Simplify:
x

41
x +1_ x. x
x -1 x+ 1

42

657
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and d ( 0.

x
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1

etimes prefe x
2

to
x
2

1 (x + 1)(x - 1)

It depends on whether the common polynomial form or the

factored form of the denominator is to be used later.

e set of excluded values of x for the preceding

43 example is

44

46

lify each of the folioi

if you have difficulty.

x
2

- 9

x - 3x
3x+3

x + x
2

x a 4x + 4
x + 2
x

X- + 2x + 1

x
2

- 1
x + 1
x - 1

Refer to page it.

_0,1}

1

Perhaps we had better remind ourselves that it may be necessary to

restrict the domain of the variables in indicated quotients of polynomials.

47

48

49

For each of the followin6 state the set of excluded

values of x. You do not need to simplify.

x

= 4

x

,=3

5x + 4
1

x - ik

656



18-4. Rational

1

2

By way ofreView, simplify:

5 9

3 2

x
2

5x

1 1

a b c

7 _5

36a5D 240

1 1

a
2

2a

4- 1x - 1

x - 1
x= 1 x - 1

7 In this example we used th

9

10.

11

12

writing 1 in the form
x - 1

Simplify: +

2 m 2
1 m - 2 m - 1 rfi

5+
n

2

18-4

property of 1,

2 m - 1
m - 2 m - 1

3(m-2) + -1 r

= LLIonIt forget the

parentheses:]

U

x + 5 x + 3

659
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17

18

20

22

23

we encounter indicated quotients with more com-

plicated denominators, we proceed as before, using our

knowledge of factoring.

2a-_3 a 2a-3
3a - 9 15 3(a 3J 5(a - 3

5_ 7 _5x 7 0
_

x-
2 - 9 x (x + 3)(x - x + 3 0

5x 7(x - 3)_ 4

0 3)

7 _6

a a
2
- 2ab + b

2

4 2
+

a
2
- 4a -5 a

2 +a

Here are some more, for practice. Simpli_

x + x 8 777;7;

a a-
as a

24

- 2

66o=



25

26

1

x
2 -x

a

x-lx
2 3

25 3a + 15 2a- 10

27

2t

29

Consider the phrase

We may simplify

2

x

1+
x

s phrase as follows:

2
x 2

x y

x + y

y) x -

x

x + y

18-4

2

x -

In simplifying , you might prefer to beg
1 +

x

by writing the numerator and the denominator each as

a single fraction.

-2L
x X

Hence,
X =

X

Z
x

2 2
x y

X

x

651



implify:

1 1-

a b,

3
x

[Hint: Nnitiply by .]

32 1 =
1

)(1+1 x. 1 [Hint: Add within
parentheses first.]

In this and the preceding sections we have worked nth expressions such as

5x 7

x2= 9 x 3

Such phrases are called rational expressions.

(Item 17 -18)

(Item 31)

(Item

Definition. A phrase formed from members of a set consisting of the

real numbers and one or more variables and using at most the opera-

tions of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division is

called a rational expression.

If you refer to the items noted above, you will note that every rational

expression in one variable can'be expressed as the quCtient of two polynomials

in common polynomial form.

Again we are able to observe a similarity with our elier experience.

We recall that every rational number can be expressed as the quotient of

two integers. 3(1)

Although is not written as the quotient of two integers,, it

is a rational number, since it can be written (as you should verify) a

f

662
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33

31+

e:

36

a
2 x - 1

2 -
+ 1

is a expression in one variable,'

according to our definition.

We may -ite it as

x - +
We Observe that

( 1)

7-i-
)(X
77T---

of two polynomials.

is the indicated

We
nx 3

Wight trite it as
x' ,which is the
2X - 2

quotient of two polynomials in common polynomial for

18-4

rational
expression

(A - 3)(x
4V( -

quotient

Notice that the expression x-
2

- 3x + 2 fits our definition of rational

ession. We can write it, if we like, as the quotient of two polynomi

x
2

-

Which of the following statements is false?

[A] Every polynomial is a rational expression.

[B] very rational expression may be written as the indicated quotient

of two polynomials.

[C] Every rational expression may be written as a polynomial.

x( + 2)
1 1

+- 2 -
x/ / x

+ 2) and x - 1 are all rational expressions

definit t EAJ and (Id aft

true statements. Our *bole development in Seats 004 *3 and i8-4

4.t tea that (35] is true, [CI is'falsa since, for example,

is *rational expression but cannot be bitten 44 a. poly sal.

For each of the following, respond NRE if the phrase is

not.a rational expression. If the phrase is a rational

expression, write it as the indicated quotient of two

polynomials having no common factor.

37 +.1

x

663_
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39

40

41

42

ummary and Review

In this chapter we have considered quotients of -polynomials.

We have seen that if N and D are p- _omials in one variably, with

L different from 0, then there exist ')olynomials Q aid R such that

N Q,D R,

where either R is 0 or R has degree lower than that or

We _ay restate this result as:

We defined rational expressions, noting that their relationship to pc

nomials resembles that of th9 rational numbers to the integers.

Review Problems

1. Simplify the following rational expressions=

2
_3x- y

20a2b2
2-3

3_ 13

35a- 25ab
(d)

_664

4
.

a - ab ab ab

x - 5 3x

-' 4x 3 x
2

2x 3



2. Divide the given polynomials.

x3 4 2 6(a) _
+ xx

x - 3

(b) + 14x3 4x2 = llx . 2
3x + 2 - 1

x3 - 1
x +-i

Simplify 1

18.5

'A rug with area of 24 square yards is placed in a room 14 feet by

20 feet, leaving a uniform width around the rug. How wide is the strip

around the rug? [Hint: Draw a sketch.],

Factor

(a) - 22x - 48

x2 2
(b) y 4x - 4y

(c) 3_ - 6 + 12



Chapter 19

TRUTH SETS OF OPEN SENTOCES

. Throughout thie course we have practiced'solving open sentences. Our
r

general procedure, which we emphasized in Section 9-3, is to create a chain of

equivalent open sentences, finally obtaining an open sentence whose.truth set

(solution set) is obvious. This method, you will recall, depends on the idea

that the steps taken in deriving one sentence. from another are reversible steps.

In this chapter we will examine carefully the question of which algebraic

operations. on sentences are "permissible"; that is, whiCh operations lead from

one open sentence to an equivalent one. You may wish to review briefly the

discussion in Section 9 -3 before continuing.

19-1. Equivalent Equations

Which of the following alwayK leads from one equation to an.equivs

equation?

tki I only

Adding the same real number to both sides.

II. Multiplying both sides by the same real numbers.

II only ol th [D] neither

,a rest c1 ice is (Al. A discuision'of

maiAtopic a this sectiou.

2

is equivalent to x = 5 +,7

We obtained x 12 by adding to both sides

Of the original equation.

The step is reversible. If we start with x 12, we

May obtain the original equation by subtracting

from both sides.

member that."subt It 7" means the same as

"add the of 7", or

of 7".'add the additive

667
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If we start with any equation and add a certain real number to both aides

to obtain a second equation, we may reverse:thie step by subtracting that'aaVe

real number from both sided of the second equation. Our justification for

this reasoning is based on the fact that every reel number has exactly one

additive inverse.

10

Which of the following pairs of equations are equivalent?

[A] x 2 -5,, x = -3

(B) 5s = 4 4- 4s, s 3

(--C] 6 , t = 7, t=

orxect ahoice.

of [A] is 1-71. tthe

is (-1).

Adding the same real number to both sides of an equa,

tion is a permissible operation since every real number

has exactly one inverse.
1.%

does every real number have exactly one multiplicative

inverse?

lye ,no)
Fri. ,. real nurber ex

cativo inverse.

11 othcr name for multiplicative

has a unique mul _pli-

is reciprocal.

1
= 7 is equivalent to x . 7

We obtained x = 21 by multiplying both ides of the

original- ,.lion by

15

16

step is reversible. If we start with x = 21, we

obtain the original equation by dividing both

sides by '

member that "divide by means the same as

"multiply by the .inverse of 3" or-as

"multiply by the reciprocal of in

668
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If we start with any equation,, and multiply both sides by a certain non.

zero real number to obtain a second equation, we may reverse t'mis step by

dividing both sides of the second equation by that same non-zero real number.

Rrur justification for this reasoning is based on the fact that every nor, -zero

real number has exactly one multiplicative inverse.

Solve each of the following equations. Answers are on page iv.

17.. 24 = I

18. =. 3s + 12 4

19. 4 = 3y +

20. = 7x

.21. 4 - 2x = 10

22. = 1

Suppose we wish

23. 3x
2

ox - 0

24 -1-
. 7

ax
105

sx - 17 33

4- 2
2o. y +y-3 +y +y+1 = y4

5x + z = 0

+ x

-1 ply or divide both sides of an equation by a

phrase that contains a variable. 'In order to solve

x(x
2

; 1 =1 .4- 1)

we are tempted, to divide both .sides by

equ {valent to the original one?.

29

30

31.

The t h set of

Is the re

The truth set of x = 2 is

sentences are

Notice that-whatever real number it represents,

x
2

+ 1 names a non-zero real nuMberl

TO solve x(x 3) = 2(x 3) we are tempted to divide

32 both sides by x - 3, and obtain x =

33 The solution set of x = 2 is

34 On the other band, 3 a solution of
lis,is not

3

equat ion
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37 x 2 is not to x m 2(x - 3).

37

8

39

40

41

42

,3

Notice that if x is 3, then x - 3 has the value

and we may not divide by O. We will return

to this equation shortly.

equivalent

w. Lltiply both sides of

x
2

x- + 1 2

and obLa.in an equivalent equatio,a

[A] yes [13] no

For eve be variable, 2(xF + 1) names a non-zero reel

=Mbar. The proper chef ee is WE

ye

Solve

Solve

l

0.

1.

x
2

+ 1

2x +5

x
2

5

2
x

+- 5

x
2

+ 5

If you had difficul4 with Items 38-40, see p e v.

Solve 2x- 5 2x2 + 3)
%

2x

Solve
I I

4(1x1 + 1).

Solve x(3x2 + 4) . (3x + 4).

0

...

In the last few items we have considered cases where we multiplied or

divided both sides of an equation by an open phrase which named a non-zero

real number for every value of the variable. Let us return to the pen

sentence x(x - 3) = 2(x - 3).

If we divide both sides of

x(x - 3) 2(x - 3) by x - 3

44 we obtain an equivalent equation.
dodo EOTT

7o



How then do we solve 3) = 2(x - 3)?

45 2(x 3)
Tdoes,does no

value of the variable.

Hence, we may subtract 2

46 obtain an equation.

name a real number for every

47

48

49

50

3)

x- 2 = 0 or

from both sides and

eq alent to:

Therefore, the solution set of x(x - 3) . 3)

19-1

x - 2 = 0 or
x - a = 0

We have discover that

x(x - .2

,a)

is equivalent to

x- 2= 0 or x 3 O.

The solutions of his compound sentence are

51

52

55

56

3.

2x(3x - 1) = 5(3x - 1) is equivalent to the comp --A

sentence

2x -5 =0

There are two solutions,

2 1
x -x is equivalent to the compound sentence

or

The solution set i

,

x(x2 + ) = 2(x2 + 1) is equivalent to

0 or =0

The equation has solutions?
Thow maw)
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Go

GI

we may conell

[A] a b

]Bj e :0

e numbers and if we that y:U, then

[C] a -b or e = 0

[D] a = b and c f 0

If ae bc,

ac - be O.

a - b 0

bc from both ides. Hence,

ve - b)e

e= The correct

(3x

Tound nentences:

3)(x

equivalent to the

or 0

2x = or

x

is equivalent to

or x = 0

or

4(x' - 1) is equivadent to

or 1 = 0

w= or x= or x=

- 4) is equivalent to

or x_

X - 2 m

x= -3 tIOT X m

0

x = 6 or x m 0

x 3=
x = 7 or x -1

or x m

0o x
or x 2

We know that if a and b are real numbers, then ab = 0 if and only

if a = 0 or b 0. We have been using this notion tens y. The

result may be -xtended to more than two factors. For example,

a.bcd 0 if and only if abc 0 or d = 0

if a.nd only if a.b = 0 or c = 0 or d =

if and only if a m 0 or b 0 or c =0 or d 0.
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66

67

68

0')

(0

71

72

x 1)(x - 2)(x - ) 0 has the solhtLoh set

:el )(x2 1)(x2 7X1 11 12) 0 eqh:vaTchl', To
n

(3X' + 4)(x f- 1)(x )( O.

The solution :et of

The .holutions of (jo:- i (e'fl - t )

=13'°

TIls o-111110'i:

and

x 1iTn la:, equivalent to

" ,)(4x , :.'

(0,1,2,3)

(x = 3) x 4),

0

-1, 1, 3, Wet 4

j

3'

x -11 or x 11

x -2

Perhaps you have noticed in the preceding itcmh that we w,t.ch asked for

a response which imply 11,1te,l the semi el: ot n :chulroh or for a response

which consisted of on equivalent sentence which has an ohvious truth set.

This is in accord with the practice of nun;- natl1erti ions. ziend hnvine

we might say,

the colutioh Let or 3x - 4

the :olution of 3x - 4 - lz

11: 3x - 4 17, then x

We shall continue to be eare.N 10 WOrj our !Acn thht you will. know

what response to give. In particulw,, cotint,e to uhe "t:olve" to

Mean "find the: solution set"

Here are som more prolcm to provide practice in zolvinr equations.

If you feel that you de not rued rore Iter 74-33. For

each equation, _find the solution set. 11W&25 are on pa4Le5 v and vi.

74.

75.

76.

(x2

3

- 5

- 7)(x2

-
25Y

- -1)

- 24) - 0

673



In this section, we have not "checked" our obtained solutions in the

original equation. If we proceed from one sentence to another u.,in7 only

permissible operations, we may be sure that the sentences are equivalent.

Checking,however,doeshelptorevealwhethercarelesserrorzhave been made.

84

8_5

86

87

83

Let us see whether -3 2i is a solution of

x- 4- 6x = 0.

If 2=12 is a solution, 'hen

-3 + 211= u(-3 ± 2Z) 1 = 0

is a

(-3

sentence.

2

le,fnlse

(17 - l21/7)

(1)

= 17 -

(-18 4- le/T7) 0.

true

9 - 324 + 8

Which of the ;chewing always leads Iron one equation to an equivalent

equation?

I. Adding the same real numher to both sides.

II. Multiplying both sides by the same real number.

[A] I only [B] II only IC] both ID] neither

Thls is a repeat or Item l of die section. The correct chotce ts

Mattplying by a non.zero real number also leads to an aguivaleat

pation.
674
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19-1

89 Which of the followinE rolynomials has the value

x in the set (2,-1,0) ?

[A] (x 2 x - 2)(x)

[B] (x - 2)(x 1)(x)

[0] (X - 2 (x 1)

for all values of

The correct choice is [B). 1)(x) will be

: 7 . e r o if and only if x 2 0 or x 4- 1 0 or x 0. So we

5es that (x - 2)(x 1)(x) = 0 If ana only If x takes a valLte

from the set (2-1.0).

Do you see a method for finding a polynomiaa with the value 0 whenever

x takes a value in a given set? For instance, consider the set (a,b,c,J.

A polynomdli_ which 15 0 whenever x is a number in this set is

(x - a)(x b)(x c)(x - d). This leads, in turn, to a method for writing

equations if we have the truth set.

90

91

92

93

94

95

If the truth set of an open sentence is (3,-2), then

x m 3 or x which is equivalent to

which is equivalent to

Let us write an oaen sentence having the truth

set (0,1,-1).

Some possible centensc: are:

x , 0 or x = 1 or

) 0,

0.

(x 3)(x 4- 2).0

x --6 . 0

x(x -1)(x+1).-- 0

3x x u

*96. Write a polynomial of derma three having, ihterers as coefficients which

has the value 01 for each of the following values of the viable:
2 1 5

Answer is on par7o V
3'
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19-2. Equattions Involving Fractions

Our work with factoring polynomials led naturally to the elution of

polynoMial equations. We turn now to solving equations involving rational

expressions. Such equations arise in a great variety of mathematical applies.-

tions. Some examples are given at the end of this section.

First of all, if an equation involves fractions having real numbers as

denominators, we should have no difficulty. Let us solve such an equation by

two different methods in order to prepare us for more complicated problems.

1

0

3

6

7

4
To solve

sides of the equation by the least common multiple of

the denominators; in this case, by

we might first multiply both

We obtain the equivalent equation

The truth set is

Another method of solving - =
1

would be to
3 5 2

first subtract 1
from both sides and proceed as

2

follows:

4 1 y
Writing the left hand side

as single fraction we have:

40 - 1- - 6y
0, or

__Y 0
30

Hence, q 6y is equivalent to the original

equation, and the truth set is

econd method (Items 4-7) depended on the following:

If a and b are real numbers and = 0, then we know that:

Al a = 0

B a = 0 and b - 0

[ C] a = 0 or bat?

[ 13] a = 0 and b / 0

fl

76

el number. Zit torrent



It turoc out, in actually solving equations involving rational extress'ons

trnt =t easier to use the first of our two riethais--th-,t

tlying by the least common multiple of the denominators. If the deno7Inators

involve varit&le, however, our work in Tertian 1?-1 :houli tb
need to be careful.

10

12

-13

15

16

17

x-
1 eruivnlent to x2 x

AJ Yez ,B] ro

0 is a solution of x2 X, but if x i

ner a real number. [ El] is correct.

then does not

4e observe that the following sentences ore al

eAuivalent.

2 and

and x / 0.

7 = 2x and x

The :_set of

To solve we may multiply both sides o
x a - x

the eination by x(1 - x), obtaining 1 X

remernberinr that 'ertain valUes of x are not

DerznissitJe.

1Thus; the sentence x is equivalent to

X 2x and

1
The solution of

x 1-x
We could have obtained this result by constructing the

chain of equivalent sentences:

1

X 1 = X

d 0

0

677
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Tez

:-at to

:t of thlt J:entence

:1!-T1ify the left mer*cr to ottaln:

ri-ho I: the :et of

y 0

{ 13

all real numben.
except 2 ,

Which of c iallow oentencec ,ave truth :et:, with an elemen

,7.ommon?

R. 1 ._, 10 T. y 1
x Y

S. - ;- .7 10 u. 7-77 1.

[B] F and U [0] T and



The truth sets are as follows:

R. qe S. (60) 1% (-1,2)

2 is an element of each of the last tvo sets,

19-2

,0 e et.

Solve each of the following equations. Then decide which of them have

for the Ciuth set.

[A] S and T LC T, and U

B] none of them [D] all of them

(A) is eorreet. 141(1 you get ) for the truth set of E and

(0) for the truth set of U Compare the solutions of the four

equations given on page vi with your awn.

Solve: TT . If you have difficulty, see

Tie vi.

The solution set is

equation
- 1

z - 1

A.E. solution is

0 has

ow many)
solutions.

has solutions?
717,177r7.7

has solutions?
Thow many/

" x
and XT equivalent

rare,are notj
equntions.

An open sentence which is equivalent to

" xt 4x and
iT

X

X
= is

679 =2

one

-1

one

tvo

are got



1-2

solve
x

+
we notice that thi44-. is

elWvoleot to x(x- 2 and

u namely, -14 0,

=

x4-lfO

(0,1)

We night extp1ain our wort this section in the following way: When

_ _- 1444,41-.Z146 rlJ ratio, we must re_trict tile

of the 4.41tie .to that no denominator takes on the value 0. You will notice

tne 317_1:al-it:- of is re=triction to those discussed in Chapter 13 on

Lh unatter 15 on rational expressions.

37

33

39

4G

0
- 4

75.77:772

17TTM777 x(x

x

2x +

the domain of x is all real
numbers except

o

2

0, 2

-1, 0, 2

4 In nolviag 7:1= - -- we would_ use our knowledge about factoring
0 lY

integerc to chobse the multiplier 24 .7; 120 rather than the multiplier

24 . 20 . 720. In the same way we may use our knowledge e of factoring

eolyno!:d!z in aD],..iar
1 _

.73

= + 2 x x x- 2x

0

he denominators of

*42 We multiply tith sides by-



original equation is equivalent to:

*43 3(x 2) = 2 and x ( 0,

4;44 The solution set is

*46

*47

Solving _ 3(x = 2(X - 1) leads to

is one of our excluded: values of x.

1,

but

2(x 1)

0

19-2

It would be good practice if you were to check the

solutions in the origins.) equations in Items *45_-*47.

Here are some problems that lead to e _ations involving fractions. If

your answer itnotcorrect or if you ar not sure of how to proceed complete
. _

the items below the problem.

The sum of two numbers is 8 -.end the sum of the
2

3
reciprocals is

What are the numbers?

0 numbers whose sum may be

canted by 8 - x if the other number

50 A appropriate open sentence is

6 and 2

1 n
solving the sentence 'I +

1
we note

x - X 3

e restrictions and

To solve
/-

1B-:- we will multiply by

le obtsin:

6



19-2

e open sentencu 3(3 - - 2x ' in

53 is equivalent to - x 4- 24 O. 16

54 Bence, - 3x + 0, 12

or - 6r(- - - 0.

This is equivalent to x - 6 0 or

and, finally; to "" = or

The truth set is

2 7-- 0

see: If ue nu later i oti,er in

heir sum _12 and the sum their

57 reciprocals, is

=

7
In a certain school the ratio of boys to girls was 7,-.

If there were 2600 students in the school, how may
girls were there?

59

60

63

64

g represents the number of girls in the

hool, then there were boys.

Since the ratio
2600 - g

boys to girls is

and 6 / 0.

7
write

We must find the solution set of the compound
2600 - g 7

and 0 < g <'2600, where
Ei

sentence:

an integer.

2600 - g 7
To find the solution set of we must

find an equivalent sentence whose solution set is

obvious.

The first step noting that , is to write

6(2600 g)

For the sentence 6(2600 - 7, 7g, an equivalent

sentence is 7g.

The truth set of the equation

Therefore, there are girls and boys

1400 7
in the school. Note that

1200 S'

1200

7

7g

15600 - 6g

C120Q)

.1200
140bx ,



1 I. te :dnue in the ettio

.c-r ,br o Ptrt,"

wte,L .'hou2U

ir coin,: to Le Viiled ule

o n: of rlixture?

qunxt

!un4-tn .0 weed T-J-Ier v,fed, then

:.! Le nuedt,!ti

nnouid le

we wowT:r:

7o"oe in

quarto of weed Miller tired.

Auto=1,- of vter.

A prifttn,7 ecrTnny B three orerneiu 13, and C.

Prenn A c'i: eertniu jot in 3 Alotwo, id

prer do tne !Ime,job in hour:. II both

pre. : B nor on the job nt the tirney

in how hourn cun they eorm,ete it

if Operntinr.:ilone taker ereco A hours

to cw,npete the

In or;- hour, pre:: A eompteteu

at tne
hat

In -Inc. hour. c:: B corT:eteo of it

j01).

In h hours, A does of the jot. and B

doe: of the job.

!Few, if h is the number of hour: it t!,Xec; A

B together to complete the job, then in
hol'Irs one job is completed.

683 0

h

qumrto

4

-

k
'7C5-71-c.

i6)

6

34

6
hours



Prerei A uid C. wor._Intt together, can complete

the na_me job in 2 hour h. How wutild it tahe

C alone?

You probably noted that A completes of the

6 hours

he job in 2 hours, or of it in 1 hour.

R_Ittlell

-h

In the portion of the electric circuit shown, the

eciprocal of the resistance' between points A and B

equals the sum of the reciprocals of the resistances of

the branches. If the total resistance is 2.4 units,

and Branch 1 has a resistance of 3.2 units, what is

the resistance of Branch 2 ? units

page viii if you need help.)

684



Market

r- 0 -I 4

Ho .I r 7 ? C . 1,7 prfop2eduref:

-ern rea er cif t naddinr c-!.

simple eutti Dr. -.eftl,e2- "{et rid" of the lt-quLore

root re e-pten. ".- ". Ls this never% inue

F.; ri:4z.."

.7

a

If r-.10.e.-"

The solution of tLi: Cinui sentence is

-2
6- + n

n2 4- 8n 16

48 = 8n

6



19-3

Eince we are not sure that our steps are reversible,

we check in the original equation

10 and +4 r,

erefore we may conclude

of the walk is blocks.

he Grant Avenue portion

In this case, "squaring both sides" yielded a solution

of the original pratt,em.

Although we were successful in our approach to th

10

10

examole, we need

to investigate whether squaring both sides of an equation always leads to an

equivalent equation.

12

13

17

18

Let us start equation x having

the obvious solution set

If we square both sides of we have

The truth set of . 9 is

3 equivalent to
is,is not

r are led to the conclusion that squaring both

=tubers of an equation may lead to a new equation

h
larger,smalierY

truth et.

Now square both members of x O.

We obtain the equation

The truth set of

x O.

is th e as the truth set

=9

,3)

not

er

2x a 0

(0)

We see that we shall have to be careful in drawing conclusions about the

truth set when we square both sides of an equation. It may be that by

squaring we create a new equation which has more elements in its truth set

than the original one had.



19

19-3

If a anA arP 'w- rP,- -un' '',at phr cnhcihdP

that

Ye7

% N2
(2)

2
= (-21 is a true sentence. E'it is the sentence 2 . -2

true? (B) is correct.

In fact, can corrprt7:y reaznr hz fc"zwz7 if it true that

t= ,

')(a

a - - .2: or

in truh, and

iz true, and

itc true, :rd

If we teFin with the zenlance "o = t or we can reverce these

otern and obtain a . b. Therefore, if end only if a t or

22

The equation x I . 1 hdn the truth set

,2 _e
(x 1)- 1- is equivolent to

x- 1 : or x - 7

The truth set of

23 We know that if a - by then h

Hence, any- solution of a given eluation i also a

21 of the equation oh-tamed. ,,4uaring both

sides of the given equation.

Thus, since 4 is a solution of 7, it is

also a of (3x

(2)

X- I . 1 Or
x - 1 . -1

(0,2)

0

solution

solution

As a result of our ditcuosion, we conclude thnt whenevar we square both

members of an equation in attempting to discover iI5solution set, we Must

check each solution of the new equation in order to be sure it is a solution

of the original equation.
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= :

t_

-.7

x 9

10

non-negative

i9)

0

0

19)



here exerlblez. :olve each

er;)=)-71)---)n. neFi e, 7-ee

=

have

'7
2 rndio),7),

- x fi)rst write the

eviv:org) eq1or

L7olve )=1:7 x

19-3

0

Set of non-
negative rea

Lutbers

(11

95

(3)

(1)
[See Item 42.]

L)rolve each of the following. Answers are on page ix.

46 J.x + . o 48. ix 1 - 1 ,r) x

4- 4-1,x* 1 49. 2477 , 1

Zquarinc both sides) of an equation is ___r)o a useful technique to apply to

equations involving abcolute value. You will recall that for any rea: number

a, lai.

50

!xl t true for all real numbers x.

night square both sides and obtain

=Ix12 70

689 f)(



Ye-

We check that x X!2 I trees f x < 0, if x 6, and

finally, if x > 'O. The oorrect choice is [AI.

7

*._han x.

e

.,)



i:-=ces lerr

11 1: :7,f the -nrcoten:_:.20':
[See &newer

'below.]

6

If h represents the length of the hypotenuse in inches, then the

third side is 144 inches long. An open sentence is

h 4 = 144 12. We find h = 13. The hypotenuse is

inches long.

I-

-,. - E.-

::Jr c ner--tive, 11! t ' tc=

r n: ni x ',7-21ch

4.1

x > 3

4



70

11

C procellu:e IL itart by "getting rid of the

fractins" by multitiying by the rositive outer

This ._:ter reversible and leaves the order
Tis,is nofT

3f the resultin tru=t s unchanged.

Mu-tinlying, we have

Next we nay rewrite thiL, last sentence as:

The step is reversible.

<

Now we may divide by th positive nurter 4 ,hnd ohtain

Noti- th-t each 3ter is

4 xwrite al' the ste: in solvinc - X -

=Wre out ,- 1 CE E to reverse your work-

of 'ter: !..

30

is

<

reversible

Althet.gl, Li isusually convenient to "get rid of the fractions" as

Cirst ster In an inegnhlity such hs

i t

thi. t: nos the on:y way to ber,in. For Inctance, we might proceed as follows:

e: 4

t 4

/

3

t

Notice that d1 the steps are reversible.

692
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fn t-r_e zet of t <
N. 7

t.t.e:.

4 of

is

true

is

no

,ort of "chec,,inr" is not corttlet eri:! 10 r reLtalt,

-fte:-. usef1C. T is out ion?

t/7

titi ft

'.:r.' t set of

sel of

The set of

r

693 r)
4

numbers.
less than 21

real numbers
greater than If

real numbers
less than

real numbers
greater than 2



1/4

To sollve Cx T xe fln:t rec-T= 7.1,A t1'.Ls sentence in egva-

_ent

We 7a:,- -o7roun.1 sentence rsc-sws!

11 V

and 2x

arc. =a

e=ra

The solution --, .11x , is the :et f a_11 real numtero

b,etween C. and 1. This soluflon set is s;

2

Grj -ti truth set Qf te foi=owinc ineAusJitie. Ancxers axe on

r174;-0: xi an xii.

21,?.. 1 < 4x 1

I

214- 14t - 4 < 0 and 1 4 t ,=== 0 2i. C

23

29

30

31

!xl jJ be d_LA%ne between x and

Hence; if x is between -=

inilorly, 11 is the distance between x

and

"The

terpret ix - ii < 2 as

tetv.een x d,z7/ 1 is 'tan

Graph 'the truth oet of 11 < 2.

distance, 2

.4"44r1

Which of the following sentences is equivalent to ix - 1 < 2

[A] -1 < x < 3 [13] x - 1 < 2

4 IX - 1 < 2-and -1 < x < 3 have the same truth set; namely, the

set of all numbers between -1 and 3. Hence, [A] is correct.

Notice that x - 1 < 2 and ix,- 11 . 2 hive different truth sets

694
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The truth set of I y -1- 21 >1 is the set of all real.

4r, numbers which are either or

it O SC

J,. that the area of a rectangle is 12 square

`he length is less than 5 inches, then

-we :'ay abe"it its width?

re:tangle is w inches wide, then since the

nquare inches, the length

and w
12

en must have w

the problem.

less than or
greater than -1

1
w

0 to satisfy the w > 0

, then cx < d is equivalent to x

, then cx <:,(1 is equivalent to x

an you expect, arises if we wish to multiply or divide

iheluelity by a phruse containing a variable. Come phrases,

are positive for all values of the variable. Others, such

e_ne, hegative for all values of the variable.

!hf folloving in u negative real number for every vhlue of

c x?

; 131 I-x 11 11)] -Ix +11

101 is correct. You should have noted that 7x is positive if x

is negative. Also, I-x - 11 cannot b. whatever; the value

x. Finally, -Ix 4- 11 is negative except when x is -1.

696



55

56

58

59

19-4

Which one of he following phrases is positive for every value of the

variable?

[A] I-(x2 + 1)1 [B] [C] x + 1

14 0 if x x 1 :His-nagstilte _ -x <-

Notice that since 4 {x 4 1) is non-zero for all values of

fOlows that I-(X2 I- 1 I >0. [A] is the correct choice.

To solve
2

1
< 1, we observe that x

2
+ 1 is

x + 1

for all values of the variable.

Hence
' 2

x + 1
is equivalent to

This last inequality leads to 0 <

2
+ 1.

The truth set is the set of all real numbers except

Solve
)c

-J

The truth is the set of

0

all r401 numbers
lee page xii.]

Unfortunately, many phrases involving variables-are positive for some

values of the variable, zero for some values, and negative for still other

values. Inequalities which are solved by multiplying by such phrases offer

a new.challenav--The remainder of this section is starred. It deals with

some problems of this latter type and with related ideas.

How do we solve an inequality such as

x - 3 0 ?

Notice first that 1 and 3 are not solutions. Let us select one factor,

say, x - 1, and argue as follows:

If x - 1 > 0, then we divide by x - 1 and obtain

x 3 > 0. In other words, if x = 1 > 0, we are

led to the compound: sentence

x 1 > 0 and x= 3 >0.

697



19-4

+ 6

*70

If x - 1 <0, then we divide by x and obtain

x 3 < 0. In other words, if x - 1 < 0, we are

led to the comnound sentence

and x 3 < 0.

The truth set of "x - 1 > 0 and x - 3 > 0" is the

set of real numbero greater than

The truth set of "x - I < 0 anci x

et of real numbers less than

Qil is the

The truth net of (x - 1)(x - 3) < 0 in the union of

the truth net: of the compound sentences in Items *L

a:d

Therefore, the truth L'e-t. of (x - 1)(x -

union of the zet of real numbers less than

the net df real number: rreater than

Graph Cx - 1)(x - 3 >0.

is the

and

1

1

3

HCr t

The ,,r:-ument which ac h!Are aced. 'ce interpreted in the following

if a and b are real numbers, and.

if ab 0, he either a > 0 and b > 0

or a < r and b < 0.

Grapn x J >0

Graph 7. (x - 4) 0

P

Graph (a 1)(x - >0

We have found that the graph of (x 1)(x - 2 ) > 0

2 0 1 3
.mitmmimmoN

L L_

The _,raph of (x 1)(x - < 0 is

rie nrapn of (x 4 1)(x - 2) < 0 is

698
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We might approach the problem of solving (x

the following:

If a

*71

*72

*73

*74

-*75

. *76

*77

4.78

*79

if

are real numbers and

then either a > 0 and b < 0

or a < 0 and b > 0.

If (x 1 - 2) 0 is true for some x,

then either x r 1 > 0 and x 2

or x + 1 and for the s-

We might proceed by first no..icing that if x is -1

or 2, then (x 1)(x - 2) 0. We have indicated

this on the number line below by r-riting "o" above

the points whose coordinates are -1

0 0

We may consider the line as separ

regions:, points to the left of

points between -1 and

and points to the

For p

A_ into three

of

to the left of -1, x 1 < 0 and x - 2 CO.

Therefore, (x 1)(x - 0.

For points between -1 and 2, x 1 > 0 and x

For potr.,

refore, (x 1)(x - 0.

e Item `71.)

ric7ht of 2, x 4- 1 > 0 and x 2 > 0.

Therefore, (x # 1)(x 0.

Notice that there are no points for which "x 1 < Q

and x is a true sentence.

r-'

We might draw the followi

negative, zero and positive.

I I_ _ _

-4 3 2 I 0 I 2 3 4

showing regions where

19-4

< 0 by using

ht

2 < 0

With such a din ram we may read off the truth sets of the four ineqUalitiets:

(x+1)(x- <0,' x +1)(x -2) (x ÷1 )(x- 2)>D, (x 1)(x - 2. 0.
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Construct a similar diagram for each of the following. For answers,

nee page xii.

1. (x - 1)(x - 4)

2. x(x:-

*53.

*84. x (x 3) (Careful!)

*02

Using your responses, complete a simpler open

sentence for each of the following:

Inequality

(x 1)(x - 4) > 0

<0

k2(x - 3) > 0

0

Euivalent Sentence

x < 1 or x

X <

x = -3 or

x >

y to follow a similar p

r;et of

edUre and graph the truth

1)(x - 3)(x 5) < O.

9 I 2 6

Grdph the inequalities given below.

y

r e 0

- >o

700
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19-5. Summary and Review

In this course we have often worked equivalent open sentences.

Two sentences are equ:va1ent if they have the same truth set.

In finding ,the truth set of an open sentence we often look for an

equaval tence whose truth set is obvious.

In the case of equations, two operations which yield equivalent

equations arc:

(1) adding number to both members,

multiplying both hers by a non-zero real number.

ations which yield equivalent inequalities are:Some

(2

-f--

adding a real number to both members,

multiplying both members by a -Positive number, in

which case the order of the resultin oducts is

un?hanc.od,

() mutipyinv loth members by a dative number, in

which case the order of the resulting products is

reversed.

member of an squat on is a Iroduct of polynomials and the

then v,e ?an often of my the property of real numbers

Tr

right memLer is

that:

For rea a and b, ab -= 0

if and only if a -= 0 or b 0.

We can conera knowLedge of equations in solving equations

involving fraL",ion:.

19-5

iS very important that we note carefully 'ale domain.

CquarinE L :th memb4r6 of an .equation is sometimes useful. However, this

operation may not result in an equivalent equation. Consequently, we must

check eaeh the new equation in order to identify the solutions

of the or_, eq,a'Ion.

Review Problems

In problems 1-20,

3(x21.

x

d the truth sit of each equAtion.

h)
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19-5

9

10.

12.

13.

+ 1

2

x

x
3

x

= 7(x - 15. ii-T-E . 2 = 0

-(x + 1) 16. Ix 11 3

. 0 17. 1x1 = 1

18. lx1 + 1 = x

- 1 x + 1
- 0 19.

x 4- 1
- 1

14. liTT-E 2 = 0
x2

+-20. 1
1+ 1

21. Solve and graph the following sentences.

) x2

(d) lx1 2

> 0

*22. Graph the truth set of each of the following n enees.

(b)

(x - 3)(x - 1)(x > 0

(x - 3)(x - 1)(x 1) 7 0

(x - 3)(x - 1)(x + 1) > 0

and x > 0

or x_>

23. A man makes a trip of 300 miles at an average spied of 30 adlqp per

hour and returns at an average speed of 20 miles per hour. What was

his average speed for the entire trip?

Generalizing Problem 23. A man makes a trip of d miles at an average'

speed of r miles per hour and returns at an average rate of -11 miles

per hour; what was his average rate for the entire trip?

One automobile travels a distance of 360 miles in 1 .hour lest than

a second going 4 miles per hour slower than the first. Find the. -rate

of the two automobiles,

26. One leg of a right triangle is 2 feet more than twice the shorter le

The hypotenuse is 13 feet. What are the lengths of the leg's?

Find the truth set of Ix - 512 > 9.*27.

. *28. At what. time between 3 and 4 clock will the hands of a clock be

together?
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Chapter 20

TIE GRAPH OF Alc By C = 0

Real Number Plane

Consider the following open sentence:

3y - 2x 6 = 0.

What would we mean by the truth set of this sentence?

2

Let ua consider first, the open sentence in one

variable,

3y - 10 = O.

The truth set for this sentence iS

10
Therefore, if y has the value 7r, then

3Y - 10 = 0- is
(true,false)

The graph of 3y - 10 = 0 is

Remember that the graph of the aentence 3y - 10 = 0

is the graph of the truth set of this sentence.

We are able to graph this sentence since every point on the number line

corresponds td a real number.

Now let us go back to the problem of finding the truth set of

-3y - 2x += 0.

Clearly, the truth set must contain values of the variables: x and

y which make this sentence true. Suppose we try to assign the

values 0 and -2 to the variables x and y. Which of the

follbwing sentences would we have?

P. 3(0) - 2(-2) 6 -= 0

3( -2 ) - 2( 0) -= 0

Both P and Q.

[B) Either P or R.

(Cl l can't answer this

3
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20-1

5

7

9

10

_gleam:thing hes teen said about

x alai ltd value to assign to YI
WIT

V. or it is. the intended. mintage 144 need, to Isromr lasotl$

'bat se seen Were se van test ter *ember* of the troth set.

The correct answer to bul.

donst vile:her

In tne open sentence

3Y - 6 ='0

assign the value -2 to the variable x and the

value 0 to the variable y. The open sentence

becomes

This is a sentence.
ctrue,faiE;T

If we assign the value 0 to the variable x, and

the value -2 to the variable y, the open sentence

becomes

3(-2) -

s is a
(true,false)

e pair of va- lues, 0

( 0) 6 = 0.

.sentence.

for x and -2 for

makes the sentence

The pair of values, -2 for x and 0 for

makes the sentence

Y,

-Y,

Now let us try another pair of

variablet x and y. It x have the value 2

4
and y . -have the value - 7.

) 2(1)

is a sentence.
false)

0

It should be evident from the above discussion that the truth set of

an open sentence in two variables will contain pairs of numbers. Each pair

Of numbers will consist of a value for the variable x and a,lcalue for

the Variable Y. The truth set will be the set of all pairs Whichalte

the sentence t

7C

,



It is awkward to keep writing " is the value of x and

20-1

is the value of y." We would like to use a notation that would indicate

1) pairs of numbe

2) which number is the x-value and which number is the y-value.

We agree to write_,(0,-2) to mean x has the value 0, and y has

4the value -2. The order in which we write the numbers 0 and -2 in ten

notation (0,=2) is important. are considering ordered mins

of real numbers. Note that we write an ordered pair enclosed in parentheneo-

with.the numbers separated by a comma.

11

12

13.

15

16

e ordered pair (0,-2) is in the truth set of the

equation

3Y 2x +

since 3(-2) - 2(0)

sentence.

ordered pair 1,-
4

of the equatiori

3y - 2x

ordered pair (=

since

he qua

0

is a

ra;iS not)

aTTri7710T7

3y - 2x + 6 0

6 O. is a

sentence.
ru-,false

e false

in the h ;let

in the true

Since 3( -2) - 2(0

ordered pair ( is in the truth 'set of this

- 0 is a true sentence the

equation.

17 "4.4he ordered pair (-2,

the open sentence.

in the tr

tract

is

0,-2)



20-1

LC.

_The truth set of an open sentence in two variables

consists of ' pairs of real numbers which

make the sentence true.

always write the ordered pair as

value of first variable, of second variable).

ordered pair of real numbers is in the

set if it satisfies the sentence.

For any equation in the variables x and y, we agree

call x the first variable, and y the second variable.

21

22

23

24

25

26

If e write we mean: x has the value

and y has the value

If the equation is in two variables other than

and y, we must always specify which variable is to

be considered the variable and which is to

be considered the second variable.

always to

1

first

we consider the open sentence

s 1,

and we take r to be the first variable, by the

ordered pair ,(0, 1)

0

we mean has the value 0.

has the value 1.

in the solution set of the equation
is note

S 1

We are able to graph, on the number line, the truth set of an equat

in one varia le. For example, th-,== graph of 3y - 10 .-- 0 is

. 0 1 2 310 4 5 6 7

How would we graIh the truth set of an equation in two variables?

Since the truth set cfsts of ordered pairs of real numbers, we would

need 2.e.11___'s of number lines to represent these solutions.
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Can we fi

T,oints in the i

'»r c1r
Lzas 'late ordr-Dr21 7 airs tiLe , with

20-1

Thu, we asse_tiate

vitK a rfUmter on t e

the rea

order ofI4ritinc the t- _ numLers

mean a in 4

as unit& atove

the orderedder pair

an the

vertiea
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20-1

32

33

34

In the diagram shown here P is

horizontal number line.

-3

In this diagram, P is assoc

on the number line.

ed with the number 4

Hence, the first number of the ordered pai

umbers for P will be

P is at the number =2

The number of ti orde

for P will, therefore, be

number line.

We an write, in thin eulxl, a r, label for P the

ordered Pair of numbers L_L_1.

How would we =label a point on

-ordcred-pairAg real numbers?

37

39

44

horizontal number line, usinglan

In the figure below, P is associated with the

number on the horizontal number line.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

-1 1

-2[

h what number on the vertical number line should we

ate In P is the horizontal

(above.,beiTnr;RTY

number line. Since P is on the horizontal-line, it

would be associated with the:number on the

vertical number line.

Thus, P is associated with the ordered pa _



.41

43

44

45

46

_2

-2 -2

4

S -3

Through each point R, 0 and T a vertical

is drawn.

On the horizontal number line, point R is associated

with the number

The point R is'associated with the number

on theyertiql'numbertine.

R is associated ith the ordered pair

The point S is associated .with the ordered pair

The point T Is associated with the

(3,0).

pair

20-i

number line

2

(-2,2)

(1 ) A

ordered pair

_Do we need a separate vertical line through each point in the plane?

The preceding items show that each point in the pldie is associated with

an ordered pair of real numbers. We shall agree to draw only one second

number line, perpendicular to the first number line and with the same zero

point:
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io horizornal. and vertical number lines are tuned -coordinate axes.

We usuaLly Late i the first number wi-n, an "x" and saLL it the

"x-asis". Fi:FdLiary. it is usual to latel the second mmter line with a

and saLl it the y-axis.

The ,srdereS nuT7Mer rair associates vlth a noint is also saliod the

:or- :nates of the Point.

The first coordinate indicates with what number on the horizontal axis

the point is assoc:i.ated; it is called the elsoissa of the point.

The second coordinate indicates xlth -,:hat number or the vertion axis

:;oiht is associated; it is salleS the ordLnane of the point.

The ,ordinate axes intersect at a ruint hich iJ

47 associated with the number on the horizontal

nxis an with the numLer 0 on the

This point is called the orig.

Its coordinates are

0

vertical axis

D

D
I t 2

P,=!1:er to this diaEram ; 1

fc-Jr Items 50- Lt.

I- I

The coordinatoo of point A are

to the of A.

a The ordinate of A is

Fojnt P han

The coordinates of points A, B, C, D are

54 AC

55 B(

56 _

57 D( J

o h.coordinates or A are positive numbers.

Both coordinates of B are numbers.

37r

abscissa

2

,:coordimates



e:d.Lddrad and are

a* drdinates df A and arc,

ecordinate axed div:Le dedr 21ted

70

it

72

20-1

A

negative

P, C

positive

--rter

,dnvehtion we

2--:tat in :hj-= d',adrant ,=adh these points

In d.L pdarLti,d) vrd ,dintd with

,-oor(i=nates lAdh

! tecative?

ald!iddad nEsn-ative and ordinates ,dositive?

one 2eor6inate pcsitive, and the other nerative?

anti

Points with coordinates like (2,0), (0,-A (-5,0)

or (0,0) do not lie in any quadrant. They lie on

one or both coerdinate,

If the abscissa is equal to the ordinate, the point

is in quadrant

origin.

or , unless it is the

If the abscissa is the opposite of the 'ordinate, the

point is in quadrant or , unless it

711
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20-1

rite the ordered pairs of numbers which are associated

th the points A through M in the figure below:

75

77

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86 m(0-6)

_ have associated with any point in the viane an ordered pair of real

n°, *ethers, called the coordinates of the point.

Recall that we found, in the beginning of this section, ordered pairs

of real numbers which satisfied a given equation in two variables. Can we

find points in the plane which are associated with these ordered pairs?

87

Consider the ordered pair

of the pqnation

In the plane with x-axis

the following figure, can

coordinates (0,-2)?

Since 0 is the value for

( in

2x + 0.

and y-axis

we locate

the solution set

as indicated in

a point with

88 and -2 is the value for , we locate

89 the point F, units from the y-axis

90 and units below the x-axis.

712
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20-1

91 The coordinat of F are L_______1.

%

92 A point Q, with coordinate (1,- v would be

93 unit to the of 0 on the x-axis and

94 units O. on the vertical axis;
(above,below)

that is, below the x-axis.

es

The point Q has coordinates

Given any ordered pair of real numbers we can alwa locate a point in

the number plane with this ordered pair as coordinates.

We can associate with any ordered pair of real numbers, exactly one

point in the real number plane and with any point in the plane we can

associate exactly one ordered pair of real numbers.

96. On your response sheet locate each of the following points and label

it with the appropriate capital letter.

B(-6,4); COT; - D(-7 E(-4-0)'

dirms_w_s

A(1,-3);

F(0,0);

K( 0, -

G(5, H(=-5

Turn to page xvi to check your work.

1(-4,-6 ), J(-6,-4);
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Use the above figure to answer Items 97=101.

The of each point is 4.

abscissa,ordinateT

We could find ordered pairs with
a few,many_

abscissa -4.
2.

All points with coordinates in which the abs,i,issas

are can be connected by a

This line is parallel to the axis and is

units to the right of it.

Examine the following coordinates:

(10, -3) =3) =(©,33 =3)

If these poiu were locat41 with reference to a set

of coordinate axes, they all would be found

the axis.

(above,below)

If a line were drawn through these points it would be

parallel to the axis and

ahsc

line

vertical axis,.
or y-axis

2

below,
horizontal aXiSi

x-axis

horizontal axis,
or x-axis
3, below



108

10)

In the sace provided on the ressonse sheet for

Items 10f and 106, draw coordinate aces and marl-:

the fillowinc tnints:

D(-,0); E(:, 1(2, -J).

Ch,-.ck with !aro

Al.. of the pointz for whiQh the ahscissa Is 2 Lie

(how many
units to the of

20-1

vertical axis,
or y-axis
2, right

On the restonse sheet locate several points whose numbered pairs

have 5 for their ordinates.

All these points lie on a line,

[Al parallel to the vertical axis and 5 units to the right

W parallel to the horizont aL!. axis and units above it.

The correct choice is [B]. Look at page xvii te chec you. work.

*110. it us think or movine: all the Points of a plane in the following

manner: Each point with coordinates (c,d) is moved to the point

with coordinates (-e,d). Another way of "ookincat this is to

yonsder that 4:110 points of the lane are rotated ene-half revolution

about the y-axis, as indicated in the fi,c7ure below.

Answer the foliowinz'question and locate the points referred to in

parts (a) and (b). See rage for,the answers.
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20 -i

To what points do the following points go:

(2,1), (2,-1), (- *,2;, (-1,-1), (3,0), (-6,0 ), (0,4), (0,-4

(b) What points go to the points listed in (a) above?

) What point does ) go to?

(d) What point does (-c,d) go to?

(e) What point goes to (c,d)?

(f) What points go themselves?

Suppoee we change the rule for moving the points to the following:

point (c,d) is moved two units to the right. Then the point goes

to (c d). What point does (-a,b) go to?

Lik] (-a+2, b)

(Ed (2-a, b)

[C] ( -a -2, b)

(1)]

The

The correct choice is [A ] 61- [B]. If we add 2 to the abscissa.

of t), we find (-a, b) goes to (-a+2, 0. This is

equivalent to (2-a, b).
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i f the Eiliaiion of a

In the rrecedirw seotian we saw that the truth set of

an e4uation in LJ irs

of rel n=sers-.

1r any orcrci ;air .o rot UO1O, tLe ordered

air :7-..av cr dav no;t tc thc set of a

e4,1Wolsn lwo

Thus an cTen sentence in two varlalles sorts the s'et

of all ordered hair; of real numtcrs into two sutsets:

the toet os al' srocrcI tars that maXe the

and the set of

sentence

The first subset is .Aal'_edl the

sentence.

which make the

set of the

Wo also found that every :oint in the viane is

associateci with an zair of numbers, called the

of the noint.

20-2

ordered pairs

truth set

variables

sentence

ordered pairs

false -

truth, or
solution,

0,1ered

coordinates'

Thus the onen shtence sorts the ceints of the 214at into two subsets:

1 the set of al: tints whose coordinates satisfy the

sentence, and

all other :oints.

As before, the first set of joints is called the EilEL of the sentence.

Given the oln sentence

X = 0.

ne coordinates of the noints (0,0, -,0),

,0 satisfy the sentence.
tdo,do not)

The coordinates of tly :points 2,0), (0p-e)

.1 satisf:" the -riven sentence.

7,777;37

The points (0,2)-, (-6,0), (9,5) belong to the set

L2 of points called the of the sentence.

717
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20-2

The points (2,0), (o, -6), (5,9) belong
(do,do not

to the graph of this sentence.

The open sentence "y = 4" has been considered as an Open sentence in

the one variable y. We may, however, also think of this as an open sentence

in the two variables x and y written as

15

16

17

19

20

21

0- x y 4.

Consider the sentence y - 4 as an open sentence in

two variables.

is (3,L) a solution?

Is (0, a solution?

Are (-3,4), (2,'), (-10,4) solution

What have all these ordered pairs in coimon?

In each case, the second number, or ordinate,

Try to visualize the points in the plane associated

with these number pairs.

If we consider "x = -2 as an open sentence

variable, the truth set is

in one

If we consider as an open sentence in

two variables, we could write

x 134

Some ordered pairs which satisfy this open sentence are

[A] (-2,-2), (-5,-2), (3,-2)

[B] (-2,-2 ), (-2,-5), ( -2,3)

The truth set of y = 5 is the set of all ordered

pairs whose second number is



22

23

24

The truth set of x = 0 is the set 6f all ordered

pairs whose first number is

What is the graph of al open sentence of the fo-

20-2

e have discovered that the ordered pairs

(1,- are in the solutioa set of the e

2x - 6= 0.

guess other solutions, such as

It would be easier, however, to determine solutions if

we could write an equivalent sentence with y by

itself on the left side: Thus,

2x - 3y - 6 - 0

- 6 - (2x - 6) 0 - (2x 6)

3y = 2x - 6

(© and

ya
These are equivalent sentences since we have arrived

2
at the sentence y = x 2 from the sentence

2x - 3y - 6 = by a series of reversible steps.

6=0?

(3,0)

The sentence
2x
3

called the x=n1EIR of the sentence

2x - 3y - 6 . 0.

2
The sentence y 7 - 2 may be interpreted in terms of the abscissas

and ordinates of the points of the graph. Recall that the x-values corre-

spond to the abscissas of the points on the graph, and the y-Values corre-

spond to the ordinates of the points on the graph.

25
26

Thu

the ordinate is

2_
yx

less than #
3

of the 2s,abac a
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20-2

27

A

The equation 2x - - 6 ==, 0 is eluivilent to the

equation

To find Ile ordinate of a roints on the craril 2f this

Thus we mic,ht chsose ahsissas whih are-

If the al7h,=-7sa is 3, the ordinate nest

if trw 4;enteacc - 2 is to "LO

30 Thu:, ii

Y -2

abscissa

is a soLution of the eluation (3,0)

y - Z. (3,0) is also a solution of the

e4uiva!ent equation: - 3y - 6 0

If the stbsci,qsa is -u, the ordinate ij if -5

he sentence y = - 2 is true.

is a zoiution of the equation i - O. -6,-6)

Centinninr in this manner, complete the Labte in Item 34 so that the

ordered pairs satisfy the equation 2x - 6 - 0, or the equivalent

Lilent,L1nce y - 2.

-6

-6 0

The followinv ordered pairs are oolutions of this

equation:

5

(_ 0136

37 ,4)

4 2,

(-9,-8), (-3,-4)
(o,-2); (i,o)

(6,2), (9,4)

. Locate the points whose coordinates are given in Items 35, 36, and 37

using the space on the response sheet for Item 38.

slkIrn to page viii to check your work. before continuing, make any

necessary corrections.
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Have you noticed that the po.nts whose coordinates satisfy the ojuen

sentence y , =x - 2 seem to lie on arstraight,line? This b_ ngs ur the

rollowinc 4acstic

20=2

1: if we draw the line which passes through these points,

will we 1"-Ind on every point for which the ordinate is 2 less than

of the abscissa? Furthermore, is every roint on this line a point whose

ordinate is

.J9

40

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

b :Issas

back to Item 3d on the resoonse bkiect and draw a

line conne.nirc the tctnts (-3,-4) and and

extend the line in r h directione as far as the

nntwer the

questions:

all of the othe

As line?
yes, no

l_ocated on

there a point or- the line who abscissa is 12?

n. )

t. tf ftJs T,oint are

there a point on ), _o line whose ordinate is

T:7777

The coordinates of this noint are

You found a -point wC:n coordinates (12,6) on the

line=

Is 12) - a sentence?

You found another

s a true senterr

We found coo _ina

the equation ;,17_

7,77/777

on the line.

Ts77:77

cof -.-*several. 13ointl=

These points lie on a

is

For the points we have found on this Linea the ordinate

is 2 less than of the

721

yes

(12i6)

yes

yea

yes

y = -x - 2
3

line

abscissa



141 ,Tdered. of nuters

inc.

the cpcn sentenoe.

[C, _footh of the above.

A specified line is the graph of a particular open sentence

with the variablee x and y if'the coordinates of every

point/on the line satisfy the sentence and every ordered

pair of numbers which the sentence are the coordinates

of a point on the line. C equentlr, the correct choice is [c].

We have teen that the Graph

a line. Further, the coordinates,

ecuation 2x - - 6 == 0.

Usine the procedure eloped for the son Two

are able to find the eraphsof eivationalae

the teen sentence 2x - u 0 is

every point on this; tine fy the ,

In each cape we c

the folloinG ecneral otutemen',,s:

O.

t 7e to era:Th 13 a 1111e. tfrhis otter-eats

if an open sentence the -C-rrm

where A, F. and C are number:, aw' and F are not both 7, then

the graph of thin open sentence in a Line. Ev? ry line in the utane It the

graph of an open sentence of thit form.



e 0

61,

of an eiuo== __n of the form

n the X011:1: Ic , 0,

-Y
=

id of the form U.

,IL-; almc sf fcrm

n dentchcc T - 0,

LcLt in ELanc whose orinated

are -,1?

This Ehish sentc7fNui can be translated into the open

sentence: , which equivaient

to

Since thiJ open sentence is of the form Stv +By C -= 0,
a

where

the ;:r = 0 must be a

20-2

line

C = -6

y + 3 0

A=0,D.1,C=-3

line

WniA of the following is the Graph of y = -3?

Cj-

I

0I

[D]

0 I
x

4

723
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62

Bch of the following points, (0, -2

(0,5), has the value 0 for. the

All these points are on the

0,0

63 An equation Whbse graph is the y ;axis is
4.0 -

'The points- (-2,0), (0,0), (1,0 ), (2,0) are all on

64

0

the -axis.

65 An equation for' he graph of the .x-axis is

66. der the equation

2y + 5x + 7 3 0.

Wt#e this in y-form and make a table of ofrdered pairs that satisfy

this equation. Then graph the equation. page xx to

cheek your work.

to the equation

x- 3 = 0

67 in y-form.

68 The ordered pairs _I and satisfy the

equation.

Locate these points on the coordinate axes and draw the

ine connecting them, continuing the line to the ends

the paper.

_ -a-



Do the coordinates of every point on the line satio4'y

the equation? (Try soie values before you answer

70 this question.)

71

72

73

UgE7r7KTI

If you have drawn the line accurately, the coordinates

of every point on the line will be in the trot

of the equation.

Write the (Ten sentence for the set of points such

that:

For each point the abscissa is equal to the opposite

of the ordinate.

For each point the ordinate is Mice the abscissa.

For each point the ordinate is the opposite of twice

the abscissa.

yes

,myjor

y = 2x

Y

20-2

74. Draw one set of coordinate axes and draw the graph for the set o

points for Items 71, 7p and 73, Turn to page xxi to check

your work.

75

76

77

78

79

8o

With referencb to one set of coordinate axes, draw the

graphs of

dal Y

(b) y

Turn to page xxi to check your graphs.

7:-.:?n complete the following statements:

The graphs are all lines which

the origin.

The graphs

The graphs of

right.

do,do not)
contain

and rise from left to right.

and descend from

The graph of (a) is in quadrant I and

The graph of (d) is in quadrants and

do

(C

(b

I and III

II and IV
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81 With reference to me set of coordinate axes, draw the

graphs of

y = x 5 (c) y 2x 5

y = x 3 - (a) y 2x - 3

Check your graphs with those on page xxii, then

complete the following statements:

The graphs of (a) and (b) appear to be a pa'- of

82 parallel

83
The same appears to be true for the graphs of

20-3. Definition of Slope and y-Intercept

1

2

4

F111 in the blanks in the table below so that the

ordinate of each ordered pair is equal to the abscissa.

x

y

--r
3

-3

Plot these points and connect the points (-6;-6) and

(6,6) with a line. &tend the line in both directions

Check your graph with the graph on page xxii

Are all of the points in Item 1 on the line throu_

the points (-6,-6) and (6,6)7

Does the line pass thro

(0,0))?

(yes, no

the origin (the point

All points of the line except (0,0) are in quadrants

and

726



9

10

11

14

The angles formed by the coordinate ' are

bisected by this line.

The open sentence'of,th s graph is
mx, y= -x

That is, n Point lies on the line if and only its

_e 1, equal to its abscissa.

Label the line "y m x". Continue with Item.8.

Fill in the blanks in the table below 'hat the

ordnate of each pair is the opposite of the abscissa.

x
iii 2.5

5.5 0

In 11311131

Ea
Plot these point using the same coordinate axes as

you used for Item 2. Connect the pOints (-6,6)

and (6,-6) with a line and then extend the line

in both directions. (Remember:that a line extends

indefinitely in both directions.) -Check ypur graph

with the graph on sage xxU. Answer the questions

below.

Would the points (20,-20) and (- 20,20) be on the

line connecting the points (-6,6) and (6, -6)?

a
A

What is an open sentence describing this graph?

This line passes through the origin and also

the angles formed by the coordinate axes. (See

Item 6)

All points of the line except (6,0) are in

quadrants and

Label the grapff of y = -x. Note that the graph of

y -x from left to right.
ioes,descends)

20-3

See answer helm

yes)

y = -x

bisects

II and IV

descends



f20

15' The graph of y = x
TT-T_T

ght.
3, descendsto ri,

!7

from left

On the same coordinate axes used for Items 2 and 9,

!.ocate L.,omo loints such that the ordinate is, twice the

atscissa. Use a table .only if necessary. Connect

we of He !.oints with a line and -*en extend the

!:ne in Loth directions. Check page=iiito see if

,74:h is correct.

rite an open sentence describing this graph,

ialel the graph of this open sentence.

Lh oP x pa3sco through the point

ihih to common to y - x and y

rrs41, oV y = 2x

r!:1 Ti74ses,descendz
from left, to

int: the same Graph paper. Locate p6ints

ti:st the ordinate is one-half the abscissa.

C,Jnn(-.,,, any two points with a line and continue the

!leo in icith directions. Check page xxiv to see if

1:; irect

Ai sentence des,,,rihinc this graph is

.i_tte the Fral41 of y 4x. This graph passes through_

or

rises

Y

(o,o)

rises

f;e Toist (except (0,0)) on the graph of lies y x

ten the graph of y -x and y - 2x.

thY came graph paper, graph the equations y -2x
1

Label the graphs of y -2x, y - -

.and O. Turn to pace xxiv to check your

A P le -_oaphs contain the point

0.
is'etween the lines y x. amt

111,, 1.0.weQn the Lines y -x aridi

0.

(o,o)
'1

Y



27 The line y is between the lines Y and

20-3

you were to graph the equation y = =6x it would

28 be between and x = 0.

The graph of y = .lx would be between the graph of

29 y = x and y =

30

32.

33

34

35

36

Use-the graph you have drawn to help answer these

questions.

If an equation is in the form yi= kx, where k

any non-zero real number, then the equation passes

through the point

If 0 < k < I then the line lies between the lines

y = 0 and

If k > 1, the line lies between the lines y = x

and

If k is positive the line from left to

right.
r_ sjalls)

If k is the line falls from left to right.

If k = 0, the graph is the

What is the y-form of the equation y = kx?

rim

In the preceding Items we have considered open sentences whose graphs

are lines through the origin. The direction of the graph depends on the

coefficient of x. As the absolute value of the coefficient increases, the

line becomes "steeper ".

Now let us consider-some lines which do-not all

contain the origin.

In each of,the foil° ing open sentences
2

Y 1%

2
Y 3%

(c)
2_

37 the coefficient of x is
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-38 The point
2

3--

,For the point on the graph with abscissa 3, the

lies on the graph of he equAtton

Ordinate is or

240 Another point on the line y
3

is

In the diagram above, the points

are on the line

The point ( -3,2) in units above the point

)*

The points (-3,0 and -2) fiave the same

(-3 0,0),

tabseissas,ordinatesT

44 but different

alcisswrnates



p

45 The points (0,0) and ,4) have the same

abscissas but different ordinates.,

fact, if we add 4 to the ordinate-of any'point
2

on y we obtain the Ordinate of the corre-

sponding point above it. This is'the ordinate of a

point on the line y = 4.

46 7:-J, two points have the game _

20 -3'

abscissa

To draw the graph of .y =
2
I% 4, we may add 4 to the ordinate

the points on the graph of y =3% Or, we may'say that we move the graph
2

yOf = x upward 4 units.
3-

48

49

since the point (0,0) is on the line y - x, the
2

point is on the line y x + 4.

The point 0,2 is on the line y c and the point
2

(3J_ ) is on the line y rx 4.

The point ( -3, =2) is on the line y = =x and the

point (-. is on the line y -

Graph the lines y = x and y x 4 using the

same coordinate axes. Refer to page xxv to check

your graphs.

The points (0,
0

graph or y Lx

are on the

In each cane, the ordinate of a point dh the graph of

y = 3 is Less than the ordinate of the

corresponding point on the graph of y

Graph the equatiod of y '7)( - 3 on the same set of f

coordinate axes that yowuscd for Item 50. Turn

ta pagE. to check the graph.

(3,6)

Using the Graphs inItem 53, complete the following items.

731
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514.

55

56

57

59

6o

The graphs

TaJ7GFIJTY
n ersect each other.

The graph of y = Ttx

point i_

inter e2ts the y-axis at the

Note that the coordinate of the point of intersection

of two line., would be the ordered,pair of real numbers

-which satisfy both equations. This ordered pair'is

the intersection of the truth sets of the two open

SenteAees.

The graph of y intersects the y-axis at

the point :( z

add

graph of .

to the ordinate of each point of the

the ordinate of the corre-

sponding point of the graph of y = 4.

the ordinate of .eachIf we subtract _---

of the graph of y = we get the ordinates

of the corredponding points on the graph of

The graph of y = 3 intersects the y -axis at

the point (.0,

do not

('bt )

4

Y

y

-3

The point (0,4) is called, he y-intercept of the graph of y # 4.

This is:the-point of intersection of the graph add the y-axis. Singe the

equation of the y-axis is x = 0 'the y- intercept is the point of inter-

section of the lines y = 4 and x = 0.

63

The point (0,4) is the--- of the graph
2

Of y 7x,4 4.

The y-intereept of the graph of = Tx - 3 is the
o

point

,y-intfe..rcept

-3)



64

The y-intercept of the graph of y4

Writ 1.

is the

The number 4 is Called the 27Intercept number of the equation

ntercapt number of the equation y

65

66

67

69

The y- of the equation y x
2

The equation y = -x + 6 has y-intercept number

The -intercept number of the equation y = b

e coefficient of x in the equation y mx b

Refer back to the graphs in Item 23. The graphs of the equations y a x,

y = -x, y 9 2x, etc., all have the same y-intercept; but each graph has

a different direction. We observed that the direction depended on the

coefficient of

This leads to the following definition:

The slope of,.a line is the coefficient of x in the y-form of the

equation of the line.

The slope is a number which determines the d rettion of the line.-

71

72

The slope of the graph of y = -2x

The slope of the graph of y = 3x 2 _

2
.The of the graph of -y Ix= x -3 is

What is the slope of the graph of y = 4? Since y = 4

can be written y 0x 4 the slope is

It appears that the slope maybe

or 0.

negative,

733
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We have defined the slope of a line aathe coefficient of x in the

y-form of the equation of the line. Thus, the slope of the line y mx + b

is the real number m. Horizontal lines, that is, lines with .equations of

the form y = b have !kip" 0.

What can we say about the slope for lines with equations of

x = a?

76

Recall that to find the slope we may begin with.the

form Ax + By + C 0.

We put this equation in y-form by dividing by B,

the coefficient of

However, the equation x = a may be written as

x a 0 and the coefficient of y

There is no y-form of the equation of the form x a. Lines with

equations of this form are vertical lone. The slope'is not defined for

vertical lines.

77 What can we say about the slope for the line 2x = 4?

[A] The slope is undefined.

[B] The slope is 0.

[C] The slope is 2.

Find the slope and the y- intercept of the graph of each of

followibg open sentences.

78. y x + 207

7
79 y -x +

2

80. 3y = 3x 11

81. 3x + y s 1

82. 2x + - 5 = 0

The answers are Wpage xxvi.

83. 7x - 3y 2 0

84. 3y 27

85. x = -5

86. Y



. We have seen that if the equation Ax 0 can-be put in

4=6 the coefficient of x in the y-form is the slope, of the graph

and the constant is the y-intercept number.

Uativne of the form y = k have zero dope. That is, the slope of

mi horizontal line,is. 0.

Crstions the form x a cannot be put in y-form. That is, the

s undefined for vertical lines.

20-4. Applications of the Slope and Intercept

Graph the equation y

We have labeled the points (2,2), (0,3

graph of the line y e x = 3.

The elope of this line is

(4,7) in

The points -( ,2) and (4, ) are on this line.

the ordinates of the points (2,2) and (4,7) are

d

-7(35:

he
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differende of the ordinates is 7-

We call the difference of the -ordinates the vertical

2ge of the line from one, point to the other.

The abscissas of these same paints_' are and

The difference of these abscissas is 2.

The difference of the abscissas is called the

horizontal eh --e from one point to another on'the

line.

8 The ratio of these differences is

9 is the ratio of the:differences of the

10 the diffeiences of the

11

12

13

e know from the definition of slope that 2 is
2

of the graph of y = 3-

Note the order of the numbers in the ratio
7 2

The differences 7 - 2 and `4 - 2 came from noting

the vertical and horizontal` changes from the point

with coordinates (2,2) to the point with coordinatei

Suppose we look at the ratio of the changes from

(4,7) to (2,2).

Then the first number in the numerator would be 2 and

the first number in the denordinator would ba

o would be

16,

-2
- we see that the ratio of the

cal change to the horizontal chahge fro& (4,7)

to 2,2) is the same as the of the vertical

change to the horizontal.change from (2,2) to (4,7).

Suppose we had chosen two other points on the graph of y

Would the ratio of the vertical change to the hoiizontal change:between

these two points be i1

736



(-2,-8).

17

18

'19

20
- 21

the above graph we have labeled, the,

The po

of y

The df

and

ence between the ord.natrs Lr,1

The di

2.

erence between the abccissan

Remember to use the first (sni:ir

correspond to the ordinate -3 )

The ratio of vertical change to herizn

which is the of the lino.

The above discussion leads to the --Ilow-114

,

Theorem 20-4a. For any two points 1 and

line,Ythe ratio of the vertical

change from P to is the olut.

gf you choose to omit the proof 111,2,r,

737
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0 and -2

slope
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25

Theorem 20-4a. For any two points r and (4 in a

non-vertical line, the ratio of the vorti7a1

change to the horizontal change from P

is the slope of the line.

Proof:

The equation

Ax -I- By C = 0

i2 the equation of a line

if B = 0 this equation becomes Ax C = 0

Ett this is the equation of a

:-.ope of this line is undefined.

We therefore make the restriction, B / 0.

The y -form of the equation Ax By C = 0 is

line and the

*26 The slope of this line i

If P and Q are points on this line the coordinate

*27 of these points must satisfy the equation

It F have coordinates (a,b) and Q have

coordinates (c,d).

The ratio of the vertical change to horizontal change

from P to Q is

Since P and Q are on the line

kx + By + C = 0,

Bb C = 0 and also A( = O.

The sentence: Aa C = 0 and Ac

is equivalent the sentence:

Aa Bb C (Ac Bd C ) = 0

or

A(a - B(1) d) 0 is equivalent to _

(Since P and Q are different points on a non-

vertical line, a / c so that a - d / O.)

738
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*32

*33

35

a
Canoe T iL2

tho matde wrtida: d,ridohlea1

-chanile, we ia':e trtt..c' that the ratie'ef the vertical

chalve to the hofi-domta :are from I tc. is Ue

slope

b d
a - c

00-4

.rom WC ave cta'-ej, ch i: dawat'c. find the Jit:TO or

c. tc-crdhat.d3 two dointc on

If the eoordlhatas nf twc Iiiintd en a Tine have the

came ordlnate ',Lne 1;

vorti

If the .:coordiatoo pointc (..n a ihe have the

same al:, 'idloado the Tine 11J

77;eolca:.,0ricontal
fi

horizontal

vertical

F!nd thtt 2ope or the Lille threart ii. 0:' the

foil cal :tifr

those nr. tame

cc' do rd. ,ydur answero with

36. cc; ,L) and (6,0)

37. (-7,:) an ho. (0,0) and (-cc 2)

(:,-:d) and (4'-',,O) and (-(,4)

Examine tLe foHowl=r4

739 3 1 4
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42

Since the points (-6,6) and (-3,2 ) are on this

line, we know the slope is

2 - 6

-3 - ( -6)

We cold check this by counting the squares. That is,

43 from (-3,2) to (-6,6)

vertical change.

44 There are 3 units in the

45

there are units in the

change.

what Is the equation of this line? We could write this equation

in y-form if we knew:

(Al the SlOpe

[Il] the y=intercept number

[C] both the slope and the y- intercept number

By examining the above graph we find that the y-intercept is (0,-2).

' 1-- T F

_

WM
141111 41

_
1111

i /1 IMEM I
i MI

740



46

4

50

52

73

54

55

The slope of this line is - (See Item 42..

The y-intercert number of this line is

the line intersects the y-axis at

The equa'Aon of this line is

, since

The oT,uitien of a :Inc rartif e: to th!o ino on

the i3

A oc iontaininr the point (0,6) and parallel to

the Inc whose eouation 1.s =x has 4-1,x,

equation

5What is the oluation of a line with slore = and

y-interceLt number -3?

What is the open sentence of a line containing the

points (4L ) and (2,4), and, having '-intercept

Since the line passes through the points (2,4) and

, the slote of the line is

4_-

The equation of the line is .

The ordered, tair (4,ll) also satisfies the equation
7 7 1y = 7x 3 since :1 = 7'4 -3 is

e,fa.e

The eAuation of the line can always 'o found from the

slonc arvi y-

-2

(o,-2)

-
3

4

3i

+ 12

4.4+6
5

ry

0

3

true

y-intercept

Ifcu *want more 17,ractice on this tylre of example, do Items

other:ido to thd material f,ollowina Item ,,f,

743



thEL

To write an equation of the line containing (-1,0)

and (0,3), we need to know the of the line

and tile v-

The stoe Cf ne tiae is

The ihterceit io the point

An e-ivation of the line containing 0 and (0,3)

Wri=!-.0 ah eltttn of the Line thrL., ea,th es the

following pairs of 'soints.

(0,)

(5,3) and (0,-4)

(0,-2) and (-3,-7

(3,3) and (0,3)

(3,) and (3,0)

slope

y-intercept

3

(0,3)

Y = 3x 4- 3

3

x= 3

If we are given the slope and the y-intercept of a line, can we graph

Suurose a Line has slope - 4- and y-in

number, 0.

The equation of this Line is y

_ -cept

One ray to rraph this would be to fir some ordered

:airs in the truth set.

We may also draw the graph 14 firs ioe. Lng. the

-intercept and then trying to locate another (0,6)

eoint whose coordinates would satisfy the riven

equation.

y = x 6
3

0 .>

Since the slope is - 7 we know that between any two

C5 on this graph, the ratio of change to vertices
n

change is --.7. horizontal.
..'. ..-7
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r below.
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ctInaLion and tIl'aoh each of the following lines. Compare

wIth ano-Yers on nacez xxvi, xxvii, xviii.

qn' :;-intercept number if 0.

isc 1.0int (-O,-3) and with slooe unrierine

s iny t,noo'nc:. tno uoinl (U,t ) and with stone °

_ino Ln!' It (-u,=:) and with slope

-.Mat wo ,2an find a second coirit on this line by going

Inc Lo Lho richt and then 5 units ur.

What tho ltHouno of the line containing the points

Tho rc

yo 'aUo nnnthor roint on this line with the

coord;natet;

'17u-n h. rtoo

Jint.c tno oio:0 is -I, and the point (x,y) is

dIlTorcnt rr.ci the uoint (-±,',2), we may write

Iii: .oad: tO Lhc equation

or

tin f=i1r11 Ghfo io Uhc couation of the line by showing

LnaL .Lhc or:] !airs -3,2) anci (3,-4) Satisfy

c luat no.

What io eration QV the ine through the mints

(-c.n

-1

y-2
x + 3

y = -x - 1

The z or thin line is 0

The equation is . 3

r the: Itrio contains the points (-3,3) and (-315 ),

F38 the oquatia is This is a vertical line. x -3

744



90

91

If the line contains the points and ( -3,1)

the slope Of the line is

If (x,y) is another point on this line the slope is

Y_7 _

X E]

nt from (1

0 L

N -

The equation of the tine is

,92

(x,y) is also different from

write

9i

97

99

1

20-4

(-3

equation of the Line is y

Check that the } of nt (! , ) and

this line!

no we sari 11:m

are on

Consider a non - vertical line.

We have been writing the, equation or s

either or the forms:

Ax + By 4 C 0, where we insist 13/- or

y - mx where m is the of the line.

n

Examininc the se nd of these forms, we see that the

right-hand side "mx

Ntariable

If

is

1,
a polynomial in the

the degree of the polynomial mx b

Any polynomial of the first degree is called a

linear polynomial.

Thus, 4x + 2,

polynomials in X.

and are all

745

1 10
Y +

one

linear
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If and

h is a

n are real ns.mlsers, k

in N. :_inear polynomial

The ne1:o.t',-,. 'flinear" is ar.-;_.0.id to sosh a ;.-,,o1ynordia

tho rra:h of - t n is a line

We set1ss =eoer ts the crahh or the ho::ynorsial

ass "the rra:h s.,' the 1inear :Lolynomial 1" means

y n

to a sic4:10 set of cooraihato axoo ray 11#. -

ef tho llo:ynomiaLs.

Comhare yur i"ra:hs with those on are xx.t11.1.

+

20= .11tamar': and hoviow

There is- a one-to-one corrosl.enden.00 loi,:cen the s;ot of ordore0 hairs

The :srai.h of the edvation

C

I." a Lee if A and 2 are not loth O.

If A 0, she !inc Le horlsontai.

the line is vertIT'a:.

we may tho Q; 0 1hetf

L.

The Vom d i is oalied the !..-fern: o: the e-sation of the line.

In the y-formi, the coeiTiciont of S.-. is salSed the sLoho of the line

and the constant term is the e1nterceet nuinher.



2075

The point of intersection of the line and the y-axis is called the

y7in ereept.

The sloze is aLso the ratio of vc-rtia hance to horizontal change

-between two ;cints on he line.

The s1ope ef a L.risontal line is 0.

The siore of a vertica1 line not defined.

Review Protlemz.

?nor the 1-eview LrotIona arc on races XX-X, XXXi, XXXii, XXXiii*

1. For co of I oin crzeOls, write an open sentence.

(a) y (t)

2. Draw'the crah or j;ach of the lot towine

x
(a)

(b) x y 0

(c) jy L2 = 0

(d) 2x ± 6

747

open sentences.
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The point (a,b) at the right

is in the second quadrant.

Is a positive?

Is b positive?

If the coordinates of

and R have the same

absolute value;; as the

abscissa and ordinate of

(a,b), state the coordi-

nates of P, Q, and R

in terms of a and b.

(d) If (-_!,d) is a point in the third quadrant, in which quadr

the point -a)? The point (-.:,d)? The poi

DraW the graph of "y

(a) Y 4 4

-(y_ 4)

Which of these lines are parall

(a) With reference t

On the 5

(c)

net of axe L,raph:

4) -S

of axes, draw the graphs of:

2x y 0

6x + 3y - 15 =, 0

What is true about these two craphe? Now l es at thF c.4_z.3t iono;

how couLd you get the second equation I'voth

What is `true of the craphs of

and

for any non-zero

Ax + L- # C

kAx # kEy 4 kC

7'8
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*10. Consider alcirele of diameter d.

(a) Writ4 an expression in ,d for the ,:lroferenole of the oircle.

Is'Olis expression linear in ?Wn !---irles to the oiroumforence.

if the diameter is doubled? saved? If o is the oirdumference,

wha can you say about the ratio 4? How does the value of

oha -e when the value of d In 2harved.

(t) Write an expression in d 7,'or the area of the cirole. Is this

ex' ession linear fn d? If A lz -:ho)roa of tho irole, what

.2-n you say scut the rat.lc 7= Whao abou,, the ratio ?

4-

3

75 0-



Chapter 21

GRAPHS OF _ OPEN SENTENCES IN TWO VARIABLES

21-1. Graphs of Inequalities

1

2

3

The graph of those points such that the ordinate of each

point is 3 times the abscissa is a

The equation of this graph is y

Graph the equation y 3x and label the points

(-2,-6), -1,-3), (0,0), (1.3), (2,6).

O

5'

7'



the same set of coordinate axes as that used in

item 3, and lc1191 the points (-2,-3), (-1,1),

(0

F

ir_; on the line y = 3x.

of the points in Item 4 lie on one line?

'pl us link of one point as corresponding'

(yes,no7

o another

-- have the same abscissa. the point in

corresponding to (-2,-6) is ( -2, ).

lAne:7 the point (-2,-3) lie above the corresponding

point (-2,-t,)?

-(yes,no

130

we express the relationship between the ordinates of the points

ins y 3x and the ordinates of corresponding points above the line



The ordinate of a point above the line

the ordinate of the

is- greater than,is less thaneY

corresponding point on the line.

The ordinate of each point on the line is times

the abscissa. .

This'is exp ed by the open sentence y

For the points above the line, the ordinate of

point is more than 3 times the

Ths may be expressed by the open sentence

each

open

14

Do the coordinates of every pain

sentence y 3x ? !

21-1

.*Ovelsaa

7 >3x

above the line y = 3x satisfy the

For example, (6,18) is ,;71 the line y . 3x. A corres-

pondinr, point above the

(6 )

571- t e an d - nate I:, Li

For any point

than 18, is

with abscissa 6 would be

the condition.

ithi abscissa 6, and ordinate

y >
1"x

a true sentence?

eater

(Try any ordinate renter thLn 18 and you pill see

that this is true.

tAny ordered pair
vith abatitaa 6
and ordinate
greater than A
is correct.)

The open sentence .- > 3x is satisfied by every point above the line

y , 3x. That is, the truth set of the sentence y > 3x consists of all the

points above the line. y 3x. The graph of the sentence y > 3x is the graph

of the truth set. Thus, tir Praph of y > 3x is the set of all points in the

plane which lie above the line y . 3x.

753
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We shall indicate the graph of the open sentence y > 3x by shading

the portion of the plane containing all'of the points in the truth set:

---zsaftinum:um
min

....._, N
lir.im-...L1%,"*NrerZ IBM7ft "irj"ii. ,3/412 urft-i

1.11
L'iilln42s7.:!wi4N.7. r.,,,A
........,74.s.....,74_,-.
!.4%,,,e.ta,"Q..1At.!**1

! ' 'I,fti .!._,Ift-,_, 1% i 61 '

L',74,Na-

tiRL.Naszszhm

The points on the line y = 3x are not in the truth set of the sentence y > 3x.

We draw a dashed line tc show that the points on the line y = 3x are not in-

cluded in the graph of the truth set. The dashed line is the boundary of the

region of the Diane all of whose points satisfy the open sentence y > 3x.

How would we graph the truth set of the sentence

y > 3x ? The truth set of this sentence is the

of the truth sets of the
(union,intersection)

sentences y > 3x and y 3x.

Thus, the graph would consist of the region of the

17 plane

18 line y

the line y = 3x and the

754



19 The graph of y 3x is

Graph of y 7 3x

Note that the graph of y = 3x is drawn as part of the

graph as a heavy line, since the points on the line

y 3x are in the truth set of y 3x.



21 -1

he graph of y = 3x:

The graph of this equation is a line. The points of the plane are above the

line, below the line or on the line. We see that the line separates the plane

into two half- planes.

21

22

23

The graph of y < 3x is the set of points the

line y = 3x.

The. graph of :y 3x is the half -plane such that for

every point the ordinate is lase than three times

the

The graph of y < 3x is the containing all

points such that every ordinate is less than or to

three times the abscissa.

4

.40

Using a separate set of coordinate axes for each, draw

the graph of:

Compare your graphs with those on page xaciv.

756



33

34

35

-36

37

38

Draw the graphs of the following open sentences on separate

coordinate axes.

29. 2x - 7y = 14 31. 2x - 7y < 14

30. 2x 3 7y > 14 32. 2x - 7y > 14

Turn to page to check'your answer.

The line which determines the half-plane in the graph

below has a slope of

and its y-intercept is

The line is the graph of y =_

The open sentence which describes_

the shaded region is

The open sentence

describing the

shaded region of

this' graph is

inintilli

111

al -_

Iwo, kWM .1grONM

AU, \
Mil PM,MNAM:

mamamow
VOL

Nnu WPM
MI ITMONMVORMO,\ 'MOM

1 1

PrZMVIVM,
MINNOMMM\''AM,II

On a sheet of graph paper and with reference to different se'

draw the graphs of the following and determine which of them

points -(0,10) and 5 4).

R. y 1

[A] Ron

2
y =x 7

B1 Rands

T. y2:
[ ] S and

757
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21-1

Examine each of the following graphs and open sentences and match each

open sentence with its graph. Which list below associates the sentence

and its graph correctly?

G. 2x y 3

H. x 2y > 4

I

:-=

I ' ,

T

[A] G, L; H,

(13] G, L; H,

N; K,

R; K,

[C] neither [A] nor [B]

x py < 4

K. 2x - y < 3

N.

If youyou had trouble with Item 9 continue with Item 40. If not, go on

to the next sentence.

759
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it]

42

43

You might find it helpful to write the open sentenoe

in Item 39 in a form similar to the y-form of the

equation ofa line.

2x + y > 3 may be written an y >

x f 2y > 4 may be written an y

x - 2y < 4 may be written an y

2x - y < 3 may be written an

Go back to Item 39 to see that the [Al is the

correct choice.

Grapho of n Uentences Involving Absolute Value

Consider the following as open sentences in two

x= 3

I x I 3.

rihe rraph,of x = 3 is a

What does the sentence 14J . 3 mean when we think

this a sentence in two variables?

We recall that Ix' = 3 is equivalent to the compound

2 sentence x 3 or

the sentence is satisfied by all ordered paila;

DI real numhers which satisfy the sentence x = 3, and

h,y the ordered. pairs which satisfy the sentence

The truth :7., of the open sentence Ix! ,1 3 i

he of the truth set of x 3 and the tth
:et of x = -3.

The irraph of the sentence x = 3 is a line

three units to the right of the line x = 0; that is,

tree Units to the right of the y-axis.

760

+:3

y > 2

1
Y re - 2

y > 2X - 3

.-=-
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The graph of the sentence x = -3 is a vertical line

6 three units to the of the y -axis.

7

The graph of Ix' = 3 is
and the graph of

the uni of the graph of,

h of the following is the graph of

[A]

L [

[B]

r

- 4

a- -4

-1-
I +

I i- T
--L --' -4

1 ;

I-

t
'---

-t
f--

[ C

r

-761
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9

10

11

12

13

The equation

sentence

lyl . 2

or

is equivalent to the compound

The graph of

the x-axis.

y 2 is a line two units above

The graph of

below the

y m -2 is a horizontal line

The graph of

of y = 2 and

graph of

lyl = 2 is the of he graphs

lyl = 2 is

Graph the following open sentences. Turn to page x.= to el

graphs.

15. Ix! - 5 17. 11(1 = 7

16. 15,1

The equation lx1 k is equivalent to the compound sentenc

x . -k" for any real number k. Thus, the graph of the equatior

always the union of the graphs of x k and x -k.

7 762



19

20

21

23

What lo the graph of the evation ix' 0?

lxi 0 io equivalent to the compound. rentence

"x 0 or Ti but "x 0" and "x -0" are

equivalent nenlences since -0 0.

The graph or kd (1) in the union of the graphs of

x 0 and x -0; which, in this cane, is the single

line 0.

The gpaph of in the s.

The graph of lyl in the came as the graph of the

open sentence y

flid you renemter ti!f,t "y 0 or y =0" in

elduivalent to y 0 ?

qhe graph or ly! u is the

21-2

What is the graph of !xi -1 ?

[A] The pgir or lines x -1 and x 1.

[El 'fire whole number plane since the trot 1 oet lo the set all real

ILUMbert'..

[C; 'lire graph contains no points, oince the truth oet Is the empty set.

What io the graph of lx - 31 7 2 ?

- 3 i
in equivalent to the compound sentence

24 x=-2 or

27 Thuo, the truth net or Ix - 3! is the

the truth cetu of x- 3 2 and x -2.

The truth net of x - , 2 is the same as the truth

6 set of x

27 The graph of x, ; 5, io a

28 the right of the

line, 7 units to

763
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Tho troh nt of =.2 i. the same as the truth

Tne rlf x 1. in a vertical line uni

I the pair of lines

" if: interpreted as:

j. L."

Fxtt. !c-)1!on /he riltn.bcr pinne, we crm refer to' the graph

Ix - a 4 war 7orticonl, Jier

c-v..1, of

1.

t*weer. and thc line

1H.(,

the 1ir ud -;:e

764
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vibe the ,raph of lx 4 31 = 1. sentence

I can be written in the form -,!x-( )1 1.

Using the oame reasoning as above we can now state our

prob)cm in the followir,g way:

Whe ure the points inthe plane such hat the dis-

between them and the line 1$ 1 ?

-These point- are on thc lines x = -4

ti J Ix

37 lines.
ca1,horiz5 TTT7

air of

lid, have used -the definition of abs lute value to

dc-orlie the aph.

Is et hvatent to

) =

-lehT oente_e

t of lx . is the t as.

Jr coc)-1A1.1 open sentence

14Q

From I he al

the notion of."

see that we arrive at the same result using

hetween or using the properties of absolute value.

,oelow are four graphs and'some open sentences.

For ea-,d1 open sentence, either indicate the assoc ated

graph, or write "none" if the graph of the sentence is

not one of those given.

continued
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4- 1

43 IY1 m 3

44 y 2 = 3 or y 4- 2 . -3

Ix _ = 2

46 ly 21 =3

47 ly - 01

How would 'we find the graph of the ce sentence

lx1 > 3 ?

Using the properties of absolute w.-:_ues, we know that

lx1 > 3 is equivalent to "x > 3 or -x --- 3"; that is

"x > 3 or x <

The graph of x > 3 is the half-plane to the right of

49 the line x

The graph of x < -3 is the half -plane to the left of

50 the line x

51 Since the truth set of 1x1 > 3 is the of the

-ath sets of x > 3 and ,x < the graph of

52 xl > 3 will be the following:

766
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Draw the graphs of the following open sentences, each with reference to

a different set Of axes:

53. Ix!
e 'xi > 2

:rn tn rOto cheek your wor.

How won:f we finJ grash of !x! <

egni,:nCent to

Another way of exrssing this i s "x -i-- 0 and x < 5 or

55 xs1

he r r a : l . of "x C :trifi j. the region of the

56 plane 1:etwoen the line:: x -

anc: the C.

57 The craph of "x > 0 and x < If

and x

15

. 767

X
5

,C=3"r.Ae_le,A

_F=
=



h.0

=rph on "x < 0 and x > " i he of the

blon- cetween the _iner X

I c

I's
s '

x

tiote that we hove indicated that the y-axis Li not part

of the graph Ly bial,,iug, it a dated line.

lace the graph of lxi < 1 is the of the

of "x > 0 and x < ll" and "x < 0 and

it is the region of the pinne between the

lines x and x -

Grah !x( < and turn n pare xxxvi to check :icur

rronh.

X alt
.-_

(gee worm ,

beow]. - f

Conolder the open sentence : Ix' firlore the ahholnte v-dne of a number

is defined for all real numbers we know that there must be h value -r the var-

tatle y for every value of the verioble x. Let an di; t cnoph of this

open sentence.

64

For nhy real numher, the volue of the variolTde in

the sentence y xl is non-

If x has the value 0, the value of the variable',

y is

/
3

768



Complete the (See

sentence

72

etc erL-:?--

For the point:?. of the I.'

is twice the ordinate c t h ewe id



The craph of 21x1 contain,: the point

The rraph of y :2dx1 ePch ordinate one-hair

ar the c,rdinate of The r-irre:rrondinr rotnt

of

The orpph of y aloo ,!ontalho the noiht

, o.f the rr of y xl ech, ordinate

the the infinate of THiz rorre,tpondihc

rtint of y -

0:: the points except (0,0) .0f the -r--nn -

lie in Auatrunts and

(0,0)

oPPosite
e

,
reference to a :pat e net of axes, dro the r ipr. DL cael;

01. y r

Turn to parexmli to check your work.

;32 Given the open senteLce x lyl.

The graph of thin open sentence contains the origin and extendo

[A] above the x-axis.

[B] to the right of the y-axis.

,

fyi .vii tbikt au ebecisese ere ilens,uose,tive rot

insluee or the erdinee y. The eorreet oblate is tlq.

Write the open sentence as,cinted with each of

followinc rraphn:

770



84

86

87

88

89

The graph of y x formed by two rays which

start at (0,0) and form a angle.

The graph of y Ix! = is formed by two rrs which

Aart at

Each orditg:te is units more than the corres-
7077a7-

ponding ordinate of y , Ix!.

The graph of y lx1 3 is
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90

91

Write the Open sentence assz,clated with the following

graphs.

(b)

(a

(b

92 On scratch paper sketch the graph of each of the following pairs of open

sentences with reference to a separate

question below.

lx1

y= lx1 4-2 y 21

21:

set of axes. Then answer the

How is the graph of the sentence y = klx1 b

real number) related to the graph of y = klx1

(A] The graph of y = klx1 b (where b is

reL.ult of sliding the graph of y klX1

[B] The graph of y = k1x1 b (where b is

result of sliding the graph of y = klx1

the right.

- =31x1

= -31x1 4- 1

(where b is a positive

a positive number) is the

vertically b Units up.

a positive number) in the

horizontally b units to

772



91,

9,

Note that the graphs of y klx1 all cootata the orgin, whereas

in coal ease the graphs of y k k4X1 b meets the y-axis at the

point (0,b). The correct choice is (Al-

y s be ottained from -t-nc, =-1-%:-.h of

kH.1 oe

Bac
' the correct choioe_is fij.

oppositea 01 one

to the same s.et s,f '!:Kes draw the gratdi of

y 7 Ix - Cik w1h the

- 3! be Ottained frOm the

:.:ILAinr it urItT to
777,77777

3

right

Vier

ea...!1 pair of open $enteTz with refererwe to a

-

- 11

io revolved. one ilm_lf-revoltoL aicym

tot of x

773



iiir nnit,.. to
. _

.how many)

tbe

al: 1-he rezuat hy revolv-T-4 y a xi

at it =

5

x-axis

?Aft

'Le? et nn make a tale

,et 0, L Let the

t)hich 7.(El.e the sentence true. Then let x 0,

cet the notsl):te y vahuos. Now fill in the rest of the table.

When y0.. htve completed thin tdte tbrh toper snd cet,-!b Make

The entriQ: jr thf- first row of the table cat Pe paired

i% the Coltrth row to form a set of t-,rdtered.

x,y)7 nattsf:y the onen sentence

Ix! IY1 ,

Tmta to pi=e =1),ti to check your worh.
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*21-3. Graphs of Open Sentences Involving Integers

Thus far we have considered open sentences in two variables where the

domain of the variables has ten the set of all real numbers. What happens to

the graph of an open sentence in two variables if we restrict the domain of

the variables to be the set of integers?

Before we study the graphs. let us agree to use dashed lines to indicate

the coordinate axes in a plane in which we consider only points with integer

coordinates.

Consider the following graph:

y

1-
1

1

T

,
-r-----

.

I
1 1 -,

, .
-! -f-

I L_

L I 1 1,___

L

I
_

The points_on this graph have coordinates 'which

are

Some of the points on this graph are

775
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9

lo

11

12

13

15

_at integers would be in the domain of the open sentence y

(Al x may have all integral values and y May have all ini

[B] X may have values which are multiples of 3 and y

integral values.

[C] x may have all integral velues and y may have values

multiples of 3.

Nex=t. consider the Yi .

! 1--,
i

set of twelve points =r
1-

_!--4;_l____e___,.
in this graph. Find . 1 ,

---t.---,-41.- -4-- -If-411,---.--
an open sentence which , 1

I

describes this set. 1
1

can write immediately that x and y are

The smallest value for the abscissas

The largest value for the abscissa is

In the same

x

the smallest and largest values for

the ordinates are and , respectively.

This suggests the compound open sentence:

"1 < X < and 1 < y <

and x and y are

The same set Of points could be described by:

Y

x and y are integers."

Notice that the connective for the compound sentence is and.

The truth set is the intersection of the truth set of the sell-

l< x < 6 and the truth set of the aentence I < y < 5.
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iii L
111111

I

NM
s+ t

,

1 1

i-i-- -1--- ---

!

---i-,-

I I
I

I

Find an open _entence which will describe the infin

of points on the graph above.

open sentence which describes the three horizontal

ws of dots is < y < and x and y

e integers.

An open sentence which describes the three columns of

dots is C < _, and x and y

integers.

The graph includes the points which belong to the

horizontal rows, the columns, or both.

An open sentence describing the total set of poin

therefore, 1 < x < 5 3 < y < 7, and x and y

ere ilikeigers.

Another open sentence describing this set of points is

d x and y are
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IITIat is open sentence that describes the infinite set of pd s indi-

cated

40

40

t

-0 s --- 6

et

[A] y and x

[B,1 y > x - 2, and x

[C] y x 2, and x

ana y are integ

and y are int ge

and are integers.

x

21 Below are three open sentences and three graphs. Match each sentence

with the corresponding graph.

. y - -6 < x

and x and y are

integers.

continued)

79
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1 1

1

1
1

1

I 1

--, *12:
1

T Q

For graph Z; there would have to be further rettriatiote on the

variable to litit the vertical column to three points, name4

<:y < 3. in the case Of graph V Itir no one of the three points

1), (-4,2), (-5,3), is it trae that the ordinate is two mom

that the oyposite of the Oseies44

A correct open sentence for U t 7 m bx 24

0 t y< 4, and x and y are integers,

Hence, the correct sholce is 1A), 4
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e open sentences whose truth sets are pie following s -et of_ points:
page xxxviii to check your wort.

I

*

1

-I f
t _
I 1

f

4---
1

I t
i

-t= f
- 4=

I I

L 1
-- -A-

1

,

_._

c ontinued)

782
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30.

31.

32.

V

X

*

y

-T

*--
41L-- 11-

23-1

/-i ---
II

OP

soap
"Seenel.11.108

.._. ....
8
.11.1116.1.0.1.6......... a. .

With reference to separate coordinate axes draw the graph of each of the

following open sentences. ern to pages xxxviii and xxxix to check your

work_ .

y = -2x + 3, and 1 < x < 3, and x and y are integers.

Y >

=3 < x < -1

and x > 0 and y < 4, and x and y are integers.

0< y< 2 and x and y are integers.
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21-4. Summary and. review

21-4

In this chapter we have lookeu at some graphs of open sentences which

have grenhs tha t are not ',ines. Thezz may he =mmarized az follows:

Grap'n

The region of the plane above

the line y mx + b

The region o: the plane above

the line y mx + 1 and the

line y

y < ra b The rgim of the plane below

the line y = mx + b.

-

x

f

= b, I / 0

0

lx kl = b

the ilne mx b and the

line

The pair o: vertical lines

x = k and x -k.

The

The pair of horizontal lines

y b and y = -b.

The x-axis.

The pair of vertical lines a

distance of k unity from the

line x = b.

y = lxi The pair of r- s intersecting at

(0,0) and forming a right angle.

78 fi





21-4

7c-.w he ,ganh i)f each gf t'se fn7lnwihg sentencen.

Ix !:

3y 2x - =

x 3 and y

nf "y 2x". Give ah eqqation of the graph which

each of the following changes. ,

(a) 7ne graph is revolved n::o-half revolution alout the x-axis.

(t) The graph is moved 3 units to the richt.

(o) Th graph is moved 2 units to the left.

(d) The graph is moved = units ur,

(e) The graph is moved 2' units to the richt and 4 unito down.

L. Consider the sentence "2x - 3 > 0" and draw ito graph if it is con-

sidered an an equation in

gle variable. (h) two variables.

Considen the sentence "!Y1 < 3" and draw its graph if it is considered

as a centrnce in

(a) one variable.

Write the equations of the following:

t x

two variables.

ONO ONE.111111114MINIM
NM
ESE 110111111111111=1111 ME
Milln. EOM IIIMMINEM MNMMEINN MRIII.......III

sNIIIIIMMEIIMM 111111111EMEMIIIM
MINEMEIMIOW .1111MESEPME11111
IIINMEnaggano oommommummmissassroo :4001111
SIMMUNINSIVIOVO ZOO tOMMMMill

IIIMEMIZ.ZIMO 00.70011111MIIMEEgoonoloawc0 00000011MM
KIIIIMINNWILIIIII 0101010010.167.11111M

EMMEN/,.1000:100 ZiOing21000ME
IM10010000v .:.%.110000111111

11.7.411001:100. 00.1074MINE
illeM1011100 oelatooIsamO:WM 0000;1Mil

MiligaINIIM0,0 000.1WRION IImignem000 mblogommuogi 0.2111=1Emags....m.o.IMENIM011
mum moms IIIMMIIIIIUMINE
NENE SWIM R1.111...1111
OMEN MB= MEMONMB. NM 11811111111
.1111011111611illitIMIZMOMEME



21-4

If a zositive integer of the for +:u is divided by the sum of it

digits, the luotient is 4 and the remainder is 3. Find the possible.

numbers.

Remember thet the g.tm of the digits would be t u. The olpen -sentence

could 're exrressed as

lot u , 3
7 + U t U

*8. I farmer hat- steers at 2 7) and cows at $260 If you know

that the number of steerb and the number of cows are pomiti,m intemers,

what is the greatest numbebf animals he may buy, if he must use the

entire 10507

788
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2 f ,)4_tr-t- a ur;. in

"tar". :et n o-24r la:, -.4: -2o.tnat,n oner re.7:tene

12

ive

-. -4.: r- 4- . pairs
- , 0

zecond

y

the orered pair _ -1;3)

tr0tr: oet or :.olution Cf "x 1 4, 0 and= set

((-113))

1

iet tae 1;0 rri

in nan= of 1= 1 , 0 e=..n0! y - 3 , 0".

-. of 1-::41_ -,A0.2-4 of equatione in two variabiec. By the

tru.th Let of a ern of equation,7, we an the Let of ordered nairz common to

t}= 7 of the individtml equations; that i E , the truth Lei of the

Interoecilon of the truth setz of the equation .

we h.,ve een, the truth c;et of

-

ic (-1,3)); it to the intersection of the truth sets of x-+ 1 0 and of
y 3 7 C. Correopondingly, the graph of x,+ 1 0 considered as an equation

790
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in two varialtlea it=r a veri7 -r-0: of y 3 .

line: the graph of of i-itersectior, of t1-.e

Likew4.e, t;-F-

is the interseotioh of the two _ire that axe ,:raohs of 5x - y - 1,7

x y 3 = 0.

17

The coor.di,te, of eYt,-ry in the

5x - y IC = ml: a ore oentence.

The coordinae.:- of every in the graph of

make x y - C Le:=tenoe.

'

5x y - 10 . anI x y - 0, then the

of this ooint .7e!-ter.eF tio=e.

If (a,lj) is a puir,t ,a 1:,,er;fection of two lines, the

is the mli,tion of toe syster of equationt.

Graph the system v - 10 -

X+0

graph

8

coordinates

(a,b)
#

[See graph
below]

111111011111111111111111MITEll
1111111101111111111111111111111111111

MENEM el mimummo
NEER' ismimm

111111111111111171MENIMMILIN
11111/1111111111111111111111011MIN
111111111K10111111111111MMil

111ENNUIERIMOINI11110

1111111F-4111111111111111111111111111111

11111111P6111111111111111111111115111
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19

The point of Intersection of the lines appears to

be

We may verify that (3,5) is the solution of the

- 10 = 0

o2 Ine

since (5) 10 = 0

ci=0 5-8.0

(3,5)

following systems, draw the corresponding graph and find

1:-IterceQtion. Verify that the coordinates of the point of.

-:atisfy the system. Answers for these items will be found

xlvi.

o

x - 4y - 15 . 0

x 5y - 11 0

2L. x y - 30 = 0

x y 7

toted in English that leads to a system of equations.

ore of unknown weight are placed. on the

rot of scales; the scales are balanced

20 gram weight is placed on the other pan.

pieces ere placed one on each pan, a standard

MUSt be added. to the pan containing the

order to balance the scales. What is the

ore?

equations for this problem is

y - 0

792

x y 20

-,y = 10
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22 -1

The point of of the lines appears to

30 be

However, (-4.2,-8.1) is not the solution of th

31 system, since 5(-4.2)-(-8.1) + 13 . 0. .6

y point close

may be given
as an answer.

32

3L

Graphing, even though carefully done, does not always

yield a precise solution. However, we will see that

examining the graphing procedure will be helpful in

developing other methods.

Consider the following system:

- 2 0

+ 5 . 0.

The truth set of this system is "obvious"; the truth

set is

In fact, the truth set of

- a 0

- b = 0

2,-5) )

"obvious". The truth set is b

Suppose we start with a system of equations whose

solution set is not obvious.

For example, at the beginning of this chapter we con-

sidered the system

/ x + 2y - 0

1 2x + y 1= 0.

We know Items 5 and 8) that this system has the

solution set

That is, the system x + 2y 5 = 0

1 2x + y - 1= 0

and the system x + 1 = 0

have the same truth set.

In other words, the two systems are equivalent

794
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22-1

If , to _find the solution set of a system such as

-x + 2y - 5 = 0

2x + y - 1 = 0 ,

it would Ic on). e, find first an equivalent system; in

system
x + I = 0

3 - 0

havinr now, obvious) truth set.

Our tal, then, is to develop a method of finding equivalent

systems of equations. Our task is aided by examination of the graph of the

equations.

Suppose we start with a pair of lines intersecting in the single point

. The corvetpo_nciink system of equations has the truth set ((a,b)). Any

pair of dis let lines through (a,b) corresponds to a system of equations

which is equivalent to the original system. In particular, the horizontal and

verttcai lines through ,,b) correspond to the system

a = 0

- b = 0

The truth set of this ystem is obvious.

We begin our disehasion by finding a method of writing the equation of

any line throurh the point of intersection of two given lines.

.37

38

39

In looking for equivalent systems of equations, ler-us

recall first some ways of writing an equation equiva-

lent to an individual equation of the system.

For example, 2(x

are equivalent.

Similarly, 3(

2x + . Q.

) 0 and x + 2

+ y m 0 is equivalent to

If the coordinates of a point (a,b) satisfy the.,

equation x 2y - - then they also satisfy the

equatlbn 2(x + ) 0; that i

795

+ 2y

2(x +2y -5) 0

2(a + 21, - 5) 0



22 -i

40

1,3

Further, if the point (a,b) lies on the line

2x + y = 1 = 0, then it satisfies the equation

3(2x 1) . 0 and.

Hence,

:3o

a,b) is a point of intersection of the

We nee then that if

, 23 and 2a + C.

b i) 2 .

2a +b

500
0

satisfies both the equation

x 2y - 5 , 0 and the equation 2x + y - I 0, then

it also satisfies the equation

2(x 3(2x - 0.

We have neon that he linen x + - 5 0 and.

+ y - I . 0 intersect at the point (-I 3).

equationiti ^i'e the

2 _ + 2y - + 3(2x ' y - 1) =

2(x + r.5) + 3(2x + y I) m 0 may be

Tittcu in the form t =t By i C , 0 by multiplying and

collecting terms. The equation written in this sim-

Ifik:d. form in

-1,3)

46 the graph of thin is a line.

an verify that the point

1= that

lies on this line;

x 7y- -

equation

on the equetions of two given lines we have found. an

h equation of diother line through the point-of

the riven linen.

lotL. experiment some more with the original two

equationz.

49 We have noticed that the equations 2(x +_ 7 0 _d

X 2y - 5 0 are equivalen4. We can see that the

50 equations -(2x y 1) 0 and gx + = 0 are

are equivalent.

796

8(-1)+7

-11 ersection



Since ( -1,3) satisfies both equations x 2y

5_ and 2x y 0, satisfies

2(x 2y - 5) - (2x +y 1) = 0.

Another form of this equation is

53 The simplified form of this last equation is

i verify that the coordinates of the point of

5 intersection ( , satisfy this equation:

(-1,3)

0-- 0

55

56

(-1,3)

22-1

.ry

5(x 2y - *7(2x4 y 1) =

ame line of reasoning, we should be able to see

hat (-1,3) satisfies this equation.-

mplified form of this equation is

Verify that (-1,3 es satisfy this equation.

19x+17y- - -32 0

19(41)+ 17(3)-32

In the next section we shall investigate further such combinations of

equations and see how to find combinations leading to equatiOns whose truth

sets are obvious.



22-2. Systems of Equations (Continued)

In the preceding section, we have tried various combinations of equations

of two given lines which intersect in exactly one point. Each time, we

arrived at an equation of a line that passes through the point of intersection.

In particular, we worked with the system

x + 2y - = 0

2x + y - 1= 0.

The point of intersection of the two lines of this system ( -1,3).

1

2

6

7

9

We can see the equations _ + 2y - 5) = 0 and

x + 2y = 0 are equivalen

This means that if (a,b) satisfies the equation

x + 2y - 5 7 0, then it also satisfies the equation

r(x + = O.

Similarly, the equations s(2x + y 1) = 0

2x +y-1=0 are if ayl0.

If (a,b) satisfies both x + 2y - 5 = 0 and

2x + y 1 = 0, then a + 2b 5 = 0 and 2a+ =0.

Hence, r(a + ) + s(2a + b - 1) = 0.

We have seen that the lines x + 2y - 3 = 0 and

2x + y = 0 intersect at the point (-1,3).

So satisfies both equations.

means that (41,3) also the equation

x + 2y - 5) + (2x + y - 1) = 0, since

-1 + 2(3) 5 -2( ) +

If r and a are non-zero real numbers, then

satisfies r(x + 2y - s(2x + y 1) = 0.

We started with the system

x + 2y - 3 = 0

2x + y'. 1 = 0,

and we noted that r(x + 2y - 5) = 0 and x + 2y - 5 = 0 are equivalent;

similarly, that s(2x + y - 1) = 0 and 2x + y - 1 = 0 are equivalent. We

do not mean to imply that the combination r(x + 2y - 5) + s(2x + y - 1) = 0

is equivalent to each of the equations in the original system for all real

798



22-2

numbers s. The main point -_ want .tb make is that if (a,b) satisfies'

each equation in the system, then it satisfies the combined equation.

10

11

12

13

14

1j

16

17

'18

19

20

21

22.

23

In the previous section we have actually ed various

values of r and s. For example, if r is 2 and

is 3, we get

2( ) + 3(2x + y - 1) = Q.

This equation can be simplified as

and we verified that the point of of the

Original two lines lies on this line.

If r is 2 and s the equation

r(x + 2y - 5) s(2x + y - 1) =.0

in simplified form is

We can also verify that (-1,3) this equation.

If r is 1 and s the equation is

If

Dbe-

satisfies this equation since

( -1,

0 and a is 1, the equation is

) satisfy this equation?
Gres,no)

r is 1 and s is 0, the equation is

-1 3 this equat

O.

We can see that even if one of the numbers r, s is

the equation is thatof a through (-1:3).

Suppose both r = 0 and s = 0. The coordinates

still satisfy the equation, but the. equation

and is not that of a line.

The v s equations we obtained are as follows:

[ll] 8x 7y - 13 . 0

[13] - 3 = 0

[15] x 1 = 0 -

[17] 2x 4- y - 1 = 0

[191 x 4- 2y - 3 . 0.

404
799

X + -5

13=0

for

es

0'

( -1,3)

2x:4- y = 0

Yes

k

t es

-(-1,3)

0 0



nn n

The graphs of these have a point in common; ary two of

ese graphs have the:same point of intersection

Any two of these equations form a system of equati

that is equivaleent to the original

5 m 0

2x + y s 1 = 0.

em,

A particular pair 'of these equations is especially

interesting because the solution of the system is

obvious for this pair. Which two equations make up
[See answer

this pair? [ and 'below]

Any pair is equivalent; [13] and [15] are the

natural choices as the pair in which the solution

is obvious.

We indicated that the system

y - 3 m 0

x l m 0

is of special interest because the solution of system is obvious. Refer-

ing to items 13 and 15 for the choices for r, s, which yielded these simple

equations should prove profitable in that it may indicate how we may best

choose particular pairs of numbers r, s, most useful to use.

The equation

r(z + 2y - )) s(2x y - = 0

may be rewritten

( 2s)x s = 0.

In Item we used r,= 2 and s = -1.

27 For this choice, the coefficient of x is since

2 + 2 .= O.

The resulting equation is y 3 - 0, Which we think

of as an equation in two variable's in which the

28 variable

In item 15, we used r

29 choice, the coefficient of

does not appear.

and s = -2. For this

is 0.

+e



The resulting equation is thought of as an equation in

two variables in which the variable y does not appear.

30 That is, the of y is 0.

This gives us a hint as to how we may choose numbers

s, in the combination, r(x + 2y - 5) + s(2x +y_ =0

ng the equation in the form

(r + 2s)x + (2r + - 5r -

if the coefficient of x is to be zero, then

31 r + = 0

32 This Indic es that a choice such that r

would give a very simple equation.

In the same way, we can choose r, s, so that the

coefficient of y is 0.

For this, we must have 2r + m 0, or 2r . -3. s = 0

coefficient

+2s 0

. We are led to conclude that if Ax + By , 0 and Dx + Ly + 0

meet in a point (a,b), then (a,b) Is a point of the line

_ (Ax + By C) EV + Fy + F) = 0,

where r and are real numbers, not both 0.

We can see that this is so because (a,b) sutisf

that is,

Aa + Bb + C = 0 and Da + Eb F = 0.

Thus, r(Aa + Bb + C)

Satisfies

Ax

+ Eb

+ C

=r' 0+ 0,

This last equation can be rewritten as

= 0.

(rA + sD)x + + sE)y + re sip' = 0.

tion;

22-2

For each of the following systems, write the equation cf thO line through

the point of intersection in the form

(rA + sD)x + (rB + sE)y + rC + cF m 0.

for these items will be found on page xlvi.

Example: f x.+ 2y - 5. 0
2X + y - 1 = 0

r(x + 2y - 5) + s(2x + y 1) . 0
(r + 2s)x + (2r + s)y - 5r - s = 0.

Elcd 0



*34. -x+y- 2 = 0

y + 4 . 0

y - 10 = 0

x + y 8 = o

*37.

- 14 . 0

2x + 3y + 8 = 0

8x + 12y - 5 0

-6x + 15y + 4 . 0

*41

*43

,*44

*45

ThL -llation for a line through the common point of

x + y - 2 = 0

- y + 4 r, 0

is (r + s)x + (r n)y - Cr + 4s = 0.

the resulting equation if s = r ?

wing- by

(r + ( )y- 2r + 4r , 0

2rx + . 0

Since r = o and not both _ s, are 0, then

r / 0 and ; no we can divide by 2r -to get

2rx + 2r . 0 in the simplified form

= 0.

in this cane, if we choose r = s, we

line through the point
(hoiizontal,vertical)

of Of the original lines.

If s = -r, the resulting equation in

( )x + (r + r)y -

plifying, y . 0

4r= 0.

If Ax

rewriting

r - r

arx +

ection

- 3 P 0

By 4- . 0 and Dx + Ey + F . 0 are equations of lines, by

Ax+By+C +s(M+EY+F) = 0 (rA+nD)x+ (rB+sE)y +rC+sF = 0, we

are led to some desiable choices for r, s. By choosing r and s (not

both 0 so that rE + sE = 0, we obtain an equation of a vertical line

through the point of intersection of Ax By + C . 0 and Dx Ey F F O.

A different choice will make rA + aD . 0. and result in an eqUatiOn of a

horizontal line through the point of intersection of the original lines The

eituations of the vertieni and horizontal lines form a system whose truth set

in obvious, an) which is the same.as the truth set of the original system. .



4 /
n practice, we ten do not need to rewrite the equation in the form

(rA s) )x (rB sE)y rC sF = 0. We,can usuffiaV determine what numbers

to choose by inspecting the original system.

22-2

46

47
I

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

For example,, for the system

y- 0

3x +y 3= 0,

we choose- r = 1, s = 1, (thus, r = then we

can see that the' coefficient of

biration.will be 0.

in the cOm-

If we choose r = 5, 6 = the same will be true.

If we choose r 3 and s = -2, the coefficient of

in the combination will be 1/4414.

Using -the choices indicated in Items 46 and 48, we -find

that the original system is equivalent to the system

x

The solution of this system is obviously

Using

numbers

s = -5, and then using another pair of

the solution of

10 0

x y 8 = 0

can be found to be

The solutioh Of

f 3x - 2y - 27 = 0

k2x- 7y.= -70

e solution of

5x 12y - 5 0

.6x 15y 4 =0

Elo3

(3,5)

(17,12)
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55

6

57

59

60

*61

What did you use for r and s to make the coefficient of x equal to

perhaps ,you used r = 6 and s = 8. You may have notic'ed that r = 3

s = 4 is as good a choice.

Notice that

an 6.

is the least common multiple of

So we can pick r, s, Such that

that is, r

Let's use this idea to find 9in r and an that

would make the coefficient of y equal to 0.

Instead of using r = 15 and s .Y-12, we notice that

the

8r = 24 6s,

f 15 and 12 is 60.

More, we choose r, s, so that 12r = 60

d -15s

that is,

Find the -solution of
+ 21y - p7 0

-6x 15Y =-1 37

For Item *61 you may have found a different- r and a

different s than r 6, s 4 by Cxamining the

least common multiple= You-may also have noticed that

you can find an r and an s by. examining greatest

common factors. Try to describe how this can be done

for the case

4x 21y - 27 = 0

-6x+ 15y - 37= 0.

Compare your description with the cne on page xlvi,

In Items 46 to 51 we worked with the system

2x - y a 2 . 0

3x y 3 = 0 .

Using. wrote the equation

- 2) (3x y = 0

which, when simplified, becomes

-5y =0 or y = 0.

9 804



63

64

us examine the systems

2x - y - 2 = 0

3 0

1 = 0

If an ordered, pair is an element of the solution set
. .1

of the first system, then it is also an element of

the solution set of the second system.

The solution set of the system

- 1 = 0

. 0

We can verify that (1,0) satisfies the original

system. Since every element of the solution set of

the first system is an element of the solution set of

the second, we see that (1,0) the only solution

ofthe first system.

-Since the two systeMs have-the same solution set;

namely, ((1,0)) the systems are

7'ne carefully the steps in solving

We might use

write simply
5x - - 0

x 4- y 3 = 0

Then , (5x y - 10) +

65 o- be 5x

5x; y- 10 = 0

x y - 8 . 0 .

1, s = 1. To indicate this, we may

similarly, we might use

this, we may :write:

the first equation)

(from the second equation).

y 5) . 0 is easily seen

- y - 10 = 0

5y 4- 40 = 0.

Thew 45 - 10) - 5(x y - 5)

be 26y

-5. To indicate

seen to

1,0))

22-2

equ valent

0

-6y + 30 . 0



7C

eluatior- ottain

0

--yste!r; has t he solution set

that (3,1 t orijinal

20 = 0
x

=

c

equivalent

systeE:z oguation,...ou profer to writo your :steps to the

,nown atove. Tht methoJ zytems of ovations we have

or2,2tes called the addition 7.e2A:.oi:.

13 = 0

- 22 = 0

1:4 tho dolutionof

2ih2: J_1__= 0I of

--:201VtiOn

3x - 2y - I- . 0

27 and 2x

-,0 0 Tth'
0

1(4

-4)

2,-3)

4
806
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79

Let us use the addition method to find the solution of

each of the following systems of equations.

- 4y - 17 0

4- 5y - 11 0

= 3 - 2y

- 2x

3 -

( . 4 - 3x
Truth cot:

22-2

7,-2)

0

1.0 5

Did you discover that your work led to an impossible conclusion in working

with Item SO? We will invest1gate this type of system in more detail in the

next section.

Sometimes problems stated in E4glish lead to systems of equations.

Tickets for 0. s.2 tall game are

students and 77 cents for adults.

Si Suppose x

82 were sold to

know that

83 led to the equation

cents for-

were sold to students and y .ckets tickets

with a total sale of 311 tickets. adults

ttickets were sold. Hence, we are

x y

25x represents the receipts (in cents) from student

tickets sold.

reprccents the receipts in cent: from adult

ticketc sold.

If we know that the total rece: ts were

are led. to the equation

SolvirE th- syster

86 we have tie truth set

87 Hence, there were

adult tickets sold.

10375.

x+ y=11
x 77y 10675

student and

103.T7,

8°7 412

751

25x+75y=10875

((249,62))

249, 62
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itstIc hoc-c- cone

A family is .2omlni- to visit ant we have to broviSe teds,

cut no no to "know how many children there are in

Elsie, on-- of the cchterc, that she has as

hroth-2rs ao lscc-s.

, rerrecevth tEe ru=ler of lauchters, then Elsie

Futbher, if y the number of sons, we know that

Fortunately, Ed one of the sons) writes that he has

ai ma, citeho brOtheri].

Of cons-se, EP has sisters and brothers.

x - 1 [Mae is
not her Own
siateril

Y,- 1

So we know that x = [Hint: The number of m 2(y - 1)

sister: is twice the numter of brothers.]

e then have the system

Solvinit-, we f-4.1d that there are

and cows.

e!atr-Eh erS 4

one on your own:

A class tought ror.a three-sent and some fec,r-sent

stamps to mail tuiletins.

They spent

They bought

stamps

on a total of 352 'stamps.

three -cent and four-cent

On a bank teller's acount oheet, the following informa-

tion was entered for the tally_of one-dollar and, five-

dollar bills in a particular transaction.

Total number of bills 15L

Total amount collected $h6

Show that something was wrong in the tally.

808

y 1 m 0
+ 2

141, 211

x+y.3520
I 3x+ lw - 1267.0



This problem leads to the system of equations:

97

98

59 The solution of the system is

s points out an error because the domain is the set

100 of positive

22-3

x

+. 5y ft
x 57 -

(74, 77)

p
_n -egers

We have been considering some open sentences in two -varl at ies. We have

been interested in discovering the truth set of such a system and in drawing

its graph. Our main method of solution has been to obtain an equivalent

system whose truth set is obvious. In the following section we shall discuss

some special cases of open sentences in two variables.

22-3. Parallel And Coincident Lines; Solution by Substitution

In the last section we considered, for the most part, situations in which

a system of equations had a truth set consisting of a single number pair. We

could equally well say that the graphs of the separate equations of each system

have intersected.in a si,ngle point.

Consider the two lines

and

y . 0

2 x# y = 0.

Starting with 2x *y= 4= 0
2x + y - 2=

we both sides of the first equation by -1

make the coefficients of y opposites.

We for- the equation -(2x y - 4) (2x y 2) ='0

or = 0.

It is reasonably clear that 2 = 0 is a

sentence.
true,false

How does a false sentence arise from applying our

rnotaod of solution to this system of equations?

809
4 4

multiply

2 0

false



We dun ante ul-ewn:

there 1: ah ordevel ordered'.

+ - 2 0 are

, 0

[vdtd -11.tationz of

t eAuation We had=i: troved that
=

it tethed Q: erou,f 2Jatradidtion

What wou2,1 w if we had triea to eraph thio system of

equut:osh?

Grath the cyotem - C r= 0
y 0

MEMENMEMINIMM
MOMMIIMMIN

111311111V101111111111121
111111111MIMMILVEIMIUM.

mum amemommummm
MUNN laWMMOMMEMME

MUM o
immuNIMMEMMOMMIM

11111111,"ma
The 7rapn hn,treate that examininc the olopes cf the two

have reveaeC that the linez are parallel.

=.euall that ho Chapter 20 we have noted that if

1,rdeo -Lro parallel, the Llopeo are equal and the

t-_,nuup1: utu

e elope of 2x 4- y , 0

_- slope -f 2xy- 2 = 0 le

The y-int:ur.dcpt of , y _

The :-intercept of lx + y - 2 = 0 lo

810
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12

15

in

17

There:ore, tho two

point w.1h lies on loth

en=e tho truth set of

There is no

= 0
- 2 = 0

parallel

0

Araiir 1n t. 1: .aze the 1 :2e-th have the one z1ore;

namely, : lut the y-ihtereeptc cesi

(0, are 11fferert.

WQ nut 12e o situatIon if we examine the system

5 = 0
2y - 10 = 0.

We ===1() first equation by to make the

coeffl,lerz of x opposites, then addinc, the result

0.

It SS IS5 0 = 0 IS 4
ue,fi_se

-2

0 0

22-3,

:tc thet th ti5:. 2;: - y 0 Is (zquilei equation

- - 10 --, 0 sin.,!e we can obtain the second by multi' ,x)th sides of

the first equation by 2.

Hence, C 5. oricrul nutter pal whish eatisfie:s 2 - y 5 = 0 also

silly5 =.x - 2y 10 = O.

We :c1-11_: state this result in terms of the graphs of the corresponding

lInes: Eliot:: rOint Vh1L`11 110:" on one of the lines alzo lies on the other.

cratA, of
2x y - 5 = 0

x 2y - 10 - 0 consists of a tingle line.

1(2:-: we try our method of solution on the system

1

2x - y - 5 -, 0
we obtain 0 = 0 whioh is

- -;, - 10 = 0'
19 certainly , but this sentence does not seem to

provide us with any new information. However, from

the observation we Just made, if we do apply our method

of solution to a given system of equations and obtain

20 Os, we know how to interpret this

Bil 41

e

0 0



22-3

21

23

24

EVery point on the line 2x

line 10 = 0.

- 5 -

Since there are infinitely many po

2x - y - 5 . 0, the truth set of

is a(n) set:.

The truth set of

all ordered pairs

the line.

Be sure you see that

one

nts on the line
2x - y- 5 =C
4x - 2y - 10 .

y 2 . 0
. is the set of

3Y - = 0
_

of noints on

dealing with only,

We have seen that for the truth set of a

By C = 0
Ey F = 0

stem of equations

e are three possibilities:

The truth set contains exactly one ordered. pair;

The truth set is 0;

(3) The truth set is an Infinite set of orderefl pairs.

We may translate these possibilities Into statements about the oo es-

pending lines.

Given two lines whose equations are Ax By * C

and Dx + By F . 0, then there are three possibil-

ities:

(1) Tho _ nes intersect in exactly

26

point(s ). one

lines are parallel; they do not intersect

27 lines are really only line and, one

hence, every point of one lies on the other.

Suppose we are given a particular system of equations. It would seem that

we should be able to foresee which case we have without either graphing the

lines or solving the system. Certainly we have discerned that the differences

among the cases are related to the slopes of the corresponding lines.

812



Te ietermiae the slope es' a line, we write an equation

C s th. L

30 7:12 OLC

Of eQure, we y-ihtercept of

this lino is

Startin with the equations of two linos, we can write

33 If the are different, the lines are not parallel,

nor ore the lines the sane line.

If the slopes are the same, but the y-intercents are

34 liffereiA, the lines ace

35 If the slopes are the same, and the are also

the sane, then the "two" lines axe really only one lina .

3

--font

1

22-3

each of the followin systems, determine the number

of elements in the truth set.

Respona "0", "1", or "In51rdtely nurly" al,prODri4t0.

It 1__E; not necessary to r,raph the lines nor to solve

the systems.

3X 4y - 13 0
2y 0

37 -0
X 4y 4 2 7 0

x - 2y - 5. . 0
y - 12 , 0

39
10x - 3y 4- 4 e 0

ItO 2x - y 7 0
2y - 4 m 0

813

paraUbel

y-interc

1

nitely
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42

43

44

45

46

47

Which of the following lines is different from, but parallel to,
3 4line x = --3r - 1 7

[A] 3y 2x = 1

[ .B] 3y - 2x - 1 -= 0

[C]
y x 1
2 3 3

2x - 3y 2 = 0

het us examine one of the preceding systems more care-

fully.

x- y- 7=0
2y - = 0-

Wilting each equation in y-form, we have:

We see that the two lines intersect in

point(s).
Z how many

At this point of intersection, the value of y for the

equation y = 2x - 7 must be the same as the value of

y for the equation y

Hence, at that-point, = 7 = _3, 2.

This last sentence leads to = am e ration

whose truth set is 12).

If the alrscissa of poia on y = 2x - 7 is 2, the

ordinate of this point is y = 2(2) - 7 . -3.. Also,

if the ordinate of y = x 52 is y =- (2)* 2=-2

If -the abscissa is 2, the ordinates on both lines are

the same since the point of intersection lies on

both

We have discovered another "method" for snlFl a system of two equation.

The method may be summarized as follows:

) Write each equation in y-form.

Set the two expressions for y equal to each other. The

resulting equation involves only the variable x.

419 814



49

51

5-

53

54

55

56

57

5g

59

60

22-3

(c) Solve this sentence, thus determining a value of x.

d) Use this value of x to determine the value of y from one

Of the original equations. Use the other,oquation to cheek

the work.

Using this technique, let us try to solve

x y m 7
- 3y= 4 .

e y= -x and y=

Hence, we have for the point of inte s tio

x 7

Solving the equation

truth set

7 =
4

3
we have the

If x is 5, then using either original equation we

find that y

the solution of the system is

Consider again the system
x y = 7

2x - 3y a4

e could shorten our work somewhat ;c1 the

'ra 42=a> ey writing c,n1T the first equation in y-form.

Thus,

Then we replace in in 2

We have, then, _x

Solving, we ob

1m 4.

2x A- 3x - 21 = 4

X r,

4 by "-x

Since y = -x 7, at the point of intersection, and

we have x m 5, we can write: y = -5 + 7

Finally, the solution of the system is

The method just described is called the substitution method.

815
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6:

.62

When we use the substitution method, we solve one of the

equations for y in terms of

Then substitute this expression for

other equation.

in the

Find the solution of the following systems by

substitution.

6-4
x y 11)

x+ 4 _7_, 0

Solutiont

Solution:

The solution of the system of equations in Item 64 is

(-4,5). You might have noticed that if you tried to

solve this system by writing the first equation in

y-form, we have y

However, there is no y-form for the second equation,

66 0. The graph of this e_qtlon x +

r.v&rtcal lim Thi line is not parallel to

y =. 2x 13; so the two lines do itAersect.

67

68

70

71

72 from which we get y =

But we can carry out the same reasoning for x that

we did for y.

That is, at the point of the value of x for

the erluation 2x - y 4- 13 0 must be the same as the

value of x in the equation,

_essing x in terms of in the Irst cquaion
-y+13 . 0, we have x=.

Finding the valu.2 of x in the second equation.

x 4 0, is especially easy; It is

The last two items lead to

1
-

421 816

x

I

21-3)

:415):tlee
following

ifltff

X



73

77

76

77

78

7Q

We see then that instead of 4olving one equation for y

in terms of x, we could, of course, solve one equa-

tion for x in terms of

Then we would thin expression for x in the

other cquation.

y

22-3

This would a_lso be usin the method. SUb8tit449*

To coe

write

-0
X + - 11 0

3Y

Then, "ubLtituting we have

Hence, y = *.

we can fir,t

+ 7Y 7_11 0.

Setting y = ,4 in either of the original equations

x

lic,nee, the truth sot of the system is

=

r..

We have discussed various method, or techniques for solving a system of

equations. Only practicc and experience will enable you to choose a "be6t"

method for a particular system.

Find the solution of the following systems, using any

convenient method.

3x 1- 5, id U
- 72 - 34 .

1

y = +

5Y =-wx + 40

82
I 5x 2y - 5 0

( x 3y - 18 0

83

ILX , , -_

2

3-

84
3x + 2y 1

2x - 3y = 18

-4,-6)

See page xlvii.

(3$-5

See page xlvii.

3,-
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85

1
2y - 7

2 y 4

37 (x y) . 2T
1 2x - (3:: 4- 1) - I

38 L
-

hv - o

See page

o

See page xlvii.

Here are some moresexamples of problems, stated in Eloglish, that lead to

systems of equations.

39

9i

92

94

95

Find to numbers whose sum is 56 and whose difference

is 13.

system of equations for this problem is

e numbers are and

The sum of Follyis age d Carolls age is 30 years.

Five years from now the difference in their ages will,

be four years. What are their ages now?

Wrie a system of equations for this problem. (Hint:

What is the difference of their ages now?)

Their ones -e now years and years.

Can you tell how old Folly is?

,es,no):

A dealer in nuts has cashews selling at

and almonds at 1.50.

1.20 a pound

Haw many pouz.ds of each should be mixed to obtain a

200-pound mixture to sell at 1.32 a pound?

A system of equations for this problem is

He needs

almonds.

pounds of cashews and ---__

423

Jx y = 56
y =

37 and 19

y = 30
lx -y.

17,13

no

c,+ a 200
120t 1,0a =

(209)(132)

120, 80



96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

al:es a boat lours to no - miles downstream

anTJ 6 hours to ret1Jrn.

FinJ -the rate of and the rat-'

boat

r to-7a_ -at_

helos!)

total rate

So a system of equations l'on this prohle

ate of the cu

is

Is miles per hour.

rate of the boat is miles per hour.

A 9094 solution of alcohol -1: to be mixed with a 7570

solution to make 20 quarts of a' 78 '6 solution.

1 of each should be used?

x quarts of 9014 solution will yield. .9x quartz
alcohol.

y quarts of 75 % solution will yield

of alcohol.

eed .73(20) of alcohol.

wish .9x 76 20).

On the otter hand,

qu

Hence, wt need quarts of 9094 solution and

quarts of 7D ©4 ;elution.

o jet planes are 400 miles apart, flying

same direction.

One will overtake the other in 2 hours.

If they flew.trward Aach other, they would meet in 20

minutes., How fast is each flying?

819

b c

b c

(b c) 12

6(b - c,) 12

3

.751

quarts
.9x =

(-78) (26)

20

4

16



107 Rate- equ

108 The difference
0

divided by time.

in their rates

6 sum of their rates is
1

110 The two rates are mph and mph.

Systems of equations, as you-see, arise in a variety of situations. In'

recent years, the application of systems of inequalities have become increasing;

ly important. -Before 'resdirig Section 22-4, you might wish to think how we

-might investigatesystems of'inequalities.

22-4. Systems of Inequalities

In the preceding section,we saw exampleslof problems that led to systems

of equations in two variables. For example, in the case of the cashew nut

dealer, we obtained. one equation expressing the total'number of pounds of nuts

in the mixture and;he expresting how much the miTture as worth.

We have also seen before that quite often problems may lead to inequalities.

Consider the following example.

Fercyls mother sent him to the post office with a dollar for some 5-cent .

and 8-cent stamps. At the post office, Bercyrforgo-t, how many of each -kind he
wa supposed to get, but he did remember there were to be less than 15 stamps

altogether, and he remembered his mother rem ding him not to forget the change.

The question is: How manY of each kind of stamps does he buy?

It will turn out that the solution set for this problem contains more than

one ordered pair, but that there will be a finite number. of such solutions. We .

shall lead up to the Solution in stages throughout this chapter.

The problem leads to,the system x + y C 15
5x + 8y < 100.

Before examining this section, let us review how : graph an inequality.

820
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n order to graph

sentence in y-form.

y <=15, we first write the

Thus, y <

Then we graph the line y -d shade the'

region this line.
cabove,belowY

The last response is "below", since we wish to indicate

all those points whose ordinate is less than the corres,

p6nding point on the line y = -x

Recall that the line y = -x + 15 is drawn with

a , rather than with a solid line, since the

graph of y < -x + 15 include the
(does,does not)

points of the line.

f you need further review, refer to Section 21-1.

y < -x +15

y = -x 4- 15

belay

dashed

does'not

22-4

To graph the system more accurately, the truth set of the system),

1

x + y < 15

5x + 8y < 100

we graph the truth set of each inequality separately and then identify those

points that the two graphs have in common. Remember that 'vex notation implies

that we are considering the compound sentence

6

a

y < 15 and 5x + By < 100".

Graph x y, 15. Shade like this

Graph -5x + Ely < 100. Shade like this NM.

Now, combine the graphs of'Items 6 and 7 in the space

provided for Item 8, using the proper shading.

[See p. xlvii.]

[See p. xlvii.]

[See p. xlvii.]

The graph of
x + y < 15

5,x + 8y < 100

(A) shaded ////

[S] shaded

consists of those parts that are

[C] shaded

[D] unshaded.

821



4t40, 014P--10'

21nOlndes: ;Moat' (

The polne of rag [Dl satinti- neither

CO is the Orient choice.

Although this doubly shaded region is the graph of the system, we have
4

not yet given a complete answer to Percy's problem. The solutidn set of the,

problem is in this region and we shall return to this matter after we discuss

the graphs of similar systems of inequalities.

A careful examination of the graphs that you have drawn in responseto

Item 8 shows that different regions of the plane are shaded differently. We
x + y < 15

have seen that the doubly shaded region is the graph of
5x + 8y < 100 '

Suppose these inequalities were reversed so that we are considering the system
x + y > 15

5x + 8y > 100 '
We can, of course, graph each of these inequalities as we

did for the other, system;ewith the graph of the first system at hand, let's

thin
+ y > 15

k about without actually
5x
x
+ 8y > 100

itht t a--1
Y g-ap ng.

10
x + y

The graph of
i 5x + 8y >

response to Item 8 which

15

100
are:

consists of all the points shown on the

[A] singly shaded. [B] doubly shaded. [C] unshaded.

(Al is the graph of _

x + y < and 5x

lines x * y 15, 5x 8y 100 make up all the points of the

plane that do not belong to the graph of x + y > 15 aud,/

or 5x 100 .but not of

The union of this graph and the

5x > 100.

(B] .is ,the gr-+sph' of the original Aye of inequali e (ae_

[C] is the graph, of

5x 8y >100

It should be clear that we may, following the general procedure of our

illustrative example, solve. other systems of inequalities, involving >, >,

To graph any such system, graph the truth set of each clause separately.

olbe truth set of the system consists of all points which belong to the graph

of both clauses. Remember that it is usually convenient to write the inequal-

ities in y-form.
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Here are some practice problems. Don't nrget that a solid line indicates

that the boundary is included in the graph. To exclude a boundary, use a

dashed line. Answers will be found on page xivix.

Graph the following systems:

j6x + 3y < 0 14. 2x + y < 4
4x= y <,6 2x +y >6

2y 3 > 0
15.

{2x y 4

l =x + y > 0 4x - 2y< 8

+ y 4 16. 2y - 4 0.?

+ y 6 2x - y 3 > 0

For the sentence x + 2y - 4 > 0, the y-form is

1
y > ---2 x + 2.

The graph consists of all the points above the line y m ---x + 2. We can,

instead, write the inequality in the equivalent form x > -2y + 4. Then the

graph consists of all the points to the right of the line x m 2y + 4.

We can verify that the lines -y 2 and x m -2y + 4 are equiva-

:lent. So the above comment indicates that for this graph, the set of points

above the line x + 2y - 4 . 0 and, the set of points to the right of this line

are identical. Verify for yourself by referring to the graph that these two

sets of points are the same set.

Let's discuss now the solution for our post office problem in more detail.

In this connection, we considered the system of inequalities

(

x + y < 15
5x + By < 100 ,

And the graph corresponding to this system. This is the region below both

dashed lines in the following graph.
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What has not been said. but what we would like to mention now are some

unspoken agreements connected with this type of problem. The first of those

is that we assume that'there will be stamps of each denomination in the pur-
chase. This means that we are restricting, x to be greaterthan 0 and y
to be greater than O.

.17

In terms of the graph these are the points within

the ' quadrant.

Another agreement that must have been understobd is that the post office

stamps are sold in whole numbers; that is, x and y are restricted to whole
numbers. The graph of the solution set, noting these various restrictions,

are the points indicated in the graph below. The coordinates of any of theses=-

points is a possible:solution. We see, for example, that Percy might buy

twelve 5-cent stamps and either-one or two 8-cent stamps. You might have fun

in trying to answer such questions as Which purchase leaves Percy with the

least change from his dollar? Can he purchase exactly fourteen stamps? If he

buys thirteen stamps, what is the least amount of change he can receive?

8211.
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filurnbit.__5__c eatAtattpx1

:- - 5 0
Conside system

fax 2y
x + 3y - 9 5 0'

This system consists of one equation and one -----
The truth set of the system consists of those ordered

19 pairs that satisfy the and also satisfy the

inequality

2

,22

23

plus, the graph of the system consists of thoSe points

on the linex C rich lie in the region

deiinedhy x I* 3y - 9 < 0.

Graph I 3X - 2Y - 0
X \3y- 9 < 0

Graph
14% 2y m -1
y x > 4

Graphx+ 2y l >0
3x y 6= 0

We have dealt :h systems of equations and inequalities.

a compound-oppn sentence which uses the connective "and".

Csinsider "x P y 2 > 0 ,or x y - 2 > 0".

The truth set of this sentence consists of those ordered pairs of numbers-

'Which satisfy at least one of the inequalities.

-eh system is

825
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Hence, to graph - y - 2 > 0 or x + y 2 > 0",, we proceed in our

usual way. We first graph'x - y 2 = 0 and shade the proper half- plane.

We.then graph x + y -,2 m 0 and again shade the proper half-plane. The

graph of the compound sentences' consists of all the points in either shaded

region.

Graph each .of

the truth set.

the following; indicate

Answers are on page

whi _ egions of plane are in

li.

24. x y - 2 > 0 or x + y 2 > 0

2x + y 3 > 0 or 3x + y + 1 < 0

26. 2x + y + 3 < 0 or > 0

31

32

33

Graph each of the following compound sentences. Answers are on page

x - 3y - 6 >0 or 3x + y + > 0

x - 3y - 6 >0 or 3x + y,+ 2 = 0

X - 3Y - 6 < 0 and 3x y + 2 < 0

x - 3y - 6 > 0 'and 3x + y + 2 . 0

The sentence xy m 0 does not appear to be A

compound sentence.

However, our knovl-Idge of real numbers enables us to

write xy = 0 as "x m 0 or

The graph of xy = CJ consists of lines;
(how manyY

namely, the vertical axis, and the

Similarly, the graph of (2x - y 1)(3x - 2y + 4) = 0

consists of the two lines whose equations are

2x y + 1 = 0 and

how consider xy >.0.

This is also a compouqd sentence, but "d$eguised".

For the product of two numbers to be positive, either

both are or both are negatiVa.

826
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Thus, > 0 is equivalent to

36 "x > 0 and y_

or

37 x < 0 and y

38 The graph of

points in t I.

and y > 0 consists of all the

39 The graph of x < 0 'and

'40 points in III.

consists of all the

Hence, the graph of xy > 0 consists of all the points

41 in quadrants and

emember that quadrants do not contain the points on

the axes.

22-4

Similarly,

(x 2y - 4)(2x - y 0

is equivalent td the compound sentence

ix + 2y - 4 >

23: y - 3 >

0

0
or

+ 2y -

2x - y

4

3

< 0

< 0

How turn to page xlvix and examine the graph given for Item 16. The bly

shaded region is the graph of

x 2y - 4 > 0
2x - y 3 >0 *

The unshaded region is the graph of

x 2y 4 0
y= 3 0 *

Therefore, the graph of

(x 2y - 4)(2x - y 3) > 0

consists of the regions which are either doubly Shaded or unshaded.

It follows net the singly shaded regions give the graph of

(x 2y - 4)(2x - y 3) < 0.

In practice, we proceed as in the following examples

43 0
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42

-43

44

45

46

47

48

49

51

52

33

graph (2x ft.2 y - 0, first graph

the two simple sentences

"2x - y - 2 . 0" and " 0".

Graph these two sentences, drawing the lines with

dashes.

The two lines divide the plane into

Chow many)

Label your graph (Item 43) as shown on page li

.,.Complete the following table:

regions.

For points 2x - y - 2 3x + y - Product of
in region is is (2x - y - 2)

(3x + r - 1)
is

A positive positive

B negative

positive

D

The graph of

of regiops

The graph Of (2x - y'- 2)(3x

ions

(2x y 2)(3x + y - 0 cons is

ci consists

Indicate by one dolibly shaded and one unshaded region

the graph of (x 3y - 6)(3x + 2)_< 0. (Begin

by shaving, for each'factor, the region where it

posiktive.)

Referring to your last graph, the singly shaded

regions .ehov the graph of (x 3y - 6X3x y + 2)

Draw the graph of (x 2y - 6)(x 2y 2) > 0 using

one doubly shaded and one unshaded region. (Use suit-

able shadings to show firbt, for each factor, the

.region when it is positive.)

828.



.54

'5

56

57

5

59

60

*62

*63

Can you nd the truth set of

x y - 3)(3x - 3Y-- 9) < 0 ?

Before you draw a think a minute.

3x - 3Y - 9 3( ).

Hence, (x y - 3)(3x - 3Y - 9) < 0 is equivalent to:

3( )2 < 0.

The square of a real number cannot be

Hence, the truth set of

Y 3)(3x - 3Y - 9) < 0

If yoi3 had tried to griph 3Y-9 <0
you would have found that x y 3 . 0 and

3x - 3y - 9 = 0 are equatf.ons for the same

This line divi4es the plane into

For the points in one region, both factors of

regions.

(x 3)(3x - 3Y - 9)

other, both factors are

There is no point where one factor is positive and one

negative.

are positive. For. the

Notice that (x 3)(3x 3Y - 9) < 0 is equivalent

y i)2 < 0 (See IteM 56).to '3

Since 3 i positive number we can divide both sides

by 3 and/the inequality 3(x , y 3)2 in

.turn emalivalent to

Recall tthat by definition,

numbers a.

If x, y are real numbers, Y 3)2

and the inequality .(x - y 3) < 0 leads to

ix <

, for real

Hence, y 3)(3x 3y - 9) < 0 .leads to the

inequality x y - 31 < 0. The truth set of this

inequality is

3(x Y

negativer
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`67

Consider the inequality

y 3x1 > 2.

This inequality is equivalent to

(y 3x) > 2
(and r-)

Graph the sentence 1y

Recall that while our post office problem originally appeared to involve

only the compound sentence

x y < 15
,5x A- 8y < 100 '

under closer examination we also have the additional understanding that the

following requirements must also be met:

> 0'
y > 0 '

x and y are integers.

We see that our procedure may be followed even though we have nrre

than wo clauses.

'69

70

71

72

73

Here is a compound sentence with three clauses:

1

x > 0
y 5 0

3x + 4y R 12.

Graph this system. (Remember the braces indicate the

connective d".

.Graph the system

14y+ 5x 40.

y 2

4y 3x 8

Consider the system
1-4 < x < 4
l -3 3

This system is equivalent to a system with four clauses,

namely,

Graph this system.
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Compound open sentences in two variables, as we see, may involve equations,

inequalities, or both., In sty case, we can handle them by combining two

thingsour knOwledge of simple open sentences in two variables and our under=

standing about compiound sentences.

ile-e is an interesting, but difficult problem. typical of a large
1

.class of problems that arise in military planning, in -ufacturing, in the

transportation industry, etc.

*74 A football team finds itself on

the bap, with five minutes left in the game. The score is 3 to 0

n favor of the opposing team. The quarterback knows the team should make

yards on each running play, but will use 30 seconds per play.' He can

make 20 yards on a successful pass play, which uses 15 seconds. How-

everi he usually completes only one pass out of three. What combination

of plays will assure a victory; that.is, what should be the strategy of

quarterback?
e,

40 yard line, in posession of

Note: Some of the assumptions we are making re simplifications of what

may actually happen. For example, the assumptions that the team makes

3 yards on each running play and uses 30 seconds per play, etc., may

have been estimates obtained py tht past performance of the team. The

combination of plays, as will,pther aspects of"the problem, are questions

in the field of probability. However, following the analysis of the '

solution will give us a glimpse into the character of such problems.

See mthe ana si.s and solution 0 this problem on page liii.

831



22-5. Review

The answers to the review problems are on pages liv -lv.

1: Find the truth set of "2x.- 3 and draw,its graph if it is n-

sidered as an equation in

(a) one variable twc variables.

2. Find the truth set of

as a sentence in

) one variable

5.

yl

(b)

_ graph if it is considered.

variables.

Given the lines with equations 3x = 5y.--4 = 0 and 2x + 37 + 4= D.

Find the equatiOns of the horizontal and vertical lines which contain

the point of intersection of the.tVo given lines.

Solve the following systems:

14x- 3y= 11

2X 3y + 1

(b
I.01x - .02y = 0
x - lOy = 8

y 2x - 4
1

x = - 2 = 0

1_

1
gx -

1 _ v

1
Y '

Discuss the relationship among the coefficients of the equat nd of

two parallel lines.

(b) Discuss the positions of two lines if their equations are

Ax + By + C 0 and Dx + Ey + F = 0 and

A B C

Describe"the conditions on the slopes oftwo lines which

that the lines have exactly one comMon point.

the graphs of'the following sentences:

(a) y +-3x - 2 > 0

(b) 2x = 3y + 3 >
(c) y 3x 2 > 0. , and 2x - 3y + 3 > 0
(d) (y ÷ 3x - 2)(2x - 3y -I- 3) <0

4 7.
832



lind.the open sentence suggested by each

solve:

(a) Find two consecutive integers whose

. (b). Fired two integers such that their :sum

three less: than the second.

The sum of two numbers s 14=5.

Smaller, the quotient is 4 and a

What are the numbers?

Two grades of tobacco arc reix-o?.,

spa the other for 0.00 per pound

must be blended to obtain 20 poundz of c

per pound?

833
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Chapter 23

GRAPHS OF QUADRATIC POLYNOMIALS

2
23 -1. Graphs of Equations of the Form y =-ax- + k

In Chapter 17 we studied quadratic polynomials of the form ax2 + bx + c,

where a O. In this chapter, we will consider graphs of quadratic poly-

nomials, that is, graphs of open sentences of the form

y = ax
2

+ bx + c

1

2

Let us begin with the polynomial

x- is a quadrat

where a

polynomial of the form bx

b = -c=

In order to graph the quadratic polynomial x-, we

find ordered pairs of real numbers which satisfy the
, 2

open sentence x

These ordered pairs are coordinates of points of the

graph.

Complete the following table of ordered pairs

Satisfying the equation y = x
2

0, 0

-

x =2 1 2

y 0

n n
1 um

83,
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4 Locate the points corresponding to the ordered pa/re

indicated above with reference to a set of coordinate

axes.

MM. MEM
11111111M1111111111M
1111111111ffill

111111,1111111111111

MUM

11111111111111LM=
MIMEMEM
11111.11111111MIME

21111111111111111111.101132111M
11613111H11111111111 111011111111
111511111111111111111E

MEN
51111111111111111111111

MINN
MIEN

Mfg 31111111111 MIENMtn=
111111111111111.1

MAU
11111111111111

1111111111111MMII Mal=
11111111111111111

Teti %1 R-

The arrangement of-these points suggests that the graph of the

equation y = x
2

in:

[A] A straight line.

[B] Some kind of curve different from a line.

836



Clearly, this is not a line. In fact, this is a curve

called a "parabola". The correct choice is [B].

The graph of the equation y = looks like thi

837
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graph of y passes otgh the point

C

a value of y is always

positive,newative,non -negative)

the e:u

non - negative

apt of x
2

is called a p.arabol a. at us consider the graph

a 1 0.

e same set of coordinate axes we shall
0 1-rap 'he elua y x. y x

2
,

In order to do this, let us first complete the table
1 2 2,elow for y . x-2 . . 7_.x-. 2= x-.

-

x -4 =2 - =1 -- 0 2

x2 16 4 1 -1V 0 4 9

1:2
8 2

1

7ff

_ 1
2 2

r
0

9
18

See answer below.

6

Cr: the same set of coord axes, grarh
1 p

= and y m 2x . -se the table from Ite

Compare your graphs with those on page lvi .

Consider a point on the graph of y x
2

. If we multiply the ordin

of this point Ly

the graph of y =

the point on y m x

we obtain the ordinate of a corresponding point on

This corresponding point has the same abscissa as

838



10

11

12

1=3

Again consider a point of y x'.

If we multiply the: ordinate of this point by

we obtain the ordinate of the corresponding point
1 ,?

, 2
y _ y

1 2y = r suggests generalizations which apply to the

graphs of equation of the form y m ax`, where a > 0.

The graph of y ax passes through the point

If a > 0, the ordinates of the points of the

cral;1. -f y m ax' arc always

positive lega on-negative

is the graph of y -x2?

The ordinates of the points of the graph of y

are the opposite* of the of the corresponding

points of the graph of y = x . Hence we can obtain

the i'raph of y 7x2 by revolvino7 the graph of

y m x one half -revolution about the

IY- x-axis

Below are grapus of y m and _y

839
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1
2

(0,0)

non-nagative

ordinates

x-axis

y=x
2
and y-x
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17

.-raphs of y x and y = -x- t_caith contain

the point

The ordLnates of the points on the ,-raph of

are alwaysalways non-ne=-atie and the ordinates of the

points of the )-raph of y = -x2 are always

In the same manner, we could find the ,:raph of

y -)x t evoi7:_nc the crap h of y = one-

half re7olution about the x-axis.

The ,oraph of , 71sy be obtained uy re=:niinj

the ,-rark ,of y ote-half rout lution at-col: the

x-axis.

, 2 -1 1Graph Y er ) y = -Jx y 7.x and y

on the same coordinate axes.

T'urn to pace 2vii to cheok your craphs)

(0,0)

non-positive

2
y 3x-

1 2
Y

How can we obtain the croph of y = -ax- from the rraph of y

where a is any non-zero real number?

2
P. By revolving the graph of y = ax- one-half revoLution

about the x-axis.

By tainc the opposite of the ordinate of each point on

the crap} of y = ax' to get the ordinate of the point

with the same abscissa on the graph of y -ax-.

[A] only P [B] only Q [C] P or Q

[C] is correct. If we take the opposite

a point of the graph of y ax2 we get

corresponding point of the graph of y

same as revolving the graph of y = ax2

about the x-axis.

of the ordinate of

the ordinate of the

-ax
2

. This is the

one-half revolution

The three curves in Item 20 are all parabolas. Parabolas occur in many

applications of mathematics. Some telescopes have parabolic lenses. A

bullet fired from a f7iin travels in a path which is approximately parabolic.

Since parabolas have many interesting properties and useful applications,

they are worth studying carefully.



22

23

'24

25

26

27

2

29

31

Let us look once e at the graph cf
x2.

Among the paints on the graph of y = x are:

_d (-1, 1)

4) and iI
3, 9)
1 1,

fo 7'

In fact,

and

and

(p, q) is on

(=PI ) is also a point on

graph of then

the graph of y = x
2

clear from the equation y = x . For if

p)2 is alsois a true sentence, then q =

Sentence.

The points (p, ) and (-p, q) are the same distance

from the horizontal axis and on the same side of it.

points q) and (-p, q) are also the same

stance from the vertical axis, but the two-points

lie on
(Opposite,the same)

side(s) of this axis.

If the number plane were folded precisely along the

line x = , the parts of the graph of y = x
2

on either side of the line x = 0 would coincide.

For example, the point= 77) and (

would be together after the number plane was folded.

We observe that the graph is symmetric about the line

x = 0.

The line x = 0 is also called the -axis:

We say that the graph of y = x
2

is

the y-axis.

about

23-1

aSrainetri

The line (in this case the y-axis) about which a parabola is symmetric

is called the axis of the parabola. The point where the parabola intersects

its axis, is called the vertex of the parabola.

41
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35

4C

42

For the parabola whose equation is y the ads

is the x . The vertex has ec,t.rdinates

,=e,!.osary, to

X a 0

(0, 0)

ha you have drawn in this see to

The :rapas of

all pass through the point

Y

The axis se paraLolas is

and to 16

( )

Indeed, for c_.rer: -zerc real ncomlor

of y a whose axis

a C the votes

and whose vertex is

If

the craph

the y-axis

h6hest,lo

thin eaie we sco tIE:es say the

the vertex is the

int on th-., c_7'11-vc2.

curve opens

point
(highest,lowest)

say'that in this ease

(0, o)

x s 0

(0

parabola

(0, 0)

lOwest

highest

Now that we know about the -raphs of quadratic polynomials which can be

expressed in the form axe, let us investio.ate the graphs of polynomial4 of

the form ax` k. As usual, we will start with a particular example.

4L,

How deco the T;raph of y
2

.:7-rapt of y = x`

replete the follo4inw, table.

compare with

1

see answer below.



45

46

47

_
7 7

9 i 1 0 1 19
x
2

+ 3 12 7 1 3 7 12

Gralh o

dos. Tnrn tu twio lvii to checdt: yutir

UOL the .:raohs ln tem 1,7 oomnlete the folicine

Tne crau y = x syou-st,tric aioat the

-uxis. y-axls 10 the axis of the

pardoola.

The ,:raph

the pcl.n The I.-Joint (0,) 12 the

t1, pnruoels.

= X ± litC2t11 L41- y-axis ut

(c,-) Is Lo1ht on
hi,-therne-zest

the 2raoh oi = x

The -raph :my be obtained from the

raph tf = me Tln, A the :raph od` y = 7.2

anits.
ortdardids-,T,Jard

-axis

(0,3)

vertex

lowest

upward

23-1

items 5 t- .1-isorited :-210-1s, you had drawn= When you drew these

craphs ytu letied a few po1nto and drew Q smooth throuch them. You

assumed that 7,oe puLnts caorresnonain,oto ordered pairs satis4ring

m x -m=rvo yet= dr-=!w for y = x en the continuation of it

beyond or =r Y,u also t=ssumed that ovory point on this curve has

coprdLnat,os satisfy the equation= We have made similar assumptions

about the othoo omobs vu have drawn.

A comoicte :ustification of these aso ;oohs is beyond the scope of

this course. llevever, we can show that certain properties of the curves

drawn for y x d y = x- folluw from etoebreic properties of the

equations. Tne relatLon between ,700metric prcl noties of curves and algebraic

properties of equations maeS aieebra useful for studying curves such as

parabolas.

843
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51

We can prove that the lowest point on the graph of

3y = x2 3 is the point with ordinate 3; that is,

the point ( !.

All we need to remember is that if x is any real

number then x
2

is non-negative.

Fi-im this it follows that if x is any real number

+ 3 is at least

All the points on the graph of y = x- +3 except

( , have ordinates greater than 3.

We can also show easily that the graph of y x2 + 3 is symmetric

about the y-axis. Symmetry around the y-axis means: For each point on

one side of the y-axis, there is a poinX on the other side, with the same

Ordinate, such that the two points are the same distance from the y-axis.

Thus in proving that the graph of y = x is symmetric about the

y-axis, we need only show thatgiven any point on the curve--the point with

the same ordinate and opposite abscissa also lies on the curve.

suppose then, that (p,q) is a point on the graph

53 of y = x
2

+ 3. We must show that q)-- is also

a point of the graph.

54

If a point is on the graph of y = x2 + 3, then its

coordinates satisfy the equation.

Hence, if (p,q) is on the graph of y = x
2

+ 3, we

_see that 17.-and q are real numbers such that

3-5

844



55

Ir crier t(

I
must show

We can dc

(-P) p

shou

that

ler

that -P5A lien en the ,a--a-ph, we

m
is trte.

by hain:-:Iem. 5Li and the tot that

UL-

H

the Jraph cf y

/56
Far any Yalue if x,

1777.mer,less

Thus Tor polhts if the -rapiis of p x- and

p = whcso "!-SSUL7- are oval, the erdinat'e

57 of the point an the :raph ef y x 3 is

reater than the .1' the ,7.'arrespordih,- paint

on the traph y x=

thah thc valto -f x=.

That is, if

58

60

tne y C, they

Is -h .-rarl:

ills moana th%t if lra."-Lf: thi if we

can thins tf m_7ih: the .:raph of x- upward

units.

For example, *.0 cint _0,3_ an the ,7raph of

m X LS at ce its aerrespondInF point

See on the -raph of p a x".

The shapes of the t'.0 0-raph6 are alike.

Let _x I ii t ahiher oxampiy.

Graph y x = X - .,11 the same set of

coordinat axea Hr:: to rh lviii 0= cheek yrur

graphs.

62 The vertex of the trash '-f Is

63 The carve ripens

',Tward,dowfward.

The crash of y x. - may be obtained by movinr

64 the rt-iph cf y units.
pwardi,dowd17TIT

845
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greater

(p, Q 3)

(0,0)

-3)

upward

do ward
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65

66

68

69

70

71

72

73

2
The graph of y = x - 3 intersects the x-axis

two points, and

Notice that in the last item we found the ordinates

of the points by finding the solutions of an equation
2

one variable, x- 3 . 0.

Graph the following equations. Compare your graphs with those on

page lviii.

- 2

1 2
x

= 3x
2

2
= jx + 2

= 3x2 - 2

Do these on the same set of coordinate axes.

Do these on the same set of coordinate axes.

Do these on the same set of coordinate axes.

Look back at your graphs in Items 66 to 7

equation of the form y = ax2 + k, where a

74

75

76

77

78

79

In each case we have an

Our examples illustrate the fact that:

The vertex of the parabola y = ax2 k is the

point ( , __)

The parabola y ax2 k opens upward if

If a < 0, then the parabola opens

The equation, y = -x
2

with a k

The parabola y = -x
2

3 has vertex

It opens

is of the form y k,

The vertex of the parabola y = -x2 . 2 is
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23.2. Graphs of Equati,,ms of the porn

Now that we know Something about the graphs of quadratic polynomials

which can be expressed in the form ax-
2

k, iet us proceed to other tykes

of'quadratic polynomials. We wish to build on what we have already discovered.

It is reasonable, therefore, to treat a polial which has some similarity

to one with which we are now familiar.

Let us compare the graph of y with

that of y = x
2

. In order to do this, let us first

complete the table of values below.

2 5

0 1 2

1 0 16

. 9 4 9

On the same se

and y =

on page lx

-f coordinate axes, graph y = x
2

2
Compare your graphs with those

If you compare the second and third rows in your table

of values (Item 1), you will notice that the third

:row and the second both :exhibit the sequence of

numbers 4, 1, 0, 1,

However, this sequence appears spaces later

in the third row than in the second.

See fever below.

4; 9

three

Now examine the graphs which you have just drawn. The two graphs seem

to have the same shape. One appears to be obtained from the other by a

shift sideways. Let us make these ideas more precise.

It appears that to every point on the graph of y = x
2

there corresponds

point three units to the right on the graph of y mt(x - 3)2. These two

pants have the same ordinate.

847
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For example, (2,4) is On the i7raph of y x
2

and is on the graph of y = (x

If (p,q) is any polht, the point which Ls thy-et-4

nits to the right of it and has t!he\same ,ordinate

It appears from the craubs of y = x ani ,

if (p,q) is any point the :raph of y = thn
3, ) is a point on the i'rtorh of

It is easy to prove that this is !decd thc. ase.

2.94pose (rig) 's on the graph of y

Then the coordinates satisfy the equation y

That is, is a true sentence'.

In order to show that q) is on the ,t:raph

of y (x - 3) , w must show that ____-11(Lta!

is also a true sentence.

We can do this easily, using Item 8 and the fact that

if p is any real number (p 3) - 3

(2 3, 4)

p

p 3, q)

= t(), - 3)2

Let us apply our finditws to the i7raphs of these two quadratic polynomfals.

A point in the number plane belon,7s to the ,,raph f an open sentence In two

variables if and only if its coordinates are an rdered pair helorwing to the
truth set of the open sentence.

We have shoo th-it If (p,q) is a pc,r* Tn tho rdyn,ocIn y
(p 4 3, q) is a point on the parabola y We can ththh of the,
point (p 4- 3, q) as bein obtained iy c ci tha te,Lnt (12,7j) tc

y , x-- have the
right 3 units.

same shape.

11

12

13

Thus the iraphs of y

The vertel the parabola y is

The vertex of the parabola y

Note that the points of the graph of y
3)2

have non-m-ative ordinates, (x

non-- for all real values df x.

(o,o)

(3,0)

non-negative



siallay- to that used above we could

Y
5)2,

could move

units to the

and the graph of

same pair of coordinate

J7capdls with those on page lx

-f y m -2(x - 3)2, we could

to the

= 2

point on the graph

all real

y =

5

right

right

(3,o)

highest

Then complete .

ward

to the

a parabola which

is the lowest point.

= (x 2 if we move the

units.

(x 2)2 is the line

849-

23-2
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25

26

27

28

30

32

33

As a generalization of these results we may state:

The graph of the equation y = a(A

whose vertex is the point
C ).

The graph of y = a

moving the graph of

distance of

X - 2 may be obtained by

horizontally a

units.

To illustrate these statements, let us consider
y = 2)`.

Since x 2 = x ), we see that, in

y = 2(x WO have a 2 and h .

the craph of y + L2

vertex at ).

Its axis is A

is a parabola vith its

We =ye the graph of y 2x to the

units to obtain the !!reph of y = 2(x +

parabola

(h,0)

iht

-2

h -2

W0 have seen how tn crapha of ax and a(: h) related to
that of ax"-. Vow we alr. ready +e

Try
to decide hew tie i:raph of a(: Is related to that f ax. Then

/

compare your celclusiens with those in the Ifellevin,

Consider ire f_:raph of y

Our experie-ce suggests that t-Ms ereph Is a

Moreover, w would oxpec that we cbtain the baratola

35 by moving th..1 -Taph of y x to a new

position.

The graph of

7477Ta,downwai

1_2
7.4 is a parabolla whi oh opens

The vortex of thkparabota, y - 77K- is

which is the lowest point en the.eurve.

1,On the ,:raph Of y = tv

38 every point is at leant

+ 2,

65

the ordinate of

parabola

1 2-y = x
2

upward

(0,0)

2
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2
39 If x is 3, (x 3)- is 0

Hence, the lowest point on the curve is the point

40 with ordinate 2; that is, the point
J-

). (3,2)

41 This point is the of the parabola vertex
1 2

Y = (x 3) +'2.

The parabola y = - 3) 1- d is obtained by

42
12

moving the parabola y to the right units

43 and 2 units. up
(up,down

The conclusions in Items 34 to 43 are suggested by our experience with

several examples. You will probably find it convenient to use this reasoning

in drawing graphs. If you wish to see a more precise statement of the

reasoning we have used complete Items *I.:. to *1.8. If not go to Item 1-0.

*44

* 45

*46

. *47

*48

Consider the sentences y = ax

and y = _ x k.

Let (p,q) be coordinates of a point on the graph

of y ax
2

. Then q = is true.

Then we can show that point (p h, q ft ) lies c1

the graph of y = e h) k.

We need only note that

is true.

To every point (p,q) on y ax
2

there corresponds
a

the point p 4 on y = a - h) k.

In particular, we see that the vertex, of

the parabola y = ax
2

corresponds in this way to the

vertex, ( of the parabola y = 11)`4- k.

The graphs below should help you understand the

situation.

851

2
q = ap'

q +,k
lace Item *A4.)

-+ h2. q

(0A)
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49

50

51

'uppose we wish to draw the graph of y . -

We might begin by thinking about a simpler graph,

that of y = -x
2

. This graph, we know, opens

Now returning to y -(x 3)2 - 4, we note that' ail

the points on this curve except ( }74) have ordi-

nates less than -4.

Draw the graphs of y = -x and y = -(x - 3 - 4

on the same axes. Compare your graph with the one

on peg

We have now discussed thoroughly the graphs of quadratic polynomials of

the form a(x - h)2 k. Every such polynomial has a graph which is a

parabola and is simply related to the graph of the polynomial ax2. Given a
Polynomial a(x h)2 k, you should be able to draw its graph with a

minimal amount of work. You should be able to "read off" the coordinates of
the vertex of the parabola which y = a(x - h)2 k represents. In drawing

graphs you should remember that every point on the graph has coordinates which

satisfy the equation. If you are uncertain, it is wise to make a brief table

7

of values.

to the following problems are on pages lxi

Which of the following have graphs which can be obtained

graph of "y = 2(x + 3)2 - 6" to another-position?

(a) y n 2x2 (c) y 2(x +3)2 +6 (e)

(b) y = 3(x (d) y = 2(x -12)2+157

852

456

by moving the

y = 2(x - 10)2

y (x + 3)2 - 6



53. Which of he numbers a, h, k e polynomial a (x - h)2 + k

23 -2

determines the "shape" of the graph of thepiolynomial? That which

number determines how rapidly it spreads out?

54. Describe how the graph of y x2 - 2 and the graph of y = x2 + 2'

can be obtained from the graph of y . x2. Draw all three graphs with

reference to the same set of axes.

55, How can the graph of y 2(x - 2)2 + obtained from the graph of

y = 2(x - 2)2? Draw both graphs with reference to the same set of axes.

1,2

2
How is the graph of y*= -2(x + ) + 3 obtained from the graph of

y -2x
2
? Draw both graphs with reference to the same set of axes.

57 Without drawing the graphs, describe the graph of each of the following

by telling how it can be obtained from the graph of some polynomial of

the form ax .

Y -,--- 3(x - 7)c=

1 2
(b) y = 3(x

(c) Y = 2x2

(d) = 2(x

(e) y -(x

Lra;.) aph of

graph of 5x2 on the carne set of axes.

(r) Y + 14

9

y = 5(x - 2)2*

(i) y . -8(x - 8)2

°4(3-

x such that

Giv coordinates of the vertex

df the following parabolas.

(a)
x2

(b) y = 5x2

-5x2

(d) y = 5(x -

(i) y

Thca draw the

equation of the axis of each

(e) Y 5(x - 3

y 5(x - 2)2 -

(g) y = 5(x 2)2

(h) 2)2 I
/

2)2 -
2
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223.3. Quadratic Polynomials of the Form y.= ax bx

2

3

We-have seen that the graph of every polynomial of the form

h)2 k is a parabola.

w let us consider the polynomial x
2

- 2x - 3.

This
ia,is no

a polynomial of the form a(x

However, this fact need not alarm us.

2x
2

2x - 3 = x- - 2x

-4

In Items 2 and 3 we haVe used the method of compl

the to rewrite the polynomial x-2 2- x= 3

as (x 1)2 = 4.

We call 1)2 - 4 a quadratic polynomial in

form.

no

(x2,2x+1 )-13

=4

completing
square

standard form

If we wish to draw the graph of y = x - 2x - 3, we can begin by

the equivalent equation y = (x - 1)2 - 4. This equation is of the
y = (x a h ) + k. Since an equation in this form is so convienient

for studying the parabola, we call it the standard form of the equation
of the parabola.

In Chapter 17 we saw that every quadratic polynomial -- that is,

every polynomial of form ax2 bx ¢ c, where a 0, can be written in

standard form.

Since every quadratic polynomial can be written in

standard form, every equation of the form

y = ax
2

+ bx,+ c, where a 0, can be written
.the form y = - h)
2

k.

conclude: the graph of every equation of the

form y 4 ax
2

bx c, where a 0, is a

854

45

parabola



n order to graph y = + 2x + 3, we can first

Y =the equivalent equation

e vertex of the parabola y = (x .1 )- + 2

is (

)

The equation in standard form of parabola
2

10x + 3 is (
)2

If you had difficulty with these items you should

review Section 16-5 and Section 17 -3, where

completing the square is discussed in detail!

Write the equation of each parabola in standard form.

If you have difficulty, refer to the items noted in

Chapter 17,' Section 3.

y = 2x2 + 8x + 3 Y =

(Items 55 to 5') Section 17-3.)

y
2

= _
- 2x + 3

(Items 71 to 73, Section 17-3.)

y = 3x2 - 4x 5

Y

Y

(Items 75 to 76, Section 17-3.

y 2

y s 3

23-3

22

x+2)2 - 5

x

We have already solved quadratic equations in one variable. Those

equations have the form ax-
2

+ bx + c e 0.

13

14

15

16

17

In order to solve x
2

+ ex 2 = 0, we might write

the following chain of equivalent equations:

x
2

+ 8x + - 2 0

4 + 433) ) . 0

x . -4 - AE or

The truth set of the equation is

855

11

3



2 j 3

CIQ

25

26

Let us consider now the i_raph of the equation in two variables

y = X +ux- 2.2

In order to graph y = x
2

+ - 2, we can first 14.ite

the equation c.f this parabola in standard form.

Ines we write: y = x 4)2 - 18

(Compare with Item 14 abo-/e.)

The parabola y = (x-+ 4)2 - 18 has vertex

and opens

(upward,downward

IlLtice that the vertex is below the x-axis, and

that the parabola opens upward.

We would expect, therefore, that the parabola inter-

st2ts the x-axis in points, (Draw a
(how .

if you aren't sure.)

Joint on the x-axis, the

(abscissa, ordinate)

O. Ccnseg.:ntly, the points where the parabola

soy tlae x-axis are the points on the parabola

rdIrla e O.

Ii the= ordinate of a point on the parabola

+ - 18 has ordinate (y value) 0, than

its abscissa- value) is an elemer' of the truth

set of (x + 18

This is the quadratic equation we solved above. Its

-ruth set is

Hence the graph of y

x-axis in the points (

. (See Item 17.)

- 18 intersects the

e may s mmarize Items 18-to 24 as follows:

y
2

+ 8x - 2 is an equation in two variables,

and

Its raph is a

856

-4,-18)

upward

ordinate

0

(-4-Irg, 0);
(044-Irg; 0)

paTabola
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27 This parabola intersects the x-axis in

29

how ma

points. The ordinate of.each of these points is .

The abscissas of these points are found by solving

the equation quadratic

230 x- + 8x 8x - 2 . 0

regarding it ds an equation in the single variable x.

he truth set of this equation has elements.

32

33

54

35

36

37

38

39

4o,

Consider the graph of y x 4x + 4. Draw the

graph on scratch paper._ Then complete the following

items.

When we write this equation of a parabola in standard

form we have

The vertex of the parabola is (

vertex is the x-axis.
n,above,below)

Notice that the quadratic equation in one variable

x
2

- 4x 4 u 0 has truth set

2 e
DraW the graph of y = ,x + 6x - 10 on scratch

paper. Then complete the following i e

The standard form of this equation is

This vertex of this parabola is

the parabola opens

The curve cross the x
(does,does not)

and

Hence the truth set of the quadratic equation in one

variable -x
2

+ 6x - 10 = 0 is

x
2

+ 6x - 10 -(x -,3)2 - 1.

3)
2

- 1 is negative for allq'eal values of x.

This is consistent with our conclusion, in Item 40,

that -x2 + 6x - 10 = 0 has the truth set 0.

8574

tr

y = (x - 2)2

(2,0)

on

y =
2

1

(3,-1)

downward

does not



*41

*42

*43

Coniidar the equation y = ax + bx + c. We 14111

write an equivalent equation which i in standard

form.

Y s

2
y = a(x +

b
-x +
a ,a

c

b 2
[Note that adding inside the' parentheses2a

aquires us to subtract

Hence we have: Y

b 2

)2 b 4ac
4a

The graph of this equation in a parabola

I

Items *41 to *43 should remind you of the derivation of the quadratic

formula in Section 17-4. This derivation is summarized below. If you have

trouble following it, refer to Section 17-4.

We found (Item 43) that the equation y a bx + c is equivalent to

b 2 b-
2

- 4acy = a(x +

In order to find the points where the curve crosses the x-axis, we must solve

the quadratic equation in one variable.

An equivalent equation is

b b - 4ac
x + _0.

2a -4a

tx b 12 b2 -24ac
61 1`

4e-

We note: 4a > 0 for all real values of a different from 0. If

b2b 4ac 7 0, then the left side is the difference of two squares. Renee

an equivalent open sentence is:

f.x b Vb2 4aclix b
` 2a ,2a i` 2a

0

Thus if b - 4ac > 0, then the truth set of this e ion, and hence

equivalent equation axe + bX + c = 0, is

2
If b 4ac m 0, then the truth set is {-

b - b2 - 4ac -b + b 4ac
2a '

If b2 4ac < 0, then the truth set is 0.

2a

f the



*144

*45

*46

*47

*14e,

*50

*51

Solve, using the quadratic formula:

x2 - 10x 21 = 0

Hint: a =

2
=

Hint: first write an equivalent equation

in the form ax c . 0.

2 IX- 1 = 4X

Consider the :raph 01 y ax
2

bx r c.

We have
b

do'

If

seen (Ite:n that itO '.'ertex is

J-,a

4ac < 0 and a 0 then the vertex is

the x-axis. Also the curve opens
above,bClowY

717X77717777;r1-

In this case the parabola

x-axis. does,does not
cross the

You-can verify for the other possibilities, in a

ifsimilar way, that if b- - 4ac- < 0 the parabola does

not cross the 4-axis; that if- 14

2
- 14ac - 0 the

parabola crosses the x-axis in two points; and that

if b" - ;,ac = 0 the vertex of the parabola is oil

the x-axis.

859

23-3

11 1-
3'

2-7)

downward [s <01

does not



2- 4

Y

We have learned that the graph of every equatio
.2

a(x h) + k lb a parabola.

The vertex of the parabola is the point (h,k).

The axle is the line x

The parabola opens upward if

Every polynomial of form ax
2

+ bx + c can be expr

in standard form a(x h)2 + k. It follows that every

y = ax
2

+ bx + c can be written in the form y m a(x

?f the form

a > 0 and downward if a < O.

essedas apolornomial

equatibn of the form

h)2 + k, which is

called the standard form of the evetion of the parabola.

1

2

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Twelve open sentences are listed below. Each of the

twelve has a graph which may be labeled either

"parabola," "line," "pair of lines," or "point."

Identify each graph with the one label that is

correct.

y o x

2
y x

y
2 2

a
= x is a pair of lines because

is equivalent to (y x)( = 0

y = Ox2

x

- it

(x 3)2

0 (x 3)

"X 3 =-4 y and 2x - y 3"

3 y

lxi = 3

or - Y = 3"

y
2

x
2



14

5

16

17

Completing the table below will be a' good revie

of your knowledge about quadratic polynomials.

If the phrase is then k is:

+ 5x + k a perfect square

x
2

+ kx + 3 factorable over the
'integers

9x2 18x +k a perfect square

x kx

-12

or

a perfect square or

12)(x + 1)

23

Solve. Answers are on pages 1-iv -

The perimeter of a rectangle is feet, and its

area is 4J6 square feet. Find its length._

20. An open box is constructed from a rectangular sheet'

of metal 8 inches longer than it is wide, as

follows: Cut of each corner, a square of side 2

inches is cut, and the'sides are folded up. The

volum of the resilltAuv box is 256 cubic inches.

What were the dimensions of the original sheet of

metal?

21. The ruin of a numbber and its reciprocal is 4. What is

the number?

Write inistandard form, give the vertex, and give the coordinates of

the points, if any, where the parabola intersects the x -axis.

Atswers par \

22. y z 3x (x

23.

24. y

3)

861



24-1. The FUnction Concept

Chapter 24

FUNCTIONS

In drawing the graph of an open sentenceOn two vartablee we were con.

earned with a certain set of ordered pairs--the members of the truth set of

the open sentence.

3

4

5

6

of

reel number; the corresponding value of 3a 7. This idea of associating

he sentence

y = 3x + 7.

The truth set of this sentence consists of

ordered of real numbers.

Thus, If a is a real number, we may ftd the

of real numbers _+ 7) for which

sentence is true.

p

For any reel number a, there is one and only one

real number associated with a so that

(a) 3a + 7) belongto-the truth set of

For example, the ordered pair (1, ) belongs to

the truth set of y = 3x t 7.

Therefore, the real nu

the number 1.

is associated with

We might day that we hive a set of numbers, that is, the set of values

and a rule which associates with each member of this set exactly one

with each member of a giVen Set,of numbers with exactly one member of a

second set ofiumbersiis of fundamental importance in mathematics and has

wide applicability./

Let us consider a quite different situation which illustrates this idea.

Here are -some facts about the cost of first class postage.

863



--nt lb U-,ncea

I or less.

2 or less tut more tilte,

1 or less but more than

a or less tnan

coal CL.st

10

op

Et o2tera.
c

No parcels over 20 potubls (-20 :nces

accepted for first- class mail.

can 1e

If you want to tint out how much it costs to mail a

certain first claso packw.7e, you need. to ,t1.,w its

weicht in ounces.

For example, a parcel which weighs It ounces will

cost / to mail.

And if the parcel wolens 4t ounces it will cost

since the table indicates that the same

pattern= continues for parcels heavier than 4 ounces.

Snppose a parcel weighs 20 pounds and

You mail it.
(771177-TT)

10 20 pounUs, of course, is ounces.

We can determine that the cost of maf.ling a first

class package weichinr x ouncos, provided x is a

11 real number and 0 < x

With every real number xc Cob that 0 < X 320,

we may associate exactly numlber,whin is

the cost of a first class patade weichinc x ounces.

Notice that every entry in tho "Ttal Cox-t column of

our table is a multiple of
04

The greatest possible cost of a first class

pscksje is 320 X 5 cents, or

864

10

0

can't

320

<320

one number

$16.00
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Thus our information about first class rates furnishes a rule fcr

associating with any member of the set of real numbers x, C c. x 320,

exactly one member of the set of multiples of 5, (5, 10, 15, ..., 1600).

En the association which we have .,2eTtl censidrin;

15 The suber is ssonciatod wtth 20

16 The number :s soon,:lated with C. -40

17 The number is associated with .02. 5

The informatinn that en have been .71ven could be roTres.etet by a crapli

Let us draw a portion of such a graph.

0

0

1 2

Weight ot'

Package in

Notice that this graph is different -1.2,-!:1 ",111. ci, "e;t2 ,=;

Can you interpret this graph?

19

20

Which of the following

(2,10)

(2,15)

(.13,5)

points ore en the =1.3ph?

TrTF77f7T

865

.is

is not

is



is not

The norrect ii is [Ll. If yeu :ande th wrong HLA-2,

study the graph carefully.

lac :=rap, ritar.c.e 1,ne - I. clasa :S:

%eLls hew

-niz cet (..A..ja, (., .,.L.-7,

Lot es exaine exacT:ea.

24

25

,positive

Lc_ at the tUhie belew

integers

odd

4

11, 13 , 17

odd

5j3; 1rr
nth hdd intecer

the rirs.,L rQW J. tC tabl,

Uhe

as

appear

we

L Zt

see the first nine

rew, ass,:ciate

second rcw.

i3 t.A"Ji

the c.;pt- Ucxes in

WtIl h

the nth intwer,

7hes (

4,th odd InWer.

The numbers that shcaid

the abuve tobiu, in trher,

With such pc-alt: e Lhteer

associated the nth

Lire:

r

intecer.

in

there has teen

66



is 1!. tlo: set ,C intdEurs (first row),

and enn assselate with It the 13th odd inteaer,

2) namely

With 1000 we Qt.in asst the 1000th odd integer,

naslely

Have ysu :.bticed that the nth edd interer is

2n - 1?i

Thus, we have C set, the set of positive intecers,

and n rt.le ossteli, r-thb each siembor of this set

exuctly one Lt5i cc edd cier. I: this sees we

have en assseiatdon between the set cf positive

integcrs and the set of positive odd inteaers.

24-1

Here is e sk,etch of en ima,-Itinary computing machine. It accepts 2p2

positive real numi4er.

4

31

32

33

35

36

MULTIPLY
BY 2

If the machine is "fed" the positive number 4, the

machine yields the number

Complete the

In

1

1

10

25

.01

0

Out

The machine jams.
[0 is not a positive number.]

867

4

7

Lvk

rtl

cc
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It is important to notice that this machine provides us with a "rule"

for associating with every member of the set of positive real numbers exactly

one real number.

37

38

Examine the following two number lines, which are

drawn using different units of measure.

-1 0

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 2

To each point on the upper line, there corresponds

exactly one point on the lower line.

.Foint on Upper Line Point on Lower Line

2

1

1
7

10

Notice that in each case, if n is the coordinate of

the point on the upper line, then 2n - 1 is the

corresponding coordinate on the lower line. Our pair

of lines operateS somewhat as our "machine" In this

case the association is from the set of all real numbers

to the set of all real numbers.

0

19

Consider a line whose slope is 2 and whose y-intercept is (0,-1).

For any point of this line the ordinate is found by first multiplying the

abscissa by 2 and then subtracting 1. Do you see that this line provides

a rule for associating with every real number (the abscissa) exactly one

number (the ordinate)?

Suppose we are Elven the following verbal instructions: given any

negative real number multiply it by 2 and then subtract 1. Do you see that

this verbal instruction provides a rule for associating exactly one real

'number with every negative number?

B6B



exactly

ass:

emplos':zoo-

cT o

e n',,e5L,en a 5

- Ls oolled a

do

_1 ni,onben, ,

the n bsr eidtained wItn

oum1Pr."

the aLselsso of a poutit on the LTroph

p= 2x - 1 and x > 0, associate the ordini2 of the

giyeh point with the abscissa of the given point."

669
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"F-ed a usitive 1,- the !-:achinc of Items

- Associate the i:uml,!er turnd with toe

12.."

? f!incti Lhvoo',-es o len set I huMt,ers and u

rule c fassatir,-. wit* each :nember :f this set with

real h11;or(s). one

dy!!.a:,! a t'he

71!! crier tfl have a f!,%ction, we must have a rule for

asseciatin exactly one rea= number vith eachpelement

f defl!--ltJon

W1-.en we have a function, exactly one number it

assicned to each element of the of

The set of assigned numbers is called the range of

nction.

of a function is the set of assirned

set

ctlon

domain of
definition

range

Therane of a function is thus a of numbers. Bet

Two descriptions icad to the same function provided

that we have the same

descriTtions assiEn the same number to each member of

the

of definition, and both domain

For :!ir v:rnose, we shall be interested in describing a function by an

oxi,resslor. ir one variable, since it allows us to use algebraic methods to

the function. On the other hand, it should be realized that a function

:eed not be described by an expression in one variable. (Recall the example

'-of the first class postage.) The graphical method of describing a function

is also impcy'nnt since it enables us to visualize certain properties of a

870



53

55

5t=

JnsIder the followinr description:

Given any real number, square it, odd

en subtract 3.

Hos 7_

The domain is the set

lfiat

What number is assiL

May tilQ IL'JM6U

members of domain?

o 1?

yes, no

-led to two differs

--, one member of the do., in have two different

or itl

The lost response is "no". I the answer were "yes

we would not be dealing with a function.

If we use the description above, we can write an

expression in one variable which tells which

number tc assign to x.

(:xpress!cri in x

yes

real mmbers

0

0

yes

x + - 3

Remember, if a rule assigns more than one number to any member of a

domain 't_2 rule does not describe a function. Further, to every member

of a domain tnere must be some number assigned b the rule.

60

4-1

Which of the following describes a function having as domain the set

of all rent niArro?

[A]

[B]

[c]

[D] -077 and

[B] does not represent number if x is 0. [C] does not

represent a number if x < 0. ,[b] assigns two values to every

x except 0. [A] is the correct choice.

Kith each positive integer associate its remainder

after division by 5.

61 The domain of this function is the set of

871 4 4

positive

integers



74

2--L inliide
7777777777

lnte ass.:cfate tno nth

vQ,I-1,-s, is s-%.

Wit:a we asetclate the prtne 2.

assbeLate pri:r1,U 3,

I t 3, we O55 AO the trine

Asslate w:tn e7ien :if the :Tear the ndmbor cf

re :tlr: ir tne nen-leap_

hair. iel::ibLtLen: St ef all

_TSS thor r.ut.

year.

-d}et :xjr-rs yr-u i:.sert in the boxes to

ce::Iplete the fellowinc. table.

i i00 L64

days reraairdni-- .r. nth day

Abralc expression: With each positive integer n,

less than :66, associate
'

372

0

I --12,j14

positive real

2

5

+2)

does hot

Positive
Integers

primes

positive
integers

364, 265, 1

365 - n



76

77

7

79

81

82

83

Associate with each positive real :7- the

of the circumference of the 2irele having the number

as the diameter.

Domain of definition: Set of

Tell what numbers complete the table below by

supplying the missing circtierences terms of

diameter, 1 _C)

Algebraic expression: With each positive roul number

d associate

Assign to each real number x the number

is rational, and the nurl,cr 1 Lf x is

irrational.

The domain of Sot of

.-1 if

numbers.

Range of the furw

What numbers are as nit ed to each of the follo.

To Assign

0

1

have seen many examples

24-1

at, lOn

all real ,

etions. In each of them the domain of

definition was stated. If-the domain of definition is not stated we shall

assume that it is the largest set of real numbers to which the rule defining

the function can be applied.

For example, consider the function defined by 1

x In this c
2'

:e

should understand that the domain of definition is the set of 911 real numbers

except -2.

4?
873



24-1

or the e rossion:
The domain is the set i

real numbers x, such that:

x >

uba

x >

x 2,

>

1

7

-2

We often deal -with runctLiins that arn:se proti--nns. For

any real number s, s(5 s) is a rcal number. Suppose, howover, we are

c-oncerne with the area of a rostan.-,le of perimetor 10 inches.

If we lot a no the Ienipth 01' Lou side, in inehes,

hen- the other side of tbn restan,Je wiJJ

- Inches.

For cash valuo of u, s(5 defines on

tl.e area of the 1--eanclo which may In ae--c!atel

with

In this ease we would restrict the domain of s, so

that

positive.

-

> 0, since the length of a side must be > 0

LikewIse, sinee the tcto! perimeter is 10, s must

2 be less than

Thus, the domain of u, for this problem is the set

of values such that s

Suppose we are thinking about triangles which have

areas of 12 square in,7hes.

)4 (Remember that the area of a triangle is

when b is the base and h the :_titudo.)

This formula (A = ibh) shows the relation between

9, the the altitude and the area of a triangle'. base

< B <

4h

974
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Ern
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the minter

375
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24-2

8

LC

11

l2

13

14

1 5

The number f(x) is called the value of f at x.

f(2) is the of f at 2.

g(3) is the value at

h(41. is the

if 11-J ,L11 tn, deali

of f, then f(x) is o number in the

raact

CC:as:tier L:(-3).

This is a number in the of g, provided

tnat -2;; U in the domain of definition of e!.

Consider h(0).

If 0 is in the domain of definition of h, then

h(0) is a in the range of ,h.

Slippeso hesirc to deal with the folicrInc function

f; "To ._4C-11 real number x assign the real number

The domain of f is the sot of all

Let be i We sea that f assins the number

tp j.
WQ would write: f(3)

3imi iarly : 2(t) - 1

f(o)

"f(x) . 2x - 1 for any reel number x" is a

complete statement of the desired function.

876

value

g at 3

value of h at

rare

number

real numbers

-1

-2

0

1
2

0



22

fL)

11

2a -

2(2t
4

io 11-

tru#,-2.

[B] is the correct 3hoice. If you were wrongor nA'aure--

complete Items 23 to 25. Otherwise, Skip to Item 29.

877

-b.

-2b ÷ I

2b 3



I for -3

areal numl)er?
17T3Tric7

It is not surprising that we refer to 11(z as

a oundratte function.

878

2b - 2

F

3

-1

9

1
2

2

5

t 4 - t2 - or

t 8 - tz-v or -17

2 -t
2- or 14*t2t

3

-3

0

1

no t ie not ih
element of the
dagen of deft
nition.]



Li! , 0 is ar sentmce The troth set is the

t of numbers a, for which the value of g(a)

is O.

The truth set of c(y) = 0

(Not

The truth set of o(y)

that we solved th.e aqua

(2)

24-2

firs tan

is that we soloed the Ineclus - 6

ruth set of z(y) < is the sst of all rea-J

D0

52

5?,

51,.;

numbe
117i7M57.573YT

for all real numbers x, find

less

(6)

Set of all
numbers greater
than 4.

15)

56

um-
than

O.

r all num-
bers greater than
or equal to 2.

It is pleasant when a simple algebraic expression can be used to

a function. But remember, we have defined a function whenever we assign__

any sort of rule -- exactly one number to every element of the domain of

definition,

879



-(-)
=-

Notice that h assign s a number to any real number x.

However, for arty real number x we see that h(x) > 0.

(B] is the correct choice.

f,1:-Ictir 117

h(x)

S. h(x)

T= 1-,(x) -x

R,]

[EiL h aild

aLd T

'Note that if x is any real number h(x) is non-negative. Hence,

it Ts not true that h(x) -x for all numbers x in the domain

of the function. [B] is the correct choice. Review the-definitiOns

of 1X1 and -)Tg if you werentt sure.

30



Here is a: ri-ter exaple 7f a fahst!cr havin4 the L7,-t-

cf a rea numbers as dcmal- ef definition.

-1 for each real numter

such that x <7. 0,

c(x. = C fcie x

x) = fer each reai number

sy-'h that x > C.

Aeal ir abrveyLatod

60

67

62

=

64 ,:(0)

65

66

/ 67

<

Compare the functions:

x-0 and h

x > 0

=

< 0

0, t=0
1, t > 0

X

1, X > 0

all.real numbers

(-1,0,11

-1

0

1

1

(x-) and h(t) have the Game domain? yes
yes, rio

Do ,.(x7) and h(t) define the rule of

68 association?
(yes,ne )

69 For ihy real number a, La o(a) = h(a ?

70 Ia j the same function as h?
yes,no

881

_

yea, no)

yes

yes

yes
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i.

,

- 0

".

Lind x 0" .

truth set

Y x2 -1

:1'

1 (C: ) --Lth u

7=3
a pcLnl_ -n

i1ti :1 -f thci 1u1L ii docs nct_

6,33



CrzIdmf f and F ty:

Aro the .:falfos of tne 'two, f ard 7, the sarr!?

Y7s L.

Even though both functions have a rule given by the pollnom141

2x - 1, their domains are differant; therefore, their anti:to-

-cannot be the same. [B] is the correct choice.

-f the f=tLor 7 dr=fin_ed by:

Comvarc-2 yo-Ir pace J.

-ST

E. Draw tla-: ,-raph ,af T(s

(AnswQr an rgwo lxv

The fction U dafinod by

-x, i x < 0
u(x) =

x, x

Which cf thb: fallowin7 is the Graph of U?

[A] [B1

[Cl

984



1%

we can rule out [Al by noting that the domain of U is the set

of real number between -3 and 3. We observe, too, that U(x)

is non-negative for all values in the domain. [Cl is the correct

choice.

trapI. 7(t)

yr7r rez7i- that. snrw

is

7 7-

_-ohsider the rraph 7f G(x)

:rath of *thio function Is the same- 7ha t you

drew . (Examine pare

11,:nce this function is the same 3s that rir:en In

-2 < t < 1

-1 < y

is not
(0 is ee

(-1,1)

ll

Lt. Draw the 2raph 7f

1C

(Allwer 7,n parp lxvi

We have observed that one way te define a _function io to :71-vp its rraph.

We have 3iov cbserved in many exarnplea that the same function can often be

865



-find ci,-.tee.H. a

the Lino 3,77:71,1-_

t,- (-

1i-th

Ltraw the Lir, 011ct=nectinc (-2,-1 ) (7.,tt )

Ch-T- th, Th,

-f defihiticr .n.f -he t%-c-icr
. 7 .

crsrn o , x ,

hz!:trin rcnh =!S7, drstr,

x f().,r)

Cx)

f(x)

-1x)

rjr r(X) 18 k Then th'e

un,tt71nn 's:

Find a rt.-.1c for the definition of the function whose

rraph 1 the l'ne serment 7o-nnectinc (0,1_ ) and

cy4).

24 Draw the line serment conneptinc (0,1) and

(Check with the result, pace .71.)

(6,

We note that the y-intercept ntimber ef the line

eentalninr this s:agment is , and its slope

iS

The function whose-graph is the line segment connecting

(0,1) gind (6,4) can be described as follows:

88'6

-2 < <b

<F Z5

- -1

5



;21.,3

+ 1,2
0 < x < 6

[c]

%he core choice
It*os 29 to

If you rnde the vrong choice, complete
t these items.

987



:irarh :A] dees hzt satisf:

"f(s1 ftn < x I". sln:e

:raph y, ar- f n

dses _inhtalh thnIs

4.

11-nsitn :Ci

0)

(2,1)

0_

-- stTe fan --In7

that If f is a fnetlen and a: ':a s tio .lests:n

t:.ene .a e:,:a:t1:. sn,s, assoclated -..riSth a:

C i_n feIrsoll7r-777i7aticn:

y grQph
P _-

I (a,b

i a c)
I

L
Ins ventI.::ai lino ttirsah (a,0) intersect the

-rapn

nsw

'sbdInat:es .sf f

' Q ar

F and 4 art-2 different prints, b

Is sraph ohcwn in tho divram the ,trarh of a

sine the

7777
di-ram shews two different n:.-slasnt

4th tne numir N.

A vcqtti(:al Iln.e intersects the itrapa cf a f'.:,nctipn In

at :trot
TITE:71:717T

qb

lbstissa

one
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24=3-

O accompanying figure is the graph of the function f.

The domain of definition of the function f, repre

stinted by this grhph is the set of all real numbers x

s',Ach that

The range of the function is the set of-real numbers

such that

From the graph approximate:

( . means approximately equal to.)

tJra%w tho graph of y2 = x, for 0 < x < 4.

make a table of valUes. Check your result with the

2

1.7

0

-2

graph on page lxvi .

The graph of 0 < x < 4

the graph of a function.

the
notj

890



24-4. Linear and Quadratic Functions

24-4

We have become familiar with the graphs of lines and parabolas. We

. can restate some of our conclusions about them using function terminology.

2

3

4

Consider m x - 2.

ne graph of this function i5 a line with slope

and y-intercept 0, ).

Since its graph is a

function as a linear function.

g(x) m +

1
) = - !X is a

func ti

o such a

1

(6,-2)

linear

linear function

Any function f which can be expressed in the form Ax B, where A

and B are real numbers, is a linear function. If the domain of such a

ion is the set of all real numbers, then the graph is a line.

f the graph of f, where' f(x) m Ax B, a

then the slope of the line is and the

intercept is ( ).

7 I For he function 3,

A

(0,13)

[Aq the domain is [3)

[B]\ the range is (3)

he

.[2] L et.

graph of a function?

temembi ve have when ve have a rule associating.

esdh number in the d nuSber is the :AL

line_. would an ah of all

siefsie pumber (in this c_

891



24-4

10

11

IL

lw

We sometimes say "The perimeter of a square is a

function of the length of a side."

This is cons-intent with our idea of function, since

to every value of the length there corresponds exactly

one value of the

ction can be expressed: f(x)

It is a function.

In this case we may say "the perimeter varies dire5lly

as the side." This means: the perimeter is a linear

function of the Side.

The cost in cents of some pencils, each costing 3i,

is said to be a of the number of

pencils.

The cost can be sed" by:

The cost varies as the number of pencils.

An inter ae ' function is illustrated by the followir.g example.

Suppose a man travels mile. Let x be his rate in miles per hour, and

let be his time in hours. We are led to the open sentence

1
> 0.where !x

Wed to rceall that rate X time = distan

16

17

In this case, we mc41 say that the time in hours is a

function of the in miles per hour.

Since the function in question may be repreSented as

f(xy we sometimes say that the time varies

inversely as the rate.

generally, we say that one quantity varies

as another -.when the relevant function has the form

x

892

varies inversely



Complete the tal,le of vaiaes for the open sentence
I--

Y 7.

x 1
-1 -2 -3

1
r I= I

24-4

See answer below.

Th

ij.] %he st:2t,,-f all real nnmbers.

[B] the set it all real= numbers excopt O.

[B] is correct.

w the tph of the func tion --e answer below.

M .111111111111111111111111111111
1=IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUMIIIIIIIIIIM

_ 111111111111111M11111
11111111111.111111MIUM1111111111111111111
MIMWIBIMMMMIIAMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1
IIIMI 11110.11111111111111111111111

rm m
MM.Mil MI iiiiri==n111

111111111111111111111111114iniMillillialallemuturourese
nummummummenamonsig
tumummimul.1111110111411111111111111
11.11111110111111111111111111111111EMMAkiMill IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIUMNM 1111111.111111111111MIN

Ma 111111111111111111111111111
0111111111111111111111111111

raph !-.1 the funQtien is called a hyperbole.
x

4,1fi
893



24-4

We have seen that if 1 , is a linear function it can be described by

f(x) = Ax + B, where A and B are real numbers.

It is natural to define a quadratic function as one which is expressible

in terms of a quadratic polynomial,

f(x) = ax2 + bx + c, where b, and c are real

21

22

23

2h

25

26

27

28

29

If

numbers and a / 0.

+ bx + c, where : A ©, and if the

domain of x/ is the set of all real numbers, then

the graph of the function is a

We recall that the parabola open upward If and only

if a

If the parabola opens upward, then the is the

lowest 4)oint on the curve.

If the Parabola opens downward, the vertex is the

highest point of the curve.

0

Consider the function f(x) = 9x -

is -- ..function, and its graph is a parabola

that opens
pward,do a )

To find the .tertex, we mAy proceed as follows:

_ 9x)

_ 9x + )

)

2 ' 81
7

is non- negative for all'values of x, and

'0 only when x has the value

The vertex of the parabola is (, IP.

81I) is the point on the curve.
lowest)

894



3©.

32

33

35

36

37

39

Let us continue to consider the function

f(x) = 9x - x
2

0 Since no specification as to

domain is made, we take the domain to be the set

of all real numbers.

The range of this function is the set of all real

numbers which are not greater than

81
We might call the maximum value of the function.

81
f( )

Suppose we want to find two numbers whose sum is 9

and whose product is as large as possible.

If one number is x, then the other number is

9 , and their product is

For each value of x there is exactly one value of

the product.

Hence the product is a of x.

This function can be expressed as f(x) = 9x - X2

since x(9'- x) =

We are asked to find the value of x for which the

product is largest.

From Items 23 to 29, we know that the maximum value

of the product is

.81
The value of the function is -- when the value of

x is
-----

The two numbers whose sum is and whose product

is as large as possible are ,

Suppose you wish to find two numbers whose sum is 12

and whose product is as large as possible. You might

guess, from your result in the preceding items, that

the numbers are and that the product is

As an exercise you can check fOr yourself

this guess.

895

24-4

9 = x

.x },

fiction,

81

6, 6
36

2



24-4

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

4)

Consider two numbers whose duff nets lb.

If x is one number, the product of the two numbers

is a Of x which can be expressed as

This is a quadratic function for which the .-raph is

a parabola that opens

Is there a maximum value for tbis funct-Icn?

However, there is a TrdnImun value.

It is , since the vertex of the raral2ola Is

A boat manufacturer finds that his cost per teat in

dollars is related to the number of Lcat.o mannfacLurcd

each day by the formula:

c n
2

- lOn 4- 175.

If he makes 1 boat his cost per boat Is

The number of boats he should manufacture each day

so that his cost per boat is smallest is

The cost per boat for this nnMber of boats

896

. -

function

x(x 12)

upward

no

-36

(-6,-36)

466

5

$150

..
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Section 12-4

*42. Theorem 12-4c. For positive integers a, t, and c, if a is

a factor of b, and a is a factor of (b then

a is a factor of C.

Proof:

There exists an integer
such that b c ap.

There exists an integer
such that b = aq.

ap = aq e

ap (-aq) c

a(p

p (-q) is an integer.

Hence, is is a factor of c.

Section 13 71

To show that
-b

a

-b

a

1

a

a is a factor of

a is a factor of b.

Since ap b c

and b = aq.

Addition property of
equality.

Distributive property.

The set of integers in
closed under addition.

Definition of factor.

definition of division

1 1
theorem hat

0 b

x( -y ) -(xy)

definition of division



47.

Y,

2 7 636.

37.

7x -2

- 7

21 -?z

=

48y
21 -2(2x - 7T

4 x a tAy 14c,

43yz

Section 13-

45.

50. 12a,

53.

7

Y - 2)(-3)(2X -7T

2
or

7x - 2

a b +
Proof that -

c c

2- 7x'

45.14 :(a
343*15yz

3"15427xz(a 9)(a.+

15.49.7yz (a 3)

6x(a
/

a 1b()
c c

a +$

definition of division

distributive property

a on of divi -ion



75 31w1 8 . tlwi (multiply by 2)

6IwI + 16 = Iwl + 41 .

51w1

w 5 yr w = -5 Truth set: (5,-5)

76. Ix1g
Otlx 31,< 22

14Ix - 31 < 28

(multiply by 14)

31 2 which may be inte _eted as "the distance between
x and 3 is less t 2." Thus the truth set is
the set of all -a _bers between 1 and 5.

one of the numbers is n, the other i

3n+ 240

5n + 3n 1200

8n % 1200

n = 150 Truth Set: (150)' One number is 150,
the other is 90.

If xis the amount by which the numerator is increased, then

4 + x 27

7

3(4
27

12 + 3x = 27

3x 15

x 5 Truth set: (5) The numerator was increased1w 9.

79 if the father is x years old, Joe is
3
- years old.

80, If x1

+ 12 = ix + 12) (Multiply each side by 6.)

2x + 72 = 3x + 36

36 x Truth set: (36). Joe is 12 years old,.
his father is 36 years old.

the larger Integer, then (7 the smaller.

x - (' 7 x) = 3

x - 7 + x = 3

2x - 10

x = 5 Truth set: (5). The integers are 5 and 2.

The reciprocal of thecamaller integer decreased by
1 1 2the reciprocal of the larger is
2 5 -375-

iii



81. If x is the number of defective radios,
1then x 4 800
20

x 40 Truth set: (40) The ratio of defective to
non-defective radios is

ko ko
Boo -74o 76o 19

Perhaps you noticed that the number 800 is unnecessarylinforMation. If

we suppose there were r radios in the shipment, then nr were defective,

and r were not defective.
2

Therefore the req

86.
d d

s =

sd 7d = 56

15d = 56

d =
15

1
--r

1

19_ 19
O

d ratio is 19

Truth set:

d represents the number of

the house.

requires nd Bob to paint

Together, Joe and Bob will paint (7 g) o

Note that we could also reason as follows: If it takes

paint the house, the fraction they paint in one day is

1

_f house in 1 day.
6

days.d to

ection 13-4

1

12

14 2

1.

b

18

3 6

29a 2
432#211 132

1
m

24
24

) 24
3+

iv



x 2,

2. (11,3A

4

3. If Kevin rides d Miles 44to the hills, then he will ride d miles
back. The amber of houyt riding into the hills is and tie number

of ours riding baciyis s.

12

The distance L miles.

Section 14-.3'

Proof: If n is a negative integer and a / 0, .then

In words, the statement you want to prove is:

a-n- is.the'reciprocal of an.

Since n is negative,

a-11

_ -n n _ -na 1a-- = a
-na

by definition (-n is positive

1 , by def1n1ti of reciprocal

. 'Hence, a-1' is the reciprocal of

Likewise/

Section 14-5

1. (s)..

1 n

a-n
p.n

and therefore a
-n

= n..
a

'(b) The least common denominator is 2'3'52 or 150

3w 6 w 5 2w 10 2.8w - 5w 1- 20w

2
5 2'3 235 5 35 2'5

150

11w

)0

94



c) The least common denominator is

3a
2

2 3a a- 2

The least common denominato]
.A11_

4t, :3 8AY2
2 3 3 3 x322-y '3x y 2 ,

10

(b) "Tra2

2.52.32a 9

3. 130

131

If

is divisible. by 2.

is not divisible by

number after 11

131 is prime.

x is the integer,

2,

is

.then

3,

13,

x

5,

3a2.

8 -;5a + 3a2

12a2

4
3x y3

3a0 2 4

48x y3

3 _
,3x

5.17xY
5

7, nor 11. Since the next pri

and 132 169, we see that

1 is its successor.

An appropriate open sentence is

4x - 2(x 1) + 10

4x - 2x 10

-x = 12

x = 6 The integer is 6.

5. (a) x - 99 . 67

x .,1861

x -93

JcAution of the equation is )3, but is not in
the domain since 3 is a factor of 93. The truth set is
empty.

(b) 12(4
12

= 12(12
3

4x +5 144 + 3x

x - 139

Since 139 is prime, the truth set is (139

vi



If there is a prime number x for which

3x2 < 123

then x
2
< 41

x < 7 where x is a prime number.

The primes less than 7 are 2, 3, and 5.

The left member is 3(2)2 = 12 when x is 2. 12 < 123

The left member is 3(3)2 = 27 when x is 3. 27 < 123.

The left member is 3(5)2 = 75 when x is 5. 75 < 123

thus the truth set is (2, 3, 5).

If there is a prime number x such that

Ix - <3
then T C x C 13

Thus the truth set is (11

6a3

(b)

1

7. (a) a3 + a2

(b)

6x3 + 3x

2
m
2n

(a

27a
3

10
4

either Examples -3
2

= 9, 4
2

= 16

8either Examples 2 = , 33 =

even

odd

even even X even = some numbers.

fi



odd odd X odd = ?

(g) even 2 is a factor.

(h) odd One less than an even number is an odd number.

_10 ,10
) odd since divides 2 but does not divide 3

,10 .10even since 2 divides both a and b

9. (c), (e),- (f), (g), (h), and (k) are non- negative.

10. If x is the length of the.side of the smaller square -,en x 1

is the length of the side of the larger square.

11.

x
2

= 27

x
2

2x 4- 1 - x
2

= 27

2x

The length the side of the smaller square is 13 units.

132
-Check: Area of smaller square is 13- = 169.

42 196.Area of larger square is

They differ by 27.

x As the number of nickels, then 41 - x is the number of dimes.

5x 10(41 - x) = 335

5x 410,- 10x = 335

-5x -75

x = 15

Thus, Bill has 15 -nickels.

Check: 15 nickels are worth $.75.

41 - 15 or 26 dimes are worth $2.60.

$.,60 and $.7 is $3.35.

The information about his saving,for 27 days is unnecessary.
requirement that there.are more dimes than nickels is satisfied since
Bill has 26 dimes and 15 nickels.

12. if x is the number of gallons of mixture removed, then the number of
gallons oZ salt in the original mixture minus the number of gallons
salt removed equals the number of gallons of salt in the final mixture.'

.15(100) is the number of gallons of salt in the original mixture.

.15x is the number of gallons of salt in the mixture removed.

.10(100) is the'numbFr of gallons of salt in the final mixture.



An open sentence is:

.15(100 ) .15x = .10(100)
15(100) - 15x = 10(100)

:500 =

337 = x

1
The number of gallons of mixture removed is /77.

Check: the ratio of the number of gallons of salt in the original
mixture minus the number of gallons of salt removed to the
number of gallons of final mixture should equal 10%.

15 - .15337)

1 1 100
100 33t

10
100

= .10 or 10%

If r is the number of miles the train goes in 1 hour, then
the number of miles the train goes in 8 hours. lOr is the !

of miles the ,let goes in 1 hour. An open sentence _

lOr 8r 120
r = 120
r 60

The rate of the train is 60 miles per hour. The rate of the jet
is 600 miles per hour.

Check: In one hour the jet travels 600
In eight hours the train travels 8(60) or 480 miles.
600 is the 120 greater than 4600

14. If r is the rate in m.p.h. cif one train, then
2
r is the rate

in m.p.h. of the second. When they meet the number of miles

traveled by the second train equals 320. !jin,ze they traveled
1

for
_ 16

7 hours, an open sentence is:or

16
r

';1-
-=-- 320

5 J

IfJ G 2
15 '-'r + 15 15'320

4r* pr - 4800

6 - 4600

r = 60

The rate of the faster train is b0
The rate of the slower train is t-(6_) or 40 m.p.h.

Check: 40(4) 4- 60(3) = 128 1=i2

= 320

5
ix



15. If n is the number of lbs. of the $1.00 candy, then
40 - n is the number of lbs. of the $1.40 candy.
n(100) is the penny value of the 51.00 candy in the mixture
(1-0 - n)(1I40) is th- henn:y value of the $1140 can in the
40(110) is the penny value of the 21.10 mixture.

An onen sentence is:

n(l00) (40 - n)140 40(110)
100n + 140t = 4400

1200 == 40n
30 n

The nu:rLer of Lound6 of
The number of pounds of

.00 candy to to used

.40 candy to be used is 10.

re

Check: 40 its. of the final mixture at t.i.10 her seli for 44.

30 lbs. at
10 lbs. at

14 and

1.00 is
1.40 is 14.

0 is ;44 .

Section 15-2

*56. To Prove: - 1 is irrational.

Proof: (by contrad Aon)

,.ssume 4-/2 - 1 is rational.

Then, since 2 is rational,

2 - 1), or - 2, is also rational,

because the set of rational numbers is closed under multiplication.
Then, also, (IT' - 2) (2), or IT', is rational since the set of
rational numbers is closed under addition.

But, J is not rational (Theorem 15-2). Hence,our assumption is
contradicted, and we conclude that - 1 is irrational.

2

*57. To Prove: v is Irrational.

Proof: (by contration)

Assume V3 is rational; that is, that there are positive inte8ers
a, b, having no common factor, such that

a _=
ti

Then

a
2

- 3

3

a
2

3b
2

mince a° is a multiple of 3, then a is also a multiple of

x



2,2e27:

a a

50.

51. .47

52. (f--

53. 2 '7 5).

5" _-:147.1/77)(2-' :117

55.

110. 2x, x is rionritive

J1J. x whe2u x i noriTnegative

112.

11.

114.

115

116.

117.

-119.

31n115

:x

5y' :.,

25 xl

1000 :4,

where x

whore

'..11(_,re

y

x

is non-fl eEative

/5 non-norative

4

o non-ncEative

Section V574

22.

23, and

. 241 .

9Y3

1A-
and

27.

2). and aO 28.
3 a

. xi

Therefore

a mu1ti-ile Of

lz a :2ontradiotion

Lz.t

VT- LI/TT

. 12

7

46

717
-6



8

15

se_ctIon 17-2

= 17 - 317

417

+

78. A first approximation to

42
Divid = 7.00

7.00
Average:

Divide.

Average:

6.462

second approxi

6.4 6- 2
6.481 (The third approximation _

(6.481) - 42.003361

)42

A t approximation to

74
Divide -77-

.

9 + .22
Average -- 8x1
Divide: 8.6(25

8.6 + 8.6c
Average.

(8.602)2 73.994404

7 8.602

to second approximarion to VT)

.602 [Note: 8.6047 so we rounded itz to

8.605. owever, since the average of 8.6'
d8.605, which 8.6025, is exactly half

way between 8.602 and 8.603, we shall
round down to 8.602. In this case, we dci
so, since we know that 8.6025 is &Ire

-too large because we had rounded 8.604T
to M015.1



80. A first approximation to /77 is 10.

Divide:

Average:

Divide: ='=-

7.7

Average:

Tne second aLLrnxiaticon to

section

78. 0.00470 . IL"), so 10=0-

A good first atr.roximatinr. to 477 is 7.

L7
:J.71

7

arirc:.:f_mat::n to

Averace:

Divide:

6:11

L)'
6.72

(--7

m 6.O,O (The second atproxlmation to ,b7-7 is 6E36.

6.812
Average: 6-656 (The third arrrox.--..- to '477 is 6.856.

Hence the third airroximation to 1.00470 is .06856.

79. 0.0470 - 4.7(10 ' ) so 1/0.047 . -4777')J77 = 4477(10-1

A first approximation to I#=7 is 2.

4. _ _

Divide:
7

2.35

Average: _ 2.16 (The second approximation to 1/7.)

Divide: "7 2.136

.2
Average: 2.168 third approximation to 14-77.)

Hence the third approximation to 10.047 is 0.2188.



, , 1
80. 70260 = 7.0260_0

4
j, so 7170260 = 7.026. 10 == /7701.102 1

A first approximation to 17.02.6 is 3.

- 2. 342-_

3 2.342
Average: - 2.671

The second approximation to 17.026 is 2.67.

7.026
2.6022

2.7

2.7 2.602
Average:

2
1 (The third approximation to 57E6 . )

Hence the third approximation to ,ffaso is 265.1.

81. 1681 = 16.81 le so 11g=81 - 116.814102 116.81(10)

A first approximation to 116.81 is 4.

16.81
Divide: 4.20

4 + 4.20
Average: 4.10 (The second approx

16.81
Divide: =,-:77 - 4.1 (Isn't that interesting?)

Since (4.1)2 = 16.81, 116.81 = 4.1

Hence 11681 = 41. (Note that we do not use here, since th
not an approximation, but is exact.)

n to 1..)

82. 0.1369 - 13.69(10 -2), so 10.1369 = /13. 6 9. 10

A first approximation to 113.69 is 4.

Divide.
1

3.42

4 .42
3.71Average: 3.71 (The second approximation to 113.69.)

2

Divide: 3.7

Since (3.7)2 = 13.69, 113.69 = 3.7

Hence 10.1369 = 0.37.

51 3



Section 1271 Review

i. (a) 477 2.1q

(b)

(c) .0/4775W 2.5.i and a >

(d) 4

13 13.15 3

2. 4 . p / 3 - 5V3 4- 2..q

1155 . 1©

(c) 21(a b)I

(a) irf75 - V7477 = 2 - 21q

(e)

3. (a

(b)

2 - 3 -1

47 2V7 21/7 2i
If a simple form with
rational denominator is

-1
desired, )

NT 4

AID

(e)

(d)

4-

=fix = 31 x 1i/E

(f) vf6-74 6 2 = 12

(g)

(h)

= - }2 215. -

a3b3c2

(With ratio

4- 2 N

2 ./

(8) 3 t-7 47

(g

*(h

x 112

3

and-

x

= 2 V17 = 2 2Ig

1 denominator,

41a1I3 la113 lallY = 21a1V3

15 +_ IE i7.17 2.(7T)
IE 2

(15 104 + - 1)i/T -= 3 - + - 2

Im1147 71rapp4q where q



Section 15-7 Review continued)

(g)

(h) 1

5. (a) (4)

*(b) (64)

(c) (Ii,

(d) all m such that

1 2
6. (a) X

(b) xI+
7. 3900 39.00 x l0

V3900 = 67 x ii0'

- < m

for x 5

for x>0

_

6; Divide: 6.5!

.3; Divide:

% 6.245

1(3900 om 6.245 x 10

8. 3900.0025

9.

10.

(a)

(b)

3

62'6

(c) 32.23 3

(a) 10

(b)
la

10-
1

--.1 =10'
(c) 10

n+2

=177

whe x

where a

(e) (8)

(f) 21x1 * ixi 3

jx1 - 3
1x1 I

Average:
6+6.9

.190; Average:

- 6.3

6.3 + 6.100

62.45

(d) 35(1+ 1 + 1) ---= 3-J.3 ,

(e) '3(1 + 1 + 1) - 34.3 , 35

(f) 32 22

(d) 14 102+2 104

(e) 10 - 10-5

(f) 106n

The truth :set

i (-1, 1).

-6.245



Section lai Review (continued)

b3 6 2
3b

2 b

2
q 2ng3

+ 1)12
7

=

(1

1
12

12. 6

5 5

x

2x- 6> 3x

-6 > x

3

The set or real numbers
less than -6.

-
3(8

3-

8 e x - 5x

13. n
2

- n 41

8 6x

8

6 = x

(a

1,

1
y

le se

than

bers less

20(1m1 = Iml)

201m1 - 3 = 41m1

161m1 = 3

1ml

16'

fails to give a prime for n == 41, since the sum of

the last two terms is zero. This leaves which has n as a factor.

If an algebraic sentence is trUe for the first 400 values of the

Variable, it is not certain that it is true for the 401st.



Section 15-7 Review (continued)

14.200 is a good guess for the average since the weights cluster around 200.

19,

212
201

198
232
139
178
196

182

- 200

-

-

- 200
200

0b
- 200

-- 5'0

-

=
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

12
1

-2

32

-11
-22
-4

-78

Sum of the differences 1_, -10.

Average of the differences is -

Addin this tc 200 gives 3
11

for the team every e.

8

Let the n numbers to be averaged be represe- ed by al, a2,

where.the "subscript" (the small number written to the lower right of

inali.ndicatesthata_is the first number, the subscript in

shows that ate, is the second number, etc.

The average of n numbers a1, . a
n

is

+
-2
a_ + a3 _ + a + + an

-4

If g is the "guessed average," then the average of the differences iQ

- g) + (a2 g) + (a3 - g) - g)

n

a
1

+ a3 + + a
n

ng

+ a2 + + + an

+

n

(Since each term contains -g

and there are n terms, the
sum of the g's is -ng.)

When we add this average of the differences to our "guessed average" g,

we have

a
1

+ + an

n

4- a
2 3

+ +a
n

and this is the average. Hence, the method works.

15 If the rat weighs x grams at the beginning of the experiment, it will
5_weigh Tx grams after the ricks diet and i(ix) at the end of the

15
experiment. Thus, the difference is x x -AX grams.



Section 16-6

1. (z2 # 8)

3. 3(4x2

4.

squar

(X 2)(x

3(2X 3y)(2x

)2 [=T::rfect square. ]

[Comriete tr quar.]

- 3y) [First find common factor (3). Then

use difference of two squares.]

5. NOt uossible. 11.1 ,feting the

6. 4(5 - x) [Common factor (4).

7. 1) - 1)(3(a 1)

1,

gives

(3a

4.1

[Difference of two

squares.]

[x +1 is a perfect square. _

5(c 4

the difference of two squares.]

d) + 4- d ) _ (5 + a d) [Grouping.]

16. (0 '1 ) [x(x = 0]

17. (5,-5)

18. (3,-5)

19. 16

20. (-10] (First write: x75 == 0. Then factor:.

- 4x - 5 = )2
(x 1)(X - 5).]

Section 1773

50. a2 4 3a 4- = a2

51. y y 3
1 1

Y
,



52. x2 7 5
2

- 5x + -

y ly - 1 = Y - 1

Section 17-5 Review

I.
8.

y

x 6x +

x
2

- 4x 4- 4

x2 +22x +2

a2 tab b2

x
2

- 2xy y
2

12.

13.

14.

15.

2
x 2x 1 -

10,000 + 2(100) + 1

4x2 12xy 9y-

9a 24ab 161d2

= 10201

16. (1A 2)

17. not factorable over the
integers

18. 3)2

19. (2z,- 5)2

20. not factorable over
integers

,21. not factorable over the
integers

22. not factorable over the ,

integers

27. (n - 6)(n - 4)

23. x - 4x t bx 4b

= x(x - 4) b(x - 4)

(x 4-b)(x
4)

24. (9am 6ab)

= 3a(3m 2b) 4

(39 + 4)(3m

25. 2a(a = 5b)2

26. (z2 -I- 8)2

28. Not factorable. z
2

- 2z

-(x - 3)(x - 4)

-(x 6)(x - 2)



, V

section 17-2 Review (continued)

31. -(x - 4)(x + 3)

32. (a - 8)2

33. Not factorable. ÷ Eh

34. (a - 16)(a - 4)

-35. (a - 8 (a - 3 IL7), d(1

36. (d 1/7)(d I)

377. 13)(' ' '3)

38. Not factorable.
2

a 106.. 39 . (a 24 14

39. 58.(e - 3a the complete factorization,

12- 3a m (a -
4-*

since

40. 7(x

61. If n represents the number, then an open sentence is

iOn - 9

or n
2

lOn 9 m 0

The truth set is (1,9). Thus the number is either 1 or 9.

Check: If ttie number is 1, its square is 1, and 1 is

) less than 14(1).

If the number is 9, its square is 81, and 81

is' 9 less than 10(9).

2. We can use the.formula

V bh for the volume

of a rectar4gular solid.

If the Ameter of the

base ij24 feet, then

the sum of the length in feet and the width in feet is 12 feet.

If i represents the length, then 12 -i represents the width,

and an open sentence is

1(12 - I )2 m 70

domain of Q is the set of positive real numbers less than 12.

We have: '24/ _ 212 . 70

-212 24- 70 0

- 121 + 35) 0

7)(i = 0



Section 17r5 Review (continued

a
The truth set is (7,5).

If im-7; then 12 - = 5, that is, the length of the rectangle

is 7 feet :and the width is 5 feet. If I!= 5, then- 12- 7;

that is, the length is 5 feet and the width is 7 feet.

in-pither,case, the sides are 5 feet and 7 .feet long, the perimeter

of the base is 24 feet, and the volume is 70 cubie feet.

63. If s represents the length of a side of the square, them s +.6

represents the length of the rectangle. The area of theesquare

is s2.

The area of the rectangle

is 3(s + 6).

An open Sentence. is
2 m 3(s + 6).

The domain of s is the set of positive real numbers.

We have: s
2 . 3s + 18

s-
2

3 - 18 = 0

s + 6

- 6 . 0 or s =

Thus, the side of the square is 6 feet; the rectangle is 12 feet'

long and 3 feet wide.

Check: The area of the square is 6(6), or 36 square feet.

'The area of the rectangle is 12(3), or 36 square feet. -

If w is the number of inches

in-the width,

then w + 7 is the number of

inches in the length. Since

the diagonal is .13 inches lo_

/ and the diagonal and two sides

form a right triangle, an open sentence is

w2
.+7)2x11

The domain of w is the set of positiye real numbers. We have:

w
2
+ w

2
+ 14w +49 = 169

Zw-
2

+ 14w -120 ='0

w -12 or w = 5

The rectangle is 5 inches wide.

Check: The length is 5 + 7 /or 12 inches, 5-
2

+ 12
2

=



Section Ez2 Review (continued)

if b is the number of inches

in the length of the base,

then b 3 is the number of inches

in the altitude,

and the ,area of the triangle is

(b - 3) square inches.

'since the area is 14 square inches, an open sentence is

ib(b - 3) = 14.

The domain of b is the set of positive real numbers.

We have:

b

b(b - 3) = 28
_2
b - 3b - 28 = 0

b = 7 or b = -4

The length of the base is 7 inches.

Check: The altitude is 7 - 3, or k inches.
1

The area is 0)(4), or I41 square inches.

1

66. If x sthe number of inches in

the length,

then 14 - x is the number of

inches in the width,

and x(14 x) is the number

of spare inches in the area. Since the area is 24 square feet, an

open sentence is

14-x

x

x(14 - x)i- 24.

xThe'dothain of Is the set of po,itive real numbers.

We have: 14x - x2
/

24 = 0

x is 12 or x = 2

The rectangle is 12 feet long and 2 feet wide, or it is 2 feet

Long and 12 feet wide.

Check: In either case, the area is 24 square feet.



section 11:2 Review (continued)

67. If the number of miles

Rosemary walked in 1 hour,

'then x 1 is the number of

miles Lorraine walked in 1 hour.

Since we have a right triangle,

an open sentence is:
k2x+ 1)- 5

The domain of x is the set of positive real numbers.

We have:

2x 2x - 24 = 0

x = -4 or x 3.

Thus Rosemary walked at the rate of 3 miles per hour, and Lorraine

walked at the rate of 4 miles per hour.

2 2Check: 3 y 9 16 = 2,

5

68. If" n represents one number, then 15 n represents the other

number. Since the sum of the squares is 137, an open sentence is

n
2

(15 - n)2 = 137

n
2

- 30n 88 0

2(n'- 4)(n - 11) = 0

The truth set 4,11).

The numbers are 4 and 15 - 4 or 11.

Check: 42 112 = 16 + 121 = 137.

69. If n represents one number, then n - 8 represents the other number.

Since their product is 84, an open sentence is:

n(n - 8) . 84
2
n- - on - 84 = 0

1

The truth set is (-6,14).

The numbers are -6 and -6 - 8 = -14 or 14 and 14 - 8 = 6.

Check: 6(-14) = 84, and 14(6) 84

xxiv



If

Review .(continued)

x is an odd number, then x _ is the next consecituve odd

number.

An open sentence

2 15 x

- 2x - 15 = 0.

The truth set is (5)3).

The numbers are 5 and 7, or -3 and

Check= If the numbers are 5 and 7, their product is

4(5) 15 is also 35.

If the numbers are -3 and -1, their product is 3;

4(-3) + 15 is also 3.

71. Let x represent the number.

14x x2 s 11

T.14x- 11 =0

(x + 7)2 - 60 . 0

(x 7)2 - (21/15)2 = 0

+7+ 2:/0)(x - 2-65) = 0

since

(-7 - 21E5, -7 25) is the truth set.

=21)

The number -7 - 2 satisfies the condition-- so does -7 21/5.

72. x2 4- 211c 3 = (x 13)2. (Note that 3

coefficient of x.) Hence we have:

x2 + 21/3x - 10 = 0

x2 211jx 3 - 13 = 0
d3)2

(/y3)2
0

(x+ + 4J)(x + 41 = 0

-The truth set is (- - AY, -1 + AY)

the square of half the -

73. If a is an odd integer, then there is an integgr n such that

m . 2n + 1.

. (2n + 1)2
. 2 .
441 4n-+ 1

4(n2 n) 1

Since n is an integer, 4(n2 n) is a multiple of 2.

(4(712 n) 2.2(n2
Hence 4(n

2
+ n) 1 is odd.

XXV



dection 1T: (continued)

*714. Referring to the previous problem: If ii is odd, then

m (an + 1)
2

4n(n )

n and n + 1 are consecutive integers. 'Hence one of them is even and

the other odd. Hence n(n + 1) is even. That is, theme is an

Integer k for n(n + 1)

2
m = +4.2k

m - 1' =42jc

and 42k is a multiple of 8.



ANC EMY

Chapter 18 - DIVIDINd POLITOW.A1Z ;. RATIONAL EXPFtESSIONS

18-1. Division of Polynomials.

3a-2 + 7a - 11
3a2_ = 6a + 9

13a- 20

+ 3
+ 6x + 9

- 11x - 6x - 6

70. 14y2 + By

1 + _3y

2y2 lly - 16

71. -6x + 8
-6x - 1

9

18-2. Division of Polynomials, Concluded

18. x - x3 + 3x2 - 38x - 10
x3 52

8e 38x

8x2 le0x

2x = 10
2x -- 10

0

2x x+

19. x 2 3x2 + 3x -
5x2 = 10x

13x - 3
13x - 26

23

25x 2320. _ x 13 +

5x +

2 x = 2

2x3 + 2x2 + Ox 2 + 14x _4

2x3 12x2

14 Ox

114)(2 84x

84x + 5
84x - 504

509



18.34 Products and Quotients Involving po 1 omL

Note we have x

x- + x = 2

452.
x - 4x +

x 2
x 2

2 x - 1
x + 2 2

16

3)(x + 2)

rn2+)
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3x2762

2082b
viry2)3

30(ab2)2

(b)

(a

25ab

b2ab

9b2
T.47

3

A'

alb -1

_ + 4
ab a(a. b) b(a b) ab

+ 4(a -_b)
ab(a

2 x + 62.
3 - 4x - x2 - x - 2x - 3

4. - 2
3xt 2

2x + 1 + 1

x4 + x + x2 x + 1x - 1

2x - x + 2x2 + x - 1 x +9x
x+3)(x-3)(x-

9x -

)(x-3)(x-

- 4x -



1 +

+

8

1 +3
3

If the width of the strip around the rug is w feet, then the number of'.

feet in the length of the rug'is '20 - 2w, and the number of feet in the

width of the rug is 14 - 2w. Since the area of the,rug is 24 square

yards or 24(9) square feet, an open sentence is:

(20 - 2v)(14 - 2w) . (24)(9),

280 - 68w 4w2 = 216

4v
2
- 68w 64 - 0

w2w - 17w # 16 = 0

(w 16)(w - 1) = 0

then w = 1

< v < 7

w - 16 = 0 has no solution such that

Thus:, the width of the strip is 1 foot.

x
2
- 22x - 48 = 24) ( x 2)

(b) x
2
- y

2
- 4x 4y = (x y 4)(xt y)

(c) 6a20 12a4b4 = 3e1)3(ob2 - 2

Chaifter 19 - TRUTH SETS OF OP 2I SEMMES

19-1. Equivalent Equations__

For Items 17-28 the truth sets

7
20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

0

(0,2)

1-
(15) 28.

25. (80)

26. (0)

27. (2,3)

Set of all real
numbers.



Since 2 (x
2

+ 1) names a real nonzero nuMber for all values of x;

Ve may multiply both sides of --

x2
=
1

b
2(x2

+ 1) and obtain the
x I 2

chain of equivalent equations:

x
2 +1

x-
2
= 1

x2- 1 = 0

1)(x 1) . 0

x . 0 or x - 1 =

The holution set is ( -1,1).

Since . x
2

+ 5
2

x
2

+ 5

2x +5

non -zero real number, may multiply both aides of

and obtain the -equivalent equations:

+ 5 . 06(2 4- 5

x + 5 0

'The solution.set is 0.

2
0. Since x- + 5 names a non-zero real number, we may multiply both sides of

2
---4.- 321. 2-- - 1 by x +5 and obtain the equivalent equations:

+

2
x + 5 . 1(x2 +

x2 + 5 = x2 +5

0

The solution set of 0 = 0 is the sat of all real numbers. (Remember

that although 0 =,0 does not contain a variable, it is certainly a true

sentence no matter what value the variable has. If you wish; you might

:74.

75.

76.

coneiler

(4,

(1 ,

(-5,0,5)

0 = 0 as equivalent to x + 0 = x + 0 or x F x.)

)

21, -216). We have written as 2

+ x = 2x
2

is equivalent to x3 - 2x2 4- 2(.= 0

x(x2 - 2x + 1) = 0
2

1)-= 0 Truth set: (0,1)



the square, we see that x
2
+.6x = 0 is equivalent to

(x+3)2 8

(x+3+2M(x+3-24/E) = O..

set: (-3+21/, -3- 25) .

81. given:equation is equivalent to x - 3 or x - 1 m 0.

eeoluton net is (is,

equivalent to x
2

- 9 = 0 or x + 2 = 0.

-3).

`the given equation in the form x (3x 1) w 2

4):

sing the Method indicated in Items 89_95, we see that a polynomial which

has the value 0 for tir given values of the variable is:

(x 3)(x + 2)1x - 2)
b

..,

In order toiwrite a polynomial,with integer coefficients, we tiply

the polynotial above by 36. (E0 you see why we choose 36T

36(x 2)(ji'' 1)(x
2,._

) 3(x - E)2(x + 1)6(x- ;)3(x 3 2 o

(3x - 2) (2x 4'(6x - 5)

Multiplying and combini4:tarMs obtain 3x3 36x2 - 7x 10 as a

polynomial with the desired properties.

You should notice that the polynomial 36x3--36x2 - 7x + 10 is 36 times

the polynomial (x - 1)(X + PX - i).

19-2. Fractional gquations

21. x
1

2 is equivalent to x
2
+ 1 = 2x and x l 0

x2- 2x + 1 = 0 and x 0'

(x - 1)2= 0 and x10

The only solution is 1. The solution net



T.

-28 +3,

s
2

These on set is

+ 01 + y 1 - y

(1 y)(1 0(1
1

++ y

(1 - )2 (1 + y)2 = 0

0(1 +

Since y / 1 and y / -1, both (1 - y)2 and (1 + y

vositive. The solution set is 46

1
t - 1
- 1)() (- 1 1)t(t

1 t
- -1 = 0

.= The
solution set is

u,

"l
Y - (1 + Y)

2

(1 - 2y + y2) - (1

The solution set U

d .t

y 1 +

- y / 1, Y/ -1y 1

= 0 and y/ 1, y1 -1

+ 2 y) ) 0 _d y 1, y / -1

-41/ f 0 and y / 1, y -1-

(0). 1



equivalent to

Tru h set:
,

(x - 1)2 . 4(x 1)

.'2x + = 4x2 + 8x + 4

2
3x + 10x + 3 = 0

(3x + 1 )(X + 3) . 0 and

1 .

Weo wish to find the solution of the `equation
1

+
1lEx_Notiee

that the "sum ofthe reciprocals" is not equal to the "reciprocal

the sum ".

Solving 1

3.2
1 1

2.4r+ 2 .4) . 3.2r

.8? (3.2)(2.4

r = 9.6

(In this problem the domain of r is the set of positive real numbers.)

.1973. Squaring Both Sides of cation

39. quaring" x
2

- 16 7 8 - x, we have

x
2
=,16 s 64 - 16x x

2

16x . 80

x 5

Check: Left member: 1/5775 = V5 3

Right member: 8 - 5 = 3

Al set: (5)

40. "Squaring" )7=T; x - 8, we have

x2 - 16 x2 - 16x + 64

16x , 8d

x ..5

Check: Left member: 125 - 16 . 9 = 3

Right member:. 5 - 8 = -3

h set: 0

xxxiv



n. rgi-x = x, we have

x
2
= x

2
, whieh is true for all !real numbers.

llowever, non- negative, so x must be non-negative.

Truth set of = x: Set of all non-negative real numbers.

42. "- u x, we have

x = 4 - 4x + x2

0 = 4 - 5x x2

0 = (4 - x)(1 - x) which

Check:' If x is 1, the left side is ;7 __. 1;

the right side is 2 - 1 . 1.

If x is 4, the left side is ,.- 2;

the right side is 2 4 -

Truth set of A = 2 (

43. "Squahng" 1 x, we have

Truth set: 0

"Ssu

2x m 1 4- 2x

0 . + x-
2-

A-T-75 = x + 9, we have

9(x 13) . x
2

18x + 31

9x 117 = x-
2

13x + 31
* -

0 X2 9x - 36

0 = (x 3)(x + 12)

Checking/reveals that 3 is a solution of the or

that -12 is not.

Truth set of 35-171 x 9

46. (9). Note:

47.

48.

49.
fi

Check!

solution of the original equfd

e to check that both 0

xxxv
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56. 12x! = x + 1

4x2 = x + 2x + 1

3X
2

- 2x - 1 .

(3x + 1)(x 1) = 0

57.

9.

Truth set of 2x1 = x + 1 is 1).

x - lx1 = 1

- 1 . lx1

2x + 1 s

-2x + 1 . 0

Truth set of x lx1 . 1 is 0.

2x = lx1 + 1

1 ' lx1

4x2- 4x + 1 . x
2

3x-
2
- 4x + 1 = 0

(3x - 1)(x - 1) = 0

Truth set of 2x = lx1 + 1 is (1).

lx 31 4

16

. 6x 9 16

, 6x - 7 = 0

(x + 1)(x - 7) = 0

Truth set of lx - 31 = 4 is (-1,7)

60. An open sentence for this problem is

Solving, we have,

1 = x + 2.

(x - 3)2 = (x + 2
}2

x2- 6x + x
2

+ 4x + 4

10x = 5

x
1

Check in original equation:



19-4. Illgvadities

1. x 3 Subtracting (a .1 -3) to both cider,

2.

x

iplyino by the I,

> 54. Multiplying by the negative number 1

x -13. (Notice the change in the order.)

4. 3x - 2 > x 4 is equivalent

3x - x > 4 4- 2

2x > 6

x > 3.

11.

12.

ences

4 -- x

8 - x > 2x - 1

-x - 2x > -1 -

-3x > -9

x < 3.

we have

Directions

have

First, multiply by order is not Thar,Fed.

Now sub__ 2x.

Finally, divide by order.

The truth set is the set or all numbers less than

-3x-> -9

-x - 2x > -1 - 8

8 x > 2 = - 1 Divide by 2, order uncha Iged.

Multiply by -731 charve order
Write -3x as 2x: -9 -I -

Add 2x and 8.

23. 1 4x 1

1:< 4x 4- 1 and 4x +1<2
0 < 4x and 4x < 1

_0 < x and x < I

24. 4t = 4 < 0 and I - 3t < 0

4t < 4 -3t < -1

t < 1 end t >3

Graph:

Graph:

xxxv
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-1 < 2t < 1
-1 < 2t and 2t<1
- <t and t <

Graph;

1Notice that this is the graph of I ti <

26. 6y < 0 or 6y - > 0 Graph;

< or 6y >
1 1y < or

x, 2

1- 0 1

Notice that this is the graph of y >

is tive all V LL.I 3f X,

2
> _1 is evil/Cent to

x- + 2

2

0 < x' which is true for all real numbers x

0++++++>

5

4+++++++++0

-1« -3 -2 -1

0

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

0
0Notice that x' > 0 unless x O.

ci



19-. Summary aura Review

(5)

0

(-21 10.

2,2)

(-1,1)

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

(0,1,2)

(-4)

0

0

(2)

16.

17.

18.

19.

29.

(a) The tru-th -r.et is

The E;rash:

(L)) The truth

.(c

et

Set of all real
numbers except -1.

Set of all real
numbers.

-2 1 3 4

is the set of all values of x such that

x < -2 or x > 2.

The graph:
-7) -2 -1 0 1 2 3

Oamo a

(d) Same as *(b).

*22. (a)

-1 0 1 S 4

30023. 77 = 10 hours one way.

300
15 hours returning.

[--- -4
3

Since the average rate for the whole trip must involve total distance
600(6o0 miles) and total time (25 hours), the average rate is --, or 24

Miles per hour.



*24. If d is the distance in miles one way (d 7 C) and the rate is r

miles per hour, the time one way is hours. On the return, if the

rate is e miles per hour, the time is hours. The total distance,

T
2d miles, divided by the total time, F

4

9
hours, will be

r miles per hour, q 0,

2rs_ d
g + r d

Notice that the average rate does not depend on the distance traveled.

If n is the number of mph for the faster car, then n - 4 is the

number of mph for the second. Then
360

is the number of hours dun

which the faster travels, and 7360 :7 is the number of hours during which

the Slower travels. Hence

360 360
n n - 4

1, if n / 0, n 4, n a O.

360(n . 4) = 360n -

360n - 1440 . 360n -

n
2

- 4n - 1440 = 0

(n + 36)(n - 40) . 0

n 4)

+ 4n

Since n > 0, 40 is the only solution. The rate of the faster car

40 mph. Since 40 - 4 = 36, the rate of the slower car is 36 mph.

26. If x is the number of units in the h of the shorter leg, then

2x + 2 is the number of units in ,icier leg. Hence, by the

Pythagorean relationship,
x2 2)2

0 < x < 13.

x
2

4x
2

8x . 4 . 169

5x
2

+ 8x = 165 . 0

(5x + 33)(x - 5) = 0

5x + 33 = 0 or x 5 = 0

5x 33 = 0 has no positive solution.

Thus, the truth set is (5). The shorter leg is 5 units in length,

and the longer leg is 12 units.



2
I > 9

lx - 51 > 3, since Ix 51 > 0 for all values of x.

- 5 3 or x - 5 < -3

x > 8 or x < 2.

The truth set the set of all x such that x > 5 or

While the hour hand travel:: over a nun l-,er of minute mar

minute hand travels over 12x of these units: Since the hour hand it;

at 3 o'clock position, it had a 15-unit "head-start" over the minute

had at the time 3:00.

12x = x 15.

llx = 15,

15

x IT

Thus, the truth set of the equation is (12). the hour hand is
1,

15 15 ,4
traveling

II
units, the minute hand travels 12(il lo-- units.

11

4Therefore, the hands will be together at 1 minutes after 3 o'clock.



Chapter 20 - THE GRAPH OF + By + C = 0

20-1. The Heal Number Plane

96.

-T-
-i-

fi

L._

, .

4_4

ic6

.

__J__

.

, 1

4 ___

_1-

;

_4-
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,
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I

.

4. . _4
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1
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POdbible

(-9,5)

(-64, 5)

(-2,5)
(0,5)

(3,5)

(7,5)

81
-2'

5)

*110.

points:

{-

ri
, 1

_-lirt

EMIIPIIIIIIIIIEMiNN!PM
MEMNIIIIM P

1111

II
IIIli ...

,

goes ( -2,1); (3,0) goes to (-3,-

(2, -1) goes to (-2,-1); (-6,0) goes to (6,0)

(- ,2) goes to (I, 2); (O,1) goes to (0,4

(-1,-1) goes to (1,-1); (0,-4) goes to (0,-4)



*110. (continued)

(b) (-2,1) goes to

(-2,-1) goes to

goes to

(I goes to

(2,1); ( -3,0)

(2,-1); (6,0)

(0,4)

-1 (o,=4)

(e) -d) Goes to -c,

(d) (-c

(e) (-c

goes to

goes to (c,d)

goes to

goes to (-6,0)

goes to (0,4)

goes to (0,-4)

) Any point on the y-axis goes to itself since the first coordinate

for a point on the y-axis is 0, and -0 = 0.

20-2. The y-Form of the Equation of a Line

Graph for Item 38



Graph for Item 39 and reference for Items 40-46.
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66. 2y 5x - 0

y -5

y -5

7

5The y-form _

2x

We may use multiple of 2 as values of the abscissa.

Graph is

x .6 =2 0 2 4

23 1 17 27 37
Y 7

2 2

---

-
-

IMB-MIEVIE- _I-A____

Il

_____
--f

Elnil
* ii in

Elm
milimmui Km

alinwmmill..
RI 11 oo111111iiiiiil I



74. Line (a) includes all possible
points such that each has its
abscissa equal to the opposite
of the ordinate.

Line (h includes those points
such that each has ordinate
7101ce the abscissa.

Line (c) includes the points
such that each has ordinate
that is the opposite of twice
the abscissa.

All of these graphs are lines,
and all pass through the origin.
Their equations are:

Y = -x

(b) y = 2x

y = -2x

75. (Also, reference for
Items 78-82.)

AU of the graphs are
lines through the origin.
The graph of (a) rises as
it goes from left to right,
while the graph of (d)
descends. The same pattern
applies to the graphs of (c)
and (b).

xlvii
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20-3. riflition of Slope and y-Intercept

2.
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50.
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78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

Slope is

Slope is

Slopeis

Slope is

Slope is

Slope in

Slope is

1,

-1,

1,

-3,

'

0,

y-intercept is (0,207).

y-intercept in (0, P.

y-intercept is (0, 1p

y-intercept is (0,1).

y-intercept is (0, ).

y-ins_ roept is (0, 1).

y- intercept is (0,9).

85. Slope undefined, no y-intercept (vertica1 line x . -5 does not
intersect y-axis).

Slope is m, y-intercept is (0,b

20.4. Jpplications of the Slope and Intercept

36. Slope is 5
-13

37. Slope is 0 since the ordinates equal; i.e., this is a horizontal
0line:

-7 .15

38. .Slope is -2.

39. Slope undefined. This is a vertical line since the abscissas are equal.

.40. Slope is

41. Slope

78.

3

4

=17'

Y

Iii

4



79.

8Q.

1

x -6

Y 7 ax + 1
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20-5. Summary and Review

2.

(a) Y F 3x

(b) Since the line passes through the points (0,-3 ) and ( ( -2,0),

slope is

(b)

Y

= =1 and the equation of the line is
2

x = 3. (2y + 3x + 3 . 0).

+,7y

2y - x - 7 = 0)

iv



2.

(d)

_ 1

negative.

(b) b is posi

Coordinates

Coordinates

Coordinates

five,

of -b)
of Q: (-a, -b)

of R: (-a, b)

is in the 'third. quadrant,

is in the second quadrant,

is in th,ifourth quadrant,

is in the first quadrant.

31 - 12 = 0

(y = 4)

2x 4 5y = 6 = 0

(y . -Ex
5



1111111111RIZE
Firin

MK ZVI
LIM NM
MINIM II

MA VIMMEMMUM=MUER
ARNIM&HMI Min

-V-

= 3x + 4

y = 3(x) 4 (a)

7). . -(3x 4) (b)

Y = (3X + 4) 3 (c)

y m 3(x - 2) 4 (a)

Lines y = 3x 4, y (3x -I- 4 ) 3 and y x 2) 4 are

parallel lines.

Lines y = 3 + 4 and 4) are parallel lines.

2x y 5 . 0 also

6x 3y - 15 = 0

The.equatione 2x y 5 = 0 and 6x'-1- 3y - 15 = 0 are equivalent.

If we mu3tiply both sides of the first equation by 3, ve obtain

the second equation: 3(2x y - 5) = 3 . 0

6x 3y - 15 . 0.

If kl0, Ax By + C 0 and kAx klly kC = 0 are equivalent

equations. Hence, they have the same truth sets and the graph is

the same.

lvii



6.

The grsphs of 3x - 4y - 12 = 0= and 3x - 4y - 8 = 0 are parallel

lines. The coefficients of x and the coefficients of y are

the same.

(b) If k I 0 and D I kC, the graphs of Ax + By + C m 0

kAx + kBy + D = 0 are parallel.

if B 10, the y-formof these equations are:

Ay

ti
A

y - x

Note that the lines have the same slope.

(a) y =

(b) Slope is

(c) y 6 x

(d)

9
2'

y-intercept is

(a) (1,1) goes to (-2,3)

(-1,-1) goes to (.4,1)

(-2,2) goes to ( 7,4)

(0,-3) goes to /(-3,71.)

(3,0) goes to' (0',2).

b-2) goes to (2a - 3,

9equation is y = 6.

point goes to itself. In order for a point to go to itself thef

sentences a - 3 and h = b + 2 must be true. However, the

truth.aet-of each-of-these, sentences is the null set.



2w 4- 2(w

This is 1

w(w 3) or 3w.

This is not linear. in w.

20. xd. This is lirieex in d. if the diameter is doubled, the

circumferencg is doubled. If the diameter is halved, the

circumference is halved.

The rati
d is constant and equal to the irrational number

The circumference aries directly with the diameter.

_2 1

1

(b) -47 4
This is iwI linear in d. The ratio

711

is not constant,

A A A 1
-d7 = The ratio -- is constant, a v.d2

lix



Chapter 21 .., GRAPHS OF OTHER OPEN SENTENCES IN

21=1. Graphs of Inequalities

27.

2

x

.

t

-t-

I I
-0i !

,

! i±
4- -t

28.

t-



31.

2x -

2
y -7

2x - 7y > 14

2
- 2 y < - 2

2x - 7y < 14
2

Z >
7
x - 2

32.

2x - 7y
2

y < 7x - 2

21-2. Graphs of alE Sentences involving Absolute Value

15.
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2
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-0103 'xi IYi = 5

_x - -3 -3 -1 -1 0 1 l 3

lxi 5 1 1 0 0 1 1 3 3

IYI u 2 4 4 5 5 4 U 2 2 0

0 2 2 4 -4 0

.104. The graph of lxi + lyl = 5 is given
at the left.

Note that we could write four open
sentences from which we could get the
same graph:

x + y = 5 and 0 < x < 5 or

-X y = ) and -5 < x < 0 or

x y = 5 and 0 < x < 5 or

-x y = 5 and - < x < 0 .

.21-3.

23.

Graphs of en Sen ences Involving

are integers.

Integers Only

y . -3x + 1, and x and y.

24.

25.

4 < x <

5 < x < 7

y -x - 3

-2 < y < 2,

and -1 C y < 1,

for .8 x < -4,

and

and

x

x

and

and

y are inte7.ers, or

y are integers.

are inteeers.

26. X = -2 and 2 < y < 7, and x and y are integers.

27. -2 < x < 2 and -4 < y < 3, and x and y are integers.

28. x -6 and y < 6 and y x 6, and x and y are integers.

29. x = -4 or -7 < y < -2, and x and y are 1_teg-

30.

x

`Ixiv

y = -2x +3 and 1 x 5 3,

and x and y are ir.'.egers.



32.

> > C

411- = - t

4 4

4 - 4 4 1 1 4 4 14
11'

1
j =41

4-

-4
*

- .7-

Thiz rtiv also be written as -h < x
are integers. The set of points

21-4. Surrmary and Review

1. (a) !xi

(b) :x1 > 5, or x> 5 or x

.(c) y = I 2x - 2Ix - 21

1
y < =x 2(d)

(e) y > 2Ix -

> -X 4

3'

lxv

7

x

- -



(f)

(d)

Y >

The graph is not possible since
Therefore, the truth set of "Ix

(g)

x < 1.5

lyl" must tie positive.

yl m -2" is

X

- ,
_ NE
II Ilibk.nrallih..
MEIIIIMbP'
IIMMIPTiliV
111!AN4P SIII 11OM

IIIIIandI RI CUM-
IIIME IA MI

II U

3

lxvi

+y -2



4.

5.

y 21x1

(b
Y -2Ix1

y- 1x -31

y= 2Ix 21

(d) y = 21x1 5

(e) y 2Ix - 21 - 4

2x - 3 > 0. Graph of > 0 in one variable.

0 1 2

Graph of 2x = 3 > 0 in two variables:

-r-
1 1

,
kr.

IIM
ti.-

-Frir.
611111

-mil

i'---'---- II ,t

-I-

lyi < 3. Graph of 1y1 < 3 in one v-- able:

t
-3 -2 -2 0 1 2



111

11
II

----.-=

L

t-1--"--'
r

, 1- 1

(b)

x < 6 and y 0 and y< X and x and y are integers, or
x < 5 and y> 1 and y < x and x and y are integers.

lxi + IY1 < 8.

If the two-digit number is 10t + v, the sum of its digits is t + u.
An open sentence for the problem is

10t 4- u 3
----= 4

t 4- u t + u

Then 10t u = 4 411 + 3

6t - 3u = 3

2t u . 1

u = 2t - 1, 0 < u < 9.

If t = 1, then u = 1.
If t = 2, then u = 3.
If t = 3, then u = 5.
If t = 4, then u = 7.
If t 5, then u = 9.

If t = 1, u = 1, then
1 u

t u

11 3is The pals of values,
2 2.

t 1, u = 1, are not allowable since the remainder 3 is greater than

the divisor 2 and this is not possible.

If t = 2, and u 3, -4+ 3
5

If t = 3, and u n 5, 35 4 + 3-
1F g7

If t= 4, and = 7,

If t = 5, and u = 9, 2? =
14

The possible solutions are 23, 3 59.

47 -4
11 11"



If the number of steers is a and number of cows is c, then the

open sentence is

If s and c are posi

25. This is true when c =

25s 26c = 1000

-s = 1000 - 26c

1000 - 26c
s -

s = 40 -

egers, then 25c must be divisible by

50, 75, ..., a multiple of 25, since
26 and

If

If

25 have

c 25,

c =50,

c = 75,

no common

2c
--- 26

26 c

factors greater than 1.

and s = 40 - 26 = 14.

and s = 40 - 52 . -12.

s = 40 - 78 =

= 52

c25
78

It is thus apparent that if c > 50, a is a negative number. Hence,
c may only be 25

and s= 4Q- 26

s = 14.

So he may buy 25 COWN and 14 steer

If we were to solve the origins/ equation instead. for

1000 - 25 s
c

a would have to be chosen so as to make 1000 - 25s divisible by 26.

Though this can be done, it is plainly more difficult an the other

approach.



Chapter :112 - STEINS OF EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

of Eivation

0 Or Sr - a 0 2 0 Or x - y +

x = 0 or y 3 0
6



22.

3(2) 2( -4
2(2) -4

) 4(-2) - 15 = 0
7 5(-2 - 11 = 0

)2(17) - 7(12) = -50
/3(17) - 2(12) - 27 = 0



24.

37

1

7.7 3 30 = 0

23 37 7_O

.22-2. Systems of Equations (Continued)

Note: Answers for Items -*36 may have r and interchanged.

*34

*35.

*36.

*37.

s)x ( - s)y - 2r 4s = 0

s)x -r s)y - 101. - 8s m 0

2s)x 4- (-2r 3a)y - 14r Ss = 0

- 6s)x (12r + 15s)y - 5r 4s = 0

*62. Having discovered that we can use r . 6, a

the greatest common factor of 6 and 4. That

we note that 2

r m 2 . 3, s = 2. 2.

If r = 6, s = 4 makes the coefficient of x equal to 0, then r = 3,-

s = 2 will accomplish the same. This is justified by noting that from-

r(4x + 21y - 27) s(-6x 15y - 37) . 0

we have

(4r a 6s)x A- (21r 15s)y - 27r - 37s = 0.

f 4r - _s = 0, 4r . 6s
6s 36r m T 2.



81.

86.

2

+ 40

3x +2-2 = - x 40

4x + 12 = -15x + 240

19x = 228

x = 12

When x = 12

y = Z,(12) + 2
3

y = 10.

The solution set is 0)).

0; .

Check: 10 =
3
=i12) 2

10 . 8 + 2

10 = 10

10= (12) +40°
10 . -30 + 40

10 . 10

1

Y 7

6'x - . 6'1

3x - 2x = 6

x = 6

n x = 6

6 y . 7

1

The solution set is ((6,1

Check: 1

3 - 2 = 1
1 = 1

and 6 4- = 7

7 7.

6y+ (2 - 4x) = 3
4x- 2(3x- 1) . 2

1-4x + 6y - 0
1 4x - 6y

83. x = zy

y =

2x = 31

3Y =

2x. 8

4x -8

x = -2

when x E -2

y &(-2)

Y

The solution set is ( -2
4

Check: -2 = 4L) - 4
2 3

-2= 2- It

The graphs of the,.
parailel lines.
The y-intercepts are
The solution set is

-en sentences are
apes are the same.
fferent.

0



22-4. Sys ems of Ine ualitip$
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11.

12,

13.

Graph is _ shaded. re :a

Graph consists of doutly shaded
region, plus both boundaries.

Graph is doubly shaded region.

1

15.

lxxv

! The truth set of the use

4x 2y < 8 is equivalent to
2x - y < 4; the intersection of
this with_ 2x - y < 4 Is

2x - y < 4. The graph of the
system does not include the
boundary.

4



21.

Graph consists of heavy portion
the line 3x - 2y , 5 = O.

Graph consist
of the line.
the point (1,
this point is
graph of the trp

:heavy portion
e circle around
indicates that
/kncluded in the
h \aet.

22.

bccvi

Graph consists of haavy portion
of the line.

The graph consists of the entire
shaded region.



The graph eonFis
shaded region.

Graph cants
area ancl

The graph is the entire sheicd
region.

!,raen it the entire shaded
recon plus, the lines

The 71';--

area.
IF, the double shaded

F,aph Iz he heavy portion
Tine In shaded region.



65.

To.

'llhe graph is the shaded region
in'Thattrg Podhdaries.

The graph is the shaded region,
including all three boundaries.

The graph is the haded region
including, all of the betindaies.



al;Ls exa:7-.Ttle is 111-,ra:_te s: : :ie16 lineaat

7rof77=tni.--. ::_c7H 1- ir ttr,===

t7 V=1, :IstsJ7i,s-itr-L, astocts,

L1,e refer7:e ts as a ssnvex set of nointc.

tho :sa-sts :::side on r ninninc, plvs on(!

,74

:710r oc=nds ni_re reirE - c_nd itn seconds are

These two incouales ive the ecrc,:tv-alerst ::rer-

20p =f= ?r 130

P 20

The graph of this nyct,c is

an r_i r are intct;erc.
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There are 48 different combinations of r and g which will assure

success; for example, 4 running plays and 8 passes. However, some

combinations, such as 6 runs, 7 passes, leave less time remaining,

thus giving the opponents less time to try to score. These combinations

correspond to points of the graph nearest to the line p 2r = 20.



3. reline

intersection for any numert,

o 3. Then

r

n.21 of all

n ,,rtninn the point of

not O. Let r -2

3Y 4 Qy 4 RI, )jo , 0

is the equation or the required. horiontal 2 ian Let r 3 and s 5.

Then

19x # B o
is the equation of the required vertical line.

ixx



7

Truth (28,29) Truth se,: ,37))

y 16

2x x and y inte- _ s. (d) ix + y -= 20

Truth set:
1-).8x +6- 110

ar-uth set: nl
1114-))

-3
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92. The graths ir nart, (a )

n

The rrath of y = xT - 2 be ol:tained by movIr-, Eraph of

y = two units iownward.

The greon of y x- 2 eon h. .htoThe,9 nlovinE thegraun of
.

x two units utwaTd.

=

=



can be obtained

(c) The 77 r

y

The granh

. 2x-

(a) The g a-

y . 2x

1

7 can be

.c to tne rich -

2_\2
7=7
2-

unit to

7 can

_

can be obt

un-_15 up-ward.

rraph

7-1.. unit urwar-
L

mo#4vin the gra_

U its upward.

'ing the crabh of

2(x con be ob*ained by ,_ vim t graph of

Its to the left.

Lx v



(a) 7=7v T ' -(x n te attaJt

sf

(f) The rr=-17

=

=t- -nnrn

i) 711, tr:7a1:11 y ty novinr- -1:2

=

unin: to 7'7

59. (a) CooroLinates of vertex: (0, o) (f) Coordinates of vertex: (2,
Equation sf , - 0 Eduation of axie: x 7

(f) Coordlnateo of vertex! (0, o) (o) Coordinates of verten:

Eq,,,ation sf x 0 Equation of axis: n -2

(c) Coordinates of vortex: (U, 0) (h) Coordinates of vertex: -2=

Equation of axis: x 0 Equation of axio: x -2

(d) Coordinates of vortex: (2, 0) (1) Coordinates of vertex: -2.

EquatiOn of axio: x 2 Equation of :xi:: x - -2

Coordinates of vertex:. (2, :)

Equation of axis: x = 2
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23 Standard form= y d

Vert,e):: -1,

Folr,7a of lectlon Oh (2,

24, 5,-:-_s_r,1=-1, :.=

Verte:: (C 7

ChaDter

24-3 Graph of Function:7

3.

6. 9. U.
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68., 9., 70.
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Index

abscissa 710
absolute-value 205-214, 216, 385 -392, 504

graphing 760-744
addition

definition 22 32, 261
identity element 99, 252, 311
of real numbers 219-225, 261
on the number line 23-24, 219-224
properties of 235-242, 262

addition method of solution 803-8056

addition property
of equality 242-251, 262
of opposites 239, 262
of order 350, 352, 354
of zero 99, 130, 239, 262

additive identity 99, 311
additive inverse 252-260, 311

uniqueness of 254-255,'311
associative property

of addition 41 42, 110-113, 130, 237, 262'
of multiplication 44 45, 117-114, 130, 239-292

axis of parabola 341, 860
base 465

binary operation 4o, 117-120
boundary of region 754, 823
clause 87-91
closure prOperty 28-30, A115-109

under addition 105-107, 130
under multiplication 108-109, 130

-coefficient 555

coincidtht lines 811-812
collecting terms 304-305, 552
common drmomizator 455

common name 31, 38, 113, 441, 460
common polynomial form 552
Lommutative property

of addition 43, 112-113, 130, 236,
of multiplication 45-46, 113-114,

262
130, 281-283,

comparison property 191-192, 215, 347, 254
completing the square 594, 515-588, 589, 598, 633, 854
compound sentence

with connective and 87-89, 97
with connective or 89-90, 97

contradiction 414, 429, 514
coordinate 13-17, 710
coordinate axes 710
correspondence 9

counting nurbers 2

cube root 500
uniquenes:S of 522

cubes 508
difference of 575 -576

degree of a polynomial 553
denominator 11, 394
difference 230, 371

of cubes 575-576
of squares 568575, 589

308



direct proof 514
distance 208, 224, 385-392
distributive property 47-58, 120-129, 295-297, 308, 379-380

used for factoring 558-567, 589
divisibility 403-4014

tests for 405-414, 438
divisicin 11, 117-118, 131

definition 393-398, 399
by zero 11, 131, 395, 397, 404, 640
of polynomials 639-652, 664

domain 62 -63, 88, 165-166, 187, 442, 521
of definition 869

equality
addition property of 242-251, 262
multiplication property of 316-318

equal sign 67
equation 84, 244

fractional 676-684
of line 744-746
quadratic 622 -632, 4

equivalent
equations 667-675
inequalities 691-700, 701
sentences 332, 353, 362, 701
systems of equations 795-797

exponent 463 498, 465
factorable 4015

factoring
by inspection 591-612, 595
completely 558, 603-604
over the integers 415-416, 558, 537, 589, 599, 633

over the real numbers 613-621, 633

polynomials 556-589
factors 401-405, 437

formula 77-78, 150
quadratic 630, 858

fractional equations 676-684
fractions 11, 439-461

addition of 451-459
division of 446-450
multiplication of 439-445
subtraction of 451-459

functions 863-896
definition 861
linear 891
notation 875-883
quadratic 894
range of 869

fundamental properties of real numbers 370-372

Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic 419, 437

graph 17-20, 91-96,-97, 703-788
of Ax + By + C"== 0 703-750

of compound open sentences 91-96

of functions 883-890

Of inequalities 751-760
involving absolute value 760-774

involving integers only 775-784
of quadratic polynomials 835-859

of sets of numbers 17

of truth sets 7980



greater than 81, 187
greater than or equal to 93, 188
greatest common factor 436, 438, 474-475, 559-560
half-plane 756
horizontal

line 734-735, 747
number line 707

identity element 99-105
for addition 99, 252, 311
for multiplication 100, 312

if and only if 326, 358
indicated

product 30, 53-55, 121-123, 303, 324, 591-594
quotient 395, 652-658
sum 32, 53-55, 121 -123, 303

indirect proof 414, 429, 514
inequality 81-86, 353, 361-366

polynomial 691-700
integers 178

graphs involving 775 -784

intercept 732, 747
intersection 19

inverse
additive 252-260, 311
multiplicative 311-318, 343

irrational numbers 182, 215, 510-515
least common denominator 452, 496
least common multiple 103,;452, 460
less than 81, 187, 347
less than or equal to 93, 188
linear polynomial 745
lines

coincident 811-812
equations of 744-746
parallel 741, 809-811

lowest'terms 444, 656
mathematical language 137144
mathematical proof 254 -26b

monomial 551
multiplicatiOn

,definition 273, 308
identity element 100, 312
of a real number by "-1" 293, 297
of real numbers 267-279
on the number line 26-27

multipliation property
of equality 316 318
of "1" 100, 101, 103-104, 130, 284-286
of order 360
of zero 101, 13D,287, 308

multiplicative inverse 311-318, 312, 343
:names for "1" 102
natural_ numbers 3-

negative integers 178
as exponents 478

negative real numbers 182, 215



nu- er
counting
irrational 182, 184, 215

negative 200, 215

negative real 182

of arithmetic 17, 73, 190

natural 3

positive 200
rational 12, 180, 184

real 177 214, 182, 184, 215

whole 3; 29
number line 9-23, 177

numerals 31-38
numerical phrase 31 35

numerical sentence 35-37, 68, 88-90

numerator 11, 394
one, multiplication property of 100, 101, 1 104 254 236, 308

one-to-one 20-21, 746
open phrase 62, 70, 140-155
open sentence 67-74, 97

involving inequalities 83-86

oppOsite 197=204, 216
addition property of 238, 262

opposite of a sum 257-259
order property of opposites 201-204 354,

order relation, 186-196, 347
properties of '347-372, 691

ordered pairs of real numbers 705- 08

ordinate 710
origin 710, 728
parabola 837=840, 860
parallel lines 741, 809 -811

parentheses 32-34
representing ordered pairs 705

perfect squares 577 -584, 589

phrase
numerical 31-38
open 62, 70, 140-155

pi 183 -184

point 8

-polynomial 549-589
common form 552
degree of 553
division of 639-652
in x 551
linear 745
over the integers 556,558, 613,'633
over the real numbers 613-615

quadratic 553, 581, 613, 835-861
positive integers 178

positive number 200
prime

'etctorizatlon 414=425, 437, 548, 600-601

number 417, 437
proof 237, 254-255,

by contradiction
direct 514
indirect 414,

proper factor 402,

proper subset 21

257-259,'260, 286, 414
414, 429, 514

429, 514
437



property of an operation 41
quadrant 711
quadratic

equation 622-632, 854
formula 630, 858
polynomial 553, 581, 613, 835-861

radical sign 503
radicals 503-545

involving fractions 523 -530
range of function 869
ratio 445
rational expressions, 659-664, 662, 664

addition and subtraction 659-661
division 657-658
multiplication 655-659
simplifying 654-655, 659-661

rational number 12, 180, 184
rationalizing 526-527, 574
real numbers 177-214, 182, 184,

addition of 219-225, 261
multiplication of 267-279

real number plane 703716, 707
real number system 370-372
reciprocal 318-327, 343
remainder, 642
reversible steps 336, 353, 667
relation 347
roots 503-509
sentence

compound 87-96
numerical 35-37, 68, 88-90
open 67-74, 96

set 18
empty 3

element of 1

finite 4

infinite 4

member of 1

null 3, 76'

solution =246
truth 74-80, 97, 246

plifying
radicals 515-522, 523-530
rational expressions 654-655, 659661

slope 726 -735, 733, 735-746, 738, 747
slope "0" 734-735, 747

- not defined 734-735,-747
solutions

of equations 246-251, 328-343, 384, 397, 456, 5
of inequalities 361-366
of systems of equations 789-820
o/ systems of inequalities 820-831

solution set 246
solve 246, 673
solving systems

addition method 03 806
substitution method 814-816

square of a number 73



square root 505

approximations 74, 183;-511, 5-15 530-544, 545--

uniqueness 510
squaring both sides of an equation 685-690

standard form of a quadratic polymomial 620, 633, 354, 860

subset 6, 21 -

substitution method of solution 314-816

subtra-2tion 25, 131
definition of 373-377, 399

on the number line 25

properties or 377-385

successor 22, 145
sum of elements 27

sum of opposites 257-259

symmetry of parabola 344

systris
of equations 789-320
of inequalities 820-831

r,s 304
tilorem 254

sitive property 193-194, 216, 347, 354

truth number 71-73
truth set 74-80, 97, 246, 353, 363-366, 456, 667-701, 704, 790

graph of 79-30, 706, 717-720

undefined, slope 734-735, 747

union 5

unique 253, 318
value 61-62

of function 876

Variable 58-65, 70, 77, ill
domain of 62-63, 165-166, 187
value o 61-62, 70, 71

variation 592
vertex of parabola 341, 860

vertical.
line 734, 747
number line 707

whole number 3, 23
word problems 137-.175

with inequalities 154-155, 165-166

y-form of equation 717

y- intercept 732, 747'
y-intercept number 733, 746

zero 43
addition property of 99, 130, 239, nfo

as exponent 477

division-by 11, 131, 395 397, 4.04, 640

has no reciprocal 319
multiplication property of 101, 130, 237, 308

Slope 734-735, 747



SYMBOLS

indicating a set

0 the empty set, the null set

equals, names the same number as

does not equal, is different from

is greater than

is less than

is greater than or equal to

is less than or equal to

is not greater than

is not less than

union

fl intersection

and so forth

parentheses

is approximately equal to

I I

absolute value

non-negative square root

3/- cube root
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